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Honda XL 2505 

Right-hand view of the 1980 Honda XL250 S 

·. 

Right-hand view of the 1980 Honda XR500 
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Introduction to the .Honda 
Xl250 S, Xl500 S, XR250 .and XR500 

The. models covered by this manual reiresent Honda's 
latest offerings in the mid-to-large capacity trail and enduro 
market. The four-stroke single-cylind.er machine all but vanished 
during the 1970s, when light two-stroke machines dominated 
almost every off-road class, but has now been re-discovered 
and is rapidly gaining popularity, 

The current XL anp XR models were introduced between 
May 1978 and March 1979 and replaced the previous ~eries of 
models. The machines were substantially revised, the 250 and 
500cc machines 'featuring redesigned engine units with a 
cleverly contrived balancer· system. This arrangement was 
designed to· counter the out~of-balance forces inherent in a 
single-cylind~r engine, these being considered undesirable. 
Apar:t from obvious differences in capacity and state of tune, the 
engine units are of similar design and. construction. 

. The frame is similar on all models, having a top spine' 
section fabricated. from pressed and welded sheet steel sec
.tions. The engine unit IS employed as a stressed member of the 
frame assembly, and thus the weight and added bulk of an 
engin·e cradle can be dispensed with. The remainder of the 
frame is of conventional welded steel tube construction. 

Front suspension is provided by conventional oil-damped 
telescc;>pic forks, these being of the fashionable 'leading axle' 
type in which the wheel spindle axis is forward of the lower leg 

to give greater wheel travel. Rear suspension is currently of 
conventional twin gas/oil suspension unit and swinging arm 
construction. All models are equipped with Honda's now 
famous 23 in front wheel, rather than the standard off-·road size 
of 21in. · 

The XL and XR ·versions share many sifl1ilarities but are 
intended for very different applications. The XLs are by defi
nition a compromise. Like all trail bikes they are fully equipped 
for road use but have. the capacity to cope with gentle off-road 
forays. Unlike many trail bikes they succeed in fulfilling these 
rather conflicting requirements. The four-stroke engine unit 
produces a wide spread of power when compared with two
strokes of similar capacity, and the compromise between road 
and off-road gearing is less obvious in either element. The XR 
machines are off-road machines with few concessions to road 
use. The limited electrical system suffices to make them road
legal for registration purposes, but littie else. lt should be noted 
that the XR as imported into the UK has a number of features 
which make it illegal to use on a public road, and these are 
discussed in· Chapter 6. Machines registered in the U K wilf have 
been modified by.the dealer or owner to comply with UK legal 
requirements, and as no official conversion exists, these modi
fications cannot .be covered in this manual. 

Model dimensions and weight~ 

Note: slight variations jn some of these figures. may be found, depending on the country or state of original delivery 
and year of manufacture. . . 

Order.ing spare parts 
When ordering spare parts for any Honda model it is 

advisable to deal direct with an official Honda agent, who 
should be able to ·supply most items ex-stock. Parts cannot be 
obtained from Honda (UK) Limited direct; all orders must be 
routed via an approved agent, even if the parts required are not 
held in stock. · 

Always quote the engine· and frame numbers in full, 
particularly if parts are required for any of the earlier models. 

The frame number is located on the right-hand side of the 
steering head and the engine number is stamped on the upper 
crankcase, immediately to ttie rear of ·the cylinder. Use only 
parts of genuine Honda manufacture. Pattern parts are avail-

Location of identification plate 

able, some of which originate from Japan, but in many 
instances they may have an adverse effect on performance 
and/or reliability. Furthermore the fitting of non-standard parts 
may invalidate the warranty. Honda do not operate a 'service 
exchange' scheme. · 

Some of the more expendable parts such as sparking plugs, 
bulbs, tyres, oils and greases etc., can be obtained from 
accessory shops and motor . factors, who have convenient 
opening hours and can often be found not far from home. lt is 
also possible to. obtain parts on a Mail Order basis from a 
number of specialists who a~vertise regularly in the motor cycle· 
magazines. 



Safety first! 
Professional motor mechanics are trained in safe working 

procedures. However enthusiastic you may be about getting on 
with the job in hand, do take the time to ensure that your safety 
is not put at risk. A moment's lack of attention can result in an 
accident, as can failure to obser\re certain elementary 
precautions. 

There will always be new ways of having accidents, and the 
following points do not pretend to be a comprehensive list of all 
dangers; they are intended rather to make you aware of the 
risks and to encourage a safety-conscious approach to all work 
you carry out on your vehicle. 

Essential DOs and DONTs 
DON'T start the engine without first ascertaining that the 
transmission is i·n neutral. 
DON'T suddenly remove the filler cap from a hot cooling 
system - cover it with a cloth and release the p~essure gradually 
first, or you may get scalded by escaping coolant. 
DON'T attempt to drain oil until you are sure it has cooled 
sufficiently to avoid scalding you. 

·DON'T grasp any part of the engine, exhaust or silencer without 
first ascertaining that it is sufficiently cool to avoid burning you. 
DON'T allow brake fluid or antifreeze to contact the machine's 
paintwork or plastic components. · 
DON'T syphoh toxic liquids such as fuel, brake fluid or 
antifreeze by mouth, or allow them to remain on your skin. 
DON'T inhale dust- it may be injurious to health (see Asbestos 
heading}. · 
DON'T allow any spilt oil or grease to remain on the floor -
wipe it up straight away, before someone slips on it. 
DON'T use ill-fitting !ipanners or other tool~ which may slip and 
cause injury. 
DON'T attempt to lift a heavy component which may be 
beyond your capability -.get assistance. 
DON'T rush to finish a'job, or take unverified short cuts. 
DON'T allow children or animals in or around an unattended· 
vehicle... . , 
DON'T inflate. a tyre to a pressure above the recommended 
maximum. Apart from overstressing the carcase.an9 wheel rim, 
in extreme cases the tyre may blow off forcibly. 
DO ensure that the machine is supported securely at all times. 
This is especially important when the machine is blocked up to 
aid wheel or fork removal. 
DO take care when attemptin·g to slacken a stubborn riut or 
bolt. it is generally better to pull on a spanner, rather than push, 
so that if slippage occurs you fall away from the machine rather 
than on to it. 
DO wear eye protection when using power tools such as drill, 

. sander, bench grinder etc. · 
DO use a barrier cream on your hands prior to undertaking dirty 
jobs - it will protect your skin from infection as well as making 
the dirt .easier to remove afterwards; but make sure your hands 
aren't left slippery. Note that long-term contact with used 
engine oil can be- a health hazard. 
DO keep loose clothing (cuffs, tie etc} and long hair well out of 
the way of moving mechanical parts. 
DO remove rings, wristwatch etc.-before working on the vehicle 
- especially the electrical system. 
DO keep your work area tidy - it is only too easy to fall over 
articles left lying around. , 
DO exercise caution when compressing springs for removal or 
installation. Ensure that the tension is applied and released in a 
controlled manner, using suitable tools which preclude the 
possibility of the spring.escaping violently. ' 
DO ensure that any lifting tackle used has a safe working load 
rating adequate for the job. 
DO get someone to che.ck periodically that all is well, when 
working alone on the vehicle. · 
DO carry out work in a logical sequence and check that 
everything is correctly assembled and tightened afterwards. -
DO remember that your vehicle's safety affects that of yourself 
and others; ·If in doubt 01i any point, get specialist advice. 
IF, in spite of following these precautions, you are unfortunate 
enough to injure· yourself. seek medical attention as soon as 
possible. 

·Asbestos 
Certain friction, insulating, sealing, and other products -

such as brake linings, clutch linings, gaskets; etc - contain 
asbestos. Extreme care must .be taken to avoid inhalation of 
dust from such products since it is hazardous to· health. If in 
doubt, assume that they do contain 'asbestos. 

Fire 
Remember ·at all times that petrol (gasoline} is highly 

flammable. Never smoke, or have any kind of naked flame 
around, when working on the vehicle. B4t the risk does not end 
there - a spark caused by an electrical short"circuit, by two 
metal surfaces contacting each other, by careless use of tools, 
or even by static electricity built up in your body under certain 
conditions, can ignite petrol vapour, which in a confined space 
is highly explosive. 

Always disconnect the battery earth (ground} terminal 
before working on any part of the fuel or eleqtrical system, and 
never risk spilling fuel on to a hot engine or exhaust. . . 

lt is recommended that a fire extinguisher of a type suitable 
for fuel· and electrical fires is kept handy in the garage or 
workplace at all times. Never try to extinguish a fuel or electrical 
fire with water. , 

Note: Any reference to a 'torch' appearing in this manual 
should always be taken to mean a hand-held battery-operated 
electric (amp or. flashlight. lt does no{mean a welding/gas torch 
or blowlamp. 

Fumes 
Certain fumes are highly toxic and can quickly cause · 

-unconsciousness and even death if inhaled to any extent. Petrol 
(gasoline} vapour comes into this category, as do the vapours 
from certain solvents such as trichloroethylene. Any draining or 
pouring of such volatile fluids should be done in a ·well 
ventilated area. 

When using cleaning fluids and solvents, read the instruc
tions carefully. Never use materials from unmarked containers-
they may give off poisonous vapours. . ' 

Never run the engine of a motor vehicle in an· enclosed 
space such as a garage. Exha.ust fumes· contain carbon mon
oxide which is extremely poisonous; if you need to run the 
engine, always do so in the open air or at least have the rear of 
the vehicle outside the workplace. 

The battery 
Never cause a spark, or .allow a naked light, near the 

vehicle's battery. lt will normally be giving off a certain amount 
of hydrogen gas, which is highly explosive. . . 

Always disconnect the battery earth (ground} terminal 
before working on the fuel or electrical systems. 

If possible, loosen the"filler plugs or cover when charging 
the battery from an external source. Do not charge at-an 
excessive rate or the battery may burst. 

Take care when topping up and when carrying the battery. 
The acid electrolyte, even when djluted, is very corrosive and 
should riot be allowed to contact the eyes or skin. 

If you ever need to prepare elec.trolyte yourself, always add 
the- acid slowly to the water, and never the other way round. 
Protect against splashes by W!laring rubber gloves and goggles. 

Mains electricity and electrical equipment 
When using an electric power tool, inspection light etc, 

always ensure that the appliance is correctly connected to its 
plug and that, where necessary; it is properly earthed 
(grounded). Do not use such appliances in damp conditions 
and, again, beware of creating a spark or applying excessive 
heat in the vicinity of fuel or fuel vaP.our. Also ensure that the 
appliances meet the relevant national safety standards. 

Ignition HT voltage 
A severe electric shock can result from touching certain 

parts of the ignition system, such as the HT leads, when the 
engine is running or being cranked, particularly if components 
are damp or the insulation is defective. Where an electronic 
ignition system is fitted, the HT voltage is much higher and 
could prove fatal. 

Routine maintenance 
Periodic routine maintenance is a continuous process that 

commences immediately the machine is used. lt' must be 
carried out at specified mileage recordings or on a c~lendar.date 
basis if the machine is not used regularly,. wh1chever f~lls 
sooner. Mainten13nce should be regarded as an msurance policy, 
to help keep the machine in peak condition an~ to en_s~re long. 
trouble-free service. it has the additional benefit of g1vmg early 
warning of any faults that may develop and will act" as~ regular 
safety check, to the obvious advantage· of both nder and 
machine alike. . . : 

The nature of the various models covered m th1s manual 
calls for a rather more flexible approach to routine maintenance 
than would be applicable to road machines. The XL models may 
be used primarily for road work, with occasional off-road foray~, 
whilst the XR versions will invariably s~:nd most of their 
working lives in ·particularly inclement cond1t1ons. lt. follo_ws that 
the service intervals quoted can serve .o.nly as a ba~1c gUide, and 
should be adjusted to suit local cond1t1ons and chm~te. 

Owners of XL machines should refer to the f1rst of. the 
maintenance schedules, which gives a summary of the oper
ations involved with a mileage and calendar headmg. Each e~try 
includes a reference number which ~recede~ the detailed 
description of the operation in the sect1ons wh1ch follow. The 

Maintenance schedule- XL models 

second schedule relates to general maintenance for the· XR 
enduro machines, and is keyed to the text in a similar ma!l_ner. 
A further table is provided listing those items which should be 
attended to prior to every competitive ev~nt. lt ~hould be 
remembered that the interval between the vanous mamtenan~e 
tasks serves ohly as a guide. As the machine gets older or IS 

used under particularly adverse conditions, it would be ad-
visable to reduce the period between each c~ec~. . . 

For ease of reference each service operat1on 1s de.scnbed 1n 
detail under the relevant heading. However, if further general 
information is required, it can be found within the manual under 
the pertinent section heading in the relevant Chapter. : 

In order that the routine maintenance tasks are earned out 
with as much ease as possible, it is essential that a good 
selection of general workshop tools is available. . . . 

Included in the kit must be a range of metnc nng or 
combination span_ners, a selection of cro!!shead screwdrivers 
and at least onei pair of circlip pliers. . 

Additionally, owing tci the extreme tightness o~ most casmg 
screws on Japanese machines, an impact screwdnver, together 
with a choice of large and small crosshead screw bits, is 
absolutely indispensable. This is particularly so if the engine has 
not been dismantled since leaving the factory. 

Operation Interval/Section reference 
Yearly 
7200 miles 
9600 km 

Check engine/transmission oil levei 
Control adjustments and cables 
Tyre condition and pressures 
Lights and instruments . . 
Lubricate controls ·cables and p1vots 
Clean lubricate and adjust chain 
Check and adjust valve clearances 
Adjust decompressor cable 
Check and adjust cam chain 
Check battery condition 
Check and adjust brakes 
Check and adjust clutch · 
Check steering for play 
Check suspension operation . 
Check idle speed and throttle settmg 
Clean air filter element 
Change engine/transmission oil 
Clean oil filter screen 
Clean and adjust sparking plug 
Check and adjust balancer 
Renew sparking plug 

Weekly · Monthly 
125 miles 600 miles 
200 km BOO km 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
·14 
15 
16 

3 monthly 
1800 miles 
2490 km 

17 

6 monthly 
• 3600 miles 

4800 km 

18 
19 

20 
21 
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Maintenance schedule- XR models 

The following operations should be carried out after the initial 200 miles (350 km) and thereafter at 1000 mile ( 1600 ~m) 
interv.a'ls unless marked otherwise. 

Operation· 
Check engine/transmission oil level 
Control adjustments and cables 
Tyre condition and pressures 
Lights and instruments 
Lubricate controls cabl.es and pivots 
Clean lubricate and adjust chain 
Check and adjust valve clearances 
Adjust decompressor cable . · 
Check and adjust cam chain 
Check battery condition 
Check and adjust brakes 

Sectign 
1 
2 
3 I 

4 
5 
6* 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

Operation 
Check and adjust clutch 
Check steering for play 
Check suspension operation 
Check idle speed and throttle setting · 
Clean air filter element 
Change engine/transmission oil 
Clean oi filter screen 
Clean and adjust sparking plug 
Check and adjust balancer 
Renew sparking plug 

Section 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16* 
17** 
18 
19 
20 
21 

* Clean at 500 mile (800 km) intervals, or more .often in dusty conditions 
** Change at 1800 mile (3000 km) intervals_ 

Competition maintenance checks - XR models 

In addition to tt)e normal routin·e maintenance the following check iist should be used prior to everv competitive event. 
. ' 

Item Check for 
Engine oil Level, contamination 
Fuel system Leaks or damage 
Carburettor Operation 
Air filter Dirt or damage 
Sparking plug Damage or contamination 
Valve clearances Correct clearance 
Balancer chain Correct tension 
Decompressor Correct tension 
Cam chain Correct tension 
Drive chain Contamination and tension 

'Sprockets Wear and damage 
Brakes Wear and adjustment 
Lights Condition 
Suspension Free travel 
Steering Play, free movement 
Clutch Condition, adjustment 
Swinging arm Free play . 
Controls, cables Adjustment, condition 
Nuts and bolts Check tightness 

1 Checking the engine/gearbox oil/eve/ 
Unscrew the filler plug which is· situated to the rear of the 

right-hand crankcase half; it will be n9ted that the plu·g 
incorpora~es a dipstick which should be wiped off using a clean, 
lint-free rag. Place the plug back in position, but do not screw 
it home, allow it to rest in position on the edge of the orifice. 

Remove the plug and note the level of the oil on the 
dipstick, which should be between the two level marks. If 
necessary, top up using SAE 1 OW/40 engine oil. Note that if the 
machine has been ridden recently, it should be allowed to stand 
for a few minutes to allow the oil clinging to the internal 
surfaces to drain down into the sump. Also, the machine should 
be vertical during the check so that an accurate oil level reading 
is obtained. 

2 Checking the controls and cables 
Carefully examine each of the control levers, pedals and 

cables, looking for signs of wear or damage which might 
indicate imminent failure. Whilst this is of obvious importance 
where the machine is used in competition, it applies equally to 
ttie XL models where a failure on or off the road can be 
inconve.nient or even dangerous. Remove any accumulated dirt 
from around the pivots and cable ends, and check that the 
protective cable boots are intact and in position. Check that the 
front brake lever and rear brake pedal are correctly adjusted and 
tt)e· kickstart and gearchange levers are secure. Lubricate the 

Action (as required) Section 
Top up/change 1' 17 
Repair renew 
Adjust or clean 15 
Clean or replace 16 
Clean, adjust or renew 19,21 
Adjust 7 
Adjust 20 
Adjust 8 
Adjust 9 
Clean and adjust 6 
Check and renew 
Adjust/renew 11 
Check and adjust 4 
Check 14 
Check 13 
Check 12 
Lubricate/overhaul 

. Adjust, lubricate 2 
Tighten 

exposed ·portions of the cables and all pivots with a multi
purpose aerosol lubricant such as WD40 or similar. 

3 Tyre pressures and condition _ 
Check the tyre pressures with a gauge that is known to be 

accurate. lt is worthwhile purchasing a pocket gauge for this 
purpose, as the gauges on garage forecourts cannot always be 
relied upon as being accurate. The readings should not be taken 
after the machine has been used, as the tyres will have become 
warm. This will have caused the pressure to increase, giving a 
false reading. 

Tyre pressures 
XL models 

Front 
Rear 

XR models 
Front 
Rear 

Solo With pillion . 
21 psi ( 1.5 kg cm2

) 21 psi ( 1.5 kg cm2) 

21 psi (1.5 kg cm2
) · 25 psi (1.75 kg cm2) 

14 psi ( 1.0 kg cm2
) 

17 psi (1.2 kg cm2
) 

Give the tyres a close visual check, looking for signs of 
damage to the tread and sidewalls. Reniove any st9nes caught 
between the tread blocks. The wheel rims and spokes should 
also be given a quick check, especially after off-road use where 
impact damage may have been sustained. 

Routine. maintenance 11 

Oil filler plug incorporates dipstick 

4 Lights and instruments . 
With the engine running check that the headlam~ and tall 

lamp operate correctly (all models) and that the parkmg ~a~p, 
indicators and horn function (XL models only). Wh.en ndmg, 
check that the speedometer and odometer are op:rat1~g. )hese 
h ks can be carried out each time the machme IS ndden, 

c ec T · tenance forming a routine check rather than a spec1 1c mam 
operation. 

5 Lubricating controls, cables and pivots . . 
Carry out the general checks and cleaning as descnbed m 

Section 2 paying particular attention to the ends of the control 
cables. A~y signs of kinking or fraying will indi~at~ ~hat renewal 
is required. To obtain maximum life and rehab1hty_ from ~he 
cables they should be thoroughly lubricated. To do the. JOb 
properly and quickly use one of the hydraulic cable Oilers 
available from most motorcycle shops. Free one end of the 
cable and assemble the cable oiler a~ desc~ibe.d by the 
manufacturer's instructions. Operate the o1ler until. 011 e~erges 
from the lower end, indicating that the cable IS lubn~ated 
throughout •its length. This process wil! expel aqy d1rt or 
moisture and will prevent its subsequent mgre.ss .. 

If a cable oiler is not available, an alternat1v7 IS .to remove 
the cables from the machine. Hang the cable upnght and ';lake 
up a small funnel arrangement using plasticine or by ta~mg a 
plastic bag around the upper end. Fill the funnel w1th 011 .and 
leave it overnight to drain through. Note that whe~e nylon-l.med 
cables are fitted, they should be used d~ or lu?nc~ted With a 
silicone-based lubricant suitable for th•s. ap~hcat1on. On. no 
account use ordinary engine oil because th1s Will cause the hner 
to swell, pinching the cable. · . . . 

Check all pivots and control levers, cleanmg and lu~ncatmg 
them to prevent wear or corrosion. Where necessary, d1sm?nt!e 
and clean any moving part which may have become Stiff In 
operation. 

6 Final drive chain - cleaning, lubrication and 
adjustment 

In order. that final drive chain life can be extended as much 
as possible, regular lubrication and adjustment is ess:nti_al. This 
is particularly so when the chain is not enclosed or IS f1tted ~o 
a machine transmitting high power to the rear wheei .. The cham 
may be lubricated whilst it is in place on the machme by the 
application of one of the proprietary chain greases containe~ in 
an aerosol can. Ordinary grease oil can be used, though ow1ng 
to the speed with which it is flung off the rotating chain, its 
effective life· is limited. ' · 

Top up engine/transmission oil to prescribed level 

The most satisfactory method of chain lubrication can. be 
made when the chain has been removed from the ma.chme, 
because this allows it to be cleaned thor?~ghly p~1or to 
lubrication. Unfortunately, the chain fitted as ongmal eqUipme~t 
to the XL models is of the endless variety. ~hich ma~es 1t 
necessary to remove the rear wheel and swm~mg arm pnor to 
chain removal. Failing this, support the machme on blocks ~o 
that the rear wheel is raised clear of the ground. Clean the cham 
using a paraffin/petrol mix, making sure that all accumulated 
mud and road dirt is removed from the links and rollers. When 
the chain is clean imd dry use a chain spray to l~bricate and 
protect the chain. Note that the above proce.dure, 1f p~rformed. 
with sufficient frequency, will prolong the hfe of chams con
siderably, especially where the machine is used off.roa~. On XR 
models the chain may be removed after sepa~atmg 1t at ~he 

· l'nk Clean the chain in a petrol/paraffin m1x and allowmg spnng 1 · · 1 h · s 
it to dry before immersing it in one of the .sp~c1a. c a.m grease 
such as Linklyfe or Chainguard. After lubncat1on mst?ll the 
chain, ensuring that the spring link is fitted ~orr:ctly w1th the 
closed end of the link spring facing in the d1rect1on of normal 
travel. 

Control cable oiling 

cable suspended 
~..-arrically 

cable lubricated 
~when oil drips 

from far end 
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Aerosol chain lubricant is used after cleaning 

XL models 
Check the slack in the final drive chain. The correct up and 

down movement, as measured at the mid-point of the chain 
lower run, should be 30-40 mm (1.}-1f in) with the machine 
on the side stand. Remove the split pin from the wheel spindle 
and slacken the wheel nut a few turns. Loosen the locknuts on 
the two chain adjuster bolts. Rotation of the adjuster bolts in a 
clockwise direction will tighten the chain. Tighten each qolt a 
similar number of turns so that wheel alignment is maintained. 
This can be verified by checking that the mark on the outer face 
of each chain adjuster is aligned with the same aligning mark on 
each fork end. With the adjustment correct, tighten the wheel 
nut and fit a new split pin. Finally, retighten the adjuster bolt 
locknuts. 

XR models 
The procedure for the XR models is similar to that described 

above, but play should be measured by pushing the lower run of 
the chain towards the swinging arm. The normal clearance is 30 
- 40 mm (1.}- 1f in). 

With all models, check the condition of the chain tension er 
or guide blocks, lubricating or renewing these as required. 

Inspection covers provide access to valve adjusters 

7 Checking and adjusting the valve clearances 
The accurate setting of valve clearances is essential if the 

engine is to function properly. If the clearance becomes too 
great, the valves will not open fully. This restricts the amount of 
fuel/air mixture entering the cylinder which in turn lessens the 
power produced on each firing stroke. The result is a noisy and 
inefficient engine. Conversely, too small a clearance will mean 
that the valves do not close fully, leading to a marked fall-off in 
performance. More significantly, the escaping hot gases will 
quickly destroy the valve faces. . 

The valve clearances are set with the engine cold, which is 
best interpreted as after the machine has stood overnight, · 
ensuring that it ha,s cooled fully since it was last run. If the 
prescribed clearance is set at this engine temperature (below 
95°F, 35°C) it will ensure that the valves open fully and close 
fully when the engine is' at normal running temperature. 

Start by removi.ng the seat, which is secured by a bolt on 
each side. Lift the seat clear, then remove the single fixing bolt 
at the rear of the fuel tank. Check that the fuel tap is off and pull 
off the fuel feed pipe. The tank ~an now be pulled rearwards and 
removed. 

The engine must be at the to-p dead centre (TDC) position 
on the compression stroke, and to this end the alternator rotor 
has a T (Timing) mark which should be aligned with the fixed 
index mark on the cover. Remove the two inspection caps from 
the left-hand outer cover and release the valve inspection 
covers. Remove the sparking plug so that the crankshaft can be 
rotated easily. Using a socket passed through the central 
inspection hole in the left-hand outer cover, turn the engine 

- anti-clockwise until the T mark appears in the upper hole with 
the adjacent timing mark aligned with the index mark. 

Check that the engine is CJt TDC compression by ensuring 
that none of the valves are open. If this is not the case, turn the 
engine through another 360° and re-align the T mark. At this 
position there should be detectable clearance between the 
valve stems and rockers. Measure this clearance using success
ive feeler gauges until the gap is known. The gauge should be 
a light sliding fit between the valve and rocker. Note the 
clearance of each valve, and if necessary adjust to the correct 
clearance which is shown below. Adjustment is carried out after 
the locknut has been slackened. Turn the square-headed 
adjuster until the required clearance is obtained, then hold the 
adjuster position whilst the locknut is securl'!d· If required, a 
Honda dealer can supply_ a special tool to hold the small square 
adjuster head, although most owners will be able to improvise 

·with a small open-ended or adjustable spanner. After adjust
. ment, turn the crankshaft through several revolutions and re-

check the setting before refitting the covers, caps, tank and 
seat. 

Check valve clearances using feeler gauges 
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Valve clearances (with cold engine) 
XL250 S, XL500 S and XR500 

{nlet 0.05 mm (0.002 in) 
Exhaust 0.10 mm (0.004 in) 

XR250 
Inlet 
Exhaust 

0.08 mm (0.003 in) 
0.10 mm (0.004 in) 

Note that the decompressor cable adjustment must be 
checked whenever the valve clearances are checked or ad.
justed. The procedure is described in Section 8. 

8 Adjusting the decompressor cable . 
The XL and XR models covered .in this manual are. equipped 

with an automatic decompressor, or valve lifter, as an aid to 
starting. The decompressor is controlled by a cam arrangement 

1 
2 

Exhaust valve rocker 
Exhaust valve 

3 Decompressor shaft 
4 Actuating cam 
5 Actuating lever 
6 Kickstart spindle 

5 6 

on the kickstart shaft and operates via an adjustable cable. The 
decompressor lever operates on the exhaust valves, holding 
them open to allow easy cranking of the engine: If the valve 
clearances are altered for any reason it is necessary to check 
that the decompressor lever still has the necessary amount of 
free play. Incorrect adjustment could result in the system not 
working correctly. If the adjustment is over-tight, burnt exhaust 
valves ~ould result. --.. 

. With the alternator. rotor T mark aligned as described in 
Section 7 and the engine on the compressor stroke, check the 
clearance in the decompressor mechanism, measured at the 
cylinder head lever. When correctly adjusted there should be 1 
- 3 mm (0.04- 0.12 in) free play at the lever end. If necessary, 
slacken the adjuster locknut and turn the adjuster to obtain the 
correct clearance. Do not omit to secure the locknut. 

Decompressor mechanism 
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Decompressor cable adjuster (arrowed) 

9 Adjusting the cam chain tension · · 
Over a period of time the cam chain will gradually stretch 

and wear, allowing excessive free play, and thus noise, to 
develop: To. co~pensate for this a spring loaded tensioner 
mechan1sm IS fltte~ and is used to apply the appropriate 
pressure to the tens10ner blade. Tl)e cam chain tension should 
be res~t at the .specified intervals or whenever it appears to be 
excess~vely nos1y. If cam chain tension adjustment fails to effect 
a cure 1t ~ay be because the chain has worn to the point where 
renewal 1s necessary. The replacement procedure is covered in 
Chapter 1. 

XL250 S and XR250 models 
Start the engine and allow it to idle ( 1200 + 100 rpm) 

Sla~ke~ the cam chain tensioner locknut which ~ill be. found 
pro1ect~ng from the centre of the rear face of the cylinder barrel 
1~med1ate!y below the carburettor. Allow the engine to con~ 
tmue runn1~~ whilst the tensioner automatically adjusts to the 
correct pos1t1~n under spring pressure. Secure the locknut to 
complete the JOb. 

XL500 S and XR500 models 
~tart the engine and allow it to idle ( 1200 ± 100 rpm). 

lde~t1fy the ~wo t.ensioner fasteners, namely a bolt which passes 
honzontally mto·the rear face of the cylinder head and a domed' 

Translucent battery case shows electrolyte level 

nut locat~d immediately below this. Slacken both by 1f _ 2 
turns, notmg that further slackening can allow the tensioner t 
become displaced which in turn will cause extensive engin ° 
da~~ge. Allow the tensioner assembly to assume the e 
pos1t10n under spring pressure, then tighten the adjuster bolt 
and nut. 

10 Checking the battery condition 
. The Xl250 S and XL500 S models are equipped with a 
s~al~ 6 v_olt LJ:Ah battery which supplies all but the headlamp 

ClrCUI.t, th1s bemg supplied direct from the alternator. The main 
!un?t1on o! th_e battery is to provide a stable supply to the 
md~cat?r Clrc.Uit. The battery is housed in a small plastic case 
wh1ch IS attached to the rear right-hand side of the frame. 

The translucent plastic case of the battery permits the 
upper and lowt;r levels o~ the electrolyte to be observed when 
t_he. left-hand s~de cover 1s removed. Maintenance is normally 
hm1ted to keepm~ t~e electrolyte level between the prescribed 
upper and loyver hm1ts and by making sure that the vent pipe is 
not blocked. 

. Unless acid is spilt, as may occur if the machine falls over 
the electrolyte should always be topped up with distilled water' 
to re~tore. the correct level. If acid is spilt· on any part of th~ 
machme, 1t should be neutralised with an alkali such as washing 
soda ~nd w~shed away with plenty of water, otherwise serious 
cor~~~1on Wll! occur. Top up with sulphuric acid of the correct 
spec1f1c grav1ty ( 1.260 - 1.280) only when spillage has oc
curred. Check that·the vent pipe is well clear of the frame tubes 
or any other of the cycle parts for obvious reasons. 

11 Check and adjust the brakes , 
Check that the brakes operate smoothly and effectively and 

that they are adjusted correctly. A small amount of free play at 
·the lever or pedal is necessary to ensure that the brake shoes 
clear t_he drum face when released,. but the exact amount of 
travel 1s best left to the owner, who will have a preference for 
more or lt;ss lev~r or pedal travel. Needless to say, excessive 
travt;l. wh1ch m1ght result in full braking effort not ·being 
obtamed should be avoided. Note that the rear brake pedal 
height can be adjusted by means of a locknut and screw at the 
rear of the pedal pivot. · 

Check that the linings are within limits by applying each 
brak~ fully an~ noting the position of the wear limit pointer in 
;elation to the mdex mark on the brake plate. If the two coincide 
1t. can be assumed that the brake shoes are in need of renewal. 
If the shoes are within limits but brake efficiency is impaired 
r.e~er to Chapter 5 for details of brake overhaul. Check that th~ 
h~m.gs are free from oil or water contamination and that the 
fnct1on surface has not bec9me glazed. 

·Rear brake cable incorporates adjuster assembly 
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12 Check clutch operation and adjustment 
Clutch adjustment will be necessary to compensate for 

wear in the clutch plates and should be carried out at the 
prescribed interval, or whenever excessive lever travel is evi
dent. The manufacturer recommends that the clutch is adjusted 
to give 15 - 25 mm (f - 1 in) free play at the lever end. If 
significant adjustment is required it is best to make it at the 
lower adjuster, the handlebar lever adjuster can then be used for 
fine adjustment. · 

If the clutch becomes stiff or jerky in operation, check that 
the cable is clean, well lubricated and undamaged. Note that a 
stiff cable can add greatly to the lever pressure required to 
operate the clutch. Further details on clutch dismantling and 
overhaul will be found in Chapter 1. 

13 Checking the steering head bearings 
Wear o~ play in the steering head bearings will cause 

imprecise handling and can be dangerous if allowed to develop 
unchecked. Test for play by pushing and pulling on the 
handlebars whilst holding the front brake on. Any wear in the 
head races will be apparent as movement between the head lug 
and the upper and lower fork yokes. . 

Before carrying out adjustment, place a· wooden crate or 
similar beneath the skid plate so that ttie front wheel is raised 
clear of the ground. Check that the handlebars will . turri 
smoothly and freely from lock to lock. If the steering· feels 

· notchy or jerky in operation it may be due to worn or damaged 
bearings. Should this be suspected it will be necessary ~o 
overhaul the steering head bearings as·described in Chapter 4. 

To adjust the steering head bearings, slacken the ·large 
steering stem nut at the centre of the fork top yoke, then use a 
C-spanner to tighten the slotted adjuster nut immediately below 
.the top yoke. As a guide to adjustment, tighten the slotted nut 
until a firm resistance is felt, then back it off by t turn. The 
object is to remqve all discernible play without applying any 
appreciable preload. lt should be noted that it is possible to 
apply a loading of several tons on ·the small steering head 
bearings without this being obvious wllen turning the handle
bars. This will cause an ·accelerated rate of wear, and thus must 
be avoided. Over-tight head races will produce a rolling effect 
on the machine at veiy low sp·eeds. · · 

14 Checking the front and rear suspension 
Ensure that the front forks operate smoothly and pro

gressively by pumping them up and down whilst the front brake 
is held on. Any faults revealed by this check should be 
investigated further, as any deterioration in the handling of. the 
machine can have serious consequences _if left unremedied. 
Check the condition of the fork stanchions. On the XL models 
the fork stanchions are left exposed as a concession to fashion, 
and are thus very vulnerable to stone chips when the machine 
is used off road. There is also a tendency for water to collect 
inside the short dust seals, and this can promote corrosion of 
the stanchion or may be drawn past the oil seal where it wiil 
contaminate the damping oil. Displace the seals and check that 
the area is clean and dry and that the fork oil seals are not 
leaking. Those problems can be eliminated by fitting fork gaiters 
of the type fitted standard to the XR versions, and this ·is 
strongly recommended especially where the XL models are 
used off-road. 

Raise the rear wheel clear of the ground by. placing a 
wooden crate or similar support beneath the machine. Check 
that all of the suspension components are securely attached to 
the frame. Check for free play in the swinging arm by pushing 
and 'pulling it horizontally. Assuming that all is well, complete 
the operation by greasing the swinging arm pivot via the grease 
nipple provided. 

15 Checking throttle operation and idle speed 
Check that both of the throttle cables are clean and 

undamaged, ensuring that they are correctly routed and have 
not become kif]ked or trapped at any point. The cable adjust-

ment should be set so that there is 2 - 6 mm (0.08 - 0.24 in) 
free play measured at the flanged inner edge of the rubber 
twistgrip .. Adjustment is effected by means of an adjuster at the 
lower end of the cable. Further fine adiu.stment can be made at 
the upper adjuster. 

The manufacturer recommends that the idle speed is 
checked and set to the prescribed 1200 ± 1 00 rpm (XR250 
model: 1300 ± 100 rpm). This assumes that a tachometer is 
available for the purposes . of the check, since none of the 
models covered in this manual have a tachometer as standard 
equipment. Failing this, set the throttle stop screw to give the 
slowest reliable idle speed with a warm engine. The throttle 
stop control terminates in a black plastic knob located just to 
the 'left of the carburettor. · 

16 Cleaning the air filter element 
lt is vitally important that the air filter element is kept clean 

and in good condition if the engine is to function properly. If the 
element becomes choked with dust it follows that the airflow to 
the engine will be impaired, leading to poor performance and 
high fuel consumption. Conversely, a damaged filter will allow 
excessive amounts of unfiltered air to enter the engine, which 
can result in an increased rate of wear and possibly damage due 
to the weak nature of the mixture. The intervals shown at the 
front of this Chapter indicate the maximum time limit between· 
each cleaning operation. Where the machine is used under 
particularly adverse condition it is advised that cleaning takes 
place on a much more frequent basis. 

The element is retained in the air cleaner casing, access to 
which is via the left-hand side panel. The latter is retained by 
three screws. In the case of the XL250 $ and XL500 S models, 
the element is held by a spring ·steel retainer and can be lifted 

· clear after this has been withdrawn. The XR models employ a 
slightly different retention method, consisting of a wing nut and 
a si:re.w clip. · 

Once the element has been removed, peel the foam section 
off the metal former. The foam can be cleaned by washing in a 
non-flammable or high flash point solvent. The use of petrol 
(gasoline) is not approved by the manufacturer. in view of the 
potential fire risk. Allow the element to dry, then impregnate the 
foam with SAE 80 or 90 gear oil, removing any excess by 
squeezing it out. The elem·ent can now be reassembled and 
fitted. . 

If inspection has revealed any holes or tears, the element 
must be renewed immediately. On no account be tempted to 
omit the element in view of the damage that may ensue. 

17 Changing the engine/transmission oil 
The engine and transmission components share a common 

supply of lubricating oil contained in the unit's wet sump. Under 
normal conditions, the oil should be changed at·the intervals 
specified at the front of this Chapter, but this interval can be 
reduced where the machine is used in particularly adverse 
conditions or for short journeys only. 

Obtain a container of about t gallon (2f litre) capacity into 
which the old oil can be drained. Place the container in position 
and remove the drain plug which is situated just to the front of 
the gearchange pedal shaft. This operation is best carried out 
while the engine is still hot, because the oil will drain more 
quickly. Note that the oil filter screen should be removed and 
cleaned at this stage. See Section· 18. 

When the oil has drained completely, clean the orifice, drain 
plug and the sealing washer, ensuring that the latter is 
undamaged. Refit and tighten the drain plug, then add engine 
oil to bring the level to between the upper and lower marks on 
the dipstick. The machine must be supported upright (not on the 
side stand) when checking the oil level, and the dipstick rested 

l 
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on the filler hole but not screwed fully home. The recommended 
oil grades and capacity are as follows. 

Engine oil capacity . 
1.5 litres (1.59 US quarts/2.6 Imp pints) 

Engine oil grades 
Normal temperatures 
Above 59°F (15°C) 
'32° - 59° F (0° 15°C) 
Below 32°F (0°C) 

SAE 10W/40 
SAE 39 
SAE 20 or20W 
SAE 10.W 

18 Cleaning the engine oil filter screen 
Oil is drawn into the lubrication system via a gauze filter 

screen located in the right-hand crankcase half. As this is. the 
only form of oil filtration it is essential that 0 the- screen is -
removed for cleaning on a regular basis. lt will be appreciated 
that it is advantageous to carry out this operation in conjunction 
with each oil change (17) because it is necessary to drain the 
engine transmission- oil before the screen can be removed. 

Drain the engine oil as described in Section 17. Remove the 
skid plate from the underside of the engine and remove the 
ki9kstart lever from_ its shaft. Slacken off their adjusters, then 
disconnect the clutch cable and decompressor cable from their 
levers on the engine right-hand outer casing. Slacken off the rear 
brake cable adjuster nut, then remove the right-hand 
footrest/brake pedal assembly together with the cable, noting 
that the brake switch sp-ring should be disconnected as the 
assembly is removed. 

Remove all bolts from the engine right-hand outer casing 
and remove the casing, noting that there may be some residual 
oil in the casing. Peel offthe old gasket. 

The rectangular gauze screen is located horizontally in a 
slot formed in the crankcase. Pull the screen out of its slot and 
clean it by washing it in a high flash-point solvent; When- clean 
insert the screen back into the crankcase. Note that it is a good 
idea to check the balancer chain at this stage because it shares 
the same service interval. 

Refit the engine right-hand outer casing using a new gasket, 
noting that the decompressor lever must be lifted upwards as 
the casing is installed to allow its arm on the inside of the casing 
to engage-the track on the kickstart's decompressor cam. When 
the casing is in place install the bolts and tighten them securely. 

Refit the footrest/brake pedal and switch spring, 
decompressor cable and clutch cable in a reverse of the removal 
sequence. Refer to the appropriate sections of Routine· 
Maintenance for cable adjustment and set-up details. 

Withdraw oil filter screen for cleaning 

Install the skid plate, then install the engine oil drain plug 
and top up the engine with the correct amount and type of oil as 
described in Section 17. Check the clutch, rear brake and 
decompressor for correct operation befo"re riding the_machine. 

19 Cleaning and resetting the sparking plug 
Detach the sparking plug cap, and using _ the correct 

spanner, remove the sparking plug._ Clean the electrodes using 
a wire brush followed by a strip of fine emery cloth or paper. 
Check the plug gap with a feeler gauge, adjusting it if necessary 
to within the range 0.6 0.7 mm (0.024 - 0.028 in). Make 
adjustments by bending the outer electrode, never the inner 
(central) electrode. 

_Before fitting the sparking plug smear the threads with a 
graphited g:ease; this will aid subsequent removaL 

20 Checking and adjusting the balancer cf/ain 
Tlie engine unit is fitted with a pair of balancer weights 

which counteract the normal out-of-balance forces found in a 
single-cylinder engine. The rear balancer weight runs on the 
left-hand end of the gearbox mainshaft, whilst the front weight 
is mounted on the right-hand end of a separate balancer shaft. 
The two are connected and timed by a single-row chain driven 
from the left-hand end of the crankshaft. 

To facilitate adjustment to compensate for chain wear, the 
front balancer shaft runs in the ecce.ntric bore of a tubular 
holder. The right-hand end of the holder terminates in an 
adjuster plate which is locked by a single retaining bolt. When 
adju~tment is necessary .the holder is rotated in the crankcase, . 
effectively moving the axis of the front balancer shaft forwards 
or backwards. 

Balancer chain adjustment requires the removal of the 
right-hand outer casing, and it is thus convenient to carry out 
this operation whilst the oil filter screen is being dealt with. 
Identify the balancer holder lock bolt, which- passes through the 
adjuster plate's elongated slot. Slacken and remove the bolt, 
noting that the holder should rotate anti-clockwise.under sprir:Jg 
pressure. Make sure that the holder rotates freely by pulling it 
back against spring tension and releasing it. This should result 
in its springing back until the balancer chain is tensioned. 
· The lower edge of the adjuster plate is marked by a series 

of lines. The balancer chain tension is set by moving the 
adjuster plate back (clockwise) by one graduation from the fully 
tensioned position. Holding this position, refit and tighten the 
locking bolt to 16 20 lbf ft (2.2 - 2.8 kgf m). 

Occasionally it may prove impossible to obtain sufficient 
adjustment within the range of movement provided by the 
elongated slot. If this proves to be the case it will be·necessary 
to move the adjuster plate in relation to the holder. Disconnect 
the adjuster spring. Re.lease the circlip which retains the 
balance weight, then slide the latter-off the end of the balancer 
shaft. Remove the plain washer which is _fitted behind the 
balancer weight, then release the large circlip which secures the 
adjuster plate to the holder. lt will be seen that the adjuster 
plate is located by tangs which engage in corresponding slots in 
the holder. Withdraw the adjuster plate and repositinn it. one 
slot further round (clockwise) to bring the range of adjustment 
Within the scope of the plate. 

Reassemble the balancer components in the reverse of the 
dismantling sequence, noting that the balancer timing mark 
must align with its counterpart on the balancer shaft. The 
tensioning operation can now be completed as described above. 

21 Renew the sparking plug 
The manufacturer recommends tht the sparking plug is 

renewed as a precautionary measure at approximately 7000 
mile intervals. Always ensure that a plug of the correct type and 
heat range is fitted, and that the gap is set to the prescribed 0.6 
- 0:7 mm (0.024- 0.028 in) prior to installation. If the old plug 
is in a reasonable condition, it can be cleaned and re-gapped 
and carried as an emergency spare ·in the toolbox. 

Quick glance 
maintenance adjustments ·and capacities 
For specifications relating to later models, see Chapter 7 

Engine/transmission oil capacity 
Dry 
At oil change 

Front forks 
Oil capacity (per leg) 

Sparking plug gap 

Tyre pressures (cold) 
Front 
Rear: 

Solo 
With passenger 

XL250 S and XL500 S 

2.0 lit (4.2/3.6 US/Imp pint) 
1.5 lit (3.2/2.6 US/Imp pint) 

185- 195 cc 

0.6- 0.7 mm (0.024- 0.028 in) 

21 psi ( 1.5 kg/cm2) 

21 psi ( 1.5 kg/cm2) 

25 psi (1.75 kg/cm2)' 

XR250 and XR500 

2.0 lit (4.2/3.6 US/Imp pint) 
1.5 lit (3.2/2.6 US/Imp pint) 

200-205 cc 

0.6- 0.7 mm (0.024- 0.028 in) 

14 psi ( 1.0 kg/cm2) 

17 psi (1.2 kQ.icm2) 

Note: pressures shown are for road use (XL models) or off-road use (XR models). Pressures may be varied for off-road 
work, but should be restored to normal when machines are ridden on the public road. · 

Valve clearances (cold) 
XR250 
All others 

Inlet 
0.08 mm (0.003 in) 
0.05 mm (0.002 in) 

Recommended lub-ricants 
Components Lubricant 

Engine/transmission 
. General, all-temperature use ................................................ SAE 1 OW/40 
Above 15°C (60°F) ........................................ :...................... SAE·30 
-10° to+ 15°C (15°- 60°F) .............. : ............................ SAE.20 or.20W 
Above -10°C (15°F) ............................................................. SAE 20W/50 
Belo~ ooc (32°F) ................. ; ................................................ SAE 10W 

Exhaust 
0.1 0 mm (0.004 in) 
0.10 mm (0.004 in) 

Front forks ...................................................................................... Automatic transmission fluid (ATF) · 

Chain ................................................................................................. Aerosol chain lubricant or .special chain grease. · 

General lubrication...................................................................... Light machine oil 

Wheel bearings ............................................................................. High melting point grease 

Swinging arm ................................................................................ High melting point grease. 

Component lubrication during engine reassembly 
(see text) .,.; ............................................... _ .... ;.................................. Molybdenum disulphide grease or engine oil as required. 



Tools and working facilities· 
The first priority when undertaking maintenance or repair 

work of any sort on a motorcycle is to have a clean, dry, well
lit working area. Work carried out in peace and quiet in the well
ordered atmosphere of a good workshop will give more · 
satisfaction and much better results than can usually be 
achieved in poor working conditions. A good workshop must 
have a clean flat workbench or a solidly constructed table of 
convenient working height. The workbench or table should 'be 
equipped with a vice which has a jaw opening of at least 4 in 
{ 1 00 mm). A sel: of jaw covers should be made from soft metal 
such as aluminium alloy or copper, or from wood. These covers 
will minimise the marking or damaging of soft or delicate 
components which may be clamped in the vice-. Some clean, 
dry, storage _space will be required for tools, lubricants and 
dismantled components. lt will be necessary during a major 
overhaul to lay out engine/gearbox components for examination 
and to keep them where they will remain undisturbed for as 
long as is necessary. To this end it is recommended .that a 
supply of metal or plastic containers of suitable size is collected. 
A supply of clean, lint-free, rags for cleaning purposes and some 
newspapers, other rags, or paper towels for mopping up· 
spill ages should also be kept. If working on a hard concrete floor 
note that both the floor and.one's· knees can be protected from 
oil spill ages and wear by cutting open a large cardboard box and 
spreading it flat on the floor under the machine or workbench.-

. This also helps to provide some warmth in winter and to prevent· 
the loss of nuts, washers, and other tiny components which 
have a tendency to disappear when dropped on anything other 
than a perfectly clean, flat, surface. 

Unfortunately, such working conditions are not always 
available to the home mechanic. When working in poor condi
tions it is essential to take extra time and care to ensure ·that the 
components being worked on are kept scrupulously clean and 
to ensure that no components or tools are lost or daniaged. 

A selection of good tools is a fundamental requirement for 
anyone contemplating the mainten<\nce and repair of a motor 
vehicle. For the owner who does not possess any, their 

. purchase will prove a considerable expense, offsetting some of 
the savings made by doing-it-yourself. However, provided-that
the tools purchased meet the relevant national safety standards 
and are of good quality, they will last for many years and prove 
an extremely worthwhile investment. 

To help the average owner to deci.de which tools are 
needed to carry out the various tasks detailed in this manual, we 
have co.mpiled three lists of tools under the following headings: 
Maintenance and minor repair, Repair and overhaul; and 
Specialized. The newcomer to practical mechanics should start 
off w!th the simpler jobs around the vehicle. Then; as his 
confidence and experience grow, he can undertake more 
difficult tasks, buying extra tools as and when they are ne.eded. 
In this way, a Maintenance and minor repair tool kit can be 
built-up into a Repair and overhaul tool kit over a 'consider~ble 
period of time without any major cash outlays. The experienced 
home mechanic will have a tool kit good enough for most repair 
and overhaul procedures and will add tools from the specialized 
category when he feels the expense is justified by the amount 
of use these tools will be put to. 

lt is obviously not possible to cover the subject of tools fully 
here. For those who wish to learn more about tools and their 
use there is a book entitled Motorcycle Workshop Practice Manual 
{Book No 1454) available from the publishers of this manual. 

As a general rule, it is better to buy the more expensive, 
good quality tools. Given reasonable use, such tools will last for 
a very long tirne, whereas the cheaper, poor quality, item will 
wear out faster and need to be renewed more often, thus 
nullifying the original saving. There is also the risk of a poor 
quality tool breaking while in use, causing personal injury or 
expensive damage to the component being worked on. 

For practically all tools, a tool factor is the best source since 

he will have a very comprehensive range compared with the 
average garage or accessory shop. Having said that, accessory 
shops often offer excellent quality tools at discount prices, so 
it pays to shop around. There are plenty of tools around at 
reasonable prices, but always aim to purchase items which meet 
the relevant national safety standards. If in doubt, seek the ad
vice of the shop proprietor o·r manager before making a purchase. 

The basis of any toolkit is a set of spanners. While open
ended spanners with their slim jaws, are useful for working on 
awkwardly-positioned nuts, ring spanners have advanfages in 
that they grip the nut far more positively. There is less risk of the 
spanner slipping off the nut and damaging ·it, for this reason 
alone ring spanners are to be preferred. Ideally, the home 
mechanic should acquire a set of each, but if expense rules this 
out a set of combination spanners {open-ended at one end and 
with a ring of the same size at the other) will provide a good 
compromise. Another item which is so useful it should be 
considered an essential requirement for any home mechanic is 
a set of socket spanners. These are available in a variety of drive 
sizes. lt is recommended that the t-inch drive type is purchased 
to begin with as although bulkier and more expensive than the 
i-inch type, the· larger size is far more common and will accept 
a greater variety of torque wrenches, extension pieces and 
socket sizes. The sock.et set should comprise sockets of sizes 
between 8 and 24 mm, a reversible ratchet drive, an extension 
bar of about 1 0 inches in length, a spark plug socket with a 
rubber insert, and a universal joint. Other attachments can be 
added to the set at a l1;1ter cjate. 

Maintenance and minor repair tool kit 
Set of spanners 8 - 24 mm 
Set of sockets and attachments 
Spark plug spanner with rubber insert - 10, 12, or 14 mm 
as appropriate 
Adjustable spanner 
C-spanner/pin spanner 
Torque wrench (same size drive as sockets) 
Set of screwdrivers (flat blade) · 
Set of screwdrivers (cross-head) 
Set of Alien .keys 4 - 10 mm 
Impact screwdriver and bits 
Ball pein hammer- 2 lb 
Hacksaw (junior) 
Self-locking pliers - Mole grips or vice grips 
Pliers - combination 
Pliers - needle nose 
Wire brush (small) 
Soft-bristled brush 
Tyre pump 
Tyre pressure gau'ge 
Tyre tread depth gauge 
Oil can 
Fine emery cloth 
Funnel (medium size) 

.Drip tray 
Grease gun 
Set of feeler gauges 
Brake bleeding kit 
Strobe timing light 
Continuity tester (dry battery and· bulb) 
Soldering iron and solder 
Wire stripper or craft knife 
PVC insulating tape 
Assortment of split pins, nuts, bolts, and washers 

Repair and overhaul too/kit 
The tools in this list are virtually essential for anyone 

undertaking major repairs to a motorcycle and are additional to 
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the tools listed above. Concerning Torx driver bits, Torx screws 
are encountered on some of the more modern machines where 
their use is restricted to fastening certain components inside the 

. engine/gearbox unit. lt is therefore recommended that if Torx 
bits cannot be borrowed from a local dealer, they are purchased 
individually as the need arises. They are not in regular use in the 
motor trade and will therefore only be available in specialist tool 
shops. · 

Plastic or rubber soft-faced mallet 
Torx driver bits 
Pliers - electrician's side cutters 
Circlip pliers - internal (straight or right-angled tips are 
available) 
Circlip pliers - external 
Cold chisel · 
Centre punch 
Pin punch 
Scribei . 
Scraper (made from soft metal such as aluminium 
or copper) 
Soft metal drift 
Steel rule/straight edge 
Assortment of files 
Electric drill and bits 
Wire brush (large) 
Soft wire brush (similar to those used for cleaning suede 
shoes) 
Sheet of plate glass 
Hacksaw (large) 
Valve grinding tool 
Valve grinding compound (coarse and fine) 
Stud extractor set (E-Z out) 

Specialized tools . 
This is not .a list of the tools made by the machine's 

manufacturer to carry out a specific task on a limited range of 
models. Occasional references are made to such tools in the 
text of this manual and, in general, an alt1:1rnatiire method of 
carrying out the task without the manufacturer's tool is given 
where possible. The tools mentioned in this list are those which 
are not used regularly and are expensive to buy in view of their · 
infrequent use. Where this is the case it may be possible to hire 
or borrow the tools against a deposit from a local dealer or tool 
hire shop. An alternative is for a group of friends or a motorcycle 
club to join in the purchase. · 

Valve spring compre!jsor 
Piston ring compressor 
Universal bearing puller . 
Cylinder bore honing attachment (for electric drill) 

Micrometer set 
Vernier calipers 
Dial gauge set 
Cylinder compression gauge 
Vacuum gauge set 
Multimeter 
Dwell meter/tachometer 

Care and maintenance of tools 
Whatever the quality of the tools purchased, they will last 

much longer if cared for. This means in practice ensuring that a 
tool is used for. its intended purpos·e; for example screwdrivers· 
should not be used as a substitute for a centre punch, or as 
chisels. Always remove dirt or grease and arw metal particles 
but remember that a light film of oil will prevent rusting if the 
tools are infrequently used. The common tools can be kept 
together in a large box or tray. but the more delicate, and more 
expensive, items should be stored separately where they cannot 
be damaged. When a tool is damaged or worn out, be sure to 
renew it immediately. lt is false economy to continue to use a 
worn spanner or screwdriver which may slip ·and cause 

' expensive darnaqe to the component being worked on, 

Fastening systems 
Fasteners, basically, are nuts, bolts and screws used to hold 

two or more parts together. There are a few things to keep in 
mind when working with fasteners. Almost all of them use a 
locking device of some type; either a lock washer, lock nut, 
.locking tab or thread adhesive. All threaded fasteners .should be 
clean, straight, hi!Ve undamaged threads and undamaged corn
ers on the hexagon head where the spanner fits. Develop the 
habit of replacing all damaged nuts and bolts with new ones. 

Rusted nuts and bolts should be treated· with a rust 
penetrating fluid to ease removal and prevent breakage. After 
applying the rust penetrant, let it 'work' for a few minutes 
before trying' to loosen the nut or bolt. Badly rusted fasteners 
may have to be chiselled off or removed with. a special nut 
breaker, available at tool shops. 

Flat washers and lock washers, whim removed from an 
assembly should always be replaced exactly as removed. 
Replace any damaged washers with new ones. Always use a 
flat washer between a lock washer and any soft metal surface 
{such as aluminium). thin sheet metal or plastic. Special lock 
nuts can only be US!'Jd once or twice before they lose their 
locking ability and must be renewed. 

If a bolt or stud breaks off in an assembly, it can be drilled 
out and removed with a special tool called an E-Z out. Most 
dealer service. departments and motorcycle r~pair shops can 
perform this task, as well as others {such as the repair of 
threaded holes that have been stripped out). 

Standa.rd torque settings · 
Specific torque settings will be found at the end of the specifications section of each chapter. Where no figure is given, bolts should 

be secured according to thetable below. · 

Fastener type {thread diameter) kgf m 
5 mm bolt or nut 0.45 - 0.6 
6 mm bolt or nut 0.8 - 1.2 
8 mm bolt or nut · 1.8 - 2.5 
1 0 mm bolt or nut 3.0 - 4;0 
12 mm bolt or nut 5.0 - 6.0 
5 mm screw 0.35- 0.5 
6 mm screw 0.7- 1.1 
6 mm flange bolt 1.0 - 1.4 
8 mm flange bolt 2.4 - 3.0 
1 0 mm flange bolt 3.0 - 4.0 

lbf ft 
3.5-4.5 
6-9 
13- 18 
22-29 
36-43 
2.5-3.6 
5-8 
7- 10 
17-22 
22-29 
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Specifications 

Engine 
Ty·pe .................................... , ............................................................... . 
Bore .................................................................................................... . 

Stroke ............................ ~ ................................... ;································· 

Capacity ............................................................................................. . 

Compression ratio ............................................................................ . 
Power output ..................................................................................... . 

Maximum torque ....................................................................... : ..... . 

Examination and renov;lt.ion: camshaft and bearing . . 
surfaces .......................................................................................... 24 
Examination and renovation: cam chain, sprockets and 
·tensioner ....................................................................................... : 25 
Examination and renovation: clutch assembly ....................... 26 
Examination and renovation: gearbox components .............. 27 
Engine reassembly: general ................................................... : ... 28 
Engine reassembly: rebuilding the gearbox clusters ............ 29 
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kickstart mechanism .................................................................... 30 
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crankshaft ................. !.: ........................... , .................. · ..................... 32 
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·and setting the balancer timing ................................................. 33 
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Engine reassembly: installing the clutch assembly .............. 37 
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primary· drive pinion and ignition rotor .................................... 38 
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outer cover.................................................................................... 39 

·Engine reassembly: refitting the piston, cylinder barrel and 
cylinder head ................................................................................. · 40 
Engine reassembly: fitting the camshaft and cylinder head 
cover- setting the valve timing ............................................... 41 
Engine reassembly: installing the rebuilt unit in the frame 
- final adjustments ........... : ..................................... :.................... 42 
Starting and running the rebuilt engine .................................. 43 
Fault diagnosis: engine ........... ; ............. ; ..................................... 44 
Fault diagnosis: clutch ................................................................. 45 
Fault diagnosis: gearbox ............................................................. 46 · 

XL250 S XR250 XL500 S XR500 

. Single cylinder, air-cooled, ~ohc four stroke 
74.0 mm 74.0 mm 89.0 mm 89.0 mm 
(2.91 in) (2,91 in) (3.50 in) (3.50 in) 
57.8 mm 57.8 mm 80.0 mm 80.0 mm 
(2. 73 in) (2. 73 in) (3.15 in) (3.15 in) 
249 cc 249 cc 498 cc 498 cc 
(15.1 cu in) (15.1 cu in) (30.37 cu in) 
9.1 :1 9.6:1 8.6:1 
20 bhp ® 24 bhp ® 32 bhp ® 

7500 rpm . 9000 rpm 6250 rpm 
2.12 kg m. 2.1 kg m 4.14 kg m 
( 15.3 ft lb) ( 15.2 fi: I b) (29.9 ft I b) 
® 6000 rpm ® 7000 rpm ® 5000 rpm 

8.6:1 
36 bhp ® 

6500 rpm 
4.2 kg m 
30.6 ft lb). 
® 5500 rpm 
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Compression pressure 
At cr~nking speed .... : ................................................................ ; ............. . 

Camshaft and rockers 
Cam lift: 

Inlet ............................................................................................. . 
Wear limit ................................... :. ............................................. . 

~==~~~-~~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Camshaft journal outside diameter: 

Right ......................... : ......................... : ...................... : ................. . 
Wear limit .................................................................................. . 
Left .............................................................................................. . 
Wear limit .................................................................................. . 

Rocker arm bore .............................................................................. . 
Wear limit ......................................... : ................................................ . 
Rocker spindle diameter ....... ~ ........................................................ . 
Wear limit ................................................ - .............. : ......................... . 

Valves and valve guides 
Valve spring free length: 

Inner ............................................................................................ . 
Wear limit .................................................................................. . 
Outer ........................................................................................... . 
Wear limit ................................................................................... . 

Valve stem diameter-: 
Inlet ............................................................................................. . 

Wear limit .................................................................................. . 
Exhaust ........................................................................................ . 

Wear limit ..................... : ............................. : .............................. . 
Valve guide bore: 

Inlet ............................................................................................. . 

Wear limit ................................................................. : ................ . 
Exhaust ............................................................... : ...................... .. 

Wear limit .................................................................................. . 
Stem/guide clearance: · 

Inlet ..................... _. ....................................................................... . 

Wear. limit ................................................................................. .. 
Exhaust ....................................................................................... . 

Wear limit .................................................................................. . 
Valve face width .............................................................................. . 

Wear limit ............................................................. : ............................. . 
Valve seat width ................... : .......................................................... . 

Wear limit .......................................................................................... . 
Camshaft bearing bore: 

Left .............................................................................................. . 

Wear limit ................................................................................... . 
Right ....................... : ...................................................... ~ ... : ........ . 

Wear limit .................................................................................. . 

Valve timing 

Inlet opens ....................... .' ........................................... ; .................... . 
Inlet closes ........................................................................................ . 
Exhaust opens .............................................. : .................................... . 
Exhaust closes .................................................................................. . 

XL models 

12.5 kg cm2 (175 psi) 

36.362 mm ( 1.4316 in) 
36.30 mm ( 1.429 in) 
36.256 mm (1.4274 in) 
36.20 mm (1.425 in) 
All models 

XR models 

13.5 ± 1.5 kg cm2 

(192 ± 21 psi) 

36.789 mm (1.4452 in) 
36.65 mm (1.443 in) 
36.605 mm (1.4411 in) 
36.55 mm (1.443 in) 

23.954 -. 23.975 mm (0.9431 - 0.9439 -in) 
23.9 mm (0.94 in) 
19.954- 19.975 mm (0.9856 - 0.9864 in) 
19.9 mm (0.78 in) 
12.00- 12.018 mm (0.4724- 0.4731 in) 
12.05 mm (0.474 in) · 
11.966- 11.984 mm (0.4711 - 0.4718 in) 
11.91 mm (0.469 in) 

250 models 

43.6 mm (1.72 in) 
42.5 mm (1.67 in) 
35.58 mm (1.40 in) 
34.5 mm ( 1.36 in) 

5.475- 5.490 mm 
(0.2037- 0.2161 in) 
5.465 mm (0.2152 in) 
5.455- 5.470 mm • 
(0.2148.- 0.2154 in) 
5.445 mm (0.2144 in) 

5.500 - 5.512 mm 
(0.2165 - 0.2170 in) 
5.53 mm (0.218 in) 
5.500 5.512 mm 
(0.2165 - 0.2170 in) 
5.53 mm (0.218 in) 

0.010- 0.047 mm 
(0.0004- 0.0019 in) 
0.06 mm (0.0024 in) 
0.030 0.057 mm 
(0.0012- 0.0022 in) 
0.07 mm (0.0028 in) 
1.2- 1.4 mm 

500 models 

38.1 mm ( 1.50 in) 
37.0 mm (1.46 in) 
36.24 mm (1.43 in) 
35.3 mm (1.39 in) 

6.5i5 - 6.590 mm 
(0.2589 - 0.2594 in) 
6.565 mm (0.2585 in) 
6.560 - 6.570 mm 
(0.2583 - 0.2587 in) 
6.550 mm (0.2579 in) 

6.600 - 6.615 mm 
(0.2598 -·0.2421 in) 
6.63 mm (0.261 in) 
6.600 6.615 mm 
(0.2598 - 0.2421 in) 
6.63 mm (0.261 in) 

0.010- 0.040 mm 
(0.0004 - 0.0016 in) 
0.65 mm (0.0026 in) 
0.030 - 0.055 mm 
(0.0012 - 0.0022 in) 
0.080 mm (0.0031 in) 
1.2- 1.4 mm 
(0.048 - 0.055 in) (0.048 - 0.055 in) 

2.0 mm (0.08 in) 
1.2- 1.4 mm 

.2.0 mm (0.08 in) 
1.2- 1.4 mm 

(0.048 - 0.055 in) 
2_.0 mm (0.08 in) 

20.000 - 20.021 mm 
(0.7874- 0.7882 in) 
20.05 mm (0. 789 in) 
24.000 - 24.021 mm 
(0.9449 - 0.9457 in) 
24.05 (0.947 in) 

XL250 
At 1mm/0 lift 
5°/58° BTDC 
306/96° ABDC 
35°/83° BBDC 
5°/65° ATDC 

XR250 
At 0 lift 
10° BTDC 
40° ABDC 
10° BBDC 
40° ATOC 

(0.048 - 0.055 in) 
2.0 mm (0.08 in) 

20.000 - 20.021 mm 
(0.7874- 0.7882 in) 
20.07 mm (0.790 in) 
24.000 - 24.021 mm 
(0.9449 - 0.9457 in) 
24.07 mm (0.948 in) 

500 models 
At 1 mm/0 lift 
5°/58° BTDC 
40°/1 060" ABDC 
45°/95° BBDC 
5°/65° ATDC 
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Valve clearances (cold engine) 
Inlet ............................................................................ : ........................ . 
Exhaust .............................................. , ................. : ............................. . 

Cylinder barrel and piston 
Standard bore size ....................................•....................................... 

Wear limit •.......................................................................................... 
Taper limit ......................................................................................... . 
Ovality ·limit ....................................................................................... . 
Piston diameter (at skirt) .; ............. : ............................................... . 

Wear limit .......................................................................................... . 
Gudgeon pin bore ............................................................................ . 

Wear limit ........................................................................................... . 
Gudgeon pin diameter .................................................................... . 

Wear limit .......................................................................................... . 
Piston ring end gap: . 

Top/2nd ................................ : ..................................................... . 

Wear limit .................................................................................. . 
Oil (side rails, max) .................................................................. . 

Piston ring to groove clearance: 
Top ............................................................................................. ~ .. 

2nd .............................................................................................. . 

Piston to cylinder clearance .......................................................... . 

Wear limit ............................................. ,.. ...................................... , .... . 

Crankshaft 
Big-end axial clearance: 

250 models ............................................................................... . 
Wear limit .................................................................................. . 
500 models ............................................................................... . 
Wear limit ................................•................................................•. 

Big-end radial clearance ................................................................ . 
Wear limit .............. · ...........................................................................•. 
Small-end bearing ID: 

250 models .....................................................................•.......... 
Wear limit .................................................................................. . 
500 models ............................. : .................................................. . 
Wear limit ................................................................................. .. 

Crankshaft runout (max) ........................................ : ........................ . 

Balancer assembly 
· Front balancer holder O.D ............................................................ .. 

Wear limit ..................... : .................................................................... . 
Front balancer holder I.D ............................................................... . 
Wear limit .......................................................................................... . 
Rear balancer I. D ............................................ : ................................ . 
Wear limit ......................................................................................... .. 

Clutch 
Free play (measured at handlebar lever end) ............................ . 
Clutch spring free length: 

250 models .............................................................................. .. 
Wear limit ................................................................................. .. 
500 models ............................. , ................... : ............................. . 
Wear limit ................................................................................. .. 

Friction plate thickness ........................... : ...................................... . 
Wear limit .......................................................................................... . 
Plain plate warpage (max) ............................................................. . 

Gearbox 
Type .................................................................................................... . 
Rii!tios: 

1st ............................................................................................... . 

0.05 mm (0.002 in) 0.08 mm (0.003 in) 0.05 mm (0.002 in) 
0.1 0 mm (0.004 in) 0.10 mm (0.004 in) 0.10 mm (0.004 in) 

250 models· 
74.00- 74.01 mm 
(2.913- 2.914 in) 
74.11 mm (2.918 in) 
0.05 mm (0.002 in) 
0.05 mm (0.002 in) 
73.97 - 73.99 mm 
(2.912- 2.913 in) 
73.88 mm (2.909 in) 
19.002 - 19.008 ·mm 
(07481 - 0.7483 in) 
19.08 mm (0.751 in) 
18.994 - 19.000 mm 
(0.7478- 0.7480 in) 
18.96 mm (0.747 in). 

0.15-0.35 mm 
(0.006 - 0.010 in) 
0.5 mm (0.020 in) 
0.2-0.9 mm 
(0.007 - 0.035 in) 

0.015- 0.045 mm 
(0.0006 - 0.0018 in) 
0.015- 0.045 mm 
(0.0006- 0.0018 in) 
0.01 - 0.04 m.m 
(0.0004 - 0.0006 in) 
0.1 mm (0.004 in) 

All models 

500 models 
88.00 - 89.01 mm 
(3.5039 -, 3.5041 in) 
89.1 l mm (3.508 in) 
0.05 mm (0.002 in) 
0.05 mm (0.002 in) 
88.97 - 88.99 mm 
(3.5027 - 3.5034) 
88.88 mm (3.499 in) 
21.002 to 21.008 mm 
0.8268- 0.8271 in) 
21.08 mm (0.830 in) 
20.994 - 21.000 mm 
(0.8265 - 0.8268 in) 
20.96 mm (0.825 in) 

0.30 - 0.50 mm 
(0.0118- 0.0197 in) 
0.65 mm (0.026 in) 
0.2-0.9 mm 
(0.007 - 0.035 in) 

0.030 - 0.65 mm 
(0.0012 - 0.0026 in) 
0.015 - 0.045 mm 
(0.0006 - 0.0018 in) 
0.01 - 0.04 mrh 
(0.0004 - 0.0006 in)· 
0.1 mm (0.004 in) 

0.05 - 0.45 mm (0.002 - 0.017 in) 
0.6.mm (0.024 in) 
0.05- 0.65mm (0.0020- 0.0256 in) 
0.8 mm (0.031 in) 
0.006 - 0.018 mm (0.0002 :_ 0.0007 in) 
0.05 mm (0.002 in) 

19.020- 19.041 mm (0.7488- 0.7496 in) 
19.07 mm (0.751 in) 
21.020 - 21.041 mm (0.8276 - 0.8284 in) 
21.07 mm (0.830 in) 

0.1 mm (0.004 in) 

39.964 - 39.980 mm ( 1.5734 - 1.57 40 in) 
39.91 mm (1.571 in) 
26.007 - 26.020 mm ( 1.0239 - 1.0244 in) 
26.05 mm (1.026 in) 
26.007 -· 26.020 mm (1.0239- 1.0244 in) 
26.05 mm ( 1.026 in) 

15 - 25 mm (t - 1 in) 

37.3 mm (1.46 in) 
35.8 mm (1.41 in) 
41.0 mm (1.61 in) 
39.5 mm (1.56 in) 
2.62-2.78 mm (0.102- 0.109 in)· 
2.3 mm (0.091 in) 
0.3 mm (0.012 in) 

250 models 500 models 
. Five speed,constant mesh 

2.800:1 (42/15T) 2.462:1 (32/13T) 
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2nd .............................................................................................. . 
3rd .............................................................................................. .. 
4th .............................................................................................. .. 
5th ............................................................................................... . 

Gear backlash: 
1st and 2nd .............................................................................. .. 

Wear limit ................................................................................. .. 
3rd, 4th and qth ...................................................................... .. 

Wear limit .................................................................................. . 
Gear side clearance: 

Mainshaft .4th ............................................................ : .............. . 

Wear limit ................................................................................. .. 
Mainshaft 5th ....... : ............................... ~ ................................... . 

Wear limit .................................................................................. . 
Layshaft 1st .............................................................................. .. 

. Wear limit ........................................ : ...... .-................................. .. 
Layshaft 3rd .............................................................................. . 

Wear limit ......................... , ........................................................ . 
Gear dog clearance: 

In neutral, max ..................... : .................................................... . 
Selector fork bore diameter: 

Centre fork ......................... : ...................................................... .. 
Wear limit .................................................................................. . 
Right and left forks .................................................................. . 
Wear limit ................................................................................. .. 

Selector fork shaft diameter: 
Centre fork ..................................................................... ; ........... . 
Wear limit ..... : ........................................................ : ................... . 
Right and left forks ................................................................. .. 
Wear limit .................................................................................. .. 

Selector fork width .......................................................................... . 
Wear limit ................. : ........................................................................ . 

Primary transmission 
Type ...................... : ............................................................................ .. 
Reduction ratio ................................................... : ............................ .. 

Secondary transmission 
Type .................................................................................................... . 
Reduction ratio: ................................................................................ . 

XL450 S ................................................. ~ ................................... , 
XR250 ........................................................................................ . 

·XL500 S ......... :. .......................................................................... . 
XR500 ....................................................................................... .. 

Torque settings 
Cylinder head cover ............ : .................................................................. .. 
Cylinder head: 

250 models ................................................... · .................................... . 
500 models ................ : ..................................................................... .. 

Clutch centre nut .................................................................................... . 
Balancer holder bracket ........................................................................... . 
Ignition reluctor ..................................................................... : .... ~ ...... , .... .. 
Alternator rotor: 

250 models ....................................................................................... . 
500 .models .................................................................................. : .... . 

Camshaft sprocket bolts ........................................................................ . 
Crankcase (8 x 1.25 mm) .................................................................... .. 
Crankcase (6 x 1.00 mm) ............................................. : ...................... .. 
Crankcase (9 x 1.25 mm) 

250 models ................................ : .......... : ........................................... . 
500 models .: ..................................................................................... . 

Crankcase (1 0 x 1.25 mm): · 
2.50 models ..................................................................... : ................ .. 
500 models ....................................................................................... . 

1.850:1 (37/20T) 
1.375:1 (33/24T) 
1.111:1 (37/27T) 
0.900:1. (27/30T) 

N/A 

0.20 mm (0.008 in) 
N/A 

0.20 rnm (0.008 in) 

N/A 

N/A' 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
All models ' 
0.3 mm (0.01 in) 

1.647~1 (28/17T) 
1.250:1 (25/20T) 
1.000:1 (23/23T) 
0.840:1 (21/25T) 

0.044 - 0.133 mm 
(0.0017 - 0.0052 in) 
0.20 mm (0.008 in) 
0.046 - 0.140 mm 
(o.oo18 - o.oo55 inl 
0.20 mm (0.008 in) 

0.06 - 0.41 inm 
(0.002 - 0.016 in) 
0.50 mm (0.020 in) 
0.05 - 0.58 mm 
(0.002 - 0.023 in) 
0.65 mm (0.026 in) 
0.05 - 0.22 mm 
(0.002 - 0.009 in) 
0.30 mm (0.012 in) 
0.06 - 0.41 mm 
(0.002 - 0.016 in) 
0.50 mm (0.020 in) 

12.000 - 12.021 mm (0.4724- 0.4733 in) 
12.05 mm (0.474 in) 
15.000 - 15.021 mm (0.5906 - 0.5914 in) 
15.05 mm (0.593 in) 

11.966- 11.984 mm (0.4711 - 0.4718 in)· 
11.91 mm (0.496 in) 
14.966 - 14.984 mm (0.5892 - 0.5899 in) 
14.91 mm (0.587 in) 
4.93 - 5.00 mm (0.194 _:_ 0.197 in) 
4.50 mm (0.18 in) 

Gear 
2.379:1 (69/29T) 

Chain 
3.785:1 (53/14T) 
3.785:1 (53/14T) 
4.076:1- (53/13T) 
2.786:1 (39/14T) 
3.429:1 (48/14T) 

lbf ft 
7- 10 

25-29 
16-20 
33-43 
16-20 
33-43 

69- 76 ~ 
72-87 
12- 16 
16-20 
7- 10 

N/A 
20-24 

N/A 
23-27 

kgf m 
1.0- 1.4 

3.5- 4~0 
2.2-2.8 
4.5- 6.0 
2.2-2.8 
4.5- 6.0 

9.5- 10.5 
1 Q.O -"" 12.0 
1.7-2.3 
2.2-2.8 
1.0- 1.4 

N/A 
2.7- 3.3 

N/A 
3.2- 3.8 
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24 Chapter 1 Engine, clutch and gearbox 

1 General description 

The. engine unit used on the Honda XL and XR models 
covered by this manual is essentially similar in construction with 

· minor variations relating to the machine's intended purpose . .In 
each case the engine, primary drive, clutch and gearbox are built 
as a single unit and share common casings. The engine is· an air 
cooled, single cylinder four-stroke; employing a single overhead 
camshaft which operates the paired inlet and exhaust valves. 
The four-valye design has been chosen in the interests of lower 
reciprocating weight and to permit a greater valve area for a 
given bore size. 

A cbnventional crankshaft assembly is used, featuring full
circle flywheels, a caged roller big-end bearing and journal ball 
main bearings. To. reduce the effects of vibration, a pair of 
balancer weights are fitted, these being driven by a single-row 
chain from the crankshaft. The front balancer weight runs on a 
shaft supported in an eccentric holder forward of the crankshaft 
assmbly. The rear balancer weight is mounted on the left-hand 
end of the gearbox mainshaft, thus minimising the extra weight 
and bulk incurred by the adoption of a balancer-system. 

Power from the crankshaft is fed by gear to the wet 
multiplate clutch and thence to the five-speed constant-mesh 
gearbox: The crankcase casings are arranged to split horizontal
ly, the crankcase proper being formed as a separate chamber 
with the primary drive and gearbox assembly sharing the 
remaining area. 

Lubrication is of the wet sump type, the oil reservoir being 
formed in the bottom of the crankcase. Oil is picked up by the 
trochoid oil pump and fed directly to the main engine and 
transmission components. 

2 Operations with the engine/gearbox unit in the frame 

The following items can be overhauled with the en
gine/gearbox unit installed in the frame: 
XL250 S and XR250 only 
1 Cylinder head and valves 
2 Camshaft 
3 Cylinder barrel and' piston 

All models 
~ Clutch and primary drJve, 
5 Kickstart mechanism 
6 Ignition pickup 
7 Gear selector mechanism 
8 Alternator 
9 Final drive sprocket 

Whe~ several operations need to. be undertaken simul
taneously, it would probably be an advantage to remove the 
complete unit from the frame, a comparatively simple operation 
that should take approximately one hour. This will give the 
advantage of battery access and more working space. 

3 Operations with the engine/gearbox unit removed from 
the frame 

lt will be necessary to remove the engine/gearbox unit from 
the frame to gain access to the following: 
XL500S and XR500 only 
1 Cyiinder head and valves 
2 Camshaft and cam chain 
3 Cylinder barrel and piston 

All models 
4 Crankshaft 

. 5 Balanc'er and drive. assembly 
6 Gearbox components 
1· Oil pump 

4 Removing the engine/gearbox unit from the frame · 

1 Before commencing any dismantling work it will be necess
ary to drain the engine oil, preferably whilst the engine is warm. 
If possible, leave the oil to drain overnight before commencing 
work in the morning. lt is helpful to remove the skid plate at this 
stage. The plate is retained by two bolts passing through lugs at 
the rear of the plate and by a single bolt at the front (single 
domed nut, XL250S model). With the machine on its proper 
stand, place a drain tray of about 2.0 litres/4.0 pints below the 
left-hand side of the crankcase, remove the drain plug and leave 
the oil to drain completely. Once draining is complete, refit the 
plug finger tight to preclude its loss. 
2 lt will be necessary to arrange the machine so that it is 
supported securely. If possible a stand or·wooden crate should 
be positioned beneath the frame, to the rear of the engine unit 
and webbing tie-down straps used to secure the machine in a 
vertical position. Failing this, the machine can be supported by 
the side stand, given that reasonable care is exercised to avoid 

. its rolling forward and off the stand. To this end, turn the 
steering fully to the left and place chocks behind the front and 
rear wheels. lt is helpful, though not .essential, to .place the 
machine on a raised working platform or bench. 
3 The seat is retained by a bolt on either side, immediately 
below the lower edge of the seat. Release the two bolts, and 
where fitted, the seat strap. This is secured by a small bolt at 
either end. The bolts also retain the rear suspension units and 
should be refitted once the seat strap has been removed. The 
seat can now be lifted clear to reveal the single fuel tank fixing 
bolt. Check that the fuel tap is turned to the 'Off' position, and 
disconnect the fuel pipe. Slacken and remove the tank fixing 
bolt, then pull the rear of the tank up and back to disengage the 
mounting rubbers at the front. Place the tank and seat to one 
side to await reassembly, bearing in mind the fire risk posed by 
the fuel tank. 
4 On XL models, disconnect and remove the battery to 
prevent any risk of short circuits which may occur during 
subsequent dismantling. Trace the ignition pulser and alternator 
leads up from the. engine, releasing the relevant wiring ties, and 
disconnect them at the connector blocks beneath the top frame 
tubes. Coil the leads c'arefully and place them on the upper 
crankcase to avoid snagging during removal. Pull off the 
sparking plug cap and lodge it and the HT cable clear of the 
cylinder head. 
5 Slacken and remove the nut which retains the clutch cable 
anchor bracket at the lower end of the cable. Free the bracket 
and temporarily replace the nut, then disengage the cable from 
the clutch arm. Lodge the cable and bracket around the top 
frame tube, displacing it from the guide clip at the cylinder head. 
6 Pull off the right-hand side panel, if this is still in position.· 
Remove the two screws which retain the exhaust heat shield 
and lift it away. Slacken the clamp at the junction of the exhaust 
pipes and silencer. Remove the two nuts. which retain each of. 
the exhaust pipe flanges. The exhaust pipes can now be pulled 
forward to clear the exhaust ports and silencer and lifted away 
from the frame. 
7 Slacken the hose clips which retain the carburetor to the 
induction flange and the air filler adaptor. The carburettor can 
now be pulled clear of the rubber adaptors. Free the drain hose 
from the guide clip next to the swinging arm. lt is not essential 
to release the throttle cables from the carburettor unless 
attention to the latter is necessary. If left connected, the cables 
and the carburettor can now be lodged on the top frame tubes, 
clear of the engine unit. 

8 Remove the two sprocket guard retaining screws and lift 
the guard away. Release the two· sprocket mounting bolts 
having first bent back the locking tubes. There will normally be 
sufficient slack in the drive chain to allow it to be pulled to one . 
side as the sprocket is slid off its splines. If this is not the case, 
slacken the rear wheel spindle and adjusters to allow the wheel 
to be pushed forward. The chain can be left around the swinging 
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arm pivot t~be with no adverse effects. 

9 Slacken and remove the rear brake cable adjuster nut, then 
move the right-hand footrest/brake pedal assembly together 

:ith the cable. Note that the rear brake switch spring should be 
d'sconnected as the assembly is removed. The left-hand foot-

1st assembly should now be re teased in a similar fashion to 
~~rmit removal of the.engine lower mounting bolt. Pull off the 
crankcase breather hose from its stub on the upper crankcase 

half. 
1 

• h 
10 Dismantle the engine front mounting plate by re eas1n~ t e 
four s·ecuring bolts, then dismantle the cylinder head ,mount~ngs. 
The engine unit is now supported by the u·pper and lower 
mounting bolts alone, and will require support as· t~ese are 
removed. lt was found expedient to wedge a short length of 
wood betwen the frame and cylinder barrel to support the 
engine unit during the removal of the latter. Once all of the 
mounting bolts are removed, ·grasp the engine and allow the 
lower half to move forward to clear the frame at the rear. The 
unit can nbw be lowered away from the frame. I~ is helpful ~o 
have available an assistant at this latter stage. Th1s h?weve_r,1s 
by no means essential in view of the unit's relatively light 
weight. 

4.3a Remove seat mounting bolts ... 

4.3c Tank is retained by single mounting bolt 

4.1 Release skid plate from underside of crankcase 

4.3b ... and r~lease seat strap (where fitted) 

4.3d Lift tank and pull rearwards to remove 

25 



4.4 Trace and disconnect electrical connections 4.5 Free clutch cable and bracket (arrowed) 

4.6 Slacken silencer clamp bolt 4.9a Footrest/brake pedal assembly is secured by bolt 

4.9b LH footrest is secured in similar manner 4.1 Oa Dismantle engine mounting plate 
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4.1 Ob Engine unit can now be lifted clear of frame 

5 Dismantling the engine and gearbox: general 

1 Before commencing work. on the engine unit, the external 
surfaces must be cleaned thoroughly. A motor cycle engine has 
very little protection from road grit and othe foreign matter, 
which will sooner or later find its way into the dismantled 
engine if this simple precaution is not observed. 
.z One of the proprietary engine cleaning compounds such as 
'Gunk' or 'Jizer' ·can be used to good effect, especially if the 
compound is allowed to penetrate the film of oil and grease 
before it is washed away. When washing down, make sure that 
water cannot enter the inlet or exhaust ports or the electrical 
system, particularly if these parts are now exposed. 
3 Never use force to remove any stubborn part, unless 
mention ·is made of this requirement in the text. There is 
invariably good reason why a part is difficult to remove, often 
because the dismantling operation has been tackled in the 
wrong sequence. 
4 The engine units employed in the Honda XL and XR models 
are fair.ly straightforward in construction and pose few sp·ecific 
dismantling problems. The only special tool that will prove 
essential is an extractor for the alternator rotor. On many 
machines, another component from the chassis can. be used as 
an extractor bolt, the rear wheel spindle usually proving to be 
ideal for this purpose. This is not true of the above models 
where an unusually large extractor. thread is provided. If a 22 
mm thread bolt is available, it can be used to good effect, but 
failing this the correct Honda tool, a multi-purpose extractor, 

· will be required. Its part number is 07733-0020001. 

6 Dismantling the engine/gearbox unit: removing the 
cylinder head cover, camshaft and cylinder head 

As mentioned earlier in this Chapter, on the 250 models 
cylinder head removal can be carried out with the engine unit in 
or out of the frame. In the case of the 500 models, the height 
of the engine and the rather.confined frame loop require engine 
removal as a precursor to this operation. If the work is to be 
undertaken with the engine unit installed (250 modelsL it will 
first be necessary to remove the following items. · 
1 Seat and fuel tank 
2 Cylinder head mounting plates 
3 Carburettor ' 
4 Exhaust pipes 

Full details describing the removal of the above will be 
found in Section 4 of this Chapter. 

2 Slacken the locknuts at the upper and lower ends of the 
decompressor cable. Displace the lower adjuster from its 
locating bracket and free the lower end of the cable from the 
operating lever. Repeat the procedure to release the upp,er end 
of the cable. Remove the two bolts which secure each of the 
value .adjuster inspection covers and lift them away. 
3 The cylinder head cover is retained by a total of 12 bolts, 
two of which are located inside the valve adjuster inspection 
holes. Note that two of the cylinder head holding bolts (domed 
nuts, in the case of the 500 models) are located on the left-hand 
side of the cylinder head, recessed below the flat area surround
ing the sparking plug. These should not be disturbed at this 
stage. Slacken the cylinder head bolts evenly, in a diagonal 
sequence to prevent warping. The cylinder head cover can now 
be lifted away, together with the v,alve rockers which' are 
supported inside the cover. Remove the· rubber end plug if this 
remains in the recess in the cylinder head. 
4 Remove the larger of the two inspection plugs from the 
engine left-hand outer casing so that the crankshaft can be 
rot&ted by passing a socket through the inspection hole and 
onto the alternator rotor securing bolt. The camshaft sprocket 
bolts should now be removed, turning the crankshaft to gain 
access to each bolt as required. Arrange the camshaft sprocket 
_so that one of the bolt holes is uppermost with the two cutouts 
symmetrically disposed in relation to the gasket face. Displace 
the sprocket to the right until it drops clear. of its· locating 
shoulder. The cam chain can now be slid off to the left of the 
sprocket. Wrap some wire arciu~d the chain to prevent it froiTI · 
falling into the cam chain tunnel. then manoeuvre the camshaft 
and sprocket clear of the cylinder head. 
5 Release the two cylinder head nuts. These· are located on 
the front and rear faces of the cylinder barrel, and retain studs 
which project down from the cylinder head. The cylinder head is 
now retained by a total of four bolts in the case of the 250 
models; or by four domed nuts and washers on the 5QO 
versions. The nuts or bolts should be· slackened progressively, 
by about ·one flat at a time, in a diagomil sequence. lhis will 
ensure that the loqding on the head casting remains even, 
avoiding any tendency towards warpage. 
6 Slacken and ·remove the upper tensioner bolt and 0-ring. 
The cylinder head can now be removed. lt is quite likely that the 
head will be stuck to the cylinder barrel by the gasket, and if this 
proves to be the case it may be necessary to break the joint by 
tapping around the head with a soft-faced mallet. Care must be 
taken to avoid damage to the cooling fins. These are rather 
brittle and are easily chipped. For obvious reasons, no attempt . 
should be made to prise apart the joint by levering between the 
fins. 

6.3a Note that two cylinder cover bolts are inside inspection 

covers 
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1 Cylinder head 
2 Cylinder head gasket 
3 Sparking plug 
4 Cylinder head cover 
5 Camshaft 
6 Camshaft end plug 
7 Camshaft sprocket 
8 Bolt-2 off 
9 Decompressor cable 
10 Operating lever 
11 Locating bracket 
12 Return spring 
13 Oil seal 
14 Cable guide 
15 Bolt 
16 Washer 
17 Inspection cover-2 off· 
18 Seating gasket- 2 off 
19 Bolt-4 off 

20 Dowel pin 
21 Bolt 
22 Bolt 
23 Rocker arm spindle- 2 off 
24 0-ring- 2 ·off 
25 0-ring- 4 off 
26 Inlet valve guide- 2 off 

21 

2 7 Spring seat- 4 off 1. 
1 2B Valve stem oil seal- 4 off 

29 Inner valve spring- 4 off 
30 Outer valve spring- 4 off 
31 Valve cap -4 off 
32 Collets- 4 off 
33 Inlet valve -2 off 
34 Exhaust valve - 2 off 
35 Nut 
36 Rocker arm- 2 off 
37 Wave washer-2 off 
38 Exhaust valve guide- 2 off 

Fig. 1.1 Cylinder head ~;~nd valve gear 

15 
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6,3b Remove securing bolts and lift c'over away 

6.4b Manoeuvre camshaft clear of sprocket and chain 

6.6 Remove upper cam chain tension er bolt (or nut) 

6.4a Slacken and remove camshaft sprocket bolts 

6.5 Do not overlook bolts on underside of cylinder head 

7 Dismantling the engine/gearbox unit: removing the 
cylinder barrel and piston 

Removal of the cylinder barrel and piston can be ac
complished after the cylinder head and camshaft have been 
removed, as described in the preceding section. Note that in the 
case of the 500 models it will be necessary to remove the 
.engine unit from the frame. 
2 Remove the remaining cam chain tension er nut, washer· 
and 0-ring (250 models) or nut and sealing washer (500 
models) and move the tensioner assembly cfear of ~he cam 
chain tunnel. The cam chain guide on the exhaust side of the 
barrel can be lifted away. Remove the cylinder barrel retaining 
nuts and bolts. The cylinder barrel can· now be removed. by 
pulling it upwards. If necessary, the barrel to crankcase joint can 
be freed by tapping around it with a soft-faced mallet or by 
rocking the cylinder barrel to and fro. 
3 Lift the barrel upwards by about two inches, then pack 
some clean rag around the crankcase mouth to catch any debris 
or portions of broken piston ring which might otherwise drop 
into the crankcase as the barrel is pulled clear of the piston. The 
barrel can now be removed completely; taking care to support 

l 
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the connecting rod and piston as the latter emerges from the 
bore. 
4 Prise out one of the gudgeon pin circlips using a small 
electrical screwdriver or a similar tool in the slot provided. 
Support the piston . and push the gudgeon pin out until the 
connecting rod is freed. The piston can now be lifted away. If 
the pin is a tight fit, it may be necessary to warm the piston so 
that the grip on the gudgeon pin is released. A rag soaked in 
warm water will suffice, if it is placed on the piston crown. The 
piston may be lifted from the cormecting rod once the gudgeon 
pin is clear of the small-end eye. , 
5 If the gudgeon pin is still a tight fit after warming the piston 
it can be lightly tapped out of p_osition with a hammer and soft 
metal drift. Do not use excess force and. make sure the 

. connecting rod is supported during this operation, or there is a 
risk of its bending. 
6 When the piston is free of the connecting rod, remove the 
gudgeon pin completely, by removing the scond clip. Place the 
piston, rings and gudgeon pin aside for further attention, but 
discard the circlips. They should never be re-used; new circlips 
must be obtained and fitted during rebuil.ding. 

7.2b ... to allow tensioner to be displaced 

7.2d Cylinder barrel can now be lifted away 

7 .2a Release lower .tension er bolt washer and 0-ring ... 

7.2c Slacken cylinder barrel base bolts 

7.4Pack crankcase mouth with rag, then displace circlips 

13 

1 Cylinder barrel 
2 0-ring 
3 Cylinder base gasket 
4 Piston ring set 
5 Piston 
6 Gudgeon pin 
7 Circlip - 2 off 
8 Oil jet (restrictor} 
9 Hollow dowel..:. 2 off 
10 Seal 
11 Hoilow dowel- 3 off 
12 Bolt 
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13 Static chain tensioner blade 
14 Nut 
15 Washer 
16 0-ring 

Fig. 1.2 Cylinder barrel and piston- 250 model~ 
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1 Cylinder barrel 
2 0-ring 
3 Cylinder base gasket 
4 Piston ring set 
5 Piston 
6 Gudgeon pin 
7 Circlip- 2 off 
8 Oil jet (restrictor) 
9 Hollow dowel- 2 off 
10 Seal 
11 Hollow dowel- 3 off 
12 Bolt 
13 Static chain tensioner blade 
14 Nut 
15 Washer 
16 Nut 

Fig. 1.3 Cylinder barrel and piston- 500 models 
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8 Dismantling the engine/gearbox unit: ·removing the 
right-hani:l outer casing· and ignition pickup 

1 The right-hand outer casing can be removed with the 
engine unit in or out of the frame. In the former instance it will 
be necessary to carry out the following operations prior to 
removal: 

1 Remove the skid plate 
2 Drain the engine/transmission oil 
3 Remove the kickstart lever 
4 Remove the right-hand footrest 
5 Disconnect the rear brake lamp switch spring 
6 Remove the rear brake pedal 
7 Disconnect the clutch and decompressor cables 

The various tasks mentioned above are described in Sec
tions 4 and 6 of this .Chapter. 
2 Slacken and remove the hexagon-headed screws from the 
periphery of the casing, then lift it away, taking care not to 
damage the kickstart shaft oil seal as it passes over the shaft 
splines. lt is possible that a small amount of residual oil will be 
released as the casing is lifted clear, and some_ provision should 
be made to catch this. 
3 The ignition pickup coil, or pulser coil, will remain with the 
casing, and should be left undisturbed unless renewal is 
required. The ignition rotor assembly incorporates a centrifugal 

. advance mechanism - automatic timing unit (ATU) - and is 
located on the crankshaft end. lt can be removed after releasing 
the retaining nut and washer. Note that the ATU is located by 
a small pin in the crankshaft end. This should be removed if it 
is loose to preclude its loss, as should the oil feed quill and 
spring in the crankshaft end. 

9 Dismantling the. engine/gearbox ·unit: removing the 
clutch and primary drive pinion 

The clutch and primary drive pinion can be -removed with 
the engine in or out of the frame. Where the engine is installed 
a certain amount of preliminary dismantling will be required and 
in either case it will be necessary to remove the right-hand 
outer casing. Details. of both will be found in Section 8 of tl)is 
Chapter. 
·2 Remove the pushrod and thrust bearing from the centre of 
the clutch release plate. Slacken the four bolts which retain the 
release 'plate and lift it away. If available, the Honda clutch 
holding tool, part number 07923-4280000 should be fitted to 
the clutch centre whilst the central retaining nut is removed. 
Failing this, ttie clutch can be locked as described below. Obtain 
two flat washers and temporarily fit them and two clutch bolts 
to compress two opposing clutch springs. The clutch will now 
be under tension, but the clutch centre nut should still be 

. accessible. lt will now be necessary to prevent the clutch from 
turning as the nut is slackened. This can be done by locking the 
crankshaft. If the cylinder head, barrel and piston have been 
removed, place a smooth round metal bar thrpugh the connect
ing rod small-end ·eye, resting the ends of the bar on suitably 
positioned wooden strips. The wooden strips or blocks are 
essential to prevent 'the crankcase gasket· from becoming 
marked. 
4 An alternative to the above is to use a strap wrench fitted 
around the alternator rotor, having first removed the left-hand 
casing. The clutch can also be locked via_ the gearbox," by 
selecting top gear and restraining the gearbox sprocket. If the · 
unit is in the frame this can be done by applying the rear brake, 
thus locking the entire drive train. If, however, the unit is ori the 
workbench it will be necessary to contrive some means of 
holding the gearbox sprocket. The simplest method is to wrap a 
length of final drive chain around the sprocket and secure the 
ends with a self locking wrench. 
5 Once the· clutch assembly has been locked in position, the 

central retaining nut can be removed together with the Belville 
washer which locks it. The dutch assembly can now be pulled 
off its splines and placed to one side to await further examina- . 
tion. The primary drive pinion is located by splines on the 
crankshaft end and may be slid off once the automatic timing 
unit has been removed. The latter is retained by a nut and 
washer and should have been removed as described in· the 
previous Section. 

10 Dismantling the engine/gea~box unit:· removing the oil 
pump 

The oil pump can be removed after the ·clutch has been 
dismantled as described in the preceding Section. Start. by 
removing the retainer plate which retains the kickstart idler 
gear. The plate is secured by two bolts which also pass through 
and retain the pump body. Lift the plate away, followed by the 
idler gear. The pump assembly is now clear and can be removed 
from the crankcase. 

11 Dismantling_ the engine/gearbox unit: removing the left-
hand outer casing and alternator assembly · 

The· alternator assembly can be removed with the engine on 
.the workbench, or installed in the frame. In the latter instance 
the following operations must be carried out, using the preced
ing sections as references: 

1 Remove fuel tank and seat 
2 Disconnect alternator output leads 
3 Remove skid plate and gearchange pedal 
4 Remove sprocket cover 
5 Drain engine oil 

2 Slacken and remove the hexagon-headed screws which 
retain the outer casing to the crankcase. The cover can now be 
lifted away complete with the alternator stator assembly which 
is mounted on its inside face. Note that unless the stator 
components require renewal the assembly should be left 
undisturbed. • 
3 The rotor is. mounted on the tapered end of the crankshaft. 
lt is located by a Woodruff key and is secured by a central 
flanged bolt. On the machine featured in this manual the bolt 
was found to be extremely tight and this is likely to prove a 
common occurence, particul.arly where the rotor is being 
removed for the first time since initial assembly. A secure 
method of preventing· -the rotation of the crankshaft will 
therefore be necessary. 
4 If the engine. is in the frame rotation can best be prevented 
by selecting top gear and locking the crankshaft through the 
drive chain by applying the rear brake. An alternative would be 
to use a stout strap wrench around the inner edge of the rotor. 
Where the unit is being stripped prior to crankcase separation, 
the crankshaft can be immobilised by passing a smooth round 
bar through the connecting rod small-end eye and suppor:ting 
the projecting ends on wooden blo<;ks placed against the 
crankcase mouth. With the crankshaft restrained by one of the 
.above methods, the securing bolt can be removed. . 
5 As mentioned earlier in this Chapter, it will be necessary to 
obtain a Honda service tool, part number 07733-0020001, to 
remove the flywheel rotor which will prove to be a tightfit on 
its taper. The only realistic alternative to the correct service tool 
would be a 22 mm fine pitch bolt, but this is unlikely to be found 
in most workshops. lt should be noted that a legged puller 
should not be used because the rotor will almost certainly'be 
damaged. Fit the extractor or bolt, screwing it inwards to jack 
the rotor clear of the crankshaft. If the rotor resists removal do 
not continue tightening the extractor bolt down, because 
damage may result. Tighten the bolt fully and then strike the 
bolt head sharply with a hammer. This action will usually have . · 
the desired effect in breaking the fit _between the tapers. 



8.2 Remove screws and lift right-hand casing away 8.3a Unscrew retaining nut and displace pin ..• · 

8.3b ... to free oil feed quill and spring. 9.3 Use washers and springs to lock clutch unit 

10.1 Remove retainer, idler pinion and oil pump 11.2 Release LH cover complete with alternator stator 

"'·-~-·-· ·-·-· 

11.4 Lock crankshaft as shown to release rotor bolt 

1 Outerdrum 
2 ·Pressure plate 
3 Friction plate- 4 off 
4 Plain plate -3 off 

11 .5 Honda extractor is used to draw rotor off 

5 Push rod 
6 Bearing 
7 Bolt-4 off 
8 Spider 

12 

Fig. 1.4 Clutch -XL250 

9 Spring- 4 dff 
10 Nut 
11 Washer 
12 Clutch centrf! 
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13 

1~ 

Fig. 1.5 Clutch- XR500 

1 Outerdrum 
2 Pressure plate 
3 Kickstart driven pinion 
4 Bush (sleeve) 
5 Thrust washer 

6 .Fig. 1.6 Clutch - XL500S 9 

1 Outerdrum 
2 Pressure plate 
3 Clutch centre 
4 Friction plate -f 7 off 
5 Plain plate - 6 off , 

6 Plain plate - 6 pff 
7 Friction plate- 7 off 
8 Pressure plate 
9 Spring- 4 off 
10 Washer -

10 

6 Push rod 
7 Bearing 

2 

8 Bolt-4 off 
9 Spider 
10 Spring - 4 off 

2 

13 

11 Nut 

11 Nut 
12 Spider 
13 Bearing 
14 Push rod 
15 Bolt-4 off 

14 

12 Washer 
13 Anti judder spring 
14 Spring seat 
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Fig, 1. 7 Method of clutch centre nut retention 

1 Nut 
2 Punch 
3 Mainshaft 

12 Dismantling the engine/gearbox unit: separating the 
crankcase halves 

Crankcase separation is necessary before attention can be 
given to the crankshaft, balancer shafts and drive and gearbox 
components. The operation can only be carried out after engine 
removal and preliminary dismantling as described in Sections 4 
to 11 .of this Chapter. 
2 Working on the right-hand side of the unit, slacken and 
remove the balancer shaft holder lock bott·and disengage and 
remove the adjacent spring. Remove the tensioner anchor bolt 
and lift the tensioner clear of the cam chain tunnel. Displace the 
small oil feed pipe which runs across the centre of the tunnel to 
allow the cam· chain to be disengaged from the crankshaft and 
removed. As the chain is iifted clear it should be marked clearly 
to indicate the outer face and the normal direction of rotation, 
unless a new ·chain is to be fitted. The incorrect fitting of a part
Worn chain can result in rapid wear of both it and the sprockets 
which will usually become very noisy in operation. 
3 On· the left-hand side of the unit, remove the two bolts 
which secure the balance·r chain guide to the crankcase, and lift 
the guide chain away. If necessary, turn the balancer shaft 
holder from the right-hand end to obtain chain free play. 
4 Invert the crankcase assembly on the work bench to gain 
access to the lower crankcase bolts. A total of eight bolts will be 
found and these should be slackened evenly and progressively, 
·and then removed. Place the crankcase assembly upright once 
more, and remove the eight remaining crankcase bplts. · 

· 5 Once all the sixteen bolts have been removed, the 
crankcase halves can be separated. Before proceeding with this 
stage it should be noted that the balancer chain runs between 
the upper and lower crankcase halves and will impede separ
ation. it will be necessary to pause during separation to remove 
the chain .from the rear balancer on the gearbox mainshaft, and 
some assistance in this would prove helpful. 
6 If separation proves difficult, try tapping around the joint 
area with a- soft-faced mallet. This will help- to break the 

sometimes tenacious hold of the jointing compound. If this fails, 
use a hammer and a hardwood block to drive the casing halves 
apart, taking care to select robust areas of the casing and 
avoiding excessive force. Once the joint begins to separate 
removal is quite straightforward. Lift the upper casing half a few 
inches clear of the lower crankcase, then lift the gearbox 
mainshaft and disengage the balancer chain. The upper casing 
can now be placed to one side. 

13 Dismantling the engine/gearbox unt: removing the front 
balancer and gear clusters - · 

With the s-eparated crankcase halves laid out on the 
workbench, the various components and assemblies can be 
removed as follows. The upper crankcase half contains the front 
balancer shaft and holder. Remove the single circlip which 
retains the balancer sprocket to the shaft end. The sprocket and 
drive chain can now be slid off and placed to one side. Push the 
shaft and holder through from the left-hand side and remove 
them as a unit. The oil separator plate need not be disturbed 
unless it requires specific attention. 
2 Moving on to the lower crankcase half, remove the 
crankshaft assembly, noting the half-ring which locates the 
right-hand main bearing. Lift out the gearbox mainshaft as
sembly, followed by tne layshaft assembly. Place these in their 
correct relative positions to await further dismantling or re
assembly. 

14 Dismantling the engine/gearbox unit: removing tj1e gear 
selector mechanism 

1 The external components of the gear selector mechani.sm 
can be removed with the engine unit installed, should the need 
arise. In the case of the selector drum and forks, however, it will 
be necessary to remove the engine unit and separate the 
crankcase halves as described in Sections 4 to 13. 
2. The external components of the gearchange mechanism 
include the selector shaft and return spring, the selector plate 
and pressure spring and the detent stopper arm. All of these 
components operate on the protruding end of the selector drum, 
the tangs on the se)ector plate turning the drum to the next gear 
position when the gear change pedal is operated, and the 
detent stopper holding the drum in the correct position for each 
gear. 
3 The selector shaft forms the basis of an assembly which 
incorporates the return spring, selector plate and its pressure 
spring. The assembly is removed by pulling it clear of the casing. 
The stopper arm is retained t:iy a pivot bolt and incorporates a 
small spring which holds it against the selector drum cam. lt 
can be removed after the bolt has been removed and spring 
pressure released. Care must be taken not to damage the rather 
frail neutral switch contact (where fitted) which is mounted on 
the end of the selector drum. If necessary, the switch may be 
removed after releasing the central retaining bolt. No further 
dismantling of the selector mechanism is possible until the 
crankcase halves have been separated. 
4 Once the crankcase halves have been separated the selec
tor fork shafts can be displaced and the selector forks removed. 
lt is important that the forks are refitted in their original 
locations, so to prevent confusion during re assembly place each 
one on its correct shaft and in its normal position. lt is also 
Ul!eful to degrease and mark each fork using a spirit-based felt 
marker. · 
5 The selector drum can be removed next. lt is retained at the 
left-hand end by a semi-circular retainer plate which is secur!'ld 
by two countersunk cross-head screws. These may well prove 
to be fairly tight and are normally coated with a thread locking 
compound to prevent loosening in use, so an impact driver will 
probably be required to avoid damage to the screw heads 
during removal. Once the retainer plate has been released the 
selector drum and bearing can be withdrawn from the casing. 



12.3 Remove balancer chain guide block 14.4 Make note of fork positions during removal 

Fig. 1.8 Balance shaft components 
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15 Dismantling the engine/gearbox unit: removing the 
kickstart shaft assembly and return spring 

·1 The above components can be removed only after the 
separation of the crankcase halves and the removal of the 
gearbox components as described in; the preceding Sections. 
Start by removing the decompressor cam from the end of the 
kickstart shaft, together with the plain thrustwasher which 
precedes it. The 'spring and spring seat should also be slid off 
the shaft end. 
2 Working from the inner end of the shaft, release the circlip 
and thrust washer from the shaft end. This will free the spring 
retainer which can be withdrawn from the inside of the kickstart 
return spring. Grasp the outer end of the spring with a strong 
pair of pliers, and release it from the s!op. When spring tension 
has been released, disengage the inner tang of the spring and 
remove it. The shaft, pinion and ratchet can· be displaced 
outwards and removed from the casing. 

16 Examination and renovation: general 

1 . Before examining the parts of the dismantled engine unit 
for wear, it is essential that they should be cleaned thoroughly. 
Use a paraffin/petrol mix to remove all traces of old oil and 
sludge that may have accumulated within the engine. 
2 Examine the crankcase castings for cracks or other signs of 
damage. If a crack is discovered, it will require professional 
repair. 
3 Examine carefully each part to determine the extent of 
wear, if necessary checking with the tolerance figures listed in 
tht;l Specifications Section of this Chapter, or accompanying the 
text. 
4 Use a clean, lint-free rag for cleaning and drying the various 
components, otherwise there is a risk of small particles obstruc
ting the oilways. 
5 Should any studs or internal threads require repair, now is 
the appropriate time to attend to them. Where internal threads 
are stripped or badly worn, it is preferable to use a thread insert. 
The most common of these is the Helicoil type. The damaged 
thread is drilled oversize and then tapped to accept a diamond 

1 Kicks tart shaft 
2 Washer 
3 Ratchet wheel 
4 Washer- 2 off 
5 Circfip- 2 off 
6 Pawl piece 
7 · Spring 
8 ·Return ,_spring 

1 

9 Spring guide 
10 Washer 
11 Circfip 
12 Washer 
13 Decompressor cam 
14 Spring 
15 Seat 

1 5.2 Displace spring using pliers or spanner as shown 

section wire thread insert. In most cases the original fastener 
can be used in the restored thread. 

17 Examination and renOV<!tion: crankcase and fittings 

The remaining fittings on the crankcase halves should be 
removed prior to cleaning and examination. This applies particu
larly to the half-rings and dowels, which should be removed and 
marked by placing them in bags with suitable labels to indicate 
their correct location as an aid to reassembly. 
2 The crankcase halves should be thoroughly degreased, 
using one of the proprietary water-soluble degreasing solutions 
such·as Gunk. When clean and dry a careful examination should 
be made, looking for signs of cracks or other damage. Any such 
fault will probably require either professional repair or renewal 
of the crankcases as a pair. Note that any damage around the 

· various bearing bosses will normally indicate that renewal is 

Fig. 1.9 Kickstart components 

4 

8 
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necessary, because a· small discrepancy in these areas can 
result in serious mis-alignment of the shaft concerned. lt is 
important to check crankcase condition at the earliest op
portunity, because this will permit remedial action to be taken 
and any necessary machining or welding to be done whilst 
attention is turned to the remaining engine parts. · 
3· As mentioned previously, badly worn or damaged threads 
can be. reclaimed by fitting a thread insert. This is a simple and 
inexpensive task, but one which requires the correct taps and 
fitting tools. it follows that the various threads should be 
checked and the cases taken to a local engineering works•or 
motorcycle dealer offering this service so that repair can take 
place while remaining engine parts are checked. 

18 Examination and renovation: crankshaft assembly 

Check the crankshaft assembly visually for use, paying 
particular attention to ttle slot for the Woodruff key and to the 
threads at each end of' the mainshaft. Should these have 

• become damaged, specialist help will be needed to reclaim 
them. · 

2 The connecting rod should be checked for big-end bearing 
iJ:ay. A small amount of end float is normal, but any up an·d 
down. movement will necessitate renewal. 
3 Grasp the· connecting rod and pull it firmly up and down. 
Any movement will scion become evident. Be careful that end
float is not mistaken for wear. Should the big-nd bearing be 
worn it will be necessary to purchase a new replacement 
crankshaft assembly. 
4 If measuring facilities are available, set the crankshaft in V
blocks ·and check the_ big-end bearing radial clearance using a 
dial_ gauge mounted on a suitable stand. Big-end axial clearance 
(end float) can be checked using feeler gauges. If either 
clearance exceeds the service limits given in the Specifications, 
it will be necessary to fit a new crankshaft. Hand a do not supply 
new big-end bearings or connecting rods, so bearing replace-
ment is not practicable. · 
5 Assuming that the big-end bearing is in good order, 
attention should be turned to the rest of the connecting rod. 
Visually check the rod for straightness, particularly if the engine 
is being rebuilt after a seizure or other catastrophe. Look also for 
signs of cracking. This is extremely unlikely, but worthwhile 
checking. Spotting a hairline crack at this stage may save the 
engine from an untimely end. · 
6 Check the fit of the gudgeon pin in the small-end eye. it 
should be a light sliding fit with no evidence of radial play. In the 
unlikely event that this condition is evident, the connecting rod, 
and thus the crankshaft assembly, will require renewal as no 
bush is fitted. it is recommended that the advice of a Honda 
Service Agent is sought, because he will have the necessary 
experience to advise on the best course of action. , 
7 Failure of.the main bearings is usually evident in the form of 
an audible rumble from the bottom of the engine, accompanied 
by vibrqtion. The vibration will be most noticeable through tlie 
·footrests. 

8 The crankshaft main bearings are of the journal ball type. If 
wear is evident in the form of play or if the bearings feel rough 
as they are rotated, replacement is necessary. Each bearing is 
positioned against the flywheel face and is a tight interference 
fit on the crank mainpin. Because of the ·small clearance 
between the bearing inner face and the flywheel and because of 
the tight fit, bearing removal using a conventional two- or three
legged pulier is not a practical proposition. To add to the 
problem each bearing is flanked on the outside ·by a ·chain 
sprocket which is also a very tight fit. In view of this it is 
suggested that the flywheel assembly be placed in the hands of 
a competent engineer or motorcycle repair specialist who is 
equipped with a hydraulic press of the type suitable for this type 
of work. it should be note.d that each sprocket is placed in the 
correct position to allow camshaft timing or balance weight 
timing. On reassembly ensure that the sprockets are fitted 
correctly. Refer to Sections 19 and 25 for further details. 

19 Examination and renovation: balancer mechanism 

The balancer mechanism fitted to the. XL and XR m'adels is 
of robust construction and is unlikely to require much attention 
during its normal· service life which should be equal to that of 
the engine unit in general. Wear or damage may, however, 
result where the supply of lubricating oil has become limited. 
This could lead to excessive clearance due to wear ln then 
roller bearings which support the rear balance weight cir the 
similar bearing which carries the front balancer shaft. In 
extreme cases the out-of-balance forces inherent in the system 
could quickly destroy the bearings, causing them to break up. it 
will be appreciated that this is a far from desirable situation 
because the resulting debris would quickly destroy other engine 
components. 
2 To check for wear· during overhaul it is necessary to 
measure the internal diameter of the rear balance weight, and 
the internal and external diameters of the front balancer holder. 
These are as follows. 
Front balancer holder 

Internal diameter 

Wear limit 
External diameter 

Wear limit 
Rear balance weight 

·Internal diameter 

Wear limit 

26.007 - 26.020 mm 
(1.0239- 1.0244 in) 
26.05 mm (1.026 in) 
39.964 39.980 mm 
(1.5734- 1.5740 in) 
39.91 mm (1.571 in) 

26.007 - 26.020 mm 
(1.0239- 1.0244 in) 
25.05 mm (1.026 in) 

3 The front balancer adjuster flange is retained by a large 
circlip to the' end of the balancer holder. If it is necessary to 
remove it for any reason, make a note of its position in relation 
to the holder so that it can be. refitted in the same. place. In 
practise, it is unlikely that the flange will need to be disturbed. 
4 Examine the balancer chain and sprocket teeth for signs of 
wear or damage. Neither condition is common unless the chain 
tension has been badly adjusted, in which case the chain will 
become loose and stretched and must be renewed. The 
sprockets must be renewed if the teeth are obviously hooked or 
chipped. On no account should worn or damaged sprockets be 
reused in view of the risk of rapid chain wear or breakage that 
might result. The chain should be renewed together with the 
sprockets to ensure long and reliable service. 
5 . The balancer drive sprocket is a tight fit on the crankshaft 
and can only be safely removed using a hydraulic . press; 
Attempts at removal using a sprocket puller are likely to end in 
damage being done to the sprocket or crankshaft end. it is 
suggested that the flywheel assembly be placed in the hands of 
a competent engineer for this work to be carried out. Note that 
when refitting the sprocket to the crankshaft it must be placed 
in a particular position to ensure that subsequent b;:!lance 
weight timing is correct. The sprocket must be fitted so that the 
punch mark provided on the sprocket outer face is exactly in line 
with the centre of the keyway in the crank mainshaft. To aid 
assembly make a scribed line on the sprocket boss so that 
correct alignment can be seen easily. 
6 All of the 250 models employ a rubber bl.ock and vane type 
shock absorber in the front and rear balancer sprockets. A 
similar arrangement applies to the front sprocket, and in some 
cases the rear sprocket of the XR500. In the case of the 
XL500 S plain sockets are fitted to both balancers. Where a 
shock absorber arrangement is used, the sprocket and hub are 
separate components held together by a large diameter circlip. 
After high mileages have been covered the rubber blocks may 
tend to become compressed and will allow play in the balancer 
system. If this is the case, remove the circlip and separate the 
sprocket from the hub. The fitting of new rubber blocks will be 
facilitated by lubricating them with petrol (gasoline) or a rubber 
lubricant. Note that index marks are provided on the sprocket 
and boss or hub, and these must align when assembl!ld. 
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2 

1 Crankshaft 
2 Front balancer shaft 
3 Rear balance weight 
4 8 alancer chain 

Fig. 1.10 Balancer mechanism 

20 Examination and renovation: cylinder barrel 

1 The usual indications of a badly worn cylinder and piston 
are excessive oil consumption and piston slap, a metallic rattle 
that occurs when there is little or no load on the engine. If the 
top of the bore of the cylinder barrel is examine_d carefully, it will 
be found that there is a ridge on the thrust s1de, the depth of 
which will vary according to the amount of wear that has taken 
place. This marks the limit of travel of the uppermost piston 
ring. . . 
2 If possible, an internal micrometer should be used to obtam 
an accurate measurement of the amount of wear which has 
taken place in tpe bore. Measurements should be made at 
various points within the bore, and the me"asu,rement across the 
most worn part of the bore co'mpared with that of an unworn 
portion, e.g. the lowest part of the bore. The difference_ betw?e.n 
the two readings should not exceed 0.1 0 mm (0.004 m). If 1t IS 

found to exceed. this figure, it will be necessary to have the 
cylinder rebored and new oversize piston fitted. 
3 If, as is likely, an internal micrometer is not available, a 
rough check of the amount of. bore wear can be made as 
follows: Insert the bare piston into the bore in its~l 

'position ie,.with the arrow facing the front of the cylinder. Using 
feeler gauges, measure the amount of clearanc? bet~een the 
piston and bore about t in from the top of the cylinder liner, and 
at the front of the cylinder. If this measurement exceeds the 
allowable clearance as stated above, it indicates that attention 
is required. If desired, the barrel and piston can be taken to a 
Honda Service Agent for verification. · 
4 ·Check the surface of the cylinder bore for score marks or 
any other damage that may have resulted from an earlier engine 
seizure or displacement ofthe gudgeon pin. A rebore will be 
necessary to remove any deep indentations, irrespective of the 
amount of bore wear, otherwise a compression leak will occur. 
5 Check the e?Cternal cooling fins are not clogged with oil or 
road dirt; otherwise the engine will overheat. 

21 Examination and_ renovation: piston and piston rings 

1 If a rebore is necessary, the existing piston and rings can be 
disregarded because thay will be replaced with their oversize 
equivalents as a matter of course. 
2 Remove all traces of carbon from the piston crown, using a 
soft scraper to ensure the surface is not marked. Finish off by 
polishing the crown with metal polish so that carbon does not 
adhere so easily in the future. Never use an emery cloth. 
3 Piston wear usually occurs at the skirt or. lower end of the 
piston and takes the form of vertical streaks or score marks on 
the thrust side. There may also be some vari~tion in the 
thickness of the skirt. 
4 The piston ring grooves may also become enlarged in use, 
allowing the piston rings to have greater side float. If _th~ 
clearance exceeds ·the piston ring to groove clearance wear hm1t 
figur~s given in the Specifications Secti~n. the piston wi!l 
require renewal, complete with rings. it should _be noted tha~ 1t 
is unusual for this type of wear to be found 1n an otherwise 
unworn engine. 
5 The piston rings will tend to lose their elasticity over a 
period of time, the eventual result being that they_ will all?w 
combustion pressure to escape into the crankcase, thus causmg · 
a noticeable drop in power. it is recommended that the free end 
gap of the rings be_ measured, and compared _with the figures 
given· in the Specifications Section .. The nngs should: be 
renewed as a set if the free end gap IS lower than that g1ven 
under 'Wear limit'. 
6 Piston ring wear is measured by removing th~ ring from the 
piston and inserting them in the cylinder bore usmg the crown 
of the piston to locate them approximately 1 t inches from the 
top of the bore. Make· sure thay rest square with the bar?. 
Measure the ring end gap using feeler gauges, an~ comP,are th1s 
reading with that given in the Specifications sect1on. Note that 
it is assumed that the cylinder is not. in need of a rebore, as a 
worn bore would produce an inaccurate. reading, . 
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Fig. 1.11 Piston ring profiles . 

19.1 a Dismantle front balancer for examination 

19.3 ~djuster plate is secur~d by large circlip 

Fig. 1.12 Method of freeing gummed piston rings 

19.1 b Note position of special tanged washers (arrowed) 

· 22 Examination and renovation: cylinder head and valves 

lt is best to remove all carbon deposits from the combus
tion chambers before removing the valves from inspection and 
grinding in. Use a blunt end chisel or scraper so that the 
surfaces are not damaged. Finish off with a metal polish to 
achieve a smooth, shining surface. If a mirror finish is required 
a high speed felt mop and polishing soap may be used. A chuck . · 
attached to a flexible drive will facilitate the polishing operation. 
2 A valve spring compression tool must be used to compress 
each set of valves in turn, thereby allowing the split collets to be 
removed from the valve collar and tlie valve springs and collars 
to be freed. Keep each set of parts separate so that they can be 
replaced in the correct location. This is best done by placing 
each valve, springs and spring seat in a marked plastic bag or 
similar to indicate its correct position. lt is essential that the 
pairs of inlet valves and exhaust valves do not become 
interchanged. 
3 Before attention is turned to the valves and valve seats it is 
important to check for wear between the valve stems and 
guides. The appropriate nominal and service limit figures can be 
found in the Specifications section of this Chapter. Measure the 
valve stem at the point of greatest wear and then mf:!asure 
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again at right-angles td the first measurement. If the valve stem 
is below the service limif it must be renewed: The valve 
stem/guide clearance can be measured with the use of a dial 
gauge and a new valve. Pface the new valve into the guide and 
measure the amount of shake with the dial gauge tip resting 
against the top of the stem. If the amount of wear is greater that 
the wear limit, the guide must be renewed. 
4 To re!llOVe an·old valve guide, place the cylinder head in an 
oven and heat it to about 1 00°C, taking care to ensure warpage 
does not occur through overheating or uneven heating. The old 
guide can now be tapped out from the cylinder side. The correct 
drift should be shouldered with the smaller diameter the same 
size as the valve stem and the larger diameter slightly smaller 
than the OD of the valve guide. If a suitable drift is not available 
a plain brass drift may be utilised with great care. To aid 
removal of the valve guide and to help prevent broaching of the 
cylinder head material, all carbon deposits on the portion of the 
valve guide projecting into the port should be cleaned off prior 
to guide removal. Each valve guide is fitted with an oil seal to 
ensure perfect sealing. The oil seal must be replaced with a new 
components. New guides should be fitted with the head at the 
same heat as for removal. Note that after fit;ting new guides the 

· valve seats must be re-cut using a -45 °. cutter or storie to ensure 
that each seat.is correctly aligned with the guide axis. 
5 Valve grinding is a simple task. Commence by smearing a 
trace of fine valve grinding compound (carboruridum paste) on 
the valve seat and apply a suction tool to the head of the valve. 
Oil the valve stem and insert the valve in the guide so that the 
two surfaces to be ground in make contact with one another. 
With a semi-rofary motion, grind in the valve head to the seat, 
using a backward and forward action. Lift the valve occasionally 
so that the grinding compound is distributed evenly. Repeat the 
application until an unbroken ring of light grey matt finish is 
obtained on both valve and seat. ·This denotes the grinding 
operatjon is now complete. Before passing to the next valve, 
make sure ·that all traces cif the valve grinding compound have 
been removed from both the valve and its seat and that ncine 
has entered the valve guide. 'If this precaution is not observed 
rapid wear will take place due to the highly abrasive nature of 
the carborundum base. 
6 When deep pits are encountered, it will be necessary to use 
a valve refacing machine a~d a valve seat cutter, set to an angle 
of 45°. Never resort to excessive grinding because this will only 
pocket the valves in the he(jd and lead to reduced engine 
efficiency. If after cutting the seat it is found that the seat width 
exceeds 2.0 mm, the width should be restored to the correct 
range of 1.2- 1.4 mm (0.05- 0.06 in) using first a 32°,·and 
then a 60° cutter or stone. Because of the expense of such 
equipment and the expertise reql)ired for its satisfactory use it 
is recommended that seat restoration be placed in the hands of 
an expert. If there is any doubt about the condition of a valve, 
fit a new one. 
7 .Examine the condition of the valve collets arid the groove 
on i:he valve stem in which they seat. If there is any sign of 
damage, new parts should be fitted. Check that the valve spring 
collar is not cracked. If the collets work loose or the collar splits 
whilst the engine is running, a valve could drop into the cylinder 
and cause extensive damage. 
8 The condition of the .valve springs can be assessed. by 
measuring their f~ee lengths and comparing the readings with 
those spet:;ified. If the engine is being overhauled after many 
miles of use, it is usually worthwhile renewing the valve springs 
as a matter of course. · . 
9 Reassemble the valve and valve springs· by reversing the 

·dismantling procedure. Fit new oil seals to each valve guide and 
oil both-the valve stem and the valve guide, prior to reassembly. 
Take special care to ensure the valve guide oil seal is not 
damaged when the valve is inserted. As a final check after 
assembly, give the end of each valve stem a sharp tap with a 
hammer, to make sure the split collets have located correctly. 
1 0 Check the cylinder head for straightness, especially if it has 
shown a ten~ency to leak oil at the cylinder head joint. If there 

is any evidence of warpage, provided it is not too great, the 
cylinder head must be either machined flat or a new head fitted. 
Most cases of cylinder head warpage can be tr(jced to. unequal 
tensioning of the cylinder head nuts and bolts ~y tightening 
them in incorrect sequence. · 
11 Mild cases of cylinder head warpage can be cured by 
lapping the cylinder head on a sheet of abrasive paper placed on 
a surface plate or sheet of plate glass. lt will be neCessary to 
remove the two projecting studs prior to this operation; Move 
the head with an oscillatory movement over the abrasive paper, 
removing no more than the minimum amount of cylinder head 
material required to correct the warpage. Once the mating face 
is flat, finish off using a very fine abrasive paper to produce a 
smooth matt grey finish. · 

Fig. 1 .13 Valve seat re-cutting angles 

Standard seat width 
1.2-1.4mm 

(0.048-0.055 in) 



22.2a Compress valve springs and displace collet halves 

22.2c .. .followed by lower spring seat 

22.9a Fit new valve· stem oil seals 
22.9b Fit valve springs as shown 
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22.9c Compress spring and fit collet halves in recess 

23 Examination and renovation: rocker arms and Sl,limiles 

1 The Honda XL and XR models employ two forked rocker 
arms to operate the four valves. The arms pivot on hardened 
steel spindles which are located in the cylinder head cover. Each 
spindle is retained by a small dowel pin which passes through 
its left-hand end via the cylinder head cover casting. The pins 
can be removed by pulling them out with a pair of pliers, and 
this will normally suffice tci remove them. On occasions, 
however, it may prove helpful to heat the cover by immersing it 
in boiling water to assist in the removal operation. lt is found 
that an insufficient amount of the pin protrudes from the casing 
·to allow a good purchase to be made, removal will prove very 
. difficult. lt is recommended that the rocker cover be taken to a 
Honda Service Agent whose expertise can be brought to bear 
on the problem. 
2 After the dowel pins have been removed, the spindles can 
be displaced and the rockers and thrust washers r,eleased. !t 
may prove useful to tap the cylinder head screw ·to jar the 
spindles clear, using a soft-faced mallet to avoid damage to the 
soft alloy. Remove the rockers and spring washers and place 
.them back on their respective shafts to avoid any· part becoming 
· interchanged. · 
3 Check the rocker arms for undue wear on their spindles and 
renew any that show excessive play. Examine each rocker arm 
where it bears on the cam and the opposite end which bears on 
the valve stem head. Arms that are badly hammered or worn 
should be renewed. Slight wear marks may be stoned out with 
an oil carborundum stone, but remember that if too much metal 
is removed it will not only weaken the component but may 
make correct valve clearance adjustment difficult. Further, the 
depth of hardening may be exceeded and, therefore, subsequent 
wear will be rapid. 

24 Examination and renovation: camshaft and bearing 
surfaces 

The camshaft should be examined visually for wear, which 
will probably be most evident on the ramps of each cam and 
where the cam contour changes sharply. Also check the bearing 
surfaces for obvious wear and scoring. Cam lift can be checked 
by measuring the height of the cam from the bottom of the base 
circle to the top of the lobe. If the measurement is less than the 
serliice limit the opening of that particular valve will be reduced 
resulting in poor performance. 
2 Measure the diameter of each bearing journal with a 
micrometer or vernier gauge. If the diameter is less than the 
service limit, renew the camshaft. 

3 The camshaft-bears directly on the cylinder head material, 
there being no separate bearings. Check the bearing surfaces 
for wear and scoring. The clearance between the camshaft 
bearing journals and the aluminium bearing surfa"ces may be 
checked by measuring the journals and bearing surfaces, using 
an internal and external micrometer and calculating the amount 
of clearance. If the clearance is greater than given for the 
service iimit the recommended course is to replace· the 
camshaft. If bad scuffing is eviden-t on the camshaft bearing 
surfaces of the cylinder head, due to a lubrication failure, the 
only remedy is to renew the cylinder head, and the cal!lshaft if 
it transpires that it has been damaged also. 
4 In the case of the older machines that are well out of their 
warranty period, it may be worth considering a conversion to 
needle roller camshaft bearings as an alternative to the renewal 
of the cylinder head, cover and camshaft. This will offer a.saving 
over the cost of renewing the worn parts and has the advantage 
of being easily and inexpensively repaired should the bearings 
wear in the future. A number of engineering companies will 
undertake this type of work, and often advertise in motorcycle 
magazines. Note that this type of conversion is not undertaken 
by or condoned by Honda. 

23.1 Rpcker shafts are retained by dowel pins (arrowed) 

25 Examination and renovation: cam chain; sprockets and 
tensioner 

After high mileages have been covered it may become 
apparent that the cam chain tensioner is unable to compensate 
for wear and stretch in the cam chain, leading to noisy operation 
despite frequent adjustment. Once this stage is reached it is 
essential that the cam chain is rel)ewed before severe wear or 
damage to the related components results. . 
2 The cam chain is of the Morse or Hy-Vo type and will 
normally last for a considerable time, provided that tension 
adjustment receives regular attention. No specific wear limits 
for the chain or tensioner are given, so it must be assumed that 
one or both require renewal if adjustment has failed to correct 
noisy operation. If the engine has been stripped foroverhaul and 
the chain seems to be ·at or near its maximum adjustment, it is 
worthwhile renewing it as a precautionary measure. Note that 
a used chain must always be fitted in the same position as it 
was prior to removal, as the reversal of chain direction will 
cause accelerated wear and rriay cause noisy operation. This 
does not apply to new chains. · .-
3 Wear in the tensioner blade or the cam chain guide will be 
self evident, and jf either component is deep.ly grooved its~?uld 
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be renewed. In extreme cases, a combination of a· badly worn 
tensioner blade and guide will prevent adjustment of a service
able chain. On no account should the pad material be allowed 
to wear through to the backing metal. 
4 The camshaft mounted chain sprocket is bolted to the 
camshaft and in· consequence is easily renewable if the teeth 
become hooked, worn, chipped or broken. The lower sprocket is 
a tight interference fit on the crankshaft and can only be safely 
removed using a hydraulic press: Attempts at removal using a 
sprocket puller are likely tq end in damage to the.sprocket or 
crankshaft end. lt is recommended that the flywheel assembly 
be placed in the hands of a competent engineer for this work to 
be carried out. ·when fitting a new sprocket it must be 
positioned correctly so that cam timing can be maintained 
correctly. The sprocket must be so placed that the centre line 
through any one tooth is in exact alignment with the centre line 
of the drive pin in the crank mainshaft. To aid assembly scribe 
a line on the sprocket boss so that the alignment can be 
checked. visually with ease. · 
5 If the sprocket(s) are renewed, the chain should be renewed 
at the same time. lt is bad practise to run old and new parts 
together since the rate of wear will oe accelerated. 

26 Examination and renovation: clutch assembly 

After an 'extended period of service the clutch linings will 
wear and promote clutch slip. The limit of wear measured 
across each inserted and the. standard measurement is as 
follows: 

Clutch plate 
thickness 

Standard Service limit 
2.62-2.78 mm. 2.3 mm 
(0.1 02.0.1 09 in) (0.09 in) · 

When the overall width reaches the limit; the inserted plates 
must be renewed, preferably as' a complete set. 
2 The plain plates should not show any excess heating 
(blueing) .. Check ·the warpage of each plate glass or surface 
plate and a feeler guage. The maximum allowable warpage is 
0.30 mm (0.012 in). 
3 The clutch springs will lose tension after a period of use, 
and should be renewed as a precaution if clutch slip has been 
evident and the friction plates are within limits. The free length 
of the clutch springs give a good indication of condition, and 
this should be checked and compared with the figures given in 
the Specifications Section. · 
4 Examine the clutch assembly for burrs or indentations on 
the edges of the protruding tongues of the inserted plates 

26.1 Measure thickness of clutch friction plates 

and/or slots worn in the edges of the outer drum with which. 
• they engage. Similar wear can occur between the inner tongues 
of the plain clutch plates and the slots in the clutch inner drum. 
Wear of this nature will cause clutch drag and slow disengage
ment during gear changes, since the parts will become trapped 
and will not free fully when the clutch is withdrawn. A small 
amount of wear can be corrected by dressing with a fine file; 
more extensive wear will necessitate renewal of the worn parts. 
5 The clutch release mechanism takes the form of a spindle 
running in the right-hand outer casing, the shaped end of which 
bears on the clutch release pushrbd when the handleb<fr lever is 
operated. The mechanism is of robust construction and requires 
no attention during normal maintenance or overhauls. 

27 Examination and .renovation: gearbox components 

Examine ·each of the gear pinions to ensure that there are 
no chipped or broken teeth and that the dogs on the end of the 
pinions are not rounded. Gear pinions with any of these defects 
must be renewed; there is no satisfactory method of reclaiming 
them. 
2 The gearbox bearings must be free from play and show no 
signs of roughness when they are rotated. The bearings should 
be washed in petrol and then dried. Also check for pitting on the 
roller tracks. 
3 lt is advisable to renew the gearbox oil seals irrespective of 
their condition. Should a re-used seal fail at a later date, a 
considerable amount· of work is. involved to gain access to 
renew it. 
4 Check the gear selector rods for straightness by rolling 
them on a sheet of ,plate glass. A bent rod will cause difficulty 
in selecting gears and will make the gear change particularly 
heavy. 
5 The selector forks should be examined closely, to ensure 
that they are not bent or badly worn. Under normal conditions, 
the gea~ selector mechanism is unlikely to wear quickly, unless 
the gearbox oil level has been allowed to become low. 
6 The i:racks in the selector drum, with which the selector 
forks engage, should not show any undue signs of wear unless 
neglect has led to under lubrication of the gearbox. Check the 
tension of the gearchange pawl, gearchange arm and drum 
stopper arm springs. Weakness in the springs will lead to 
imprecise gear selection. Check the condition of the gear 
stopper roller and pins in the change drum end with which it 
engages. lt is unlikely that wear will take place here except after 
considerable mileage. 

26.5 Clutch release mechanism is unlikely to require attention 
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7 Check the condition of the kickstart components. If slipping 
has been encountered a worn ratchet and pawl will invariable 
be traced as the cquse. Any other damage or wear to' the 
components will be self-evident. If either the ratchet or pawl is 
found to be faulty, both components must be replaced as a pair. 
Examine the kickstart return spring which should be renewed if 
·there is any doubt·about its condition. 
8 If it proves necessary to dismantle the gearbox shafts for 
further examination or to renew worn or damaged parts, 
reference should be made to Fig. 1.14 and the .photographic 
sequence which shows the correct assembly sequence (see 
Section 29). When rebuilding the shafts it is advisable to use 
new thrust washers and circlips throughout, and these should 
be obtained when purchasing the -new seals and gaskets 
required for reassembly. 

28 Engine reassembly: general 

1 Before reassembly of the engine/gear unit is commenced, 
the various component parts should be cleaned thoroughly and 

27.1 Check condition of all gear teeth and bearings 

27.6 Check condition of selector shaft assembly 

placed on a sheet of clean paper, close to the working area. 
2 Make sure all traces of old gaskets have been removed and 
that the mating surfaces are clean and undamaged. One of the· 
best ways to remove old gasket cement is to apply a rag soaked 
in methylated spirit. This acts as a solvent and will ensure that 
the cement is removed without resort to scraping and the 
consequent risk of damage. 
3 Gather together all of the necessary tools and have avail
able an oil can 'fitted with clean engine oil. Make sure all new 
gaskets and oil seals are to hand, also all replacement parts 
required. Nothing is more frustrating than having to stop in the 
middle of a reassembly sequence because a vital gasket or 
replacement has been overlooked. 

· 4 Make sure that the reassembly area is clean and that there 
is adequate working space. Refer to the torque and clearance 
settings wherever they are .given. Many of the smaller bolts are 
easily sheared if over-tightened. Always use the correct size 
screwdriver bit for the crosshead screws and never an ordinary 
screwdriver or punch. If the existing screws show evidence of 
maltreatment in the past, it is advisable to rene~ as a 
complete set. 

2 7.5 Measure selector fork widths to assess wear 

27.7 Check kickstart ratchet and gearteeth 
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29 Engine reassembly: rebuilding the gearbox clusters 

If the gearbox components have been dismantled for 
examination and renewal, it is essential that they are rebuilt in 
the correct order to ensure proper operation of the gearbox. Use 
the accompanying photographic sequence and line drawings as 
aids to the identification of ·components and their correct 
relative positions. 

Layshaft (output shaft) assembly 
2 Take the layshaft complete with its left-hand bearing and 
2nd gear pinion, and fit the 5th gear pinion with its selector fork 
groove facing the right-hand end of the shaft. 
3 Slide the 3rd gear pinion into position, followed by the 
splined thrust washer. Retain them with a circlip: 
4 The 4th gear pinion .is fitted nexi, VV1ii1 its selector groove 
facing inwards (towards the left). followed by a plain thrust 
washer. 
5 Fit the large 1st gear' pinion, ensuring that it engages the 
dogs of the preceding gear. · 
6 Place the right-hand layshaft bearing (needle roller type) 
over the shaft end. 
7 Fit a new oil seal to the left-hand end of the shaft. 

29.2a The laystiaft,_complete with LH bearing and 2nd gear 

29.3 Fit 3rd gear pinion, thrust washer and circlip 

Mainshaft (input shaft) assembly 
8 Where necessary, fit a new bearing to the right-hand 
(clutch) end of the mainshaft, ensuring that it butts squarely 
against the integral 1st gear pinion. Note that the locating 
groove must face outwards. 
9 Place the 4th gear pinion in position, ensuring that the dogs 
face towards the left-hand end of the shaft. Place a splined 
thrust washer against the 4th gear pinion and secure it with a 
circlip. 
1 0 The 3rd gear pinion should be fitted next, with its selector 
groove facing inwards, or towards the right-hand end of the 
~~ . 

11 This is followed by a circlip and a thrust washer, and then 
the 5th gear pinion. Fit another thrustwasher and circlip to 
retain it. 
12 Slide the small 2nd gear pinion into place, followed by the 
large plain thrustwasher which locates it. 
13 Assembly is completed by fitting the bearings and the 
balance .weight. The bearing arrangement varies between 
models. In all cases, a wide needle roller bearing is fitted first. 
This is followed by either a narrow needle roller bearing or a 
spacer of similar width. Fit the balancer weight with the 
sprocket facing outwards, then finish the assembly by fitting the 
outer needle roller bearing preceded by the remaining large 
thrust washer. 

29.2b Fit 5th gear pinion with selector groove outwards 

29.4a Fit 4th gear pinion with selector groove inwards ... 

29.4b .. .followed by th~ plain thrustwasher as shown 29.5 Fit 1st gear bush, followed by pinion 

29.6 Fit the needle roller bearing assembly 29.7 Place a new seal on the left-hand shaft end 

29.8 llliainshaft with RH bearing in position 29.9a Fit the 4th gea.r ~ini~n with dog's facing outwards 



· 29.9b Fit splined ttirustwasher and secure with circlip 29.10 Fit 3rd gear pinion with selector groove inwards 

29.11 a Locate circlip and fit thrustwasher ... 29.11 b .. .followed by 5th gear pinion 

29.11 c Retain the pinion with a thrustwasher and circlip 29.12a Slide the 2nd gear pinion into position ... 
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29.12b .. .followed by "large plain thrustwasher 

29.13b Place balancer weight in position ... 

30 Engine reassembly: refitting the half-rings, dowels and 
kickstart mechanism 

1 Place the lower crankcase half on the workbench and fit the 
locating half-rings to the grooves provided in the left-hand 
layshaft boss a'nd the right-hand mainshaft and crankshaft 
bosses. Place the locating dowels in the appropriate holes at the 
front and rear of the joihting surface. · · 
2 Refit the kickstart stopper plate to the outer face of the 
lower crankcase half and return the spring anchor pin. The pin 
is secured by a nut on the inside of the casing. The anch.or pin 
and the retaining bolt should be tightened to the following 
torque figures. · 

Anchor pin 2.2 -2.8 kgf m (16- 20 lbf ft) 
Anchor pin locknut 1.6 - 2.0 kgf m (12 - (5 lbf ft) 
Retaining bolt: 

X5500S 
All others 

1.8-2.5 kgf m (13- 18/bfft) 
0.8 - 1.2 kgf m (6 - 9 lbf ft) 

3 Fit the larger circlip, thrust washer, starter pinion, thrust 
washer and the smaller circlip to the kickstart sh!lft, securing 
the pinion to the shaft. Place the starter ratchet over the shaft 

29.13a Fit needle roller bearing; then narrow bearing or spacer 

29.13c .. .followed by thrustwasher and bearing 

splines, ensuring that the alignment marks on the shaft and the 
ratchet are correctly positioned. If this is not ensured correct 
kickstarter operation will not be possible. Fit tile r!3tchet spring 
and thrustwasher. 

4 Fit the shaft assembly into the casing, ensuring that the 
spring hole at the inner end faces upwards and that the oil hole 
is visible in its casing recess. Before proceeding further, fill the 
oil hole with clean engine oil. Place the return spring over the 
shaft and engage its inner tang in the cross-drilling in the shaft: 
Once engaged, fit the retaining collar between the spring and 
the shaft. 

5 Using a stout pair of pliers, turn the free end ofthe spring 
until it can be hooked over the anchor pin. Fit the plain washer 
against the retaining collar and secure it with a new circlip, 
ensuring that its chamfered edge faces outwards. lt is advisable_ 
to renew· this circlip as a precaution in view of the-considerable 
dismantling work that would be required should it become 
displaced in use. Check that it seats· correctly. 

6 Moving to the external part of the kickstart shaft assembly, 
place the spring seat and spring over the protruding end of the 
shaft. Fit the decompressor cam, ensuring that the punch marks 
on the cam and shaft are correctly aligned. 
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1 Mainshaft 
2 Layshaft 
3 Oil seal 
4 Balance weight 
5 Bearing 

5 1 

6 Needle roller bearing shell 
7 Mainshaft 2nd gear pinion 

Fig. 1.14 Gearbox components 

8 Thrust washer 
9 Circlip- 4 off 
10 Splinedwasher-4 off 
11 Needle roller bearing 
12 Mainshaft 3rd gear pinion 
13 Mainshaft 4th gear pinion 

3 

• 
8 11 6 

~·~ 
4 

14 Layshaft 5th gear pinion 
15 Layshaft 3rd gear pinion 
16· Layshaft 4th gear pinion 
1 7 Layshaft 1st gear pinion · 
18 Bush 
19 Mainshaft 5th gear pinion 

30.3a Kickstan; pinion is retained by washer and·circlip 
(arrowed) 

30.3b Check that ratchet block is aligned as shown 

30.4a Fit washer and spring and insert kickstart shaft 30.4b Fill oil hole (arrowed) and insta.ll return spring 

30.4c Fit retaining collar as shown ... 30.4d ... and retain with washer and circlip 

30.5 Hook spring end over anchor bolt 30.6a· Fit spring and seat over outside end of shaft 
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30.6b Slide cam into position, ensuring dots align (arrowed) 

31 Engine reassembly: fitting the gear selector mechanism 

1 Fit and lubricate the selector drum bearing, and lubricate 
the plain end of the selector drum. The drum can now be slid 
into the casing ensuring that the bearing locates correctly. Fit 
the bearing retainer plate, using a thread locking compound on 
the two countersunk screws which secure it .. 
2 Slide each end of the selector fork-shafts into the casing, 
positioning the forks on the shaft as they enter the casing bores. 
Make sure that the forks are ·arranged as shown in the 
accompanying photographs and line drawings. 
3 . Place the stopper plate over the projecting end· of the 
selector drum, noting the small dowel pin which locates the 
stopper plate in relation to the drum. Assemble the spacer, 
neutral switch contact (where fitted) and retaining bolt and 
washer. Note that it is possible to fit the neutral switch in two 
positions, and care should be taken to ensure that it is fitted 
correctly. The outer face of the stopper plate has four raised 

31.1 a Fit bearing to selector drum end ... 

Fig. 1.15 Decompressor cam alignment marks 

dogs with which the selector claws engage: The remaining lobe 
of the plate is plain, and the neutral contact end should coincide 

. with the first dog clockwise from the plain lobe. This applies 
irrespective of whether the straight or heHcal contact blade is 
fitted. 
4 Turn the selector drum until the plain lobe of the stopper 
plate is almost vertical, then assemble the detent stopper arm 
and spring, securing it with its pivot bolt: The roller on the· end 
of the stopper arm should engage the small neutral recess in the 
plate. Check that the selector shaft is correctly assembled, them 
install it in the casing, taking care not to damage the neutral 
contact during installation. 
5 Temporarily refit the gearchange pedal and check that the 
mechanism selects each gear correctly. lt will be necessary to 
hold each of the forks in engagement with the selector drum 
tracks, and these should be lubricated with engine oil to ensure 
·free movement. When the selection has been checked, set the 
drum back to the neutral position. 

31.1 b ... and in.stall in casing 

31.1 c Fit retaining plate using locking fluid on screws 31.2a Fit selector forks and support shafts 

31.2b Note positions of selector forks 31.3a Pin locates.stopper plate on drum end 

31.3b Fit ne~tral switch blade (see text) 31.4a Stopper arm is retained by shouldered bolt 
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31.4b Note position of circlips and thrust washers 

25 

22 

14 Centraliser spring 
15 Change shaft 
16 Change arm 
17 Spring 
18 Bearing retainer plate 
19 Special bolt 
20 Stopper arm 
21 Return spring 
22 Screw 
23 Shqft locator plate 
24 Bolt 
25 Fork shaft 
26 Fork shaft 
27 Screw 

3.2 Engine reassembly: refitting the gearbox clusters and 
crankshaft 

Place the gearbox layshaft (output shaft) cluster in position, 
ensuring that the locating lip on the oil seal engages with its 
groove and that the half-ring locates in the bearing groove. The 
small needle-roller bearing on the right-hand end of the shaft 
should engage with the small locating dowel at the bottom of 
the casing recess, and to assist in location a pair of scr'ibed lines 
on the end of the outer race should align with the gasket.face. 
2 Place the balancer chain around the rear balance weight 
sprocket, ensuring that the white-painted timing links face 

19 

31.5 Install selector shaft assembly as shown 

13 

1 Mainshaft selector fork 
2 Layshaft selector fork 
3 Layshaft selector fork 
4 Gearchange drum 
5 Bearing · 
6 Stopper cam plate 
7 Pin 
8 Collar 
9 Neutral switch contact 
10 Washer 
11 Screw 
12 Washer 
13 Circlip 

J -}4 
15 ~ 

~~~16 
56 ~ L 7 a ~ 
~~9-10 
~11 

Fig. 1. ~ 6 Ge~r selector mechanism 

outwards. If the marks are indistinct or missing;lay the chain on 
the workbench and stretch it into an elongated loop. Mark a link 
at the left-hand end of the lower run, then, working from left to 
right, mark the 9th an<;~ 27th links in a similar fashion. Note that 
for timing purposes, the 1st link should coincide with the front 
balancer mark, the 9th link with the crankshaft and the 27th link 
with the rear balancer. mark. The chain should therefore be 
arranged so that the 27th link coincides with the timing dot on 
the rear balancer. The gearbox mainshaft (input shaft) should 
now be fitted, bearing in mind the above. 
3 Lower the crankshaft assembly into position in the 
crankcase, making sure that the bearings seat squarely and that 
the half-ring locates in the right-hand main bearing. 

32.1 a Lower layshaft assembly into casing 

gth 27th 

32.2a Balancer chain should be marked for timing 

32.2c Lower mainshaft assembly into casing 

32.1 b Check that scribe lines on bearing align as shown 

\ 

32.2b 27th link should align with rear b~lancer dot 

32.3 Fit crankshaft, ensuring that half-ring engages 
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33 Engine r~assembly: refitting the front balancer as
sembly and setting the balancer timing 

If the front balancer sprocket has been dismantled for 
examination of the damper rubbers, reassemble it ensuring thin 
the alignment mark on the sprocket base coincides with that of 
the sprocket .. Ensure that the sprocket faces in the correct 
direqtion, then fit the side plate and retaining circlip. 
2 Fit.the circlips to each of the two inner circlip grooves on 
the balancer shaft, making sure that the chamfered edge of 
each faces inwards. Place the special tanged washer against the 
two circlips, then fit and lubricate the needle roller bearings. 
Sli.de the balancer weight over the spliried shaft end, ensuring 
that the alignment mark on each coincides. Retain the weight 
with its circlip noting that the chamfered edge must face 
inwards. 1 
3 Check that the balancer holder flange is securely retained, 
theri slide the holder into the casing. Lubricate the balancer 
shaft bearings and slide the shaft assembly into the

1 
holder bore. 

FRONT BALANCER SHArT 

CRANI-<SHAFT 

4 Place the upper crankcase half loosely on top of the 
assembled lower half. Place the front balancer sprocket in 
loop of the chain extending from the rear sprocket, ensuring 
the timing mark aligns with the paint-marked 1st link. Fit 
thrust washer to the balancer shaft end, then align the marks 
the sprocket and shaft and. slide the sprocket into place. The 
sprocket can be secured by its circlip. 
5 The crankcase halves should now be assembled 'dry' to 
check the balancer timing. Set the crankshaft at TDC by puUing 
the connecting rod fully upwards. Carefully lower the upper 
crankcase half checking_the front and rear balancer sprockets 
remain in ·alignment with the marked links on the chain. The 
remaining paint-marked link (9th) should align with the dot on 
the crankshaft sprocket. The balancer timing is correct when, 
TDC, the paint-marked links of the ·balancer chain correspond 
with their respective timing marks and the. front and 
balance weights are arranged so that their flat faces align 
the arrows cast into the adjacent crankcase areas. If all is 
correct in this respect, the timing is set accurately and the 
crankcase halves can be joined. 

ALIGNMENT MARK . 

REAR BALANCE 
WEIGHT 

PUNCH MARK 

Fig. 1.17 Balance chain timing marks 
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33.2 Check marks on front balancer weight (arrowed) 

33.4a ·Check alignment of dots and marked links (arrowed) 

34 Engine reassembly: joining .the cr~nkcase halves 

Having set up and checked the balancer timing as described 
in the preceding Section, the crankcase halves can be joined. 
The upper casing should be lifted clear and lield or blocked in 
position while the mating surface of the lower crankcase is 
coated with a jointing compound. If essential, the· balancer 
chain can be disengaged and the upper casing placed to one 
side, but do not forget that the timing will have to be re-checked 
if this course of action is chosen. · 
2 Apply a thin even film of jointing compound to the jointing 
face, using one of the silicone rubber based sealants. Take care 
not to get the compound in or near to any of the small oil 
passages. Leave the compound for a few minutes, then lower 
the upper casing half into position, ensuring that the balancer 
timing is preserved. Check that the two casing halves seat 
squarely, then fit the eight upper retaining bolts. These should 
be tightened in tWo stages to the torque setting specified 
below, following the tightening sequence shown in the accom-

, panying diagrams. 

Upper crankcase bolt torque settings 
6 mm bolts ' 1.0 - 1.4 kgf m (7 10 lbf ft) 
8 mm bolts 2.2 - 2.8 kgf m (16 - 20 lbf ft) 
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3 Turn the unit·over and fit the remaining crankcase bolts in 
a similar manner, tightening each one ·in two stages, following 
the accompanying sequence. The appropriate torque figures are 
as follows. 

Lower crankcase bolt torque settings 
6 mm bolts 1.0- 1.4 kgf m (7 10 lbf ft) 
8 mm bolts 2.2 - 2.8 kgf m (16 - 20 lbf ft) 
9 mm bolts 2.Z- 3.3 kgf m (20- 24 lbf ft) 
10 mm bolts 3.2 - 3.8 kgf m (23 - 28 lbf ft) 

4 . lt should be noted that the upper crankcase bolts on all 
models are a mixture of 6 mm and .8 mm, and these sizes are 
found on the lower crankcase of 250 models. In the case of the 
500 models, 6 mm, 9 mm and 10 mm bolts are used on the 
lower crankcase. Before moving on, refit the balancer chain 
guide block above the crankshaft on the left-hand side of the 
unit. The balancer chain tension can now be set as described jn 
Section 35. 

Upper crankcase 

Fig. 1 .19 Crankcas!') bolt tightening sequence 
· - 500cc model!? 

! Lower crankcase 
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35 Engine reassembly: setting the balancer chain tensioner 

1 once the crankshaft halves have been assembled, the 
balancer chain tension should be set to provide the correct 
operating conditions for the chain and sprockets. To achieve 
this, it is necessary to vary th.e distance between the front and 
rear balancers, and it is for this purpose that the front balancer 
holder is provided. The front balancer shaft runs in the eccentric 
bore of a tubular holder. The right-hand end of the holder 
terminates in an adjuster plate which is ·located by a single 
retaining bolt. When adjustment is necessary the holder is 
rotated in the crankcase, effectively moving the axis of the front 
balancer shaft forwards or backwards. 
2 To adjust the chain tension it will first be necessary to fit the 
adjuster spring to the adjuster plate or flange. Check that the 
holder moves freely in the casing and turns fully anti-clockwise 
under spring pressure. Check that the chain is tensioned in this 
position. 
3 The lower edge of the adjuster plate is marked by a series 
of lines. The balancer chain tension is set by moving the 
adjuster plate back (clockwise) by one graduation from the fully 
tensioned position. Holding this position·, refit and tighten the 
locking bolt to 16 - 20 lbf ft (2.2 - 2.8 kgf m). 
4 Occasionally it may prove impossible to obtain sufficient 
adjustment within the range of movement provided by the 
elongated slot. If this proves to be the case it will be necessary 
to move the adjuster plate in relation to the. holder. Disconnect 
the adjuster spring. Release the circlip which retains the 
balance weight, then slide. th'e latter off the end of the balancer 
shaft. Remove the plain washer which is fitted behind the 
balancer weight, then release the large circlip which secures the 
adjuster plate to the holder. lt will be seen that the adjuster 

·plate is located by tangs which engage in corresponding slots in 
the holder. Withdraw the adjuster plate and reposition it one 
slot further round (clockwise) to bring the range. of adjustment 
within the scope of the plate. 
5 Reassemble the balancer components in the reverse of the 
dismantling sequence, noting that the balancer timing mark 
must align with its counterpart on the balancer shaft. The 
tensioning operation can now be completed as described above. 

36 Engine reassembly: refitting the oil pump ' 

The oil pump may be fitted at any stage of reassembly after 
the selector forks have been fitted, but prior to the installation 
of the clutch. If the pump was dismantled for overhaul ensure 
that it has been assembled correctly and that the alignment 
dowel is in position. The pump should be primed by introducing 
oil into the inlet orifice whilst the pump pinion is rotated. 
2 Check that the casing is perfectly clean, then fit new 0-
rings to the pump inlet and outlet orifices. Lower the pump into 
position over the projecting end of the selector fork shaft 
making sure that it seats squarely on the 0-rings in the casing 
recess. Place the oil pump idler pinion in positlon over the 
selector fork shaft end, then offer up the retainer plate with the 
two retaining bolts. lt is essential that the plate engages in the 
recess in the end of the selector fork shaft because it serves to 
locate it in the correct position to ensure an adequate oil supply 
to the gearbox. When everything is in position the two retaining 
bolts can be tightened down evenly. Check that the single 
cross-head screw is secured. 

37 Engine reassembly: installing the clutch assembly 

The clutch fitted to the XL and XR 250 and 500 m'odels is 
essentially the same throughout the range other than the anti
judder spring and ·seat incorporated _in the case of the larger 
models. The clutch plates should be built up around the clutch 
centre. With the larger models, fit the flat anti-judder spring seat 
followed by the spring itself. The outer edge of the dished spring 

· should contact the spring seat. A special friction plate is fitted 
next. This. has a larger internal diameter· than the remaining 

plates and fits outside the anti-judder spring. A plain plate 
follows next, then a friction plate and so on fitting alternate 
plain and friction plates ·until the assembly is complete. 
2 In tl:le case of the 250 machines, the procedure is simpler, 
and assembly starts and finishes with a friction plate, alter
nating with plain plates as the assembly is built up. In either 
case, new plates should be coated with engine oil prior to 
reassembly and care should be taken to align the friction plate 
tangs. Finally, fit the clutch pressure plate, passing the ·four 
projecting pillars through the corresponding holes in the clutch 
centre. 
3 Place the heavy thrust bearing onto the clutch shaft 
(mainshaft) and lubricate and fit the clutch bush. The assembled 
clutch plates can now b~ fitted into the clutch outer drum either 
before the drum is fitted to the mainshaft or, as shown in the 
photographic sequence, after fitting the drum. In either case the 
clutch plate tangs will probably have to be realigned to enter the 
clutch drum slots. Place the dished clutch lock washer· in 
position, noting that the word 'OUTSIDE' should face outward. 
Lock the clutch in the same way as was used during dismant
ling, then fit and tighten the central retaining nut. Tighten the 
nut ·to the specified torque setting of 4.5 - 6.0 kgf m (33·- 43 
lbf ft). Note that the 500 models employ a special locking nut 
which should be renewed each time the clutch is dismantled. 
On these models the collar on the outside of'the nut should be 
staked into the groove in the shaft end using a hammer and a 
punch or chisel. See Fig. 1.7. If a natural antipathy to this 
barbaric treatment cannot be overcome, a thread locking 
compound may be used instead. 
4 Fit the clutch springs, followed by the outer pressure plate, 
or litter plate. Fit and tighten the bolts in a diagonal sequence 
so that the plate is pulled down evenly and squarely. Fit the 
clutch release bearing and pushrod. 
5 · The engine oil filter screen can now be fitted into its slot in 
the crankcase. Using a new gasket install the outer casing, noting 
that the decompressor lever must be lifted upwards as the 
casing is installed to allow its arm on the inside of the casing to 
engage the track on the kickstart's decompressor cam. When ttie 
casing is in place install the bolts and tighten them securely. 
Install the kickstart lever. · 

38 Engine reassembly: re~itting the cam chain, tensioner, 
primary drive pinion and ignition rotor. 

1 Place the cam chain around the crankshaft sprocket, using 
the mark made during renewal as reference to ensure that the 
chain faces ·in its original direction of rotation. As mentioned 
previously, a part worn chain will cause rapid wear of the 
sprockets and excessive noise if refitted incorrectly. Needless to 
say, this does not apply if a new chain is used. The rest of the 
chain should be fed through the cam chain tunnel and rested 
against the crankcase. Fit the ·small oil feed pipe which runs 
across the centre of the .tunnel. 
2 Pass the cam chain tensioner down through the tunnel, and 
secure it with its pivot bolt at the lower end. Note the headed 
sleeve which passes through the tensioner eye and provides a 
bearing surface for the pivot bolt. ,The flanged end of the sleeve 
must face the crankcase. 
3 The primary drive pinion should be fitted next. Note that the 
gear teeth are heavily chamfered on one side only, and these 
should face the crankcase when the pinion is positioned. Ensure 
that the cutaway section of the splines coincides with the small 
dowel pin in the crankshaft end. 
4 Slide the ignition pickup rotor over the crankshaft end, 
turning' it until the small notch in the rotor engages with the 
dowel pin in the cranksh?~ft. If a new rotor or stator asse~bly 
have been fitted, check carefully to ensure that !'lach carnes a 
matching identification mark. If the two· are mis-matched, 
ignition performance will suffer. Fit the oil feed pad (quill) and 
spring into the crankshaft end, retaining them with thersmall 
securing pin. Fit the washer and ·securing nut, tightening the 
latter to 4.5 - 6.0 kgf m (33 - 43 lbf ft). Check that the rotor 
moves freely against spring pressure, returning fully when 
released. < 

l 



35.3 Set chain tension and secure lock bolt 37.3a Fit thrustwasher and clutch drum bearing 

36.2b Place pump in casing recess ... 36.2c ... and fit idler gear to shaft end 37.3b Slide clutch drum into position 37.3c Place centre assembly into·drum 

36.2d Retainer and shaft cut-out must coincide 37.2a Fit plates to clutch centre as shown 37 .3e Lock crankshaft,. fit primary gear and torque clutch nut 
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39' Engine reassembly: ;efittjng the alternatot and left-hand 
outer cover. · 

,··1 F.it the Woodruff key,i~to its ~lofin.the crankshaft en_d alld 
13nsure that it seats fully arJd squarely. Slide thealtemator rotor· 
into position: Using tile same meth.qd'that was employed during 
dismantling: hold the crankshaft to prevent its rotation, tliell fit 
and tighten thenitaining tiolt.to 9.5.-:- 10.5 kgf rn(69 ~ 76Jbf 
'ftl XL256S 'ana XR 250, or 10.0 :::- 12.0 kgf m (72 ..,. 87 lbfft) 
in the case ofthe XL500S and XR500 rnodels. . . . .. 
2 . If, the staton:oils.wereremoved forany reason, they should 
be fitted as shown. in figure 6.4. Note that .the retaining plates: 
are 111arked F and R ·denoting front and rear respectively: Check 
that the gasket face of the coverand crankcase are clean and 
dry, then -fit a .new gasket Note that a locating dowel .is fitted 
near the front _of the casing and ,a second dowel is fitted 
adjacentto the gearchange shaft. Offer up the cover; fitting and 
tightening the' hexagon-headed screws to 0.8- 1.2 kgfm (6-' 
9 lbf ft). The two inspection caps in- the cover should b13 left at 
this stage to facilitate crankshaft rotation and, timing· checks. 

40 Engine reassembly: refitting the piston, cyli~der barrel 
and cylinder head ' · · 

The above components can be fitted· to the 250 models 
with th'e engine in or oiJt of the frame, whilst in ttie case of the 
larger machinE!s; it is necE!ssary t9 fit the complete assemDiy 
before the uriit is fitted in the frame. Cornmence reassembly by 
cleaning· the mating . faces of the cylinder heat!, barrel and 
crankcase to remove. any residual dirt, oil or pieces of gasket. 
Check that the· valves are installed ·correctly and that the 
necessary gaskE!ts and O"rings are to hand before proceeding 
further. · · · 
2 .. The piston rings should. be'fitted to the piston, and it. is 
important that the correct approach is adopted to avoid 
breakage of the very brittle rings. Starting with the lov\ter (oil) 
ring; install the convoluted exparii:ler section, ensuring that the 
ends butt together imd do· not overlap or peco.me tangled. The 
two steel rails, which .fit either ,side of·the expander, are fairly 
flexible, and .do not snap easily. They should be worked into 
position, taking care to position the end of each rail aboi.Jt30° 
from the ends of the expander. 
3 The two compression rings differ iri section, arid each must 
be fitted.in its appropriate groove. The 2nd.cir middle ring has 
a tapered workin'g face; This rnust face upwards, as should the 
letter·'N' which is etched. on ttie top surface. of ·each ring, 
adjacent. to the ring _end gap~ The top or· 1st ring can be 
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identified by its plain section. 
4 With a certain amount of practice, the ring gap can be 
spread sufficiently for the ring to be· slipped into position. A 
safer method is to use three thin tin strips, _spaced around the 
piston. These will allow the ring to be slid into position without 
fear of breakage. Arrange the ring gaps about 180° apart, and 
oil the rings and piston liberally. 
5 Offer up the piston to the connecting rod ensuring that the 
IN mark on the piston crown faces rearwards. The g)Jdgeon pin 
should push through fairly easily, but if it should p·rove stubborn, 
a rag soaked in hot water can be wrapped round the piston. The 
resulting expansion will ·allow the pin to be pushed through with 
ease. Retain the gudgeon pin with two new circlips. Resist the 
temptation to re-use old circlips, as they are invariably weak
ened during removal, and can become displaced during use, 
causing extensive (and expensive) engine damage. Note that 
the crankcase mouth should be packed with rag whilst the 
piston is installed, to prevent the ingress of debris or a displaced 
circlip. 
6 Check that the cylinder barrel is clean, and that the oilways 
are clear. Use compressed air to blow the oil ways. out, or failing 
this, pipe cleaners or a strip of lint-free rag. Fit the two dowel . 
pins which locate the cylinder barrel, noting that they fit around 
the front right-hand and rear left-hand studs .. Fit a new cylinder 
base gasket to the crankcase, and a new 0-ring around the 
projecting cylin~er barrel liner. . 
7 Turn the crankshaft until the piston is at TDC, supporting 
the loop of the camshaft chain to prevent it bunching against. 
th'e casing. Coat the piston and cylinder bore with oil to aid 
assembly. Fitting the barrel unaided requires a certain amount 
of skill, and it may be helpful to have an assistant who can lower 
the barrel. whilst the piston and rings are guided.into place. The 
lead in or chamfer around the bottom of the cylinder liner makes 
assembly much easier. Lower the barrel slowly, compressing 
each ring in turn as it enters the bore. lt should be noted thata 

. piston ring compressor can be utilised, and this can often prove 
invaluable if the job is being done unaided. When the cylinder 
barrel spigot has engaged all the rings remove the rag padding 
from the crankcase mouth. . 
8 As the cylinder barrel is lowered into position, pull the 
camshaft chain up through the tunnel. Check that the cylinder 
barrel seats squarely, then fit the two nuts and washers at the 
front and rear of the barrel and, on 500 models, the two bolts 
on the cam chain tunnel side. In the case of the smaller 
machines, the two nuts are not fitted, the barrel being retained 
by the two bolts only at this stage. Do not tighten any of the 
fasteners at this stage. 
9 Pass a length of wire through the cam chain and secure it 
by passing it over the projecting tension er. Lower the cam chain 
guide into the tunnel, ensuring that it engages correctly in the 
casing recess. Fit the tensioner locknut by a few turns only. 
Grasp the top of the tensioner and pull it fully upwards to give 
the maximum free play in the chain. Helping this position, 
secure the tensioner by tightening the locknut. 
1 0 Fit the three cylinder head location dowels in their 
approximately sized holes, then fit a new-cylinder head gasket. 
Lower the cylinder head into position, guiding the chain and 
tensioner through -the aperture on the right-hand side. Fit the 
cylinder head bolts, tightening them evenly and progressively in 
a diagonal pattern to the following torque setting. · 
Cylinder head nut torque setting 

XL250 S, XR250 3.5 - 4.0 kgf m (25- 29 lbf ft) 
XL500 S, XR500 2.2 - 2.8 kgf m (16 - 20 lbf ft) 

Tighten the cylinder barrel nuts and/or bolts to the torque 
setting shown below, then recheck the cylinder head nut torque 
settings. · 
Cylinder base nut/bolt torque settings 

XL250 S, XR250 . 
Bolts.only 1.0-·1.4kgfm(7 101bfft) 

XL500 S, XR500 
Bolts 
Nuts 

1.0- 1.4 kgf m (7 10 lbf (t) 
2.2 - 2.8 kgf m (16 - 20 lbf ft) 

40.5 Fit new 0-ring to cylinder barrel spigot 

40.7 Lower barrel into position as shown 40.8a Fit cam er 1 guide into recess 

40:8b Secure tension er with lower mounting nut . 40:9a Note oil seal fitted around dowel pin 
' ' 

40.9b Postion dowels as indicated, fit head gasket 40.9c Drop cylinde; head bolts into position ... 
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40.9d ... and torque to specified setting 

Fig. 1.20 Piston ring gap positions 

41 Engine reassembly: fitting the camshaft and cylinder 
head cover - setting the valve timing 

1 Check that the cylinder head area is clean and dry, then 
lubricate the cam -bearing surface with molybdenum disulphide 
grease. Slide 'the camshaft into position from the right-hand, 
side of the engine unit, looping the ca111 chain inside the 
·sprocket flange. Offer up the camshaft sprocket with the two 

40.9e Do not omit to tighten cylinder base bolts 

Fig. 1.21 Position of seal on cylinder head retaining bolt 

timing marks facing inwards, or towards the sparking plug. 
2 Using a socket or box spanner passed through the i:lt:;l;e:s:• :10 

hole in the left-hand outer casing, turn the crankshaft anti
clockwise until the T mark aligns with the index mark in the 
upper inspection hole. Arrange the camshaft sprocket so that 
the timing marks run parallel to the cylinder head gasket 
then place the cam chain around the sprocket without 
either the sprocket or the crankshaft. · 
3 Arrange the camshaft so that the lobes point in roughly 
4 o'clock and 8 o'clock positions. The sprocket mounting 
should now coincide and the first of the two retaining" bolts 
be fitted. Turn the crankshaft through one complete revol 
until the second bolt can be fitted. Tighten each one to 1.7-
kgf m (12- 16 lbf ft). Check the timing accuracy by turning 
crankshaft, again anti-clockwise, until the T mark aligns. 
that the cam sprocket timing marks align. · 
4 If the rocker arms and spindles were removed from 
cyinde( head cover, they should be refitted, lubricating 
spindles and rocker arm bores with engine oil during assem 
Ensure that each rocker shaft is fitted in its original position 
that the wave washer is positioned at the sparking plug end 
each rocker. When fitting the retaining pins, position each shaft 
so that the cutout coincides with the stud hole through 
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cylinder head cover. The shaft can be turned as required using 
the slot provided in the shaft end. New 0-rings should be fitted 
to obviate any risk of oil leakage. . 
5 The jointing faces of the cylinder head cover and the 
cylinder head should be clean and dry, and the cylinder head 
face coated with a thin, even film of silicone rubber jointing 
compou~d. Care must be exercised when applying the com
pound to avoid any excess reaching the camshaft where it 
might obstruct oilways. To this end, the compound should not. 
be applied to the jointing face immediately around the two 
bearing journals particularly on the two pillars of the centre 
bearing. . 
6 Fit. the two locating dowels to the cylinder head, then 
lubricate the valves and camshaft with engine oil, filling the · 
pocket in which the cam lol?es run. Fit the _camshaft end plug, 
coating its edge with jointing compound to ensure an oil-tight 
joint. Slacken the value adjuster locknuts and screws, then fit 
the cylinder head cover and securing bolts. Tighten the bolts 
gradually and evenly in a diagonal sequence to prevent warpage 
of the light alloy cover: The recommended torque setting is 1.0 
- 1.4 kgf m (7 - 1 0 lbf ft). 
7 Before refitting the inspection covers, adjust the valve 
clearances as follows. Turn the crankshaft anti-clockwise until 
the T mark on the alternator rotor registers with the fixed index 
mark in the inspection hole: The engine should be on the 
compression stroke (both Valves closed). if not, turn the engine 

@~~. 
. ~ 

41.2 Valve timing is carried out with crankshaft T mark aligned 
as shown 

through 360° and realign the T mark. Using feeler gauges of the 
appropriate size, set each adjuster to give the· rdquired 
clearance between "it and the valve stem. When set correctly the 
feeler gauge should be a l,ight sliding fit between the two 
components. The recommended valve clearances are as 
follows. · 

XR250 model 

All others 

Inlet · 
0.08 mm 
(0.003 in) 
0.05 mm 
(0.002 in) 

Exhaust 
0.10 mm 
(0.004 in) 
0.10 mm 
(0.004 in) 

When the valve clearances have been set, the inspection 
cover can. be refitted, using new 0-rings where necessary. 
8 · At this stage take up initial cam chain slack. Align the 
alternator T mark and position the engine on its compression 
stroke as described in paragraph' 7. On 250 models slacken the 
tensioner locknut projecting from the centre of the cylinder 
barrel rear face. On 500 models slacken the hexagon-headed 
bolt positioned ·on the rear face of the cylinder head and the 
domed riut located below it. by 1 t - 2 turns. Allow the 
tensioner to tension the chain automatically and then tighten 
the fastener(s). Note that this procedure only serves to take up 
initial cam chain slack and the.cam chain should be tensioned 
after "the engine has been installed in the frame and is running, 
see Section 43. 

41.1 b Assemble camshaft components as shown 

41.3 Secure camshaft sprocket 
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41.6a Place camshaft end plug into casing recess 

41.6b Fit cylinder head cover, not omitting hidden bolts 

. ' 

Fig. 1 .23 Rocker cover nut tightening sequence 

42 Engine· reassembly: installing the rebuilt unit in 
frame - final adjustments · 

As was the case during engine removal, installation can be 
completed by one person without insurmountable difficulties 
being encountered. lt is helpful, however, to have some 
assistance whilst the unit·is being lifted into position, as there 
will be less likelihood of the frame or paintwork sustaining 
damage. Lift the unit into the frame and assemble the front 
engine plates, the various mounting bolts, noting their varying.i: 
lengths, and the cylinder head steady. Do not tighten any of the·: 
bolts until all are positioned loosely. The position of each bolt 
will be self evident and is indicated by its length. A mixture 
8 mm and 1 0 mm bolts are used on the 250 machines, the 
frame to engine plate connections being made by the smaller 8 
mm bolts whilst 10 mm bolts are employed in all other 
instances. In the case of the 500 models the arrangement is 
identical except for the two rear mounting bolts which are of the 
12 mm type. On all models, do not omit the spacer which is 
fitted on the left-hand side of the upper rear mounting bolt. 
When all of the bolts are in position they should be tightened to 
the appropriate torque setting shown below. 

Engine mounting bolt torque settings 
XL250S, XR250 
8 mm bolts 
10 mm bolts 
XL500S, XR500 
8 mm bolts 
10 mm bolts 
12 mm bolts 

2.0- 3.5 kgf m (14- 25 lbf ft) 
3.0 - 5.0 kgf m (22 --' 36 lbf ft) 

2.0 - 3.5 kgf m (14- 25 lbf ft) 
4.5 - 6.0 kgf m (33 - 43 lbf ft) 
7.0- 10.0 kgf m (51 - 72 lbf ft) 

2 Refit the left-hand footrest assembly ensuring that the 
locating ped engages in its slot in the frame, and secure it with 
its single retaining .bolt. Assemble the rigtit-hand footrest and 
brake" pedal unit in .a similar fashion, and reconnect the rear 
brake cable and brake switch· operating spring. Check that the 
oil drain plug is tight, then fit the skid plate to the underside of 
the unit. 
3 Manoeuvre the carburettor into position, fitting the throttle 
cables if these were released during removal. Set the lower 
cable adjusters to give approximately 2 6 mm of free play 
measured at the edge of the throttle ·twistgrip. Reconnect the 
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hoke cable, ensuring that it is set up so that the choke is fullY 
c ff when the knob is pushed home. Set the carburettor vertically 
~etween the intake and air cleaner hoses, then tighten the · 
retaining clips. . 
4 Refit the final drive chain around the gearbox sprocket, 
ositioning the latter on its shaft end. Fit a new lockwasher and 

~he ti.vo retaining bolts. Tighten the bolts securely and lock them 
by bending up the washer tabs. Adjust the final drive chain 
tension, ensuring that the rear wreel is kept square in ~he 
swinging arm, then secure the rear wheel spindle. se·e Routine 
Maintenance for details on chain adjustment. Refit the sprocket 
cover and fit the gearchange pedal. . · 
5 Connect the clutch cable to its operating arm, adjusting the 
cable to give 15 - 25 mm 1-t 1 in) free play measured at the 
lever end. Refit the decompressor cable ,between the cylinder 
head cover and the right-hand outer cover. The cable should be 
adjusted as described below noting that this operation must be 
carried out after the valve clearances have been set. 
6. Using the inspection hole provided in the· centre of the left
hand outer cover, turn the crankshaft anti-clockwise until the 
engine is on the compression stroke. This will be indicated by a 
high resistance to movement being felt. Carry on turning the 
crank.shaft until the TDC (top dead centre) is reached, this being 
indicated in the upper inspection hole by the T mark coinciding 

' with the index mark. Check the amount of free pl!!Y at the tip of 
the decompressor lever on the cylinder head cover. This should 
be set using the cable adjuster to give 1 - 3 ·mm (0:04 - 0.12 

42.1 a The engine front mounting plate 

. \_;.i 
42.1 c Slid~ upper rear bolt through spacer and casing 

in) free play in the case of the 250 machines or 1 - 2 mm (0.04 
- 0.08 in) for the 500 models. 
7 Trace the ignition and alternator leads, routing them along 
the frame tubes to their corresponding connector halves. Once 
connected. the cables should be secured to the frame tubes 
using new cable ties, or in an emergency, pvc tape. Assemble 
the exhaust pipes using new exhaust port sealing rings to 
prevent leakage. Fit the split roUers and retainers at the exhaust 
ports and tighten the clamp at the silencer joint. 
8 On XL models, fit and reconnect the battery and check that 
the electrical system functions properly. Note that the headlamp 
operates directly 'from the alternator ·and thus can only be 
checked when the engine is running. This applies to the entire 
electrical system on the XR models. 
9 Refit the side panels, fuel tank and seat noting .that the seat 
strap, where fitted, should be secured by the bolts in the rear 
suspension unit mountings. Connect the fuel feed pipe between 
the tank and carburettor. Remove the oil filler plug and add 1.5 
litres (1.6 US, quarts/2.6 Imp pints) of SAE 1 OW- 40 motor oil. 
Hold the machine upright and rest the combined filler plug and 
dipstick on the top of the filler·hole. Withdraw the dipstick and 
check that the oil level is within the upper and [ower limits. Note 
that the engine oil level, must be rechecked soon after the 
engine' has been run, because a small amount of topping up 
may be necessary after the oil has. been distributed around the 
engine and transmission components. 

42.1 b The cylinder head mounting plates in position 

42.1 d Fit lower rear bolt as shown 



42.2c Skid plate" is retained to front engine plate ... 
.... · 

42.3 Reconnect cables and install carburettor 42.4a Fit chain ancj sprocket to shaft and ... 
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42.4b ... and secure With retainer plate • · 

42.7b Pipe is retained by•collet halves and flange 

·:43 Starting and running the rebuilt·engine 

.1 Turn on the fuel tap, close the choke, and attempt to start 
}the engine by means of the .kickstart pedal. Do not be 

~44. Fault diagnosis: engine · 

;symptom Ca.use 

Engine will not start Defective sparking plug 

42.7 a. Use new exhaust port sealing rings 

disillusioned if there is no sign· of life initially. A certain amount 
of perseverance may prove ·necessary to coax the engine into 
activity even if new· parts have ·riot been fitted. Should the 
engine persist in not starting, check that the spark plug has not 
become fouled by the oil used durirlg re-assembly.Failing this 
go through the fault finding charts and work out what the 
problem is methodically. · 

2 When the engine does start, keep it running as slowly as 
possible to allow the oil to circulate. Open the choke as soon as 
the engine will run without it~ During :the initial running, a 
certain amount of smoke may be in evid.ence due to the oil us.ed 
in the reassembly sequence being burnt· away. The resulting . 
smok!'l should gradually subside. 

3 Check the engine for blowing gask~t~ and oil leaks. Before 
using the machine on the road, check th~t all· the gears select 
properly, and that the controls .function' correctly: . 

4 Soon after starting the engine for the first time the cam 
chain tension must be adjusted. Allow the eng!ne to run a.t tick
over ( 1200 ± ·1 00 rpm).· On 250 models loosen the ·locknut 
located to the rear of the cylincjer barrel, immediljtely below the 
carburettor, and theri tighten the nut. Whilst the nut is loose the 
tension er will automatically ten.sion the chaln correctly. Adjust
ment on 500 models is similar except that there are two 
tensioner fasteners, a bolt and. ·a domed 'nut. Loosen both 
between 1 t and 2 turns and then tighten them again. Do not 
loosen either fastener by more than 2 turns or the tensioner 
may. become displaced, allowing engine damage to occur. 

··Remedy 

Remove the plug and lay it on cylind~r head. 
Check whether spark· occurs when ignition is 

Dirty or closed contact breaker points. 

Faulty or disconnected condenser 

· switched on· an·d engine rotated. · · 
Check condition of points and whether gap is 

. . I'• 

correct. · 
Check whether points arc when separated. 
Replace: condenser if evidence. of arcing, 
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Engine runs unevenly 

Lack of power 

Heavy oil consumption 

Excessive mechanical noise 

Engine overheats and fades 

45 Fault diagnosis: clutch 

Symptom 

·Engine speed increases as shown by 
tachometer. but machine does not 
respond 

Difficulty in engaging gears. Gear 
changes jerky and machine creeps 
forward when clutch is withdrawn. 
Difficulty in selecting neutral 

Clutch· operation stiff 

46 Fault diagosis - gearbox 

Symptom 

Difficulty in engaging gears 

Machine jumps out of gear 

Gearchange lever does not return to 
original position 

Chapt!:n 1 Engine~ clutch and gearbox . 

Ignition and/or fuel system fault 

Blown cylinder head gasket 

Incorrect ignition timing 

Fault in fuel system or incorrect 
. ignition timing 

Cylinder barrel in need of rebore 

Damaged oil seals 

Worn cylinder barrel (piston slap) 
Worn big end bearings (knock) 
Worn main bearings (rumble) 

Lubricatio.n failure 

Cause 

Clutch slip 

Clutch drag 

Check each system independen'tly, as 
engine will not start. 
Leak should be evident from oil leakage 
gas escapes. 
Check accuracy and if necessary reset. 

See above 

Check for bore wear, rebore 
, piston if required. 
Check engine for oil leaks. 

Rebore and fit oversize piston 
Fit replacement crankshaft assembly. 
Fit new journal bearings and seals. 

Stop engine. and check whether internal 
are receiving oil. Check oil level in crankca 

Remedy · 

Check clutch adjustment for free play at 
handlebar lever. Check thickness of inserted 
plates. 

Check clutch adjustment for too· much free 
play. Check clutch drums for indentations· in 
·slots and clutch plates for burrs on tongues. 
Dress with fine file if damage not too great. 

Damaged, trapped or frayed control cable Check cable and replace if necessary. 
sure· cable is lubricated and· has no 
bends. 

Cause 

Selector forks bent 
Gear clusters not ·assembled correctly 

Worn dogs on ends of gear pinions 
Stopper arms not seating correctly 

Broken· return spring 

Remedy 

Replace. 
Check gear cluster arrangement and 
of thrust washers. 

Replace worn pinions. 
Remove right hand crankcase cover and 
stopper arm action. 

Replace spring. 

Kickstarter does not return when engine Broken or poorly tensioned return spring Replace spring or re-tension. 
is turn.ed over or start!ld 

Kickstarter slips Ratchet assembly worn Part crankcase and replace all worn parts. 
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Carburettor 
Make ............•...............................................•.................................. 
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Venturi size ......•.........................................•......................•............ 

Main jet ........................................... , .....................................•........ 
Pilot (slow) jet ...................................................••....................•..... 
Pilot screw setting (No turns out) ............................................. · 
Jet needle clip position .............................................................. . 

Idle speed ···············:······································································ 

Float level ................ : ..............................•...................................... 

Lubrication system· 
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Filtration ·······:·····:··············································,····················: ......• 

Oil pump 
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Inner to outer rotor clearance ................................................. .. 

Service limit ··················~······························································ 
Axial clearance .............................................................•........ , ...... . 
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Air filter: general description and maintenance ......•... :......... 10 
Exhaust system:· general description and maintenance ........ 11 
Oil pump: removal, examination and reassembly ................. 12 
Oil filter: location and general description ............................. 13 
Fault diagnosis: fuel system and lubrication ..........•.........•..•.. 14 

XL250S XR250, XL500 and XR500 

9.5 lit (2.5/2.1 US/Imp gal) 10 lit (2.6/2.2 US/Imp gal) 
2.0 lit (0.5/0.4 US/Imp gal) 2.0 lit (0.5/0.4 US/Imp gal) 

XL250S XR250 XL500S XR500 
Keihin Keihin Keihin Keihin 
PD 04B PD 02A PD 08A .PD 06A 
28 mm 32 mm 
(1.1 0 in) (1.26 in) 
120 122 155 158 
40 40 58 55 
1f 2.1. 2 2 

8 
4th groove 3rd groove 

1200 ± 1300 ± 1200 ± 1200 ± 
100 rpm 100 rpm 100 rpm 100 rpm 
14.5 mm 14.5 min 14.5 mm 14.5 mm 
(0.57 in) (0.57 in) (0.57 in) (0.57 in) 

All models 
Wet sump, forced lubrication to major. engine/gearbox 
components 
Gauze strainer 

Trochoidal 
0.1 5-0.18 mm (0.006-0.007 in) 
0.25 mm (0.01 0 in) 
0.15 mm (0.006 in) 
0.20 mm (0.008 in) 
0.01-0.07 mm (0.0004-0.0028 in) 
0.1 mm (0.004 in) 
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1 General description 

The models covered by this manual are each equipped with 
a simple lever-operated slide carburettor. Fuel is fed by gravity 
from the fuel tank via a three position fuel tap. The three tap 
positions are 'Off, 'On' and 'Reserve', the latter providing an 
emergency supply of fuel and a warning that the fuel level has 
run low. Fuel from the tank enters the float chamber of the 
carburettor where the level is ~ept constant by .a float-operated 
valve. The fuel/air mixture is controlled by the throttle valve, the 
needle/needle jet arrangement and by the main jet and pilot· 
(slow) jet. A diaphragm air cut-off valve is fitted to all models. 
This device reduces the amount of air entering the exhaust 
system during over-run, thus reducing the problem of backfiring 
induced by the weak mixture being ignited by the hot exhaust 
pipe. 

The US, Canadian and certain European market models are 
fitted with an accelerator pump (XL 250S model only) to 
compensate for the otherwise weak mixture required by these 
countries. An adjustable fast-idle device is also fitted. 

A comprehensive force-fed lubrication system is employed. 
A trochoid oil pump draws oil from the sump via a small gauze 
strainer which traps any metal particles. At the pump outlet the 
oil splits into a number of circuits. One of these feeds oil 
through a _spring-loaded quill into the right-hand end of the 
crankshaft. The oil is routed through the crankshaft and flywheel 
to the big-end bearing, the escaping oil providing splash 
lubrication for the small-end bearing and cylinder wall before 
returning to the sump. 

A branch off the crankshaft feed supplies oil to ·the 
camshaft and rockers and also to the front balancer shaft. Oil is 
also fed under pressure to the gearbox layshaft and mainshaft 
assemblies. 

9 

10 

~ 

2 Fuel tank: removal. examination and replacement 

To gain access to the single tank-retaining bolt it is 
necessary to release the seat. This is secured by a bolt on 
side of the seat base, plus the seat strap on XL versions. 
strap .is retained by a bolt which screws into the suspension 
mounting on each side of the machine. 
2 The seat can now be lifted clear to reveal the 
retaining bolt which passes through a lug into the 
Slacken and remove the bolt, then lift the rear of 
upwards. This will make access to the fuel pipe easier, 
it to be prised off once the tap has been turned to the 
position. Once.removed, the tank can be pulled back to free 
front mounting rubbers and lifted away. 
3 If the tank is to be stored it should be placed in a safe 
away from any area where fire is a hazard and where the 
finish may become damaged. 
4 Any signs of fuel leakage should be dealt with n.,.,,.,,,.,,, 
view of the risk of fire or explosion should fuel drip 
exhaust system. lt is not recommended that the tank is 
using welding or brazing techniques, because even a 
amount of residual fuel vapour can result in a dang,erous~J 
explosion. A more satisfactory alternative is to use one 
resin-based tank sealing compounds. These are designed 
the tank with a tough fuel-proof skin, sealing small 
splits in the process. The suppliers of these products 
regularly in the motorcycle press. 
5 Tank fitting is a straightforward reversal of the rornn.;~H211L.' 

sequence. If problems are encountered when attempting 
engage the front mounting rubbers, a trace of petrol will act 
a lubricant, easing assembly appreciably. After the fuel pipe 
been refitted, turn the fuel on and check for leaks. 

f-13 
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1 ·Fuel tank 
2 Petrol tap 
3 Filter gauze 
4 Sealing washer 
5 Petrol feed pipe 

Fig. 2.1 Fuel tank and tap 

6 Mounting rubbers 
7 Filler cap 
8 Gasket 
9 Breather pipe 

2 

5 

\.~Q 

~ 
~ 

10 Caution labels 
11 Rubber buffer 
12 Washer 
13 Bolt 
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Petrol feed pipe: examination 

The petrol feed pipe is made from thin ""!alled synthetic 
ubber and is of the push-on type. lt is necessary to replace the 
~ipe only if. it becomes hard or splits. lt is unlikely that the 
etaining clips will need replacing due to fatigue as the main 

·~ea I between the pipe and union is effected by an 'interference' 

. fit. . . . 
-2 If the petrol ptpe has been replaced wtth the transparent 

lastic type for any reason, look for signs of yellowing which 
rndicates that the pipe is becoming brittle due to the plasticiser 
being leached out by the petrol. lt is a sound precaution to 
renew a pipe when this occurs, as any subsequent breakage 
whilst in use will be almost impossible to repair. 
Note: On no account should natural rubber tubing be used to 
carry petrol. even as a temporary measure. The petrol will 
dissolve the inner wall, causing blockages in the carburettor jets 
which will prove very difficult to remove. 

, I 

. 4 Petrol.tap: removal, examination and replacement 

1 Before the petrol tap can be removed, it is.first necessary to 
drain the tank. This is easily accomplished-by removing the feed 
pipe from the carburettor float chamber and allowing the 

· contents of the tank to drain into a clean receptacle, with the 
tapturned to the 'reserve' position. Alternatively, the tank can 
be removed and place d on one side, so that the fuel lever is. 
below the tap outlet. Take care not to damage the paintwork. 
2 The tap unit is retained by a gland nut to the threaded stub 
on the underside of the tank. lt can be removed after the f.uel 
.pipe has been pulled off the tap. 
3 If the tap lever leaks, it will be necessary to renew it as a 
complete unit. lt is not possible to dismantle the tap for repair. 

. '4 When reassembling the tap, reverse the proc_edure for 
dismantling. 
5 Check that the feed pipe from the tap to the carburettor is 
in good condition and that the push-on joints are a good fit, 
irrespective of the retaining wire clips. If particlt?S of rubber are 
found in the filter, replace the pipe, since this is an indication 
that the internal bore is breaking up. 
6 If there have been indications of water contamination in the 
fuel, the removal of the tap presents a good opportunity to drain 

· and flush the tank completely. Many irritating fuel system faults 
can be traced to water in the petrol. Thi's often appears as a 
result of condensation inside the petrol tank. The resulting blobs 
of water are easily drawn into the carburettor, where .they can 
cause intermittent blockages in the jets and drillings. · Any 
accumulations of water should therefore be flushed from the 
tank before the tap is refitted. The tubular filter gauze should be 
removed aod cleaned carefully prior to reassembly. 

5 Carburettor: removal 

To gain access to the carburettor for removal purposes it is 
.first necessary to remove the seat and fuel tank, as described in 
Section 2, and to pull off the side panels. Slacken the locknuts 
which retain the throttle cable adjusters to the anchor plate. The 
adjusters can now be displaced and the inner cables disengaged 
from the operating pulley. Slacken the choke cable clamping 
screw and release the choke cable from the carburettor. 
2 Slacken the retaining clips which secure the carburettor to 
the inlet adaptor and the air cleaner hose. The carburettor can 
now be pulled back to free it from the adaptor and manoeuvred 
clear of the engine. 

6 Carburettor: dismantling and reassembly 

1 Start by draining the residual fuel from the float bowl by 
means of the small drain screw which screws into the base of 
the float bowl. Slacken and remove the two screws which retain 
the carburettor top and lift the top away. Release the nut and 
washer on the end of the throttle spindle and remove the fast 
idle link, taking care to acoid straining the accelerator pump 
spring (US and Canadian XL. models only). With the remaining 
models, remove the small screw which retains the throttle link 
to the spindle. 
2 Unhook the throttle return spring, and withdraw the quad
rant and spindle. The throttle lever will now be freed and should 
be withdravyn together with the throttle valve assembly. The 
lever ·and throttle valve can be separated after releasing the 
connecting link which joins them. This is accomplished by 
removing the small tension spring which retains the pivot of the 
lever and the throttle valve bracket to the link. To complete the 
dismantling of the throttle valve assembly, remove the two 

. small screws which secure the bracket to the throttle valve, 
then lift away the bracket, spring and jet needle. 
3 The air cut-off valve is located behind a circular cover on 
the side of the instrument and is retained by two screws • 
Remove the screws and lift away the cover and spring to expose 
the diaphragm assembly. This is a fragile component, and care 
must be taken to avoid damage as it is removed. Peel away the 
edges of the diaphragm, then remove it together with the brass 
valve plunger. 
4 The accelerator pump, where fitted, consists of a rod
operated diaphragm unit similar in construction to the ai'r cut-off 
valve. The operating rod passes vertically upwards to a point 
just below the throttle lever pivot. A pump lever is connected by 
a spring to the fast idle link. The latter turns with the throttle 
pulley thus applying pressure to the pump lever. This in turn · 
depresses the pump rod causing a metered quantity of fuel to 
be injected as the throttle 'is opened. To dismantle the pump 
components, release the three screws which retain the pump 
cover, lifting this and the return spring away. Carefully remove 
the pump diaphragm and withdraw it together with the pump 
rod. The pump lever pivots on a hexagon and cross-headed bolt 
and can be removed when this has been unscrewed. 
5 Remove the three float bowl retaining screws, then lift the 
bowl away, taking care not to damage the sealing ring. The flo~t 
can be removed after displacing and withdrawing its pivot pin. 
The float needle will come away with the float to which it is 
attached by a fine wire loop. 
6 The main jet is located at the centre of the carburettor and 
is identified by its slotted cheese hea.d. lt can be uns·crewed on 
its own or together with the hexagon headed needle jet holder 
to which it is attached. lt should be noted that the adjacent 
projection is the pilot (slow) jet. This ·is pressed into the 
carburettor body and cannot be removed. Carefully screw the 
pilot mixture screw inwards, counting the number of turns or 
part turns so that it can be fitted in its original setting. Do not 
screw it hard against its seating. 
7 Reassembly is tackled in the reverse of the dismantling 
order, using new seals and 0-rings as required. Each .Part must 
be scrupulously clean, and care must be exercised to avoid 
overtightening any of the carburettor components. All of these 
are rather delicate and can easily become damaged. After 
reassembly, the various carburettor adjustments should be 
checked as described later in this Chapter. 
8 On 1980 US models a pilot screw limiter cap is fitted to the 
pilot screw to prevent injudicious adjustment which might 
cause mixture changes which exceed·the EPA regulations. If the 
screw is removed it must be refitted prior to installation of the 
float bowl, and placed in precisely thEl same position a~ it was 
in prior to removal. If a new screw is to be fitted adjustment 
should be carried out as described in Section 8, and a new 
limiter cap glued into place after completion of adjustment. · 
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Fig. 2.2 Carburettor 

1 Carburettor body 
2 Carburettor top 
3 Gasket 
4 Screw - 2 off 
5 Throttle link 
6 Jet needle 
7 Screw 
8 Spring washer 
9 Return spring 
10 Washer 
11 Throttle valve 

bracket 
12 Screw 
13 Spring 
14 E-clip 
15 E-clip 
16 Washer 
17 Throttle valve 

'I 18 Throttle pump arm 
V, 9 Choke cable anchor 
20 Fast idle adjuster 
21 Spring 
22 Nut 
23 Spring washer 
24 Nut 
25 Rubber boot 
26 Cable clamp 
27 Screw- 2 off 
28 Throttle cable 

bracket 
29 Screw 
30 Throttle stop screw · 
31 Spring · 
32 Throttle cable spring 
33 Return spring · 
34 Accelerator pump· 

arm 
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35 Bolt 
36 Washer - 2 off 
37 Spring washer 
38 Return spring 
39 Float bowl 
40 Sealing ring 
41 Float 
42 Pivot pin 
43 Float needle 
44 Wire loop 
45 Screw - 3 off 
46 Float bowl-drain 

screw 
47 Anti-surge baffle 
48 Main jet 
49 Needle jet holder 
50 Needle jet 
51 Pilot mixture screw 
52 Spring 
53 Washer 
54 0-ring 
55 Air ·cut-off valve 

cover· 
5q Diaphragm· 
57 Spring 
58 Hose guide 
59 Screw - 2 off 
60 0-ring 
61 Drain pipe 
62 Clip - 2 off 
63 Accelerator pump 

. assembly 
64 Rod/diaphragm 
65 Spring 
66 Pump cover 
67 Screw - 3 off 

6.1 a Carburettor top is secured by two screws 

6.1 b Slacken screw which retains link to spindle 
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4.2 Fuel tap is reta_ined to tank by a gland nut 6.2a Throttle assembly can be withdrawn from carburettor 
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7 Carburettor: examination and renovation 

Having dismantled the carburettor as described in Section 
6, the various components should be laid out for examination. 
If symptoms of flooding have been in evidence, check that the 
float is not leaking, by shaking and listening for petrol inside. lt 
is rare to find leaks in plastic floats, this problem being more 
common in the brass type. 
2 A mo·re likely cause offlooding is dirt on the float needle or 
its seat. The needle can easily be removed, witn the float 
detached, by inverting the body and allowing it to drop, from its 
seating. Examine the faces of the needle and seat for foreign 
matter and also for scoring. If in bad condition, renew the 
needle and note whether any impr~vement is obtained. The 
valve seat cannot be removed from the body and if badly 
damaged the entire bpdy must be renewed. The only alternative 
is to get the seat area refaced by a light engineering company, 
remembering that this will upset the float height setting. 
3 The main jet screws into the needle jet, which is central in 
the carburettor body. lt is not prone to any real degree of wear, 
but can become blocked by contaminants in the petrol. These 
can be cleared by an air jet, either from an air lne or a foot 
pump. As a last resort, a fine bristle fron a nailbrush or similar 
may be used, but on no account should wire be used as this 
may ·damage the precision drilling of the jet. 
4 The needle jet may become worn after a considerable 
mileage has been covered and should be renewed along with 
the needle. Always fit replacement parts as a pair. 
5 The pilot jet is located adjacent to the main jet and needle 
jet assembly. lt is pressed into position and thus must be 
cleaned in situ. 
6 Examine the throttle valve for scoring or wear, renewing if 
badly damaged. If damage is evident, check the internal bore of 
the carburettor, and if necessary renew this also. Check that the 
needle is free from scoring or other damage, and roll it on a flat 
surface to check that it has not become bent. 

8 Carburettor: adjustments and settings 

The various jet sizes, throttle valve cutaway and needle 
poisiton are predetermined by the manufacturer and should not 
require mqdification. Check with the Specifications list at the 
beginning of this Chapter if there is any doubt about the types 

fitted. 
2 Before any attempt at adjustment is made, it is important to 
understand which parts of the instrument control which part of 
its operating range. A carburettor must be capable of delivering 

\ 
'\ 

7.2 Exa~ine float needle tip for wear or damage 

the correct fuel/air ratio for any given engine speed and load. To 
this end, the throttle valve, or slide as it is often known, controls 
the volume of a.ir passing through the choke or bore of the 
instrument. The fuel, on the other hand, is regulated by the pilot 
and main jets, by the jet needle, and to some extent, by the 
amount of cutaway on the throttle valve. · 
3 As a rough guide, up to t throttle is controlled by the pilot 
jet, t to t by the throttle valve cutaway, t to %throttle by the 
needle position and from.% to full by the size of the main jet. 
These are only approximate. divisions, which are by no means 
clear cut. There is a certain amount of overlap between the 

various stages. 
4 If any particular carburation fault has been noted, it is a 
good idea to try to establish the most likely cause before 
dismantling or adjusting takes pface. If, for example, the engine 
~uns normally at road speeds, but refuses to tick over evenly, the 
fault probably lies with the pilot mixture system, and will most 
likely prove to be an obstructed jet. Whatever the probfem may 
appear to be, it is worth checking that the jets are clear and that 
all the components are of the correct type. Having checked 
these points, refit the carburettor and check the settings as 

follows. 
5 Set the pilot mixture screw to the position given in the 
Specifications Section. Start the engine, and allow it to attain 
its normal working temperature: This is best done by riding the 
machine for a few miles. Set the throttle stop screw to give a 
normal idling speed. Try turning the pilot mixture screw inwards 
by about t turn at a time, noting its effect on the idling speed, 
then repeat the process, this time bringing tlie screw outwards. 
The pilot mixture screw should be set· in the position which 
gives the the fastest consistent tickover. If desired, the tickover 
speed may be reduced further by lowering the throttle stop 
screw, but care should be taken that this does not cause the 
engine· to falter and stop after the throttle twistgrip has been 
opened and closed a few times. 
6 lt is important to note that in the case of US mo.dels and 
models supplied to certain other markets, the carburettor is set 
up to meet the stringent emission laws which prevail in these 
areas. No unauthorised adjustments are permitted in these 
instances, and great care should be taken to avoid carrying out 
any alteration which might cause an abnormally high toxic gas 
emission rate. If in doubt, check with local regulations before 
attempting any adjustment. 
7 On XR models, a reduction in main jet size is recommended 
if the machine is used at high altitudes. The standard main jet 
can be used safely up to an altitude of 6500 ft (2000 metres) 
above which a No 118 (XR250) or No 1 52 (XR 500) main jet 
should be fitted. The smaller jets will compensate for the lower 
air density ~xperienced as altitude is gained. These jets should 

7.6 Check needle for straightness and scoring 
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n~t be used below 5?00 ft ( 1 500 metre) because the weak 
m1xture that results w11_1 cause overheating and possible engine 
d~mage. When changmg the main jet an alteration in pilot 
m1xture strength will probably be necessary. The above remarks 
apply equally to XL models, although no specific jet change 
recommenda~io~s ~re given by the manufacturer. lt is sug
gested tha~ s1_mlla~ jet reductions are made proportional to the 
normal mam jet s1ze. 

l 

8.5. Pilot screw tip is easily damaged 

9 Carburettor: checking and setting the float height 

. lt ~s important that the level of fuel in the float bowl in 
mamt~med at the prescribed height to avoid adverse effects on 
the m1x~ure ~trengt~. lt is worth noting that unless the correct 
flo~t he1ght IS set, 1t will be impossible to set the remaining 
adjustments to obtain efficient running. 
2 The float height is measured between the gasket face of the 
carbure~or body and the bottom of the float. This should be 

. done With t~e carburettor turned 90° to its normal position so 
that the we1ght of the float is not applied to the valve needle 

. The latter sh~uld just bear upon the valve seat when th~ 
measurement IS made. In all cases, the correct height should be 
14.5 mm (0.57 in). 
3 I! adjustment is required it should be made by carefully 
bendmg the small tang which operates the valve needle. Note 
~hat· a very small amount of movement at the tang will translate 
1nt_o a much lar~er change in the float height, so make any 
adjustments as fme as possible. . 

1 0 Air filter: general description and m~intenance 

!h~ air used in combustion is drawn into the carburettor via 
an a1r f1lter elem.ent. This performs the vital job of removing dust 
and an~ other a1:borne impurities which would otherwise enter 
the engme, causmg premature wear. lt follows that the element · 
must be kept clean and renewed, if damaged, as it will have an 
adv~rse effect on performance if neglected. Apart from· the 
obv1ous problem of increased wear caused by a damaged 
ele~ent, a c.log~ed or broken . filter will upset the mixture 
settmg, al_lowmg 1t to become too rich or too weak. 

3 The air cleaner eleinent on all models .consists of a band of 
foam ru_b~er supported by an expanded metal fram·e. The 
~lement IS Impregnated with oil to trap any dust passing through 
lt. Th~ fo~m. may ~e cleaned by detaching it from its frame and 
wash1~g 1t In a h1gh flash-point .solvent do not use petrol 
(gasoline) ?e;cause of the risk of fire. Dry the element thoroughly· 
then soak 1t I~ new SAE 80 or 90 gear oil, squeezing it to remov~ 
any excess Oil. The element may now be refitted. 
4 I~ is. difficult . to give any firm recommendations about 
cl?amng _mte_rvals, as a trail bike or enduro machine is used for 
Wl?ely d1ffenng _purposes. Again experience must be the best 
g~1de: and cleanmg may be necessary weekly, or at up to 3000 
m1le mtervals (500_ km). The element will eventually become 
degraded to the pomt that renewal is necessary and obviously 
must be renewed if it becomes .torn or holed. ' 

--.·-
Distance 

X mm 

~~~~~±~t:--*-

Fig. 2.3 Checking the float height 

A Float tongue 
8 Float valve 
X Float height 

2 The filter element is housed in a moulded plastic casing 
be~eath th~ seat. and is accessible via the left-hand side panel. 
Thje latter IS retamed by three screws. Once the panel has been · 
rele~s.ed, th~ element assembly can be removed by pulling the 
retammg spnng outwards (250 models) or by releasing the wing 
nut and retaining clip (500 models). . 1 0.2a Side cover is retained by three screws 



10.2b Pull out retainer to f ree element (XL250S) ee element off f 10.3 p I 
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Fig. 2.4 Air filt er assembl . . y- XL250 (US) model 

rame for cleaning 
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; Air filter case 
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Heat shield · 
Screw_ 2 off 

45 Filter elem Seal ent 

6 Element"' 7 c ,rame 
ase cover 

~ Breather hose 
Screw 3 

10 Clip - off 

11 Bracket 
12 Hose 
13 Screw clip 
14 Oil/water s eparator. assembly 

I ter assembl Fig. 2.5 Air f"l · y- XL250S 

1 A" . 2 Ir filter case 
Duct 

3 Hose 

10 

; Filter element 
6 Element frame 

Frame mo . 7 Washer _u 2ntmg plate 
8 se off 
9 rew- 2 off 

Screw 
10 Washer 
11 Wing nut 
12 Clamp 
13 Screw 
14 Washer 
15 Drain valve 
~ 6 Spring clip 

7 Seal 
18 Bracket 
19 Screw 
20 Hose 
2 1 Screw 
;2 Spring clip 

3 Drain plug 
24 Screw 
25 Clamp 
2 6 Hose 
27 Spring clip-

5 off 
28 T-piece 
29 Union 
30 Dr. am valve 
3 1 Hoseclip 
32 Hose 

-
Fig 2 6 A". · • •r filt · er assembl · . y-XR500 

; Air filter case 
3 Element frame 

Element 
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Seal panel 56 Left-hand side 

7 Hose 
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8 Screw- 3 off 
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1
10 Heat shield 

1 Clip 
12 Bracket 
13 Hose 
14 Oil/wat · US ·m ~ separator -
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18 Hose 
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21 Hose clip 

2
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11 Exhaust system: general-description and maintenance 

The exhaust system on ·all models comprises a pair of 
exhaust pipes, which terminate in a single, large diameter tut:ie 
at the silencer joint, and a single silencer. The ·silencer is 
mounted on the right-hand side cif the machine, running behind 
the right-hand side panel and below the seat. This arrange
ments keeps the system well out of harm's way, but does 
require a fair amount of dismantling work should the need for 
removal arise. 
2 The exhaust pipes are reasonably easy to remove in all 
cases. Start by releasing the exhaust port retainers and split 
collets, each of which is retained by two nuts. Slacken the 
exhaust pipe clamp at the silencer junction. The pipes can now 
be pulled forward and lifted clear of the machine. 
3 If it proves necessary to remove the silencer from the frame, 
start by detaching the seat from the frame by removing its two 
mounting bolts and, where fitted, the seat strap. Remove the 
right-hand side cover and, if not already removed, the exhaust 
pipes. From this point on, the procedure applicable to the 250 
models differs from that employed on the 500 machines. 

XL250S and XR250 
4 Remove the front section of the rear mudguard by pulling it 
clear-of the frame tubes to which it clips. Release the left-hand 
side cover and air cleaner lid. Remove the two screws which 
retain the top of th'e air cleaner casing to the frame, then release 
the single lower fixing screw and slacken the hose -clip at the 
carburettor intake. The air cleaner assembly should now be 
pulled back and manoeuvred clear of the frame. Make a careful 
note of the position of the breather tube arrangement as a guide 
during reassembly. 
5 Slacken and remove the rear silencer clamp, and release 
the central fixing. bolt which passes down through_ the frame, 
noting the disposition of the heat insulating washer. This must 
be retained and fitted in the correct position during reassembly. 
Release the front fixing nut which also serves to retain the 
clutch cable anchor plate, again noting the position of the heat · 
insulating washers fitted on either side of the plate. The sile11cer 
unit can now be threaded out of the frame. Pull the unit back, 
turning it so that the front end can be passed out through the 
space norll)ally occupied by the air cleaner assembly. 

· Fig. 2.7 Exhaust system 

XL500S and XR500 
6 Silencer removal on the larger models is somewhat 
in view of the less bulky construction of the main silencer uu,._,,, •. , 
lt will be necessary to detach the front section of the mudguard 
which is clipped to the frame tubes. The air Cleaner c:·asing can 
be left undisturbed. The silencer unit is secured by three 
retaining bolts in a similar mann-er to that described for the 
smaller models. Note that the centre mounting· bolt n"'"""·"·'" 
horizontally through a bracket and the front mounting employs 
a bolt rather than a stud and nut. 
7 Reassembly is a reversal of the appropriate removal se-' 
quence, noting that the entire system should be in place before 
the various bolts are tightened. This will avoid any alignment 
problems between the two halves of the system. Ensure thaC 
the insulating washers are fitted to avoid heat being transmitted , 
to the frame, and check for exhaust leaks when assembly is ' 
complete. · 
8 The exhaust system on a four-stroke motorcycle will require. 
very little attention, because, unlike two-stroke machines, it is 
not prone to the accumulation of carbon. The only points 
requiring attention are the general condition of the system, 
including mountings and the surface finish and ensuring that 
the. system is kept airtight , particularly a't the exhaust port. Air 
leaks here will cause mysterious backfiring when the machine is 
on overrun, as air will be drawn in causing residual gases to be 
ign'ited in the exhaust pipe. To this end, make sure that the 
composite sealing ring is renewed each time the system· 
removed. · 
9 On most road going machines, the exhaust system is 
protected to some extent by its chromium plated finish. · 
matt black finish employed on the Honda XL and XR models 
may prove rather less durable, in view of the off-road use to 
which the machine is designed to be put. it can be touched up; 
where and when necessary, with one of the specially designed 
aerosol spray paints such as Hermetite Heat Resistant Paint. 
These are capable of surviving exhaust system temperatures, 
and are often known as VHT coatings, indicating very high 
temperature. · 
10 The XR models have small detachable. plates screwed to 
the silencer. These are. fitted to allow cleaning. Remove the 
plates and start the engine. The exhaust gases will expel any 
accumulated carbon, and this process should be continued until 
all lo.ose debris. has been ejected. Needless to say, this' 
procedure should be carried out in a well ventilated area and 
care should be taken not to stand in the path of debris ejected 
from the exhaust system. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

Exhaust pipe· 
Silencer 
Heat shield 
Pipe seal 
Pipe clamp 
Bolt- 2 off 
Clamp 
Bolt 
Bolt 
Bolt- 2 off 
Plate gasket - 2 off 
Plate- 2 off 

13 Heat insulating 
gasket - 2 off 

14 Screw 
15 Heat insulating 

washer - 4 off 
16 Nut- 4 off 
17 Exhaust port retainer -

2 off 
18 Split collet - 4 off 
19 Gasket- 2 off 

Fig. 2.8 Exhaust system 

14 

2 

11.4a Remove front section of rear mudguard (arrowed)' 

~ 

11.4c ... and .single lower screw (arrowed) · 

1 .Silencer 
2 Exhaust pipe 
3 Heat shield 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Screw 
Heat insulating washer 
Nut- 4 off 
Exhaust port retainer -
2 off 

8 Split collets - 2 off 
9 Gasket- 2 off 
10 Pipe clamp 
11 Pipe seal 
12 Clutch cable anchor 

plate 
13 Nut 
14 Heat shield 
15 Bolt- 3 off 
16 Clamp 

11.4b Air filter casing is held by two screws at top ... 

11.4d Casing is removed to give access to silencer 
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12 Oil pump: removal, examination and reasse":lbly 

•, 
1 The oil pump will not normally- require specific attention 
until a complete engine overhaul is necessary. If, however, it 
proves necessary to examine the pump for any reason, it can be 
removed from the crankcase after detaching the right-hand 
outer cover and the clutch. Removal of the pump is covered 
specifically in Section 1 0 of Chapter 1. The various pump 
components should be checked for wear or damage as follows. 
2. Examine each component for signs of scuffing and wear. 
Note .especially the condition of the rotors and pump body. If 
these are at all worn, the pump must be renewed. Replace the 
spindle and rotors, and measure· the clearance between the 
outer rotor and the pump body using feeler gauges. The.nominal 
clearance is 0.15 - 0.18 mm (0.006 - 0.007 in) for 250 
models, and 0.1 5 - 0.21 mm (0.006 - 0.008 in) for 500 

· models. Renew the pump if the ciE)arance is more than 0.25 
mm (0.01 0 in). Check the clea~ance between any two rotor 
peaks in a similar manner. The nominal clearance is 0.15 mm 
(0.006 in). Renew if worn to 0.20 mm (0.008 in). 
3 The side float of the rotors can be checked by laying a 
straightedge across the pump face, and measuring the gap 
between it and the rotors. This gap should normally between 
0.0'1 and 0.07 mm (0.0004 - 0.0028 in). If the measurement 
exceeds 0.12 mm (0.004 7 in) the rotors and/or pump body 
should be renewed. 
4 When reasse.mbling the pump, lubricate each component 
with clean engine oil, making sure that it is worked around the 

Fig. 2.~ Oil pump - XL250S (other models similar) 

6 

5 Cover 

rotors. The pump backplate is located by two dowels and is 
secured by a single screw. The pump body screws, when fitted, 

. also secure the backplate. 

13 Oil filter: location and general description 

The 'oil filtration arrangement in the XL and XR models is 
unusual by modern standards and relies on a single small gauze
filter.'This traps any particles which might otherwise be drawn 
up into the pump, causing damage to it and the moving parts of 
the engine and gearbox. lt must be appreciated that any debris 
which is smaller than the holes in the gauze can pass freely into 
the lubrication system, and whilst this will not normally cause 
problems, any delay in changing the engine oil can lead .to 
accelerated rates of engine wear. lt follows that oil changes 
must be performed prom'ptly at the specified intervals to 
prolong the life of the engine. · 
2 lt is advisable to remove and clean the gauze screen at 
regular intervals, and as it is necessary to drain the oil content 
of the engine unit to do so, it is convenient to clean the screen 
at each oil change. To gain .access to the filter screen it is 
necessary to remove the right~hand outer casing: The filter 
resides in a slot at the bottom of the casing and can be 
withdrawn using a pair of pointed-nose pliers. Clean the 
element by washing it thoroughly in clean petrol (gasoline), 
making sure that ail traces of contamination are removed. When 
clean and dry the element can be refitted and new engine oil 
added. 

1 

3 

1 Rotor housing 
2 Locating pin 
3 Outer rotor 
4 Inner rotor 

6 Drive pinion 
7 Screw 

11 .'5a· Remove rear mounting bolt (arrowed) and free bracket 

11.5c Silencer can be manoeuvred clear as· shown 

12.2b Measure clearance between rotor tips 

11.5b Single mounting screw (arrowed) passes down through 
·frame 

12.2a Measure clearance between pump body and rotor 

12.3 Use straight edge to check endfloat 



Fig. 2.10 Lubrication system layout 

12.4a Fit pinion and spindle through pump cover 12.4b Offer up pump cover to body and rotors 

12.4c Pump is secured by single screw ... 12.4d ... and located by hollow dowel 

7 

5 

1 · Front balancer shaft 
2 Camshaft 
3 Gearbox mainshaft 
4 · Crankshaft 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Filter screen 
Oil pump 
Layshaft selector forks 
Kickstart shaft 
Gearbox layshaft 

3 
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92 Chapter 2 Fuel system and lubrication 

14 Fault diagnosis: fuel system and lubrication 

Symptom 

Excessive fuel consumption 

Idling speed too high 

Engine dies after running for a 
short while 

General lack of performance 

Engine does not respond to throttle 

Engine runs hot ana is noisy 

Cause 

Air cleaner choked or restricted 
Fuel leaking from carburettor. Float 
sticking 
Float damaged or leaking 
Float level set too 'high 
Badly worn or distorted carburettor 
Jet needle setting too high 
Main jet too large or loose 
Carburettor flooding 

Throttle stop screw in too far 
Carburettor top loose 
Pilot screw incorrectly adjusted 
Throttle cable sticking 

Blocked air hole in filter cap 
Dirt qr water in carburettor 

Weak mixture; float needle stuck in 
seat 
Air leak at carburettor joint 

Throttle cable sticking 
Petrol octane rating too low 

Lubrication failure 

Remedy. 

Clean or renew. 
Check all unions and gaskets. Float needle 
seat needs cleaning. 
Check and renew. 
Check and adjust (see text). 
Replace. 
Adjust to figure given in Specifications. 
Fit correct jet or tighten if necessary. 
Check float valve and replace if worn. 

Adjust screw. Tighten top. 
Refer to relevant paragraph in this Chapter, 
Disconnect and lubricate or replace. 

Clean. 
Remove and. clean out. · 

Remove float -chamber or float and clean. 

Check joint to eliminate leakage, and fit 
0-ring . 

See above. 
Use higher grade (star rating) petrol. 

Stop engine immediately and 
cause. Do not restart until cause is found 
rectified. 

N?te: Incorrect ignition settings can give rise to symptoms similar to some of the above. Check the ignition system in conj 
w1th the fuel system to eliminate this possibility. (See Chapter 3 for details). 

Ignition system 
modifications and information relating to la'ter models, see Chapter 7 

description ...................................................................... 1 
system: fault diagnosis .................. :.................................... 2 

1 system: checking the wiring .............................................. 3 
1 system: checking the ignition and kill· switches........... 4 

coil: location and testing............................................. 5 
CDI unit: location a~d test~ng ................................................... 6 
Alternator source c01l: testmg ................................................... 7 

Ignition system 
Type ....................... : ..... _ ......... _. ............................................................ .. 

Sparking plug 
UK type: . 

Standard ....... : ................................................................ : ........... .. 
Cold climate (below 5°C, 41 °F) ....... ~ .................................. .. 
Continuous high-speed use .................................................... . 

US tYpe:· 
Standard ..................................................................................... . 
Cold climate (below 5°C, 41 ~F) .......................................... .. 

·Continuous high-speed use .............. : ........ ; ............................ . 
Gap ...................................................... , ...... : ...................................... :. 

timing 
Initial ................................................. _ ................................ : .................. .. 
Full advance ...... _ ..................................................................... : ........... .. 

. General description 

The models covered by this manual are equipped with a 
(capacitor discharge ignition) system. The system is pew
by a source coil built into the flywheel generator. Power 
this coil is fed directly to the COl unit mounted beneath 

e, where it passes through a diode which converts it to 
(de). The· charge is stored in a capacitor at this stage. 

spark is triggered by the pulsar assembly which is 
on the right-hand end of the crankshaft. As the 

.-m~"·--•''- rotor passes the pulse coil a small alternating current 
is induced. This enters the COl unit where it is 

a second diode. The heart of the COl unit is a 
known as a thyristor. it acts as an electronic switch, 

remains off until a small current is applied to its gate 
This causes the thyristor to become conductive; and it 

remain in this state until any stored charge has discharged 
the primary windings of the coil. . 
sudden discharge of low-tension energy thr,ough the 

Win'dings in turn induces a high tension charge in 
coil. lt is this which is applied to the centre · 

of the spark plug, where it jumps the air gap to earth 

Pulser assembly: testing............................................................. 8 
.Ignition timing: checking .................................. ,......................... 9 
Automatic timing unit (ATU): location, function and 
testing ............................................................................................. 10 
Sparking plug: checking and setting the gap........................ 11 
Fault diagnosis: ignition system ............................................... 12 

Capacitor discharge ignition (COl) 

NGK DR8ES-L (NO X24ESR-U) 
NGK DR7ES (NO X22ESR-U) 
.NGK DR9ES (NO X27ESR-U) 

NGK 08EA .(NO X24ES-U) 
NGK D7EA (NO X22ES-U) 
NGK 09EA (NO X27ES-U) 
0.6 0.7 mm (0.024 0.028 in) 

250 models 500 models 
12° BTDC ® 1200 ± 100 rpm 10° BTDC®2500±250rpm 
37 ± 2° BTDC ® 3300 rpm 36° BTDC ® 3500 rpm 

(ground), igniting the fuel/air mixture . 
As engine speed rises, it becomes necessary for the timing 

of the ignition spark to be advanced in relation to the crankshaft 
to allow sufficient time for the combustion of the air/fuel 
mixture to take place at the optimum position. This function is 
catered for by a conventional centrifugal automatic timing unit 
incorporated in the pulser rotor assembly. 

2 CDI syst~m: fault diagnosis 

1 As no means of adjustment is avai,lable, any failure of the 
system can be traced to .the failure of a system component or 
a simple wiring fault. Of the two possibilities, the latter is by far 
the most likely. In the event of failure, cheeR the system in a 
logical fashion, as described below. · 
2· Remov.e the sparking plug, giving ._it a quick visual check, 
noting any obvious signs of flooding or oiling. Fit the plug into 
the plug cap and rest it on the cylinder head so that the met? I 
body of the plug is in good contact with the cylinder head metal. 
The electrode end of the plug· should be positioned so that 
sparking can be checked as the engine is spun over using the 
kickstart. 

. I 



94 Chapter 3 Ignition system 

3 Important note: The energy levels in electronic systems 
can be very high. On no account should the ignition be switched 
on whilst the plug or plug cap is being held. Shocks from the HT 
circuit can be most unpleasant. Secondly, it is vital that the plug 
is in position and soundly earthed when the system is checked 
for sparking. The CDI unit can be seriously damaged if the HT 
circuit becomes isolated. 
4 Having observed the above precautions, turn the ignition· 
and engine kill switches to 'On' and kick the engine over. If the 
system is in good condition a regular, fat blue spark should be 
evident at the plug electrodes. If the spark appears thin or 
yellowish, or is non-exist~nt, fu.rther investigation will be 
necessary. Before proceeding further, turn the ignition off and 
remove the key as a safety measure. 
5 Ignition faults can be divided into two categories, namely 
those where the ignition system has failed completely, and 
those which are due to a partial failure. The likely faults are 
listed below, starting with the most probable sources of failure. 
Work through the list systematically, referring to the subse
quent sections for full details of the necessary checks and tests. 

Total or partial ignition system failure 
1 Loose, corroded or damaged wiring connections, broken or 
shorted wiring between· any of the component parts of the 
ignition system. 
2 Faulty main switch or engine kill switch. 
3 Faulty ignition coil. 
4 Faulty CDI unit. 
5 Faulty alternator. 
6 Faulty pulser assembly. 

3 COl system: checking the wiring 

The wiring should be checked visually, noting any signs of 
corrosion around the various terminals and connectors. If the 
fault has developed in wet conditions it follows that water may 
have entered any of the connectors or switches, causing a short 
circuit. A temporary cure can be effected by spraying the 
relevant area with one of the proprietary de-watering aerosols, 
such as WD40 or similar. A more permanent solution is to 
dismantle the switch or connector and coat the exposed parts 
with silicone grease to prevent the ingress of water. The 
exposed backs of connectors can be sealed off using a silicone 
rubber sealant. .· 
2 Light corrosion can normally be cured by scraping or 
sanding the affected area, though in serious cases it may prove 
necessary to renew the switch or connector affected. Check the 
wiring for chafing or breakage, particularly where it passes close 
to part of the frame or its fittings. As a temporary measure, 

Fig. 3.1 Capacitor 
discharge ignition 
unit circuit 

A.C. GENERATOR 

0 

PULSER GENERATOR 

damaged insulation can be repaired with PVC tape, but the 
concerned should be renewed at the earliest opportunity. 
3 Using the wiring diagrams at the end of the manual, 
each wire for breakage or short circuits using a multi meter~'" -,c, .. I!S'< 

on the resistance scale or a dry battery and bulb wired as shown 
in the accompanying illustration. In each case, there should be 
continuity betweeri the ends of each wire. 

4 COl system: checking the ignition and kill switches 

The ignition, or main, switch is fitted to the XL vel-slcmsc·.:•t •.. 
only. lt has four. terminals which can be identified as 
The red lead carries power from the battery to the switch 
it is connected to the black lead when the switch is turned 
This is the feed to the horn and lighting systems and can 
ignored as far as ignition problems are concerned . .The 
remaining terminals are the earth, or negative (-) side of 
circuit and· this terminal is connected to the green lead. 
remaining black/white lead runs from the switch, through 
multi-pin connector to the CDI unit. When the ignition switch 
in the 'Off' position, the black/white lead is connected to 
green lead and thus to earth. 
2 The purpose of the test is to ensure that the 
lead and the green lead are connected when the switch 
and isolated when the switch is 'On'. This can be checked 
a multimeter or the battery/bulb arrangement described 
If the test indicates that the black/white lead is 
irrespective of the switch position,· check that the engine 
switch is set at the 'Run' position. If this fails to affect the rAstJtr. v. 

trace and disconnect the ignition (black/white) and earth 
leads from the ignition switch. Repeat the test with the 
isolated. If no change is· apparent, the switch should 
considered faulty and renewed. 
3 If the ignition switch works normally when isolated, tha -'•·"•w•··· 
fault must lie in the black/white lead between the COl unit 
the ignition and kill switches or in the kill switch itself. On 
XL machines the ignition aild kill switches perform the 
function, each earthing the ignition circuit when set on the 
position, thus unless both are disconnected from earth, 
ignition circuit will not operate. 
4 The kill switch is fitted to both the XL and the XR 
and as mentioned above, serves to earth the ignition 
when switched off. There are two connections to the swltCI1.·•··~·~,-· 
namely t~e ignition (black/white) lead and th.e e~rth 
lead. Using the multimeter or battery/bulb arrangement, 
that the two terminals are connected when the switch is 
and disconnected when it- is turned 'On'. Before rnr•ncrnn.inn 

the ignition or kill switches, check that the fault has not ~~·---·· ···••" 
caused by contamination with water or dirty contacts. 
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Fig. 3.2 Battery and bulb resistance test 

5 Ignition coil: location and testing 

1 The ignition coil is a sealed unit, and will normally give long 
service without need for attention. lt is· mounted beneath the 
frame gusseting to the rear of the steering head ahd is covered 
in use by the fuel tank. lt follows that it will be necessary to 
remove the tank in cirder to gain access to the coil. 
2 If a weak spark and difficult starting causes the 
performance of the coil to be suspect, it should, in general, be 
tested by a Honda service agent or an auto-electrical expert. 
They will have the necessary appropriate test equipment. lt is, 
however, possible to perform a number of basic tests, using a 
IJlUitimeter with ohms and kilo ohms scales. The primary 
winding resistance should be checkedby·connecting one of the" 
meter probe leads to the Lucar terminal and the other earthed 
against the coil mounting lug. The secondary windings are 
checked by co:'necting the probe leads to the high tension lead, 

having removed the plug cap, and to the coil mounting lug. 

Primary winding resistance 0.2 --'- 0.8 ohms 
Secondary winding resistance / 8 - 15 k ohms 

3 Should any of these checks not produce the expected 
result, the coil should then be taken to a Honda se.rvice agent or 
auto-electrician for a more thorough check. If the coil is found 
to be faulty, it must be replaced; it is not possible to effect a 
satisfactory repair. 

6 COl unit: location and testing 

The COL unit takes the form of a sealed metal box mounted 
beneath the fuel tank. In the event of malfunction the unit may 
be tested in situ after the fuel tank has been removed and the 
wiring connectors traced and separated. Honda advise against 
the use of any test meter other than the Sanwa Eletric Tester 
(Honda part number 07308-0020000) or the Kowa Electric 
Tester (TH-5H), because they feel that the use of other devices 
may result in inaccurate readings. 
2 Most owners will find that they either do not possess a 
multi meter, in which case they will probably prefer to have the 
unit checked by a Honda Service Agent, or own a meter which 
is not of the specified make or model. In the latter case, a good 
indication of the unit's condition can be gleaned in spite of small 
inaccuracies in the readings. If necessary, the COl unit can be 
taken to a Honda Service Agent dr auto-electrical specialist for 
confirmation. ' · 
3 The unit's six output lead colours and functions are sho.wn 
in the accompanying diagram, and the readings to be expected 
from each pair of leads in the table below.· 

nltk u· n 

~ Black/Red Green 
I 

BlackiWhiti BlackiWhite Blue/Yellow 

Black/Red -- 00 0.5-10 00 00 

Green 0.5-10 ---- 2-50 00 00 

BlackJWhite1 00 00 ~ 00 00 

Blue/Yellow 2-'-50 0.5-10 2-50 --- 00 

Black/White2 
00 00 00 00 --

TO IGNITION/ENGINE KILLSWITCH <BLACK/WHITE 2) 

TO EARTH (GROUND) (GREEN). 

Fig. 3.3 COl unit wiring connections 

ro PULSER c BLUE/YELLow> 

-"<0------'---...,..J 

"'-------, 

TO EARTH (GROUND) <GREEN> J 
TO COIL (BLACK/WHITE 1)----.....J 

TO SOURCE COIL (BLACK/RED)-----' 
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6.3 Connectors; Pickup (A), COl Unit (B) 

7 Alternator source coil: testing 

If the. alternator source coil is suspected of malfunction, it 
can be checked by measuring its resistance. Trace. and discon
nect the Black/red lead at the CD I. unit connector. Set· the 
multimeter to the resistance (ohms) scale and connect one 
probe lead to the Black/red lead and the other to earth (ground). 
The meter should indicate a resistance of 200-500 ohms if the 
source coil is in good condition. An infinite resistance or zero 
resistance indicates an open or short circuit· respectively, and 
will require the ref1ewal of the source coil. 

8 .Pulser assembly: testing' 

The pulser assembly consists of a small coil unit, mounted 
on the inside of the right-hand outer casing, and a magnetic 
rotor or reluctor which is attached to the end of the crankshaft. 
As the crankshaft rotates, the rotor tip passes the coil pole 
inducing a small trigger current which is then fed to the thyristor 
gate in the COl unit. it will be appreciated that, in a four-stroke 
application, this system produces two sparks per complete 
engine cycle, one of which.occurs during the exhaust stroke and 

is thus wasted. This arrangement is intentional, having no .. tt,,~,.·,~·,;te: 
on the running of the engine, but making the triggering 
spark easier to contrive. Neither the stator or rotor parts 
unit are adjustable, making timing adjustment impossible 
thus regular timing checks unnecessary. 
2 In the event that the pulser assembly fails to pulse, it will 
seen that the CDI unit will not be triggered, and thus 
the plug electrodes will be noticeably lacking. Generally 
ing, the assembly is not likely to cause problems. it 
theoretically possible for the rotor to become demagnetised 
the point where sparking becomes unreliable, but in practice 
tiny current required to trigger the COl unit is 
produced. A short or open circuit in the pulser coil is more I 
and can be checked by measuring the coil resistance. 
3 Trace the pulser leads back to the connector beneath 
fuel tank. Separate the connector and measure the rR<:i.:t""''" 

• between the green and the blue/yellow wires. In good rnr1rlit·inn 

the pulser coil should show a resistance of 20-60 
reading of infinity or zero resistance will be indicative of an ODI~n.·;ii'l0 
or short circuit respectively, and will necessitate renewal of 
coil. Should renewal be required, take the rotor assembly 
ensure that the new coil unit has the same matching mark. 
unmatched pulser coil and rotor can cause poor 
performance. 

7.1 Multimeter can be used to check source coil resistance 
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9 Ignition timing: checking 

As a result of the adoption of electronic ignition, periodic 
checking of the ignition timing should not be necessary, and 
indeed, no provision is given for adjustment. Checking the 
timing is worthwhile, however, if a new pulser or reluctor is 
fitted, and it is also a useful means of checking the function of 
the mechanical ATU if its performance is suspect. 
2 The ignition timing can be checked only whilst the engine is 
running using a stroboscopic lamp and' thus a suitable lamp will 
be required. Furthermore some means of determining the 
engine speed is required, and because a tachometer is not fitted 
as standard, a test tachometer must be used. The ignition · 
timing is checked by reference to timing marks scribed on the 
periphery of the generator rotor and a fixed index mark on the 
generator cover. To gain access to the. marks remove the upper 
inspection cap from the cover. 
3 To check the ignition timing connect the strocoscope to the 
machine's·ignition system high-tension or low-tension circuit as 
directed by the lamp's manufacturer. Where necessary connect 
the test tachometer. Start the engine and aim the lamp at the 
generator rotor. If the ignition timing is correct the 'F' mark will 

8.1 b Magnetic poles trigger the ignition pulse (arrowed). 

align with the index mark at the engineispeed given:for the 
initial (retarded) timing in the table below .. Raise .the speed of 

. the engine until the full advance speed given is obtained. At this 
speed the index mark should align with the two parallel advance 
marks scribed on the generator rotor. The transition in. the 
timing from retarded to full advance should take place smoothly 
in proportion to the speed. If it can be seen that the movement 
is erratic or if full advance cannot be reached then there Is some 
indication that the advance mechanism is not functioning 
con'ectly. R11fer to the following Section for details of ATU 
inspection. 

Retarded index 
marks 

Advance index 
marks 

4)ADVANCE 
MARK. 

·Fig. 3,4 lgnitiqn timing marks 

1 0 Automatic timing unit (ATU): location.~ function and 
testing 

1 Despite the adoption of the CDI system in place of the 
earlier coil-and-contact breaker systems, Honda have elected to 
retain a mechanical centrifugal advance system in the form of 
an automatic timing unit. This device is necessary to cause the 
ignition spark to take place progressively earlier as· the engine 
speed increases, so that the fuel/air mixture is giyen time to· 
burn in a manner which will produce the maximum amount of 
useful work. 
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2 The automatic timing unit consists of a baseplate fitted with 
a central spindle, by which it is· retained to the crankshaft end 
through a taper and securing bolt, and two pivot pins arranged 
at the outer edge of the plate at 180° to each other. Two 
bobweights are fitted over the pivot pins and anchored by a pair 
of small tension springs. Tangs on the weights engage in the 
ignition pulser rotor (reluctor) which is mounted concentrically 
over the centre spindle. 
3 As the engine runs, the ATU is spun on the end of the 
crankshaft. This results in the weights being flung outwards by 
centrifugal force, and in doing SO, they cau'se the rotor to moVe 
in relation to the crankshaft. The weights are controlled by the 
light tension springs, and these pull the weights back as the 
engine slows down. 
4 To gain access to the ATU, it is necessary to remove the 
right-hand outer cover after draining the engine oil. The rotor 
and ATU unit is secured by a single nut. lt may prove necessary 
to lock the crankshaft whilst the nut is rem_oved. This can best 
be accomplished by selecting top gear and applying the rear 
brake. Remove the nut and slide the ATU off the crankshaft end. 
lt is not necessary to disturb the spring-loaded oil feed quill. 
5 Examine each component for wear, checking that none of 
the anchor and pivot pins have become loose in the backplate. 
lt may be possible to secure loose pins by re-riveting them, but 
often the whole assembly will require renewal. Similarly, only a 
small amount of wear can be tolerated before sloppy operation 
allows the ignition setting to wander. 
6 There is little point. in attempting to dismantle the unit since 
the component parts are not available separately. If a new unit 
is required it is essential that it matches the pickup or pulser coil 
and that the correct unit for any given model year is fitted. To 
this end, the engine and ,frame number should be .given in full. 
7 The action of the ATU during operation can be checked 
visually using a stroboscopic lamp as discussed in the pr~ceding 
Section. 

12 Fault diagnosis: ignition system 

Symptom Cause 

11 Sparking plug: checking and setting the gap 

A range of plug types are available for the XL and XR 
models, the type chosen depending on the. application and 
operating conditions. These are shown in the Specifications at 
the beginning of this Chapter. In general, the "'""Tr""''" 
African and General Market models have similar plug applica
tions to the US versions, whilst the UK, European and Canadian 
models can be grouped in a separate category. 
2 The correct electrode gap for all models is 0.6 - 0. 7 mm 
(0.024 - 0.028 in). The gap can be· assessed using feeler 
gauges. If necessary, alter the gap by moving the outer 
electrode, preferably using a proper electrode tool. Never bend 
the centre electrode, otherwise the porcelain insulator will 
crack, and may cause damage to the engine if particles break 
away whilst the engine is running. 
4 After some experience the sparking plug electrodes can be 
used as a reliable guide to engine opera_ting conditions. See 
accompanying photographs. 

. 5 lt is advisable to carry a new spare sparking plug on the 
machine, having first set the electrodes to the correct gap: , 
Whilst sparking plugs db not fail often, a new replacement is 
well worth having if a breakdown does occur. 
6 Never overtighten a sparking plug otherwise there is risk of 
stripping the threads from the cylinder head, especially as it is 
cast in light alloy. A stripp~d thread can be repaired without 
having to scrap the cylinder head by using a 'Helicoil' thread 
insert. This is a low-cost service, operated by a number of 
dealers. · l · . 
7 Before replacing a sparking plug into the cylinder head coat· .. ·· 
the threads sparingly with a graphited grease to aid future · 
removal. Use the correct size spanner when tightening ~he plug 
otherwise the spanner may slip and damage the ceramL 
insulator. The plug should be tightened sufficiently to seat firmly 
on the sealing washer, and no more_. 

Remedy 

Engine will not start Spark at plug weak or non-existent Fouled or faulty plug - renew 
Check ignition wiring and connections 
Plug cap, HT lead or coil faulty - renew 
COl unit or pulser faulty- renew 

Engine sta.rts but runs erratically 

As above, but engine tends to kick 
. back when started. Engine runs hot 

Intermittent or.weak spark 

Automatic timing unit jamme_d open 

Engine starts but runs sluggishly. Automatic timing unit jammed closed 
Tends to overheat 

Ignition system fails when used in rain Water shorting -ignition or engine kill 
switch 

Check system as described above 

Examine and clean or renew as required 

See above 

Use water displacing spray such as WD40 
Contect to locate· fault and effect +n<nn.c.r~·rv 

cure. Waterproof component at a later 

. Electrode gap adju-stment- bend the side electrode using the 
correct tool 

~sh deposits - Light brown deposits encrusted on the electrodes and 
Insulator, le~~in~ to misfire and hesitation. Caused by excessive 
amounts of oi11n the combustion chamber or poor quality fuel/oil 

Oil fouling : Wet oily deposits leading to misfire and weak spark. 
Caused by oll_!eakage past piston rings or valve guides (4-stroke engine), 
or excess lubncant (2-stroke_engine) 

Worn plug - Worn electrodes will cause poor starting in damp or cold 
weather and will also waste fuel · 

/. 
I' 
I 
! 
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Specifications 

XL250S XR250 XLSOOS 

Frame, 
Type ....................................................... Welded tubular steel with welded steel spine 

Front forks 
Type .......................... : ........................... . 
Travel ................................................... .. 

Oil capacity per leg ............................ . 
Oil grade (all models) ........................ . 
Fork spring free length: 

Main spring .................................. . 

·Service limit ................................ .. 

Secondary spring ..... : .................. . 

Service limit .............. : .................. . 

Rear suspension 
Type ...................................................... . 
Travel ................................................... .. 

Rear suspension units ...................... .. 
Spring free length ... : ................... : ...... . 

Service limit ....................................... .. 

Swinging arm bush clearance .......... . 

Service limit ....................................... .. 

Oil damped telescopic 
204 mm 224 mm 
(8.0 in) (8.8 in) 
185-195 cc 200-205 cc 
Automatic transmission fluid (ATF) 

510.9 mm 
(19.76 in) 
483.5 mm 
(19.04 in) 
N/A 

39.0 mm 
(1.54 in) 

562.4 mm 
(22.1 in) 
551.0 mm 
(21.7 in) 

Pivoted rear fork (swinging arm) 

204 mm 
(8.0 in)· 
185-195 cc 

481.9 mm 
(18.97 in) 
477.7 mm 
(18.81 in) 
69.8 mm· 
(2.75 in) 
68.0 mm 
(2.68 in) 

178 mm 198 mm 17.8 mm 
(7.0 in) (7.8 in) (7.0 in) 
Coil spring, 5-way adjustable preload, gas/oil damper units 
326.9 mm 345.8 mm 325.5 mm 
(12.87 in) (13.6 in) (12.8 in) 
320.5 mm 339.0 mm 321.8 mm 
(12.61 in) (13.3 in) (12.7 in) 
0.2-0.3 mm 0.2-0.3 mm 0.040-0.125 mm 
(0.008-0.012 in) (0.008-0,()12 in) (0.0016-0.0049 in) 
0.8 mm 0.8 mm 0.32 mm 
(0.032 in) (0.032 in) (0.013 in) 

XR500 

224 mm 
(8.8 in) 
200-205 cc 

562.4 mm 
(22.1 in) 
552.7 mm 
(21.8 in) 

198 mm 
(7.8 in) 

345.8 mm 
(13.6 in) 
332.0 mm 
(13.1 in) 
0.040-0.125 mm 
(0.0016-0.0049 
0.32 mm 
(0.013 in) 
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General description 

The Honda XL and XR models featured in this manual each 
employ a welded tubular steel frame built around a fabricated 
'sheet steel spine. No frame cradle is employed, the engine 
acting as a stressed member of the overall assembly. Front 
suspension is of the conventional oil-daml?ed telescopic fork 
variety, whilst rear suspension is provided by a pivoted rear fork 
controlled by _oil/gas-damped coil spring suspension units. 

Front forks: removal - general 

1 lt is unlikely that the forks will require removal from the 
frame unless.the fork seals are leaking or accident damage has 
been sustained. In the event that the latter has occurred, it 
should be noted thC~t the frame may also have become bent, and 
whilst this may not be obvious when checked visually, could 
prove to be potentially dangerous. . 
2 If attention to the fork legs only is required, it is unnecess
ary to detach the complete assembly, the legs being easily 
removed individually. 
3 If attention to the steering head assembly is required it is 
possible to remove the lower yoke with .the fork legs still in 

·place, if desired. lt should be noted, however, that this pro
cedure is hampered by the unwieldy nature of the assembly, 
and it is recommended that the fork legs be removed prior to 
dismantling the steering head and fork yokes. 
4 Before dismantling work can begin it will be necessary to· 
contrive some means of supporting the machine with the front 
wheel clear of the ground, as no centre stand is fitted. The best 
method is to use a stout wooden crate or similar placed beneath 
the engine skid plate. In the interests of safety and the 
continued integrity of the machine's paint finish use ropes or 
tie-down straps to support it in _an upright position. 
5 Release the speedometer drive cable by unscrewing the · 
screw which retains it in the brake plate. Slacken the brake 
cable adjuster and disconnect the cable at the lower end. 
Straighten and remove the split pin (where fitted) which passes 
through the castellated wheel spindle nut. Models fitted with a 
domed spindle nut do not have a split pin. Slacken the nut, then 
release the pinch bolt(s) which clamp the opposite end of the 
spindle. Support the wheel while the spindl€1 is displaced, then 
remo~e the wheel and place it to one side .. 
6 The front mudguard is bolted to the underside of the 
bottom fork yoke and need not be disturbed when removing the 
fork legs. If, however, the steering head assembly is to be 
dismantled, it will be necessary to release it ·by removing its 
retaining bolts. Take care that the rubber mounting washers are 
not lost during removal. 

Front forks: removing the fork legs from the yoke 

lt is not necessary to remove the complete headstock 
assembly if attention to the fork legs alone is required. The 
instructions in Section 2 of this Chapter should be followed, 
then proceed as described below. 
2 · Slacken the upper and lower pinch bolts which retain each 
fork leg. lt should now be possible to pull and twist the fork legs 
downward to disengage' them from the yokes. If necessary, a 
Wooden drift can be used to knock the legs downward and clear 
of the yokes. · 

Steering head assembly: dismantling 

XL models 
1 To gain access to the steering head components it will be 
necessary to remove the various ancillary parts attached to it. 
Start by removing the front wheel and fork legs as described in 
Sections 2· and 3. Remove the seat by releasing its two securing 

·bolts and, where appropriate, the retaining strap. Turn the fuel 

tap off and prise off the fuel feed pipe. Release the single tank 
fixing bolt and remove the fuel tank, placing it in a safe place 
away from any possible fire risk. · 
2 Remove the headlamp retaining screws and lift the as
sembly clear of the headlamp shell. Disconnect the various 
wiring connectors inside the shell and push them out through 
the ·holes at the rear. The shell can now be removed after 
unscrewing the reflectors or bolts which retain it to its brackets. 
3 Release the speedometer cable by unscrewing its retaining 
ring. Trace and disconnect the instrument panel wiring where 
this has not already taken· place. Three groups of Wires run from 
the instrument panel, carrying the ignition switch, warning lamp 
and illumination wiring. The panel can be removed separately 
by removing the tWo domed nuts which secure it to the bracket 
assembly. lt is preferable, however, to remove th~ panel and 
bracket as an assembly by removing the two bolts wt]ich retain 
the latter to the top yoke, 
4 The handlebar assembly should be removed, a proces~ 
which, in theory, demands the removal of the controls, cables 
and indicator lamps. In practice, much unnecesary work can be 
avoided by simply releasing the handlebar clamps and resting 
the assembly across the frame spine, clear of the top yoke. The 
two clamps are retained by a total of four bolts. 
5 Slacken and remove the iarge chromium-plate steering 
stem nut, using a box spanner or socket to prevent damage to 
the finish. The space between the handlebar mountings pre
cludes the use of adjustable spanners or an open-ended 
spanner, which would in any case tend to mar the chromium 
plating. 
6 The top yoke can now be removed by pulling it upwards, 
until it disengages from the steering stem. lt will probably be 
necessary to tap the yoke upwards to' free it, and this must be 
done with a soft-faced mallet to preclude damage to the yoke. 
Alternatively, a block of wood can be used to spread the impact 
of hammer blows. Note that great care must be taken when 
striking the yoke. The effects of a subsequent fracture due to 
indiscriminate hammering would be disastrous at the very least. 
7 The forks and lower yoke can be removed downwards as a 
single unit. Note that on all models, the steel balls froni the 
steering head lower bearing race will drop free as the assembly 
is withdrawn. Those with previous experience of these bearings 
may well know of their remarkable property of bouncing into the 
darkest recesses of the workshop, so unless new bearings are to 
be fitted as a matter of course, some clean rag should be 
arranged below the headstock to contain the balls as they drop 
free. If this precaution is not taken it is worthwhile knowing that 
the subsequent search should produce 18 elusive t in steel 
balls from the upper and lower races, a total of 36 in all. 
8 · To prevent loss, it is a good idea to tape a plastic bag 
around the lower yoke (not to tlie steering head lug) so that any 
errant balls are contained .. Should any mishap occur despite 
these precautions, a magnet would be most useful in locating 
lost balls. Using a C-spanner, slacken the slotted steering stem 
nut whilst supporting the lower. yoke. When the nut has been 
removed the assembly can be lowered clear of the steering 
head. The balls in the lower bearing race will drop free, but 
those in the upper race will probably remain in position. These 
and any others clinging to the underside of the steerin.g head 
should be collected and placed in a suitable container to await 
reassembly .. 

XR models 
9 The procedure for dismantling the XR versions is rather 
simpler than that described for the XL models, due to the 
relative simplicity of the various fittings. The headlamp and front · 
number plate are removed as a unit after releasing the two 
upper mounting bolts and the lower mounting bolt. Disconnect 
the headlamp .leads at the appropriate connectors located 
behind the unit. 
10 Slacken the speedometer cable knurled nut and disconnect 
the cable. Remove the speedometer retaining nuts and lift the 
instrument clear of the top yokes. The rest of the dismantling 
procedure is the same as that described for the XL models. 

l 
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5 Steering h~ad bearings: examination and renovation 

Before commencing ~eassembly of the forks, examine the 
steering .head races; The ball bearing tracks of the respective 
cup and cone ,bearings should· be polished and free from 
indentations, cracks or pittillg. lfsigns of wear are evident, the 
cups and cones must be renewed. In order for the straight line 
steering on any motorcyc;le to be consistently good, the steering 
head bearings must be. absolutely pe.rfect: Even the. smallest 
a~noimt .of vyear .on the ~ups a ':Id. cones may cause steering 
w~bble at liigh speeds and judder during heavy front wheel 
brf.!kirig. Tlie .·cups. and cones.are. an Interference fit on their 
respecthie seatings· and can be tf.!pped from position with a 
suitable drift. .. · · · · · • · · 
2 Ball bearings .are relatively cheap. If the originals ·are 
marked or. discoloured tliey must be renewed. To hold the steel 
balls in place du.ring reassembly of the fork yokes, pack the 
bearings with grease. The upper and lower races e.achcontain 
18 J in steel balls~ Although a smalt gap will'remain when the 
balls have been fitted, on no account must an extra ball· be 
inserted, as the g<!p is intended to prevent the balls· from 
skiddiiJg against; each other and wearing quickly: 

6 

· To check the top yoke for accident damage, push ihe fork 
stanchions through the bottom yoke and fit the top yoke. If it 
lines up; it can be assumed the yokes are not bent. Both must 
also be checked for cracks~ .If they are damaged or cracked, fit 
new replacements. · 

. 1 )he. front forks legs of an models are of essentially similar 
design, although there are detail differences in the component 
parts. The method of dismantling is the same for each type. The. 
fork top. bolt has an internal hexagon which is covered l:!y a 
plastic cap.Thetop l:!oltcan tie removed l.lsinga 14 mm Alien 
key, or failing .this l:!y using a pair of nuts locked together on a 
suital:!le bolt. The ·nuts are.fitted into the top colt recess and a 
conventional spanner used to slacken it. · · · 
2 ·Remove the top bolts and invert the fork legs over a 
suital:!le container, propping them until the. oil co'ntent has 
drained, The spring(s) and spacers can now .be removed from 
each leg> The XL model~ employ two fork springs in each leg, 

3.2b .. ~and upper yoke pinch colts. Withdraw forkleg 

the longer of the two. uppermost. A spacer is fitted between 
springs; and in the case of the XL500S, a second spacer 
l:!etween the top bolt and the upper spring: The XR lie 
have single springs with a spacer fitted at the top. 
3 To separate the fork stanchion and lower leg (fork tul:!e 
slider) it will tie necessary to. slacken and remove the All 
which passes up through the case of the· latter and into 
damper piston. This is normally a straightfprward operation, 
occasionally the· dam!J.er piston will turn in the. lower leg 
removal difficult. If this situation arises, the 
·recommends that the fork spring(s) and top colt are +a,,.,n.n•··~· 
refitted to apply pressure to the damper piston. If 
fails, ol:!tain a length of one inch diameter wooden 
form a taper oh one end. Introduce the tapered 
through the stanchion so that it contacts the recessed 
the damper piston. An assistant should ~pply pressure 
d~mper head whilst the colt is slackened. Note 
operation will be greatly facilitated if the lower leg is. cl 
in a vic.e, fitted with soft jaws or rag to protect the 
4. When the damper colt has.l:!een released, pull . 
seal around thE! top of the lower leg and then pull 
free. The damper seat can be tipped out of the lower 
damper piston and rel:!ound spring displaced from the 
in a similar manner .. 



7 .4b ... and withdraw stanchion assembly 7 .4c Damper can be shaken out of stanchion 

i 

Fig. 4.1 Front forks - XL model_s 

1 Lower leg 
2 Stanchion 
3 Spring 
4 Spring 
5 Damper piston 
6 Damper piston ring 
7 Rebound ring 
8 Spacer 
9 0-ring 
10 Tap bolt 
11 Plastic cap 
12 Alien bolt 
13 Sealing washer - 2 off 
14 Drain bolt 
15 Oil seal 
16 C-ring 
17 Dust seal 
18 Damper seat 
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Fig. 4.2 Front forks - XR models 

1 Lower leg 
2 Stanchion 
3 Damper pin 
4 Spring 
5 Damper seat 
6 Rebound spring 
7 0-ring 
8 Top bolt· 
9 Plastic cap 
10 Clamp 
11 Screw 
12 Gaiter 

· 13 Dust seal 
14 C-ring 
15 Oil seal 

· 16 Backup ring 
17 Alien bolt 
18 Sealing washer 
19 Stud- 4 off 
20 Drain bolt 
21 · Sealing washer 
22 Spindle clamp 
23 Nut- 4 off 
24 Damper piston ring 

Front forks: examination and renovation 

The parts most likely to wear over an extended period of 
service are the internal surfaces of the lower leg and the outer 
surfaces of the fork stanchion or tube. If there is excessive play 
between these two parts they must be replaced as a complete 
unit. Check the fork tube for scoring over the length which 
enters the oil seal. Bad scoring here will damage the oil seal and 

to fluid leakage. 
lt is advisable to rehew the oil seals when the forks are 

dismantled even if they appear to be in good condition. This will 
save a strip-down of the forks at a later date if oil leakage 

The oil seal in the top of each lower leg is retained by 
all internal C-ring which can be prised .out of position with a 
small screwdriver. With the exception of the XL250S model the 

I is supported by a backing ring. 
Check that the dust excluder rubbers are not split or worn 

they bear on the fork tube. A worn excluder will allow the 
of dust and water which will damag·e the oil seal and 

"v"n•···-"· wear of the· fork tube. The · XR models are 

2 

., 

22 

equipped as standard with full length fork gaiters. These 
substantially reduce the likelihood of damage due to abrasive 
dust becoming trapped against the stanchion and scoring it. it 
follows that the gaiters should be intact and must be refitted· 
correctly during r~assembly. Owners of the XL models might 
consider, the fitting of full gaiters for the above reasons, 
especially where the machine is used predominantly for off-road . 
purposes. 
4 lt is not generally possible to straighten forks which have 
been badly damaged in an accident, particularly when the 
cqrrect jigs are not available. lt is always best to err on the side 
of safety and fit new ones, . especially since there is no easy 
means to detect whether the forks have been over stressed or 
metal fatigued. Fork stanchions (tubes) can be checked, after 
removal from the lower legs, by rolling them on a dead flat 
surface~ Any misalignment will be immediately obvious. 
5 The fork springs will take a permanent set after consider
able usage and will need renewal if the fork action beco~es 
spongy. The length of the fork springs should be ·checked 
against the figures given in the· Specifications Section. Note . 
that in the case of XL moqels, two compression_ springs are 
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employed to give var)ting spring characteristics. A further S!llall 
spring is employed to cushion rebound. This arrangement 
provides adequate suspension for road work arid for off-road 
use, whilst the single spring XR type is designed purely for off
road applications. 
6 The damping action of the forks is governed by the viscosity 
of the oil in t~e fork legs, and the recommended types and 
capacities are given -in the Specifications at the beginning of 
this Chapter. Note that when the fork is being topped up or the 
damping oil changed, slightly less oil will be needed. Jt is 
recommen-ded that a piece of wire is used as a dipstick in these 
cases, and the oil level measured from the top of the fork 
stanchion. Given that the initial oil capacity is correct it will be 
possible to translate this to a known oil level, and subsequent 
refills and experiments in oil lever changes can be made on this 
basis. 
7 lt is possible to increase or reduce the damping effect by 
using a different oil grade, and XR owners in particular may 
wish to experiment a· little to find a grade which suits their 
particular application. lt is advisable to consult a Honda Service 
Agent who will be able to suggest which oils may be used. 

8.1 b Check condition of damper assembly 

Oil seal 

Fig. 4.3 Method of front fork oil seal removal 

clear oil hole 

8.2 Prise out the spring retainer to free oil seal 

9 Steering head assembly: reassembly, 

The steering head assembly should be rebuilt, using 
bearings and races as required, in the reverse order 
dismantling sequence described in Section 4. The 
should be liberally coated with grease. This will 
necessary lubrication and will make it possible to stick the 1 
in steel balls in position on each race. 
2 Carefully position the lower yoke and steering stem, 
the upper cone over the protruding steering stem and 
the assembly by fitting the slotted adjuster nut tin.n<>r·-tit1ht. 

essential that a proper C-spanner is used to tighten the 
because this adjustment must be precise. 
3 Honda recommend-that the nut is tightened until 
resistance is felt, and then backed off by t turn. The 
this is to set the nut so- that no discernible free play is 
but this must not be at the expense of applying a preload 
bearings. Should this occur, rapid wear, insensitive steering 
possibly cracked races or balls could result. 
4 Place the top yoke over the steering stem and 
steering stem top nut. Do not tighten it at this stage, 
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must be some room for alignment of the yokes when the 
legs are refitted. Once these are in place, and the yokes in 
secure the. top nut and complete the installation of the 

components. 

5~ 
4~ 
3~ 
2 . 

Steering stem 5 Lower ball.race 
Washer 6 Slotted nut 
Dust seal 7 Upper bearing cone 
Lower bearing cone 8 Upper ball race 

Fig. 4.4 Steering head assembly - XL models 

Front fork legs: reassembly 

All of the fork leg components should be completely clean 
and free from dust or oil prior to reassembly. Remember that 

forks are in constant motion in use, and ·any. abrasive 
particles will quickly wear away the surface. against which they 
are trapped. If new seals are required they should be fitted at 
this stage, noting the backing ring which is fitted first (all 
models except XL250S). A large diameter socket can be used to 
drive the new seal into position. Lubricate the seal lip with 
grease. 

Fit the damper assembly and rebound spring into the 
and drop the damper seat into t~e lower leg. Feed the 
into the lower leg, taking care not to damage the seal. 

that the damper bolt threads are clean and dry; then coat 
with Locktite. Fit the ·damper bolt and tighten to the 

aorJro11ri:<t<> torque setting. 

Fork damper bolt torque setting 
XL250S 0.8 - 1.2 kgf m (6 9 lbf ft) 
Ajl other models 1.5 - 2.5 kgf m (11 - 18 lbf ft) 

Check that the wire retaining clip which secures the oil seal 
in place, then fit the dust seal to the top of each l9wer leg. Fit · 

fork spring(s) and· spacer(s). Fill each fork leg with the 
au'""'nn:n<> amount 'and grade of damping oil. 

oil capacity 
Model 
XL250S and XL500S 

XR250 and XR500 

Quantity 
_185 195 cc 
6.51 - 6.86 Imp fl oz 
6.25 6.59 us fl oz 
200-205 cc 
7.04 - 7.22/mp fl oz 
6.76 - 6.93 us fl oz 

4 On the XR models fit and locate the fork gaiter, placing the 
retaining clip loosely around the collar at the top. Fit the fork top 
bolts, tightening them to 1.5 3.0 kgf m ( 11 - 22 lbf ft). The 
stanchion may be clamped in a vice with soft jaws during the 
tightening operation, or better still, slid into the lower yoke. If 
the lower yoke pinch bolts are tightened temporarily this will· 
servE! to hold the stanchion whilst the top bolts are secured. 
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Fig. 4.5 Forks spring assembly -XL models. 

1 . Main fork spring ·3 Seconda,Y spring 
2 Spacer 4 Damper_rpd 

11 Front forks: replacement 

1 Replace the front forks by following in reverse the dismant
ling procedures described in Sec;tion 3_ of this Chapter. Before 
fully tightening the front wheel spindle clamps and the fork yoke 
pinch bolts, bounce the forks several times to ensure they work 
freely and are clamped in their original settings. Complete t~e 
final tightening from the w.heel spindle clamp upwards. 
2 Do not forget to ·add the recommended quantity of fork 
damping oil to each leg before the bolts in the top of each fork 
leg are replaced. Check that the drain plugs have been re
inserted and tightened before the oil is added. 
3 If the fork stanchions prove difficult to re-locate through the 
fork yokes, make sure their outer surfaces are clean and 
polished so that they will slide more easily. Jt is often advan
tageous to use a screwdriver blade to open up the clamps _as the 
stanchions are pushed upward into position. 
4 As the fork legs are fed through the yokes they will correct 
any slight misalignment between them should the steering head 
have been dismantled. Where appropriate, tighten the steering 
stem top nut and complete the fitting of the various ancillary 
components. On XR models slide the upper end of the fork 
gaiter into position and secure it with its retaining clip. 
5 Before the machine is used on the road, check the 
adjustment of tile st'eering head bearings. If they are too slack, 
judder will occur. There should be no detectable play in the 
head races when the handlebars are pulled and pushed, with 
the front brake applied hard. · . 
6 Overtight head races are equally undesirable. Jt is possible 
to unwittingly apply a loading of several tons on the head 
bearings by overtightening, even though the handlebars appear 
to turn quite freely. Overtight bearings will cause the machine to 
roll at low speeds and give generally imprecise handling with a 
tendency to weave. .Adjustment is correct if there is no 
perceptible play in the bearings ·and the handlebars will SI(Ving to 
full lock in either direction, when the machine is supported with 
the front wheel clear of the ground. Only a· slight tap should 
'cause the handlebars to swing. 



1 0.2a Damper seat locates as shown. 

.1 0.3 Top up fork legs with recommende~ quantity of oil 

11.1 b Tighten top bolt using nut and socket 11.1 c Top bolt should be flush with top yoke 
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Frame: examination and renovation 

The fram·e is unlikely to require attention unless· accident 
has occurred. In some cases, replacement of the frame 

satisfactory course of action if it is badly. out of 
Only a few frame repair specialists have the jigs and 

necessary for resetting the frame to the required 
of accuracy and even then there is no easy means of 

to what extent tl:te fra.me may have been over-

the machine has c_overed a considerable mileage, it is 
to examine the frame closely for signs of cracking or 

at the welded joints. Rust can also cause weakness at 
Minor damage can be repaired by welding or 

ing on the extent and nature of the damage. 
oo,m<>mt>Ar that a frame which is out of alignment will 

handling problems and may even promote 'speed web
If misalignment is suspected, as the result of an accident, 
be necessary to strip the machine completely so that the 
can be checked and, if necessary, renewed. 

Rear suspension unit: removal and examination 

The moaels.featured in this manual are equipped with coil 
suspension units using oil/gas-filled damper assemblies. 

rised gas provides a supplementary and progressive 
medium, in addition to the external coil· springs. The 
mounted at a steep angle to provide maximum rear 

travel. 
it is best to remove and attend to one unit at a time, as this 
alllow the machine ~o be supported by the remaining unit. 

lllto,rno,ttv••lv. place the machine on a wooden crate or some 
support so that the rear wheel is raised clear of the 

15 

~ 14 

~ 
1 Gas-filled damper 
2 Spring 
3 Upper spring seat 
4 Collar 
5 Spring clip 
6 Bump stop 
7 Lower spring seat 
8 Spacer piece 
9 Bolt 
10 Lower mounting .fug 
11 Bush· 
12 Spacer 
13 Rubber bush 
14 Special washer 
15 Bolt 

Fig. 4.6 Rear suspension unit - XR models 

ground and the weight taken from the suspension units. 
3 The units are retained by a single mounting bolt at each 
end, the upper bolt also retaining the seat strap on the XL 
models. With the bolts removed, the units can be pulled clear of 
the frame. 
4 The units can be dismantled after the spring has been 
compressed sufficiently for the lower seat to be disengaged and 
displaced, a slot providing clearance to enable it to be slid 
around the damper rod. Ideally, this should be done by 
compressing the unit with the appropriate spring compressor. it 
was found in practice that one person could compress the · 
spring adequately by hand, whilst an assistant removed the 
lower spring seat. If the latter method is chosen, great care 
must be taken to avoid injury or damage as a result of the 
assembly slipping under tension. , 
5 Measure the free length of• the spring, and renew it if it 
below the service limit specified. The damper unit is sealed and 
cannot be dismantled. Its operation can be checked to some 
extent by compressing it and then releasing it. The unit should 
show significant damping effect on rebound (extensio,n) but 
much less unde~ compression. Any signs of leakage will 
necessita1e renewal of the damper unjts as a pair. 
6 If the suspension units appear to be in need of renewal,_ 
thought should be given to fitting an improved proprietary 
replacement pair. These may prove to be more expensive, but 
usu·ally provide better control and durability. Most competi~ion 
accessory shops will be able to advise and recommend the best 
make and type to use for any given application. 
7 Reassembly of the units is a straightforward reversal of the 
dismantling sequence. When fitting the spring adjuster, fiet it at 
its softest position to ease spring compression. When the units 
have been refitted set the spring adjusters at the required 
setting, ensuring that the position of each adjuster matches the 
other. 

.··~ 
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Fig. 4.7 Rear S!JSpension unit XL models 

1 Gas-filled damper 
2. Spring guide 
3 Bump stop 
4 Spring 
5 Spring adjuster 
6 Lower spring seat 
7 Nut 
B. Lower mounting lug 
9 Rubber bush - 2 off 
10 Spacer · 

13.4a Compress spring and displace slotted spring seat 

5 

3 

13.4b The rear suspension unit components 
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The swinging arm fork pivots on a pair of headed bushes 
are pressed into the fork crossmember. The internal 

surfaces of the bushes bear upon a hard steel sleeve, which in · 
turn is secured by a long pivot bolt between the frame bosses. 

Wear will inevitably take place in the bushes after a period 
time. although regular greasing, using the grease nipple 

will greatly extend their life. If greasing gets put off 
:~o~,,finitelv,. as often happens, the bearing surfaces will dry up 
allowing rapid wear to take place. . 
3 One of the first symptoms of wear is a sensation of 

.vaauEtn.,=•~ in the machine's handling. Curiously, it is often the 
forks which are blamed initi(!lly, as the problem seems to 

of imprecise steering. Pronounced wear will allow the 
arm and rear wheel to jump from one side of the 

extent of play to the other. Such a machine .is very far from 
roadworthy, and should not be used until an overhaul has taken 

place. 
4 An indication of wear can be found by placing the machine 
vertically, blocking it securely in a suitable position so that the 
rear wheel is clear of the ground. The fork can be pushed and 
pulled to the side and any slight wear in the bushes will be 

· nrnnruti1~nally exaggerated at the fork ends. Any discernible play 
nts renewal of the worn parts. 

Commence by securing the machine so that it is in no 
of toppling over. · 

6 Remove the rear wheel as described in Chapter 5, Section 
6. Detach· the upper chainguard by removing the single front 
bolt and the two bolts at the rear. The lower guard can ·be 

if required, to prevent damage. 
7 Remove the lower mounting bolt from each of the rear 
suspension units, which can then be pivoted upwards to clear 
the swinging arm. Slacken and remove the pivot shaft nut. 
Support the swinging arm and withdraw the spindle. As the 
swinging arm is drawn away from the frame the end caps will 

ly drop away, and they should be retrieved and placed to 
side. · 
Displace the hardened steel sleeve, and wash ~he swinging 

arm bore, bushf!S and sleeve in clean petrol (gpsoline) or 

4 

Fig. 4.8 Swinging arm 

degreasing solution. Check the internal bore. of the bushes for 
wear or scoring, and likewise the steel sleeve for wear and 
corrosion. Dimensions are given for the various rubbing surfaces 
in the Specifications ·Section, and if desired, these parts can be 
measured. In practice, the steel sleeve can be· examined 
visually, renewal being necessary if obvious wear or damage 
has taken place. The bushes should be renewed as a matter of. 
course if any trace of movement has been detected. Note that 
the bushes will certainly be damaged during removal, and 
therefore cannot be reused ohce they have been driven out of 
the swinging arm. · 
9 The bushes can be removed by passing a long drift or bar 
through the swinging arm bore, and driving out the bush on the 
opposite side. Take care to support the swinging ann to avoid 
any risk of damage. When fitting new bushes, place a flat plate 
across the head of the bush to spread the impact evenly, and 
ensure that the bush enters the bore squarely. 
10 Reassemble the swinging arm by reversing the dismantling 
sequence. The steel sleeve should be coated with high melting 
point grease. Do not omit to refit the end caps to the swinging 
arm before installing it in the frame. The end caps can be held 
in position with grease, or by passing a screwdriver into the 
bore through the frame lug. Tighten the swinging arm· pivot 
shaft nut to the appropriate torque setting. 

Swinging arm pivot torque setting 
XL250S and XR250 5.5 - 7.0 kgf m (40 51 lbf ft} 
XL500S and XR500 7.0- 10.0 kgf m (51 -72 lbfft} 

15 Prop stand: examination 

The prop stand, or side stand, consists of a steel leg 
attached to the left-hand side of the frame by means of a pivot 
bolt which passes through a frame lug. An extension spring 
holds the stand in a horizontal, retracted, position when not in 
use. Although it is a simple assembly, care should be taken to 
ensure that it is in good condition, as it provides the machine's 
sole means of support in the absence of the rider .. 
2 Check that the pivot bolt is secured and that the extension 
spring is in good condition and not overstretched. An accident 
is almost certain if the stand extends whilst the machine is on 
the move. 

1 Swinging arm fork 
2 End cap - 2 off 
3 Grease nipple 
4 Sleeve 
5 Chain guide block 
6 Bush- 2 off 



14.6 Remove chainguard to facilitate dismantling 14.7a Release lower suspension unit bolts 

14. 7b Remove swinging arm pivot bolt ... 

14.8a Release end caps from ends of cross tube 14.8b Displace the hardened steel inner sleeve 
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14.8c The pivot bushes can be drifted out if worn 

Fig. 4.9 Side stand pad wear limit 

6 Footrests: examination and renovation 

The front footrests are bolted to lugs welded to the frame 
engine tubes. The footrests pivot upwards on their 

mnnntinn brackets and are spring loaded to keep them in their 
position. If an obstacle is struck they will fold 

reducing the risk of damage to the rider's foot or to 
main frame. 
If the footrests are damaged in an accident, it is possible to 

ntle the assembly into-its component parts. Detach each 
from the frame lugs and separate the folding foot piece 
bracket on which it pivots by withdrawing the split pin 

out the pivot shaft. lt is preferable to renew the 
parts, but if necessary, they can be bent straight by 
them in a vice and heating to a dull red with a blow 

whilst the appropriate pressure is applied. Do not attempt 
straighten the footrests while they are attached to the frame. 

Rear brake pedal: examination and renovation 

The rear brake pivots on a special bolt which screws into 
right-hand footrest' plate. If it proves necessary to remove 
pedal it will b.e first be necessary to slacken off the rear 

adjuster so that the cable can be detached, and to release 
the single bolt which secures the footrest assembly. As the 
latter is removed. disconnect the new brake switch operating 

pedal can be removed from the footrest· bracket by 
ng_ its pivot bolt. This passes into the inner face of the 

14.10 Do not omit chain guide block during reassembly 

bracket and .also supports the pedal return spring, which should 
be disengaged. If removed, the pivot bolt should always be 
released so that the pedal can be im;pected and lubricated. 
Clean out any old grease, then re-grease the pedal bore. When 
reassembling the pedal, nqte the dust seal and cover which is 
fitted on each side of the pedal bore. 
3 Installation is a reversal of the removal sequence, remem
bering to refit the brake switch spring as the assembly i.s offered 
up. The appropriate torque settings are given below, where 
these are available. 

Rear brake pivot bolt- torque setting 
XL250S Not available 
XR250 Not available 
XL500S 5.5 - 8.0 kgf m (40 - 58 lbf ft) 
XR500 5.5 - 7.0 kgf m (40 - 58 lbf ft) 

Footrest mounting bolt - torque s.etting 
XL250S Not available 
XR250 Not available 
XL500S 7.0- 10.0 kgf m (51- 72 lbfft) 
XR500 7.0- 10.0 kgf m (51- 72 lbf ft) 

18 Speedometer head: removal and examination 

The speedometer is a self-contained unit on· XR models, 
whilst on the XL versions it forms part of the instrument panel 
assembly. The removal sequence for each type is described in 
Section 4, paragraphs 3 and 9. · · 
2 Apart from defects in either. the drive or drive cables, a 
speedometer which malfunctions is· difficult to repair. Fit a 
replacement or alternatively entrust the repair to a competent 
instrument repair specialist. 
3 Remember that a speedometer in correct working order is 
a statutory requirement in the UK. Apart from this legal 
necessity, reference to the odometer readings. is the most 
satisfactory means of keeping pace with the main~enance 

schedules. 

19 Speedometer drive cable: examination and mainten
ance 

1 If the operation of the speedometer becomes jerky or 
sluggish, the drive cable should be the first area checked for 
wear or damage. Check that the cable has not become trapped 
or kinked internally. This is best done by removing the· cable 
completely and then. turning the inner cable. ·If a tight spot is 
found, it is probably the cause of erratic operation of the 
instrument. 
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2 If the speed~meter stops working suspect. a brok~Eln drive 
cable unless the odometer readings continue. Inspection will 
show whether the inner cable has broken, in which case 
renewal of the complete cable will be necessary. The inner 
cable cannot be obtained separately. 

20 Speedometer drive: location and exam!nation 

1 The ·speedometer cable is driven by a worm mechanism 
incorporated in the front of the' brake plate. The assembly is of 
robust construction and requires no regular maintenance. Apart 
·from obvious breakages, which will require renewal of the parts 
concerned it will suffice to grease the drive mechanism when~ 
ever attention is given to the front wheel bearings. 

21 Cleaning the machine 

1 After removing all surface dirt with a rag or sponge which 
is washed frequently in clean water, the machine should be 
allowed to dry thoroughly. Application· of car polish or wax to 

22 Fault diagnosis: frame and forks 

Symptom 

Machine veers either to the left or the 
right with hands off handleba~s 

3 

Cause 

Bent frame 
Twisted forks 
Wheels out of alignment 

the cycle parts will give a good finish, particularly ifthe 
received this ·attention at regular intervals. 
2 The plated parts should require only a wipe with a 
rag, but if they are badly corroded, as -may occur 
winter when the roads are salted, it is permissible to use 
the proprietary chrome cleaners. These often ha~e an oily 
which will help to prevent corrosion from recurnng. 
3 If the engine parts are particularly oily, use a 
compound such as Gunk or Jizer. Apply the compound 
the parts are dry and work .it in with a brush so that it 
opportunity to penetmte and soak into the film of oil and 
Finish off by washing down liberally, taking care that water 
not enter the carburettor, air cleaner 'or the electrics. 
4 If possible, the machine should be wiped down 
after it has been used in the wet, so that it is not 
damp conditions which will promote rusting. Make sure 
chain is wiped and re-oiled, to prevent water from 
rollers and causing harshness with an accompanying 
wear. Remember there is less chance of water entering 
control cables and causing stiffness if they are 
regularly as described in the Routine Maintenance 

6 

Fig. 4.10 Rear brake pedal ass;emiDiy 

Remedy 

1 Brake pedal 
2 Brake cable 
3 Right-hand footrest 
4 Bolt 
5 Pivot bolt 
6 Return spring 
7 Switch operating spring 
8 Dust seal- 2 off · 
9 Cover - 2 off 

Check and renew. 
Check and renew. 
Check and re-align. 

Machine rolls at low speed Overtight steering head bearings Slacken until adjustment is correct. 

Tighten until adjustment is correct. 
Dismantle forks and renew worn parts. 

Machine judders when front brake is 
applied 

Machine pitches on uneven surfaces 

Fork action stiff 

Machine wanders. Steering imprecise. 
Rear wheel tends to hop 

Slack steering head bearings 
Worn fork legs · 

Ineffective fork dampers 
Ineffective rear suspension units 

Suspension too soft 

Fork legs out of alignment (twisted 
in yokes) 

Worn swinging ·arm pivot 

Check oil content. 
Check whether units still have damping 
action. 
Raise suspension unit adjustment one 

Slacken yoke clamps, and fork top 
Pump for several times then rotinhten 
bottom upwards. 

Dismantle and renew bushes and pivot 

Wheels, brakes and tyres 
modifications and information relating to later models, see Chapter 7 

description ........................................ .'............................. 1 
wheel: examination and ren~:wation .................. :........... 2 
wheel: removal and refitting.:......................................... 3 
drum brake: removal, examination and renovation... 4 
wheel bearings: examination and replacement.......... 5 

·Rear wheel: examination, removal and replacement........... 6 
Rear brake: examination and renovation................................ 7 
· drive assembly: examination· and renovation.............. 8 
Rear wheel bearings: examination and overhaul.................. 9 

· Size: . 

Rear brake adjustment .................... : ............. ,............................. 10 
Rear wheel spro'cket: removal, examination and 
replacement ...................................................................... :............ 11 
Final drive chain: examination and lubrication ...................... 12 
Tyres: removal and replacement .............. ;................................ 13 
Tyre valve dust caps .................................................................... 14 
Wheel balance .............................................................................. 1 5 
Fault diagnosis: wheels, brakes and tyres .............................. 16 

250 models 500 models 

Frorit .................................................... ~........................................ 3.00X23 3.00X23 
4.60Xl8 Rear .......................................... ·; .............. : .......................... ~ ......... · 4.60X18 

XL models are fitted with 4-ply (4PR) tyres, and XR models 6-ply (6PR) tyres 
Pressures:* · · 

Front ......................... :................................................................... 21 psi ( 1.5 kg cm2
) 14 psi (1.0 kg cm2

) 

17 psi (1.0 kg cm2
) 

Rear: 
Solo ..................................................................................... : 

. With passenger ................................................................. . 
· 21 psi (1.5 kg cm2

) 

25 psi (1.75 kg cm2
) 

pressures shown are for road use (XL models) or off-road use (XR models). Pressures may be varied for off~road 
but should be restored to normal when machines are ridden on· the public road. ' 

Type ................................................................. , .................................. . 
Swept area: 

Front ........................................................................................... .. 

Rear ............................................................... : .............................. . 

General description 

The wheels used on all the models covered by this manual 
of similar construction. All are of the wire-spoked type and 

:llniCOnoor:.tP single leading shoe (sls) drum brakes front and rear. 
most manufacturers, Honda have chosen to use a 23 

front wheel in preference to the more conventional 21 inch 
Although this is claimed to giv.e better clearance and 

it does make the choice of replacement tyrel> somewhat 
The original tyre fitments are varfatioris of the Honda 

• types, those of the XL models being designed to 
good adhesion on the road as well as off-road. 

XL250 S XR250 500 models 
Internal expanding drum brakes front and rear (all rriodels) 

109 cm2 

(17.0 sq in) 
103 cm2 

( 16.0, sq in) 

64 cm2 

(9.9 sq in) 
60 cm2 

(9.3 sq in) 

110 cm2 · 

(17.1 sq in) 
122.5 cm2 

(19.0 sq in) 

2 Front wheel: examination and renovation 

1 Place the machine on a suitable support so that the front 
wheel is raised clear of the ground. Spin the wheel and check 
the rim alignment. Small ·irregularities can be corrected by 
tightening the spokes in the affected area although a certain 
amount of experience is necessary to prevent over-correction. 
Any flats in the wheel rim will be evident at the same time. 
These are more difficult to remove and in most cases it will be 
necessary to have the wheel rebuilt on a· new rim. Apart from 

•the effect on stability, a flat will expose the tyre bead and walls 
to greater risk of damage if the machine is run with a deformed 
wheel. · 
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2 Check for loose and broken spokes. Tapping the spokes is 
the best guide to tension. A loose spoke will produce a quite 
different sound and should be tightened by turning the nipple in 
an qnticlockwise direction. Always check for run out by spinning 
the wheel again. If the spokes have to be tightened by an 
excessive amount, it is advisable to·remove the tyre and tube as 
detailed in Section 12 of this Chapter. This will enable the 
protruding ends of the spokes to be ground off, thus preventing 
them from chafing the inner tube and causing punctures. 
3 On any machine used for trail or enduro work, particular 
emphasis must be placed on the importance of regular cleaning 
and inspection of the wheels, paying particular attention to the 
wheel rim as the likelihood of buckles or dents is much greater 
with a machine used off-road. The need for retightening spokes 
will also be greater on these· machines, and remedial action 
must be taken to avoid rapid deterioration or failure of the 
wheel. 

3 Front wheel: removal and refittirig 

As no centre stand is fitted, some alternative means of 
supporting the machine with the wheel clear of the ground must 
be found prior to wheel removal. A stout wooden box or similar 
is usually suitable, but ensure that there is no risk of the 
machine toppling whilst it is being worked on. Commence 
dismantling by slackening off the front brake cable adjustment 
at both ends, then disconnect the cable at the wheel after 
disengaging the cable at the operating lever. The speedometer 
drive cable should be released by its single retaining screw. 
2 Straighten and remove the split pin (XL models only) which 
secures the wheel spindle nut, then remove the nut itself. 
Remove the clamp bolt(s) at the other end of the spindle, then 
withdraw the spindle and lower the wheel clear of the forks. 
3 · With the wheel removed from the machine, the brake 
backplate assembly can be removed for examination. Refer to 
next section for brake inspection. 
3 The wheel may be refitted by reversing the removal 
procedure. When lifting the wheel into position ensure that the 
lug on the left-hand fork leg engages with the slot in the brake 
backplate. If this requirement is overlooked the brake yvill lock 
on at the first application. Insert the wheel spindle and tighten 
the castellated nut before tightening the single clamp bolt (XL 
models) or four clamp nuts (XR models). In the latter case check 
that the spindle clamp is fitted with the 'up' mark in the 
appropriate position. Reconnect the speedometer cable and the 
brake cable and then adjust the brake. Finally, check that a new 
split pin has been fitted to secure the spindle nut (where fitted). 

12 
Fig. 5.1 Front wheel 

1 Hub 
2 Rim 
3 Grommet 
4 Tyre 
5 Inner tube 
6 Rim band 
7 Spacer 
8 Bearing- 2 off 
9 Stud-4oft 
10 Spoke carrier 
11 Nut-4 off 
12 Dust seal 
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Front drum brake: removal, examination and renovation 

Before attention is turned to the brake components, re
moval of the front wheel will be required. This may be 
accomplished by following the sequence in the preceding 
Section. 
2 With the wheel removed from. the machine the brake 
backplate assembly can be detached from the wheel. The 
backplate together with the shoes will lift out of the drum quite 
easily. Any dust in the drum should be wiped out immediately 
using a damp rag. Note th.at the dust contains a proportion of 
asbestos. This presents a health hazard if inhaled and must not 
be blown out with compressed air. 
4 Examine the condition of the brake linings. If they are thin 
or unevenly worn, the brake shoes should be renewed. The 
linings are bonded on and cannot be supplied separately. The 
linings are 4 mm (0.16 inch) thick when new and should receive 
attention when r-educed to the wear limit thickness of 2 mm 
(0.08 inch). . 
5. To remove the brake shoes, turn the brake operating lever 
sa that the qrake is in the fully on position. Pull the brake shoes 

3.2b Remove the wheel spindle pinch bolt.~. 

apart against their return spring pressure to free them from their 
operating cams, after withdrawing the split pins used to anchor 
their ends. The shoes can then be lifted away, complete with 
the return springs by reverting to a 'V' formation. When they are 
clear of the brake backplate, the return springs can be removed 
and the shoes· separated. . 
6 Before replacing the brake shoes, check that the brake 
operating cam. is working smoothly and is not binding in the 
pivot .bush. To remove the cam for greasing, detach the 
operating arm from' the splined end of the shaft, after ·marking 
the shaft and the arm so that they are replaced in an identical 
position. The shaft will then push through inwards. Note that 
the brake arm return spring and wear indicator pointer, will be 
displaced as the cam is removed: 
7 Check the inner surface of the brake drum. The surface on 
which the brake shoes operate should be smooth and free from ·. 
score marks or indentations, otherwise reduced braking efficien
cy will be inevitable. Remove all traces of brake lining dust and 
wipe with a clean rag soaked in petrol to remove· all traces of 
grease ·and oil. The brake drum does not normally wear. 
noticeably, but if scoring necessitates having the drum surface 
skimmed on a lathe, the ,finished diameter must not exceed 
141.0 mm (5.55 in). The nominal diameter of the drum is 14.0 
mm (5.15 in). , 
8 To reassemble the brake shoes on the backplate, fit the 
return springs and1pull the shoes apart, holding them in a 'V' 
formation. If they are now located with the brake operating 
cams· and pivots, they can be pushed back into position by 
pressing downwards in order to snap them into position. Do not 
use excessive force, or there is risk or distorting the brake shoes 
permanently. 
9 After the brake has been reassembled and the wheel 
installed, it is important that the cable slack is adjusted. Set the 
handlebar lever adjuster a few turns from the fully ·closed 
position. The adjuster at the lower end of the cable should now 
be arranged . so that the wheel is just free to turn. Brake 
operation should commence just after the handlebar lever starts 
to move, thus minimising any delay in operation. Tighten the 
locknut and refit the rubber boot. The handlebar lever adjuster 
can now be used to compensate for the gradual wear which will 
take place in the lining material: 
10 If new brake shoes have been fitted, they should be allowed 
to bed in for the first few hundred miles. Note that during this 
time ·braking efficiency will be impaired· until the new shoes 
conform exactly to the drum surf:ace. Avoid hard application 
during the bedding in period to prevent the lining surface 
becoming glazed. 

/ 
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4.2 Brake plate assembly can be lifted out of drum 

Cam shaft 
Return spring-~ off 
Speedometer gear 
Washer-.2 off· 
Brake backplate 
.Brake shoe.:... 2 off 
Felt seat· .. 

6 

5 Fror;Jt wheel·b~arings:. examination and replacement 

1 The front wheel is supported on two journal ball bElarings 
with sealed outer faces. These are packed with grease during 
assembly, alld under llorrnal conditions can be expected· to' last 
a considerable time. Bearing faii!Jre. is normally due t9 the 
ingress of water or dust which causes corrosion or damage to · 
the bearing surtaces; and this is unlikely to occur unless the seal 
has'failed. . 
2 . Accessto the bearings is gained· after the frorit wheel has 
been removed and the'brake backplate assembly lifted away, as 
described in the precedhig sectjons. Place the wheel on the 
workbench, raising the hub clear of the surface by placing 
woodell blocks on each side of the bearing boss. The bearing 
nearest the workbench canriow be driven out bypassing a drift 
down;through the hub: The tubular spacer which is fitted 
between the bearings can be. displaced slightly to allow the drift 
to engage on the lower race. When the· lower bearing has been 
knocked free; remove the'spacer and invert the wheel to allow 
the remairJing 'bearing to be driven out .• 
3 · ; Remove the old grease from the. bearings by washing them 

' in petrol. When. clean· and .dry, check the condition of each 
bearing by rotating it to i::lieckfor rough~ess and by feeling for 

Fig. 5.2 Front brake. assembly 

7 

B Wear indicator 
9 Actuating arm 
1 0 Return spring 
11 Oil seal 
12 Oval screw 
13. Nut 
14 Pinch bolt 

14 

play. lf.there is any doubt.about their .condition, rene·w 
4 When fitting new or sound bearings, pack them and 
with high melting point grease prior to assembly. The 
should be fitted witli their sealed faces outwards, using a 
socket or similar. to drive them squarely int,o the hub. 

6 Rear. wheel: examination, •removal and replacement 

1 Place the· machine. on a stand or blocks so that the 
wheel is raised clear of the ground. Check the tension of · 
spokes and trueness of the .wheel rim in the same way 
described for the front wheel in Section 2, The remarks 
recommendations given. in this· Section can· be applied 
rear wheel, noting that care. must be taken to avoid 
wheel bearing play with wear that may have developed in 
swinging aim· pivot. 
2 To remove .the rear· wheel, start by rele;:Jsillg the rear 
cable by ur'lstrewing the adjuster at the cable elld. Free 
cable and spring and displace the trunnion in the end .of 

. brake arm. Fit these components to the end. of. the cable 
retain them with the adjuster nut to prevent loss .• 
3 On those machines fitted witli a spring link in 'the final 
chain the chain may be separated after removal of the link 
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off the wheel sprocket. On .other machines slacken the chain 
locknuts and unscrew the adjuster bolts. This will give 

slack in the chain, after wheel spindle removal, to allow 
chain. to be .disengaged from the sprocket. . 
Straighten~and remove the split pin from. the wheel spindle 
remove the nut ano withdraw the spindle. On.500 models 

the brake torque arm locating plate froni the boss on the 
backplate and detach the end· of the torquearm. Where 

'--·-00' 0 " 0" 0 move the wheel foll/Va'rds and disengage the chain 
the sprocket. The wheel can now be moved to the rear 
from the fork ends. · · · 

the. wheel by reversing the· dismantling procedure. On 
models ensure that the slot iri the brake backplate locates 
the lug on the swinging annright-handfork tube. On 500 

locate the torque arm end on the backpl'!te boss, 
-:..•~'"'"n itin position by means of the retaining plate. On those 
~""""""'" fitted with a rear chain spring link the chain adjusters. 

not have been disturbed . bu't ·the ,rear wheel alignment 
Id be che.cked. On other models, chain adjustment ·and 

alignment should be carried out. Refer to Section .12 for 
Ensure that a new split pin is fitted to the wheel. ~pindle 

the nut is tightened fully. Adjust the rear brake. Ensure that 
the chain spring link is fitted it ispositioned so that the 
end of the horse-shoe spring is pointing in the directio·n 

normal chain travel. · 

5.4a Bearings are fitted with sealed face outwards 
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Fig. 5.3 Rear wheel - XR250 and XL models 

1 Hub 
2 Tyre 
3 Inner tube · 
4 Rim band 
5 Grommet 

. 6 Security bolt 
7 Spring washer 
8 Nut 

6 2 
cJ . 
(~ 
5 

Fig. 5.4 Rear wheel - XR 500 model 

1 Hub 
2 Tyre 
3 Inner tube 
4 Rim band 
5 Spacer 

9 Spacer 
10 8earing-2 off 
11 0-ring 
12 Dust seal 
13 Bearing retainer 
14 Cush drive rubber- 6 off 
15 Nut-6 off · 

6 
~-. 

~ 
8 

6 Bearing-2 off 
7 Dust seal 
8 Bearing retainer 
9 Sprocket 
10 Collar 

20 

16 Cush drive hub ' 
17 Thrust washer 
18 Circlip 
19 Dust seal 

· 20 Sprocket 
21 Bolt-6off 
22 Collar 

9 

11 Bolt-6off 
12 Nut-6 off 
13 Security bolt 
14 Spring washer 
15 Nut 
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6.4c Withdraw the spindle to release wheel 

7 · Rear brake: examination and renovation 

The rear brake assembly can be removed after the rear 
wheel has been released from the machine as described in the 
preceding Section, The rear brake is, for air practical purposes, 
identical to the front unit, ana the same examination and 
overhaul procedures can be applied, The brake lining thickness 
and drum diameter is the same as that of the front brake. See 
Section 3 for details. . · 

8 Cush drive assembly: examination and renovation 
except XR500 

Whilst the rear wheel is removed. from the frame, it is 
convenient to examine the cush drive assembly. lt comprises six 
vanes that form an integral part of a plate bolted to the rear of. 
the final drive sprocket, which makes contact with six specially 
shaped rubber pads that are a push fit over projections cast on 
the inside of the rear wheel hub. The drive· is transmitted via 
these rubbers, which permit the sprocket to move within certain 
limits and cushion any surges or roughness in the transmission 
Which would otherwise create the impression of harshness. 
2 After a lengthy period of service, the rubbers will corn-

6.4b Remove rear wheel spindle nut 

6.4d Special adjuster sleeve will be displaced · 

mence to break up or otherwise deteriorate. If any signs of 
damage are ·noted, the rubbers should be renewed, as a 
complete set. lt is unlikely that the vanes will require attention 
since they are not normally subject to wear. Excessive move
ment of the rear wheel sprocket is usually a sign that th.e cush 
drive assembly is in need of attention. 
3 To remove the cush drive and sprocket unit,. prise off the 
dust seal which covers the wheel hub extension to reveal the 
large circlip and thrust washer which retain the cush drive unit. 
The unit can be pulled off after the circlip and washer have been 
removed. ' 

9 Rear wheel bearings: examination and overhaul 

If there has been evidence of play in the rear wheel bearings 
it will be ne.cessary to remove them for further examination and 
possible renewal. Start by removing the rear wheel from the 
machine (Section 6) and, where fitted, the cush drive and 
sprocket assembly from the wheel (Section 8). lt will be 
necessary to use some form of special tool to remove the 
bearing retainer from the sprocket side of the wheel. In the 
absence of the appropriate Honda tool, this can be improvised 
as shown in the accompanying photographs. Note that the 
retainer will have been staked into the hub during assembly and 

l 
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may prove very hard to remove. If this situation arises it is safer 
to entrust the work to a Honda dealer tjlan ·to. risk damage to 
the retainer or hub. threads. · 
2 When the retainer has been removed,_ the wheel bearings 
can be driven out of the hub using the procedure given for the 
front wheel. Remove all the old grease from ·the hub and 
bearings, giving the latter a final wash in· petrol; Check the 
bearings for play or any signs of roughness as they are rotated. 
If there is any doubt about their condition, renew them. 
3 Before driving the bearings back into the hub, pack the hub 
with new grease and also grease the bearings. Use a tubular 
drift against the outer races to drive them back into position, not 
forgetting the hollow distance piece between them. 
4. Fit and tighten the thread!ld retainer. Once in position the 
retainer should be staked in place using a sharp centre punch. 
This will obviate any risk of it slackening in·use. A thread locking 
compound may be used in preference to staking.· Complete 
assembly by'reversing the· removal sequence. When the rear 
wheel has been fitted back into the frame; check. brake 
adjustment and chain tension before use. · 

7.1 b Brake shoe arrangement is similar to front unit 

8.2 Damper rubbers will aHovy excessive play if worn 8.3a Remove dust seal from hub boss 

-~ 

. . . I 
i 

8.3c ... and plain washer ... 

9.1 a Withdraw spacer from hub assembly 

9.1 b Improvised tool to facilitate retainer r~moval 9.4 Retainer should be staked in-position 
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1 

Fig. 5.6 Rear brake assembly- 51)0 cc models 

7 

1 Wheel spindle 
2 Brake backplate 
3 Brake shoe 
4 Cam shaft. 
5 Wear indicator 
6 Return spring- 2 off 
7 Actuating arm 
8 Washer 
9 Torque arm 
10 Seal 
11 Torque stud 15 
12 Castellated nut 
13 Washer 
14 Split pin 

·9 

10 Rear brake adjustment 

1 The rear brake adjustment should be checked whenever the 
rear wheel has been removed or disturbed, or to take up normal 
wear: Start by setting the brake pedal height to th~ mo~t 
convenient position by means of the stop bolt and locknut at the 
pedal. · . . 
2 The brake adjustmenl: is set by turnmg the adjuster nut at 
the wheel end of the rear brake cable. The position is largely a 
matter of personal choice and will usually be arranged so that 
brake operation commences about 10- 15 mm (f- ~in) from 
the rest position. The play is ~easured at. the pedal end. Che~k 
that the brake light switch is set to come on as the pedal IS 

depressed. This is covered in Chapter 6. 

3 

Fig. 5.5 Rear brake - 250 cc models 

1 Brake backplate 
2 Shoe -2 off 
3 Spring- 2 off 
4 Operating cam 
5 . Operating arm . 
6 Wear indicator 
7 Pinch bolt 
8 Dust seal 

11 Rear wheel sprocket: removal, examination and 
placement 

1 The rear wheel sprocket is secured by six screws and nuts 
either dir~ctly to the wheel hub (XR500). or to the cush drive __ 
hub (all other models). Prior to removing the sprocket the wheel . 
must be detached from the frame as detailed in Secti~n 5, ~nd 
where necessary, the cush drive hub removed after d1splacmg, 
the dust seal and large circlip. 
2 -The sprocket should be renewed if the teeth are ho_oked, 
chipped, broken or badly worn. lt is considered bad pract1ce t~ 
renew one. sprocket on its own; both drive sprockets should b_ •··· 
renewed as a pair, preferably with a n~w final drive _chain; If th•: . 
recommendation is not observed, rap1d wear resultmg from th 
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running of old and new parts together will necessitate even 
earlier replacement on the next occasion. 
3 Owners of XL machines may find that they wish to alter the 

·overall gearing to suit the prevailing operating conditions. The 
standard gearing is designed as a reasonable compromise 
between road and off-road gearing, but specific owners may 
use the machine predominantly for one or the other application, 
and consequently wish to change the gearing accordingly. No 
alternative sprockets are produced by the manufacturers. but 
careful perusal of the motorcycle newspapers and magazines 
will unearth the addresses of various specialist manufacturers, 
some of whom will undertake to produce one-off sprockets if 
they are not normally stocked. A similar approach may be 
applied to XR models where a change of gearing would help 
cope with particular types of terrain. 

12 Final drive chain: examination and lubrication 

1 The final drive chain is exposed for most of its· travel and 
has only a lightweight chainguard to protect the upper run. No 

.provision is made for lubricating the chain .. 
2 The chain tension will require adjustment at regular inter
vals. especially if the machine is used for competition or off
road riding. This is accomplished by slackening the rear wheel 
after first removing the split pin through the end of the spindle, 
and then moving the rear wheel backwards by unscrewing the 
two chain adjusting bolts that bear on the wheel spindle. The 
locknut of each adjuster should be slackened first, and re
tightened after adjustment has been effected. Turn each ad
juster an equal amount, using the scribe marks on the fork ends 
to provide a visual check. 
3 Chain tension on the XL models is correct if there is 30- 40 
mm ( 1 t 1 f) free play at the centre of the lower run, whilst on 
XR ve.rsions there must be at least 20 mm (% in) between the 
lower run of the chain at the tensioner and the underside of the 
swinging arm. The normal clearance at this point should be 30 

40 mm (1f- 1f in) approximately. Do not run the chain 
overtight to compensate for uneven wear.· A tight chain will 

· place excessive stresses on the gearbox and rear wheel bear
ings, leading to their early failure. lt will <;~lso absorb a surprising 
amount of power. 
4 · After a period of running, the chain wiH require lubrication. 
lack of oil will accelerate the rate. of wear of both chain and 
sprockets and will lead to harsh transmission. Lubricate the 
chain whilst it is in place on the machine using one of the 
proprietary aerosol chain greases. This is recommended rather 
than engine oil because it has a higher viscosity arid is less likely 
to be flung off the fast-moving chain. XR.models are fitted with 
a chain with a spring link which allows removal of the chain for 
a thorough clean in a.petrol/paraffin mix. The chain can then be 
immersed in one of the special chain greases such as 'Linklyfe' 
.or 'Chainguard'. XL models are fitted with a continuous chain, 
the spring link being omitted in the interests of greater chain 
strength. The chain can only be removed after removal of the 
swing arm fork which requires· a large amount of dismantling 
work. When the time comes for chain renewal so~e thought 
might be given to fitting a replacement chain with a spring link; 
this will allow easy removal for thorough cleaning and lubri-
_cation which will prolong the life of the chain. · 
5 Remember that if the machine. is used for competition work 
or in particularly dusty conditions, the chain will require much 
more frequent attention if it is not to wear rapidly. 
6 To check whether the chain is due for replacement, lay it 
lengthwise in ·a straight line and compress it endwise until all 
play is taken up. Ancnor one end, then pull in the opposite 
direction to take up the play_ whic_h develops. If the chain 
extends by more .than t inch per foot, it should be replaced in · · 
conjunction with the sprockets. Note that this check. should 
ALWAYS be made after the chain has been washed out, but 
before any lubricant is applied, otherwise the lubricant may take 
up some of the-play. lt is evident that this approach to chain 
wear inspection can only, practically, be applied to chains with 

a spring link. Some idea of the condition of a continuous chain 
can be gauged by applying tension to the chain by pulling up on 
the lower run. If. with the chain so· tensioned, the chain can be 
pulled away from the sprocket more tha·n about half a link, then 
there is evidence that chain renewal is required. Some ex
perience is required when determining chain wear by this 
method. . 
7 If desired, wheel alignment can be checked by running a 
plank of wood paralle_l to the machine so that it is equidistant 
from either side of the front wheel tyre when tested on both 
sides of the rear wheel. lt will not touch the front tyre because 
this tyre has a smaller cross section. See the accompanying 
diagram. 
8 The chain fitted as standard is of Japanese manufacture. 
When renewal becomes necessary; it snould be noted that a 
Renold equivalent, of British manufacture, is available. When 
purchasing a replacement, take along the old chain as a pattern 
or, if known, a note of the size and number of pitches. 

--------------------A 

8~ 
~~~[/--~ 

- - - - -- - - lllliiliBIMI•t--c 
A & C -Incorrect B Correct 

Fig. 5.7 Wheel alignment 

12.6 Check sprocket condition by relea~ing cover 

13 Tyres - removal and replacel!lent 

At some time or other the need to arise to remove and 
replace the tyres, either as the result of a puncture or because 
a replacement is required to offset wear. To the inexperienced, 
tyre changing represents a formidable task yet if a few simple 
rules are observed and the technique learned, the whole . 
operation is surprisingly simple. 
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2 To remove the tyre from either wheel, first detach the wheel 
from the machine by'following the procedure in the relevant 
section of this Chapter, depending on whether the fron·t or rear 
wheel is involved. Deflate the tyre by removing the valve insert 
and when it is fully deflated, push the bead of the tyre away 
from the wheel rim on both sides so that the bead ·enters the 
centre well of the rim. Remove the locking ring and push the 
tyre valve into the tyre itself. All models have sec.urity bolts, 
which are special bolts with extended moulded flanges ar~ 
ranged to clamp the tyre bead to the rim. On a road machine of 
this capacity, security bolts are not normally fitted, as there is 
no real need for them, b.ut on .an off-road machine, the 
acceleration and braking forces are such that the tyre tends to 
'creep' on the rim. If the tyre is left unanchored, it would 
eventually tear the valve from the inner tube. 
3 The front tyre has one bolt, whilst the. rear tyre, which 
transmits the engine power, is fitted with iwo. lt will be 
n!=Jcessary to slacken the clamping nut(s) and push the bolt(s) up 
into the tyre before the tyre can be removed. Insert a tyre lever 
close to the valve and lever the edge of the tyre over the outside 
of the wheel riin. Very little force should be necessary;. if 
resistance is encountered it is probably due •to the fact that the 
tyre beads have not entered the well of the wheel rim all the 
way round the tyre. 
4 Once the tyre has been edg!!d over the wheel rim, it is easy. 
to work around the wheel rim so that the tyre is completely free 
on one side. At this stage, the inner tube can be removed. 
5 Working from the other side of the wheel. ease the other 
edge of the tyre over the outside of the wheel rim that is 
furthest away. Continue to work around the rim until the tyre is 
free completely from the rim. 
6 If. a puncture has necessitated the removal of the tyre, 
reinflate the inner tube and immerse it. in a bowl of water to 
trace the source of the leak. Mark its position and deflate the 
tube. Dry the tube and clean the area around the puncture with 
a .Petrol soaked rag. When the surface has dried, apply the 
rubber solution and allow this to dry before removing the 
backing from tt"!e patch and applying the patch to the surface. 
7 lt is best to use a patch of self~vulcanising type which will 
form a very permanent repair. Note that it may be necessary to 
remove a protective covering from the top surface of the patch, 
after it has sealed in position. Inner tubes made from synthetic 
rubber may require a special type of patch and adhesive if a 
satisfactory bond is to be achieved. 
8 Before replacing the t}tre, check the inside to make sure the 
agent which caused the puncture is not trapped. Check also the 
outside of the tyre, particularly the tread area, to make sure 
nothing is trapped that may cause a further puncture. , 
9 If the inner tube has been patched on a m:mber of past 
occasions, .or if there is a tear or large hole, it is preferable to 
discard it and fit a replacement. Sudden deflation may cause an 
accident, particularly if it occurs with the rear wheel. 
10 To replace the tyre, inflate the inner tube sufficiently for it 
to assume a circular shape but only just. Then push .it into the 
tyre so that it is enclosed'completely. Lay the tyre on the wheel 
at an angle and insert the valve captive in its correct location. 
11 Starting at the point furthest from the valve, push the tyre 
bead over the edge of the wheel rim until it is located in the 
central well. Continue to work around the tyre in this fashion 
until the whole of one side of ttfe tyre is on the rim. lt may be 
necessary to use a. tyre lever during the final stages. 
12 Make sure there is no pull on the tyre valve and again 
commencing with the area furthest from the valve, ease the 
other bead of the tyre over the edge of the rim. Finish with the 
area close to the valve, pushing the valve up into the tyre until 
the locking cap touches the rim. This wilL ensure the inner tube 
is .not trapped when the last section of {he bead is edged over 
the rim with a tyre lever. Ensure that the security bolt(s), where 
fitted, are pushed up into· the tyre to allow the tyre beads to fit 
below· the bolt's flanges. lt is important that the inner tube does 
not become trapped by the security bolt flange, and to this end,· 
the tube should be inflated very slightly. . 
13 Check that the inner tube is not trapped at any point. 

Reinflate the inner tube, and check that the tyre is seating 
correctly around the wheel rim. There should be a thin rib 
moulded around the wall of .the tyre on both sides which should 
be equidistant from the wheel rim at all points. If the tyre is 
unevenly located on the rim, try bouncing the· wheel when the 
tyre is at the recommended pressure. lt is probable that one of 

. the beads has not pulled clear of the centre well. · 
14 Always run the tyres at the recommended pressures and 
never under or over-inflate. The correct pressure for solo use are 
given in the Specifications Section of this Chapter. If a pillion 
passenger is carried, increase the rear tyre pressure only by 
approximately 4 psi. 
15 Tyre replacement is aided by dusting the side walls, 
particularly in the 'vicinity of the beads, with a liberal coating of 
French chalk. Washing up liquid cim also be used to good effect, 
but this has the disadvantage of causing the inner surfaces of 
the wheel rim to rust. 
1 6 Never replace the inner tube and tyre without the rim tape 
in position. If this precaution is overlooked there is a good 
chance of the ends of the spoke nipples chafing the inner tube 
and causing a crop of punctures. 
1 7 Never fit a tyre which has a damaged tread or side walls. 
Apart from the legal aspects there is a very great risk of a 
blowout, which can have serious consequences on any two
wheel vehicle. 
18 Tyre valves rarely give trouble, but it is always advisable to 
check whether the valve itself is leaking before removing the · 
tyre. Do not forget to fit the dust cap which forms an effective 
second seal. 

14 Tyre valve dust paps 

Tyre valve dust caps are often left off when a tyre has been 
replaced, despite the fact that they serve an important two-fold 
fu·nction. Firstly, they prevent dirt or other foreign m,atter from 
entering the valve and causing the valve to stick open when the 
tyre pump is next applied. Secondly, they form an effective 
second seal so that in the event of the tyre valve sticking, air will 
not be lost. it is particularly important that off road and dual 
purpose machines are fitted with dust caps to exclude the mud 
which would otherwise enter and clog the valve. 

15 Wheel balance 

1 On any high performance machine it is important that the 
front wheel is balanced, to offset the weight of the tyre valve. If 
this precaution is not observed, the out-of-balance wheel will 
produce an unpleasant hammering that is felt through the 
handlebars at speeds from approximately 50 mph upwards. 
Whilst this may not cause problems off road, it can become 
apparent with the XL versions, when they are cruised at fairly 
high road speeds. 
2 To balance the front wheel,. place the machine on the centre· 
stand so that the front wheel is well clear of the ground <i'nd 
check that it will revolve·q1,1ite freely, without the brake shoe:? 
rubbing. In the unbalanced stat~ it will be found that the wheel 
always comes to rest in .the same position, with the tyre valve 
in the six o'clock position. Add balance weights to the spokes 
diametrically opposite the tyre valve until the tyre valve is 
counterbalanced, then spin the wheel to check that it will come 
to rest in a random position on each occasion. Add or subtract 
weight until perfect balance is achieved. 
3 Only the front wheel requires attention. There is little point 
in balancing the rear wheel (unless both wheels are completely 
interchangeable) because it will have little noticeable effect on 
road holding and general handling. 
4 When a new tyre is fitted, the wheel should be rebalanced 
as a matter of course. Most tyre sidewalls are· marked with a 
spot of coloured' paint, denoting the lightest point ofthe tyre. 
This dot should be pqsitioned immediately adjacent to the tyre 
valve to counter the .out-of-balance forces of the valve. The 
normal balancing. procedure should then be followed. 

Tyre changing sequence - tubed tyres 

Deflate tyre. After pushing tyre 
beads away from rim flanges 
push tyre bead into well of rim 
at point opposite valve. Insert 
tyre lever adjacent to valve 
and work bead over edge of 
rim. 

Use two levers to work bead 
over edge of rim. Note use of 
rim protectors 

When first bead is clear, 
remove tyre as shown 

When fitting, partially inflate 
inner tube and insert in tyre 

Work first bead over rim and 
feed valve through hole in rim. 
Partially screw on retaining 
nut to hold valve in place .. 

Check that inner tube is 
positioned correctly and work 
second bead over rim using 
tyre levers. Start at a poiht 

. opposite valve. 

Work final area of bead over 
rim whilst pushing valve 
inwards to ensure that inner 
tube is not trapped 
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16 . Fault diagnosis: wheels, brakes and tyres 

Symptom 

Ineffective bra~es 

Handlebars oscillate at low speeds 

Machine lacks power and poor 
acceleration 

Brakes grab when applied gently 

Harsh transmission 

Cause 

Worn brake lining 
Foreign bodies on brake linings surface 
Incorrect engagement of brake arm 
serration 
Worn brake cam 

Buckle or flat in wheel rim, most likely 
front wheel 

Tyre not straight on rim 

Brakes binding 

Ends of brake shoes nut chamfered 
Elliptical brake drum 

Brake cam binding in housing 
Weak brake shoe springs 

Worn or badly adjusted final drive chain 
Hooked or badly worn l?Prockets 
Loose rear sprocket 
Worn damper rubbers 

Remedy 

Renew. 
Clean. 

Reset correctly. 
Renew. 

Check rim alignment by spinning wheel 
Correct by retensioning spokes or building. 
on new rim .. 
Check tyre alignment. 

Warm brake drum provides best 
evidence. Re-adjust brakes. 

Chamfer with file. 
Lightly skim on lathe 

Free and grease. 
Renew if springs have not become 

Adjust or renew 
Renew as a pair. 
Check bolts. 
Renew rubber inserts. 
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Specifications 

Generator 

~~~~~~··~~;;;·;;;~~~-~~·::·.·:.·.:·:.:·:::.·.::·:.:·.·:.:·.:·:.:·::.::::·.:·.·:.:·::::::.:·.:·.::::·::.:·:.:·:.·:.::·:::: 
Output: 

Minimum .................................................................................... . 
Maximum ....................................................... : .... : ..................... .. 

Lighti~g. output: . 
M1mmum .......................................................................... , .......... . 
Maximum ......................................................... : ......................... . 

Wattage ............................................................................................. . 

B~~. . . 
Capacity ....................................................... , ..................................... . 

Regulator/rectifier ............................................. : .............................. .. 

Bulb wattages- US (UK)" 
Headlamp .......................................................................................... . 
Tail/stop lamp ... : ............................................................................... . 
Parking lamp (UK only) ................................................................. .. 
Indicators .......................................................................................... .. 
Speedometer illumination ............................................................. .. 
Neutral warning ................................................................................ . 

~i~i~a~~~;;;'':~i~~~~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Flasher Ur:Jit: location and replacement - XL models .......... 11 
Speedometer head: replacement of bulbs.............................. 12 
Stop lamp switches: location and replacement 
-XL models .................................................................................. 13 
Horn: location and examination - XL models....................... 14 
Wiring: layout and examination .. :............................................. 15 
Switches: maintenance and fault finding............................... 16 
Fuse: location and renewal ..................................................... :.. 17 
Fault diagnosis: electrical system ............................................. 18 

XL250S XL500S XR models 

(ac generator) all models 
1500 rpm 1200 rpm 

2.5A ® 5000 rpm 
4.0A ® 8000 rpm 

7 .OV ® 2500 rpm 
9.0V ® 8000 rpm 

6V 4Ah 

Sealed, solid state 

XL models 
36.5/35 W (35/35 W) 
3/32 CP (5/21W) 
4W 
21 CP (21W) 
1 CP (1.7W) 
2 CP (3.0W) 
1 CP (1.7W) 
1 CP (1.7W) 

1.8A ® 2500 rpm 
4.0A ® 8000 rpm 

7.0A ® 2500 rpm 
9.0A ® 8000 rpm 

6V 4Ah 

Sealed, solid state 

4 7W ® 5000 rpm 

XR models 
25/25W (25/25W) 
2CP (3W) 

2 CP (3W) 

*Note: Bulb watt ages may have been changed by dealer o'n UK versions of XR models. XR models have no provision for a brake light, 
indicators or high beam warning lamp as standard. This may have been modified on UK machines: 

G!3neral description · 

The Honda XL and XR )llOdels covered by this manual 
employ two distinctly different . electrical systems. The XL 
Versions utilise a similar electrical system to those fitted to most 
lig~tweight road machines. Power fro)ll the alternator charging 
co1l is fed to the regulator/rectifier unit mounted beneath the 
fuel tank, where the alternating current (ac) output is converted 

direct current (de) and the charge rate adjusted to match the 
demands of .the lighting system. This system caters for the 

indicators, horn, brake lamp and parking lamps, where these are 
fitted. The headlamp circuit operates separately, and is fed 
directly from the alternator. lt follows that the headlamp will 
work only wh~n the engine is running. • 

The· system fitted to the XR models is a simple direct 
lighting arrangement in which no battery is fitted. lt is a rather 
basic lighting system intended to make the machine legal for 
use on public road sections of an enduro course, rather t)lan to 
provide the more sophisticated facilities found on road or trail 
machines. · 
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In the case of XR models sold in the UK, it is unlikely that 
some form of modification will have been carried out to equip 
them with a horn and a brake light and switch, these being 
required by law for use on public roads. These are not fitted as 
standard by the factory, and any such modification will have 
been carried out and devised by the dealer that sold the 
machine. lt follows that details of these" fittings are riot 
available. 

2 Checking the electrical system: general 

Many of the test procedures applicable to motorcycle 
electrical systems require the use of test equipment of the 
multimeter type. Although the test themselves are quite 
straightforward, there is a real danger, particularly on alternator 
systems, of damaging certain components if wrong connections 
are made. lt is recommended, therefore, that no attempt be 
made to investigate faults in the charging system, unless the 
owner is reasonably experienced in the field. A qualified Honda 
Service Agent will have in his possession the necessary 
diagnostic equipment to effect an economical repair. 
2 Owners with multimeters will no doubt be aware of their 
value in checking circuit continuity. This is done wi.th the meter 
set on the resistance or Ohms scale, and can be used to check 
leads, switch terminal~ connectors and insulation as required .. 
An inexpensive alternative can be made up using a dry battery 
and a small bulb, as shown in Fig.3.2, page 95. In all but a few 
tests where specific resistance readings are required, this 
arrangemen~ will be perfectly adequate. 

2.2 Multimeter is invaluable when checking system 

3 Checking the electrical· system: XR models 

The XR electrical system on the XR models is unlikely to 
cause many problems if) view of the limited number of 
components whch can fail. Most likely of the few possible faults 
are blown bulbs, damaged or.shorted wiring or a faulty switch 
unit. 
2 In the event of a total failure, check through the system, 
starting at the lighting coil: This can be checked by measuring 
the resistance between the white/yellow lead and earth 
(ground). Trace the output leads back to the connector beneath 
the fuel tank, separating it to expose the various terminals. 
Using a multimeter set on the resistance scale·(Ohms). check 
that a continuity reading is indicated when the probe leadsare 
connected as described above. If so, the lighting coil can be 
considered functional. and attention can be turned elsewhere. 
3 If the alternator is working· properly, the fault will lie in the 

wiring to the lighting switch or in the switch unit itself. 
the wiring back to the switch, using the wiring diagram 
end of the book as guidance. Look for signs of 
damage and for corroded or waterlogged connectors or 
minals. ·. 
4 The operation of the switch can be checked by 
continuity between the various leads with the switch 
different positions. This should be done at the 

· behind the headlamp unit, which should be removed to 
easy access. The appropriate tests and correct readings 
shown in the table below. 

LIGHTING DIMMER' WHITE/ 
BROWN BLUE 

SWITCH YEllOW 

ON 

5 Partial failure of the electrical system can generally 
attributed to a faulty connection or a blown bulb. Check the 
first, ensuring thaat it is sound by measuring for 
across its filament or by substitution. If the bulb is intact, loo1k;·?•r,zr• 
for a broken or shorted lead between the relevant 
terminal and the bulb. Check any connectors and 
corrosion or mechanical failure and ensure that the 
functioning normally as described above. 

4 Checking the charg!ng system: XL models 

1 Before any test on the charging system is made, it 
important that the battety is checked. lt must be in 
condition and fully charged if an accurate diagnosis is to 
obtained. Very often it will be found that the battery itself 
.responsible for the fault, and this check is therefore 
important. For details, reference should be made to Section 7 
this Chapter. In addition to this, a careful examination of 
wiring and connectors should be made to eliminate these 
possible cause of the problem. 
2· The test requires the use of a voltmeter With a range 
0 -: 20 volts de, and an ammeter capable of reading at 
:t:6.0 amps. The meters should be connected into the electriical';; 
system as, shown in the accompanying diagram. The 
is connected across the battery leads, whilst the <>m,m•>t.>• i~ 
inserted in the red lead between the battery and 
later/rectifier unit. The engine should be at normal ""''""tinri 
temperature during the tests. Check the meter rP>•mrm" 

prescribed engine speeds and compare them with 
given below. Note that to carry out the test 
tachometer will be required, but a good indication 
conditions system may be gleaned without precise figures. 

Charging system output test 
XL 2505 . Lights off 

Initial charge 
starts at 
At 5000 rpm 

At 8000 rpm 

XL 5005 

Initial charge 
starts at 
At 2500 rpm· 

At 8000 rpm 

BOO rpm 
4.0A minimum/ 
B.OV 
5.5A maximum/ 
8.9V 

Lights off 

500 rpm 
3.2A minimum/ 
B.OV 
5.5A maximum/ 
8.9V 

Lights on 
(main beam} 

1000 rpm 
2.6A minimum/ 
7.5V 
4.0A maximum! 
B.OV. 

Fig. 6.1 Lighting/generator circuit- XR models 

LIGHT SWITCH 

IGNITION 
COIL 

CD I 
UNIT 

PULSER 
GENERATOR 

A C GENERATOR 

Fig. 6.2 Method of checking charging system 

(Blue) ../'\ (Green) 
"\J 

r ©0\---.,.. 

E2J EB - -~ 

~foce ii 
~ v·: :==:: A --UPPER-.- .. F= -

--LOWE~ 

wl!!lti\1\lti\ (i) . 
~ 

BATTERY FUSE 

Fig. 6.3 Lighting/generator circuit- XL model 

POSITION. 
LIGHT 

VOLTAGE· 
REGULATOR 
RECTIFIER 

HEAD
LIGHT 

~ t. ·J J (Red) 

~~ 

TAIL 
LIGHT 

TAILLIGHT 
SPEEDOMETER 

LIGHT 
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5 Alternator: resistance tests 

1 If the output tests described in Section 4 have indicated 
that the alternator is deficient, it will be necessary to check the 
resistance of the charging coil and lighting coil windings using 
a multimeter. The test connections are made a~ the connector 
block beneath the fuel tank, and the latter should be removed to 
gain access to it. No further dismantling is required. 
2 Separate the connector and measure the charging coil 
resistance by connecting the meter probe leads to the pink and 
the yellow output lead terminals. The lighting coil is tested in 
the same manner, using the white/yellow lead and earth as 
probe connections. In bcith cases, a reading of 0.2 - 1.0 Ohm 
should be obtained. 
3 If the above tests indicate that the alternator is working 
correctly, the fault is likely to lie with the "regulator/rectifier unit. 
See Section 6 for details. 

6 Regulator/rectifier unit: testing 

1 The regulator/rectifier unit is tested by measu~ing the 
resistance between the various pairs of leads. The test se
quence is perfectly straightforward, but requires the use of 
specific electrical testers. The readings obtained from each type 
differ, so it is essential that one type or the other of the 

2 

Fig. 6.4 Flywheel generator assembly 

Generator rotor 5 Plate 

recommended models is used. No genera] resistance figures 
available. For all practical purposes, this will mean that 
owner must rely on a Honda Service Agent to perform the 
but for those having access to the SANWA ELECTR 
TESTER, part number 07308-0020000, or a KOWA 
TRICAL TESTER (TH-5H). the test connections and 
results are given in the tables below. 

8 Screw 1 
2 
3 
4 

Stator assembly- XL models 
Stator assembly- XR models 
Plate 

6 Bolt-4 off 9 Wiring guide 
10 Bolt 7 Special washer- 4 off 
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' . 

1 Pulser unit cable 
2 Generator cable 

Fig. 6.5 Pulsar unit alternat~J.r cable locations 

Battery: charging procedure -XL models 

Whilst the machine is used on the road it is unlikely that the 
·battery will require attention other than routine maintenance 
because the generator will keep it fully charged. However, if the 

is used for a succession of short journeys only, mainly 
the hours of darkness when the lights are in full use, it is 

possible that the output from the generator ·may fail to keep 
pace I!Vith the heavy electrical demand, especially if the machine 
is parked with the lights switched on. Under these circum
stances it will be necessaiy to remove the batteery from time to 

e to have it charged independently. · 
The batteiy is mounted in a plastic holder on the right-hand 
of the machine, to the rear of the side panel. lt can be 

by releasing the cover and removing the nut which 
the holding strap. Disc.onnect the battery leads and lift 

battery out of its holder. 
· The battery fitted to the XL 250S and the XL500S is rated 

at 6 volts, 4Ah (ampere-hours). If it is necessary to give the 
an external charge, the charger must be set at 6 volts 

and charge rate should not exceed 1.2 amps. A higher 
charge· rate should be avoided as there is a real risk of damage 
due to buckled plates caused by overheating. If at all· possible, 
use a current-controlled charger set at the lowest practicable 
charge rate. A rate . 0.5 amps for 8 hours will charge a flat 
battery in safety. · 

Before charging, remove each cell cap to prevent gas 
building up. Batteries can, and do, explode if this 

is overlooked. During charging, the electrolyte will 
bubbles of hydrogen and oxygen. The former is highly 

and when mixed with the latter, is explosive. For 
keep the battery well away froll'] naked lights or 

the charger, observing polarity, arid commence 
. If at any time the battery becomes hoP (specifically, 

than 45~C [117°FJ), stop charging at once and allow the' 

battery to cool before resuming. At all times, take great care to 
avoid acid splashes on skin, eyes or clothing. 
6 When the battery is removed from the machine, clean the 
battery top. If the terminals are corroded scrape them clean and 
cover them with Vaseline (not grease) to protect them from 
further attack. If a vent tube is fitted, make sure it is not 
obstructed and that itis arranged so that it will not discharge 
over any parts of the machine. · 
7 If the machine is laid up for any period of time, the battery 
should be removed and given a 'refresher' charge every six 
weeks or so, in order to maintain it in good condition. · 

7.2 Battery is housed beneath plastic cover 
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8 Headlamp: adjustment and bulb replacement 

XL models 
1 The. XL models are equipped with a conventional round 
headlamp unit fitted with either a separate bulb and reflector 
unit or a sealed beam unit, depending on the country to which 
the machine is exported. In the case of the UK and most 
European countries, the former type is fitted, and adjustment is 
limited to vertical movement. In the case of US .and General 
Market models where a sealed beam unit is fitted, additional 
horizontal adjustment is provided by a small screw in the front 
edge of the headlamp rim. 
2 The vertical adjustment is carried out by slackening the two 
headlamp mounting bolts. This will allow the headlamp as- . 
sembly to be pivoted around the mounting bolt axis and set at 
the prescribed position. When adjustment has been completed, 
the mounting bolts should be tightened to retain. the setting. 
3 In the UK, regulations stipulate that, when on dipped beam, 
the'headlamp must be arranged so that the light will not dazzle 
a person at a distance of 25 feet, and whose eye level is 3 feet 
6 inches above that plane. In most other countries, similar 
regulations apply, but the specific requirements should be 
checked locally. This setting can be approximated by making a 
mark on a flat wall, 3 feet 6 inches (1.067 metres) from the 
road surface. Place the machine 25 feet (7.62 metres) away 
from the wall and set the lamp so that the light on dipped beam 
does not fall above the mark. The setting should be carried out 
with the machine off its stand, and with the rider (and 
passenger, if carried regularly), seated normally. Similar require
ments exist in many other countries, and these should be 
investigated prior"to adjustment. 
4· Horizontal adjustment is effected by turning the small 
screw in the headlamp rim. This can be found at the 8 o'clock 
position when viewed from the front. Turning the screw 
clockwise will move the beam to the' left. The setting of the 
horizontal alignment is to some extent discretionary. lt should, 

Fig. 6.6 Headlamp assembly- XL models 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

Glass/reflector. 
assembly 
Rim 
Adjuster screw 
Spring 
Special nut 
Sealed beam unit
US models 

1 

,L / 
/ 

Special nut- 2 off 
R effector- 2 off 
Headlamp shell 

/ 
/ 

( 

I 
I 
I 
I 

/ 

I 3 

/ 

I ~ 
~~----"' . . 

Special nut- 2 off 16 
Collar- 2 off 17 
Mounting bolt- 2 off 18 
Pivot screw- 2 off· 19 
Screw-2 off 
Screw 20 

,t-13 

Washer-2 off 
Spring washer-2 off· 
Cable guide 
Bulb assemblies
UK models 
Headlamp bulb 

however, be approximately straight ahead when· viewed 
the machine. 
5 As already mentioned, a bulb or sealed beam unit may 
fitted, depending on the model and country in which it was 
Replacement details are similar for both models. In the 
failure, release the headlamp unit from the shell after rernmtin~iJJ;li!i. 
the retaining screws. On models fitted with the bulb-type 

. disengage the bulbholder to release the bulb. On machines 
a sealed-beam unit, it will be necessary to dismantle 
horizontal adjustment screw and to separate the headlamp 
from the unit by removing the two pivot screws. Note 
the order in which the assembly is dismantled to ensure 
reassembly. The sealed beam unit will be correctly aligned 
adjustment hol!;!S in the rim and unit are adjacent to each 
6 lt is essential that the headlamp vertical and 
adjustments are checked after reassembly, irrespective of 
type of unit it fitted. 
7 On UK models a pilot lamp is incorporated in the headla 
reflector. The.bulbholder is a push fit in the reflector, and 
a simple bayonet cap bulb. 

XR models 
8 The XR models make use of a small rectangular. 
mounted in the plastic number plate on the fork yokes. The 
is retained at the top by a split pin which passes through 
in the mounting bracket and allows the assembly to 
Adjustment is provided by a spring-loaded screw •~~~·"'··•-•· 
below the unit. 
9 Access to the headlamp assembly is gained by n>nnn\J·inn 
the plastic number plate. Ths is secured by two bolts which 
through lugs at the top of the plate and by a third bolt 
passes through the lower. edge of the plate. The head 
can be released by dismantling the adjuster and withd 
the split pin at the upper edge. 
1 0 All models use a bulo-type unit. The bulb is retained 
three-pronged bayonet holder which is in turn covered 
rubber shroud. 

21 Parking bulb 
22 Grommet 
23 Headlamp bulbholder 
24 · Parking bulbholder 

10 

-, 
l-19 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

24 I 
____ I 

8 

Fig. 6. 7 Headlamp assembly- XR models 

1 Bulb holder 
2 Headlamp bulb 
3 Screw-2 off 
4 Headlamp unit 
5 Split pin 
6 Special nut 

Remove screws to free headlamp assembly 

11 

7 Screw 
8 Grommet- 2 off 
9 Collar · 
10 Anchor 
11 Number plate 

4 2 1 

/ 
7 

12 Collar 
13 Adjuster screw 
14 Washer 
15 Spring 
16 Trim 

8.5b Disconnect spring to release bulbholder 

135 
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8.5c Bulb is bayonet fitting in holder 

9 Rear ·lamp ass.emb_ly: bulb renewal 

1 The rear lamp lens can be removed after its three retaining 
screws have been released (two screws, XR models). The XL 
versions are fitted with a twin-filament bulb, one .of which 
serves as a tail lamp and also illuminates the number (license) 
plate. The remaining filament is operated by the brake light 

· switch. 
2 In the case of the XR versions, a small single-filament bulb 
is fitted, functioning as a tail and number plate light only. In 
either case, the bulb is a bayonet fitting, that of the XL having 
offset pins to ensure that it is in!!talled correctly. 
3 When refitting the lims, check that the seal surface is sound 
and clean to prevent the ingress of 'dirt or water. If the bulb 
tends to blow frequently, suspect vibration of the mudguard, or 
if the bulb is blackened, check the wiring and earth connections. 

10 Flashing indicator lamps: XL models only 

1 The indicator lamps are attached to the underside of the 
handlebars, and to the frame immediately to the rear of the dual 
seat. The lamps are connected to the machine via rubber links 
which reduces the risk of 'breakage should the machine be 
dropped, the front units having additional protection in being 
masked by the handlebar assembly. . 
2 · Access to. ·the bulb is gained by removing the two lens 
securing screws. The bulbs are of the .conventional bayonet cap 
type and have single filaments. 

11 Flasher unit: location and replacement - XL models 

1 The flasher relay unit is located under the fuel tank, being 
rubber-mounted to the frame top tube. · 
2· · If the flasher unit is functioning correctly, a series of audible 
clicks will be heard when the indicator lamps are in action. If the 
unit malfunctions and all the bulbs are in working order, the 
usual symptom is one initial flash before the unit goes· dead; it 
will be necessary to replace the unit complete if the fault cannot 
be attributed to any other cause. · 
3 Take great care when handling the unit .because it is easily 
damaged if dropped. · 

12 Speedometer head: replacement of bulbs 

1 , Tlie speedometer illumination bulb (all models) and warning 

8.7 Pilot lamp (UK versions) is push-fit in reflector 

lamp bulbs (XL models only) are retained in the underside of 
speedometer or instrument panel by push-fit rubber 
These are simply prised from their locating holes and 
bayonet cap bulb disengaged. 

13 Stop lamp switches: location and replacement ...: 
models 

1 Two stop lamp switches are fitted to the machine, 
wor~ independently of one another, depending on which 
is operated. 
2 The front brake switch is fitted to the handlebar lever 
and is a mechanical push-off type, being operated when 
lever is removed. The switch is a push fit in the housing 
and is detached by depressing a small pin in the underside 
a piece of wire or a small screwdriver. 
3 The rear brake switch is mounted on the frame on the 
hand side, above the rear brake pedal. it can be adjusted 
means of a locknut, and should be set so that the light 
on as soon as the pedal is depressed. This is 
important when the rear brake has been readjusted. 

9.1 Rear lamp lens (XL models) is retained by three screws 
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Fig. 6.8 Tail/stop lamp assembly- XL models 

Shroud 
Harness 
Lamp assembly 
Lens 
Base 
Rubber washer- 3 off 
Bulb holder 

Fig. 6.9 Taif lamp assembly- XR models 

8 
1 Lens 
2 Base 
3 Housing 
4 ·Special bolt 
5 Bracket 
6 Grommet 

3 

7 Screw-2 off 6 
·a Bulb 

-----l 

~12 
yl 

/ 

8 Seal 
9 Rubber insert 
10 Co//ar-3 off 
11 Bulb · 
12 Screw-3 off 
13 Nut-.::..2. off 
14 Bolt 

12.1 a Instrument lamp bulbs are, a push fit 
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12.1 b lnstrum~nt panel is secured by studs (arrowed) 

14 Horn; location anci examination- Xtmodels 

1 The horn is located on· the lower fork yoke, secured to it by 
. a flexible steel strip which isolates. it from vibration and shocks. 
li: should not require frequent attention; but should be kept 
clean, and the terminals checked occasionally for tightness. If 
the horn fails io operate, checkthaJ curr~nt is reaching it by 
inserting a multlmeter set on 20 v i:lc ora suitable bulb between 
the horn leads. With· the ignition switched .on and. the horn 
button depressed, the bulb. should light or the metiwneedle 
deflect to indicate that the circuit is intact. lfthis is nottl:le case, 
trace the wiring, connectors and fuse lllltil the fault ls identified. 
2. :After an extended period of use, the horn's Iri!ernarcontilcts 
may become so .eroded .:that it will cease to operate. If this 
condition arises, experiment by turning the contact adjustmellt 
screw a fraction of a turn at a timet.intil th~ horn.operates. If 
this succeeds in r~storing the' horn to working order, continue 
adjustment to obtaina clear, loud note.Further111aintenance is 
impracticable, and as·a last resort a new unit must be fitted; 
Remember that in the UK arid most other countries, a horn in. 
working order is a statutory requiremerifonall machines. 

15 

Fig. 6.10 Instrument console- XL models .. : 

1 Display assembly 
2. Mounting bracket 
3 Main switch 
4 Illuminating lamp assembly 
5 ·Warning/amp assembly 

L The. wiring harness is colour-coded and will r.n'''"'mo 
with the accompanying yviring diagram. Where socket 
tors are used, they are designed so that reconnection 
made in the correct position only. . . 
2 Visual inspection wHI show whether there are any 
frayed. outer coverings which will give rise to 
Another source'of trouble may be the snap r.n1nn••r.tnr.; a1 
sockets; where the connector has not been pushed fully 
in the outer housing. . . . . ·. . . . . · 
3 Intermittent short. circuits can. often be traced .to a 
wire,that passes through: or is close to a m·etal · 
as a frame me1nber. Avoid tight bends in the lead or 
where. a lead can become trapped between .casings. 

16 

1 The XL models are equipped with a key-operated • 
switch, or ignition switch, which . controls the feed from 
battery to the electrical !!YStem and also serves to e~rth 
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ignition system when switched· off. A separate ignition kill 
switch on the right-hand handlebar end duplicates the latter 
function and is combined with a lighting switch. The lighting 
switch has three positions, Off, Park and Headlamp. A second 
switch assembly at the left-hand end· of the handlebar contains 
the dipswitch, indicator switch and horn. switch. 
2 The. XR models have a much simplified system. There is no 
key-operated main switch, the kill switch controlling the oper
ation of the ignition system. A switch unit on the left-hand end 
of the handlebar operates the lighting system, which functions 
only when the. engine is running. · 
3 The switches are generally reliable, but may give trouble if 
they become soaked in water or corroded. One of the multi
purpose .maintenance sprays, such as WD40, can be used to 
good effect if cleaning proves necessary. Generally speaking, it 
is difficult to repair a faulty unit, the normal solution being 
renewal of the assembly concerned. If, however, the sWitcli is 
imperative, It may be worthwhile attempting to' dismantle and 
clean or repair the faulty contacts. There is nothing to lose if the 
attempt fails; . 

Switch. OP.eration can be· checked by, using a mul!imeter to 
establish whether· continuity exists between the appropriate 
terminals. Measurement is made by connecting the meter probe 
leads at the switch connector block, there beirig .no need to 
dismantle the switches themselves. The tables that will be 

found in the appropriatE! wmng diagram at the .end of this· 
Chapter show the various switch positions ana the terminals 
which should be connected or isolated hi each: 

17 Fuse: location and reriewal 
. -. . . . . 

1 A single 10 amp fuseisfitted to the positive (+) batte!)t 
lead on the XL models.lt is cm1tained iria srriall cylinddcalline 
fuse holder. No fuseis·fitted to the XR versions. . 
2 If a fuse blows; it should not be renewed until a check has 
shown whether a short circuit has occurred. This will involve 
checking the electrical circuit to identify and correct the fault. If 
this precaution is not observed, the r~pla2ement fuse, ~hich 
may be theonly spare, may blow il:nmediately on conriectiqn. · 
3 When a fuse blows whilst the machine is running and no ' 
spare is available, a 'get you home" remedy is to)erilove the 
blown fuse and wrap it in silver. paperbeforereplach'ig it in the 

· fuse holder.The silver paperwill restore electrical continuity by 
bridging the broken wire within the fuse. This expedient should 

. never: be used if there . is evidence of a short circuit or other. 
major electrical fault, otherwise more serious damage will be 
caused .. Renew the 'doctored" fuse at the earliest p·ossible 
opportunity to restore full circuit protection. 

· 16.3 Switch halves canbe separateg for cleaning 

17.1 Fuse. is.co.ntained in-line holder in battery lead 
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1 Engine kill switch 
2 Lighting switch 
3 Tail/amp 
4 Headlamp 
5 CD/ unit 
6 Ignition coil 
7 Sparking plug 
8 CD/ pulser assembly 
9 Alternator 

Chapter 6 Electrical system 

Fig. 6.11 Location of electrical components- XR models 

18 Fault diagnosis: electrical system 

Symptom 

-
Complete electrical failure (XL models) 

Dim lights, horn and fndicators 
(XL models) 

Constantly blowing bulbs 

Parking lights dim rapidly (XL models) 

Flashing indicators do not operate 
(XL models) · 

Cause 

Blown fuse 

Isolated battery 

Discharged battery 

· Vibration or poor earth connection 

Battery will not hold charge 

Blowri bulb 
Damaged flasher unit 

Remedy 

Check wiring and electrical components 
short circuit before fitting new fuse. · 
Check battery connections, also whether 
nections show signs of corrosion. 

Remove battery and charge with battery 
charger. Check generator output and 
regulator settings. 

Check security of bulb holders. Check 
return connections. · 

Renew battery at earliest opportunity 

Renew bulb. 
Renew flasher unit. 

~--------------~--~--------------~--------------141 
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Specifications relating to Chapter 1 - U K XL models 

Engine 
Compression ratio - XL250 R-C ............................................... .. 
Power output: 

XL250 S-B ............................................................................. .. 
XL250 R-C ............................................................................. .. 
XL500 R-C ................................................... : ......................... .. 

Maximum torque: 
XL250 S-B .............................................................................. . 
XL250 R-C ........................................................................ : .... .. 
XL500 R-C ................................ : ............................................. . 

9.3:1 

15.0 kW (20.4 PS) ® 7500 rpm 
16.1 kW (22.0 PS) ® 7500 rpm 
24.3 kW (33.0 PS) ® 6500 rpm 

20.0 Nm (2.04 kg/m)® 6000 rpm 
21.0 Nm (2.1 0 kg/m) ® 7000 rpm 
39.0 Nm (3.90 kg/m/28.2 ft lb) ® 5000 rpm 

Chapter 7 The 1981 to 1984 models 

Compression pressure 
At cranking speed XL250 R-C ....................................... ~ .......... .. 

Balancer assembly 
Type XL250 R-C ............................................................................ . 

Clutch 
Clutch spring free length: 

XL500 R~C 
Service limi·~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 

Clutch spring preload/length XL500 R-C .: .............................. .. 

Gearbox 
Type - XL250 R-C ........................................................................ . 
Ratios - XL250 R-C: . 

1st ............................................................................................ .. 
2nd ............................................................................................ . 
3rd ........................................................................................... .. 
4th ........................................... , ............................................... .. 
5th ........................................................................................... .. 
6th 

Gear pi~i~;:;·i~~~~-~-~·i·ct·i~-~~!~;~·:::·xi2'5Ci"Fi~c·: ......................... : 
OutP_4t s~a!'t .1st, 4th ............................................................ . 
Serv1ce l1m1t ............................................................................ . 
Output shaft 2nd .................................................................. .. 
Service limit ...................................... : .................................... .. 
Output shaft 3rd, input shaft 6th ...................................... . 
Service limit .................. : ........................................................ .. 
Input shaft 5th ........................................................................ . 
Service limit ........................................... ~ ............................... .. 

Gear pinion bush ou.tside diameters - XL250 R-C: 
Output shaft 3rd, input shaft 6th ...................................... : 
Service limit ............................................................................ . 

Selector fork ID XL250 R-C: 
Centre ...................................................................................... .. 
Service limit ....................... , .................................................... . 
Right and left .......................................................................... . 
Service limit .......... ; ................................................................. . 

Selector fork claw thickness: 
. XL250 R-C 

Service limi·~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 

Secondary transmission 
Reduction ratio: 

XL250 R-C ............................................................................. .. 
XL500 R-C .............................................................................. .. 

Torque settings 
Component 

Kickstart stopper plate .................................................. : ............. .. 
Kickstart spring anchor pin ........................................................ .. 
Gear selector drum retainer ............. : ......................................... .. 
Upper crankcase bolts: 

6 mm ........... ,. ........................................................................... .. 
8 mm ....................................................................................... .. 

Lower crankcase bolts: 
6·mm ...................................................................................... , .. 
8 mm ........................................... : .................................... c ...... .. 

9 mm· ........................................................................................ . 
10 mm ............. ,. ...................................................................... .. 

Balancer holder lock bolt ............................................................ . 
Cam chain tensioner ..................................................................... . 
Primary drive pinion nut .............................................................. . 

~:~:~~a~:rn:~~o~ u~~i!'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.;.'.':'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 
Cylinder head cover bolts: 

6 mm (plain) .......................................................................... .. 
7 mm (plain) ........................... : .............................................. .. 
6 mm (with sealing washer) ........... : ................................... . 

Cylinder head bolts 8 mm .. : ...................................................... :. 
Cylin.der, h.ead cap nut .......................... : ................................... .. 

14.0 kg cm" (199 psi) 

Single gear-driven front balancer shaft 

44.1 mm (1.74 in) 
42.5 mm (1.67 in) 
23.7- 26.3 kg® 27.0 mm (52.2- 58.0 lb ® 1.06 in) 

Six-speed constant mesh 

2.307:1 (43/13T) . 
2.111:1 (38/18T) 
1.5.90:1 (35/22T) 
1.280:1 (32/25T) 
1.074:1 (29/27T) 
0.931 :1 (27 /29T) 

· 25.020 - 25.041 mm (0.9850 - 0.9859 in) 
25.10 mm (0.988 in) 
27.020-27.053 mm (1.0638 1.0651 in) 
27.12 mm (1.068 in) , 
28.020 - 28.053 mm ('1.1 032 - 1.1045 in) 
28.12 mm (1.107 in) 
28.020- 28.041 mm (1.1032- 1.1040 in) 
28.10 mm (1.106 in) 

27.969-27.980 mm (1.1011 -1.1016 in) 
27.90 mm (1;098 in) 

12.000 - 12.0:18 mm (0.4724 0.4732 in) 
12.05 mm (0.474 in) 
15.000- 15.018 mm (0.5906- 0.5913 in) 
15.05 mm (0.593 in) · 

4.98 - 5.00 mm (0.196 - 0.197 in) 
4.5 mm (0.18 in) 

3.143:1 (44/14T) 
. 2.733:1 (41/15T) 

XL250 R-C XL500 R-C 
kgf m lbf ft kgf m 
N/Av N/Av 1.8-2.5 
N/Av N/Av 2.2 3.0 
0.9- 1.3 7-9 0.9- 1:3 

1.0- 1.4 7- 10 1.0- 1.4 
2.0-2.6 14- 19 2.2-2.8 

1.0 - 1.4 7- 10 1.0- 1.4 
2.2-2.8 16-20 N/App 
N/App N/App 2.7- 3.3 
N/App N/App 3.2- 3.8 
2.0 2.6 '14- 19 2.2-2.8 
0.8- 1.2 6-9 1.0- 1.4 
4.5- 6.0 33 -.43 4.5-6.0 
4.5 6.0 33-43 4.5- 6.0 
10.0- 12.0 72-87 10.0- 12.0 

1.0 - 1.4 7- 10 1.0 - 1.4 
1.0- 1.4 7- 10 1.3- 1.7 
i.o- 1.2 7-9 N/App 
3.5 4.0 25-29 N/App 
N/App N/App 2.2 ·- 2.8 

lbf ft 
13- 18 
16 22 

.7-9 

7- 10 
16-20 

7- 10 
N/App 
20-24 
23-27 
16-20 
7 10 
33-43 
33-43 
72-87 

7- 10 
9- 12 
NiApp 
N/App 
JG- 20 

l 
I 
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Torque settings (continued) 
Com.ponent . 

g~::~~=~ ~ ~~ ~~~t.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Cam sprocket bolt ......................................................................... . 
Valve adjuster locknut ..................................... : ............................ : 
Alternator stator bolt .................................................................. : .. 
Alternator statqr base ................................................................... . 
Valve adjuster inspection cover ................................................. . 
Carburettor mounting clip ....... .' ................................................... . 
Decompressor cable li:Jcknut ...................................................... . 
Selector drum stopper plate ....................................................... . 
Selector cam bolt ...................... : ...................... : ............................ . 
Gearbox sprocket .......................................................................... . 
Engine oil drain plug ..................................................................... . 
Spark plug .............. : .................................................. : .. :··················· 

Specifications relating to Chapter 1 US XL models 

Engine 
Compression ratiq - XL250 R 1982 ............ : ........................... . 
Power output: 

XL250 R 1982 ....................................................................... . 
XL500 R 1982 ....................................................................... . 

Maximum torque: 
XL250 R 1982 ....................................................................... . 

XL500 R 198i ················:·········································.·············· 

Compression pressure 
At cranking speed - XL250 R 1982 ........ Jfl.. ......................... . 

Balancer assembly 
Type XL250 R 1982 .................................................................... . 

Gearbox 
Type - XL250 R 1982 ................................................................. . 
Ratios - XL250 R 1982: 

1st····································'························································· 
2nd ............................................................................................ . 
3rd .. : ................ : ...... , ..................................... : ........................... . 
4th ............. : .............................................................................. . 
5th····························································································· 
6th ......................................................................... : .................. . 

Gear pinion internal diameters - XL250 R 1982: 
Output shaft 1st, 4th ............................................................ . 
Service limit ............................................................................ . 
Output shaft 2nd ............................................... : ................... . 

· Service limit .... : ....................................................................... . 
Output shaft 3rd, input shaft 6th ...................................... . 
Service liniit .................. : ................................................... : ..... . 
Input shaft 5th ... , ................................................................... . 
Service limit ............................................................................ . 

Gear pinion bush outside diameters - XL250 R 1982: 
Output shaft 3rd, input shaft 6th ...................................... . 
Service limit ............................................................................ . 

. Selector fork ID- XL250 R 1982: 
Centre ....................................................................•................... 
Service. limit ............................................................................ . 

-~~g~~=n~~~~t~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Selector fork cla·w thickness: 

XL250 R 1982 ....................................................................... . 
Service limit ....... : .................................................................... . 

Secondary transmission 
Reduction ratio: . 

XL250 R 1982 ....................................................................... . 
XL500 S 1981 ................................................... : ................... . 
XL500 R 1 982 ....................................................................... . 

XL250 R-C 
kgf m 
0.8- 1.2 
2.2-2.8 
1.7- 2.3 
0.8- 1.2 
0.8- 1.2 
0.9 1.3 
0.8- 1.2 
0.3- 0.5 
N/App 
1.0- 1.4 
1.0- 1.4 
0.8- 1.2. 
2.0- 3.o 
1.5-2.0 

9.3:1 

lbf .ft 
6-9 
16-20 
12- 17 
6-9 
6-9 
7-9 
6-9 
2-4 
N/App 
7- 10 
7- 10 
6-9 
14-22 
11-14 

22.0 .bhp ® 8000 rpm 
32.4 bhp ® 6500 rpm' 

XLSOO R-C 
kgf m 
1.0- 1.4 
2.2-2.8 
1.7 _;_ 2.3 
1.5- L8 
N/App 
N/App 
1.0- 1.4 
0.3-0.5 
0.5- 0.7 
N/App 
N/App 
N/App 
3.0 4.0 
1.5-2.0 

2.17 kg/m (15.7 ft lb) ® 6500 rpm 
4.00 kg/m (28.2 ft lb) ® 5000 rpm 

14.0 kg/cm2 
( 199 psi) 

Single gear-driven front balancer shaft 

Six-speed constant mesh 

2.307:1 (43/13T) 
2.111:1 (38/18T) 
1.590:1 (35/22T) 
1.280:1 (32/25T) 
1.074:1 (29/27T) 
0.931:1 (27/29T) 

25.020 - 25.041 mm (0.9850 - 0.9859 in) 
25.1 0 mm (0.988 in) 
27.020-27.053 mm (1.0638- 1.0651 in) 
27.12 mm (1.068 in) 
28.020- 28.053 mm (1.1 032- 1.1045 in) 
28.12 mm (1.107 in) 
28.020- 28.041 mm (1.1032- 1.1040 in) 

. 28.1 0 mm ( 1.1 06 in) 

27.969-27.980 mm (1,-1011- 1.1016 in) 
27.90 mm (1.098 in) 

12.000- 12.018 mm (0.4724- 0.4732 in) 
12.05 mm (0.474 in) 
15.000- 15.018 mm (0.5906- 0.5913 ini 
15.05 mm (0.593 in) 

4.98 - 5.00 mm (0.196 - 0.197 in) 
4.5 mm (0.18 in) · 

3.357:1 (47/14) 
2.929:1 (41/14) 
2.867:1 (43/15) 

lbf ft 
7- 10 
16-20 
12- 17 
11 - 13 
N/App 
N/App 
7 10 
2-4 
4-5 
N/App 
N/App 
N/App 
22-29 
11 - 14 
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oeco.mpressor mechaniSIJI 
Starter decompressor cable free play - XL500 S 1 981 ...... . 
Manual decompressor cable free play - XL500 S 1981 ..... . 

Torque settings 
Component 

Kickstart stopper plate 
_ Kickstart spring anchor pin ......................................................... . 

Gear selector drum retainer ........................................................ . 
Upper crankcase bolts: 

6 mm ............................ ; •.................................................•......... 
8 mm .......................................................................... : ............. . 

Lower crankcase bolts: 
6 mm ............................•............................................................ 
8·mm ........................................•........................................ : ...... . 
9 mm ........................................................................................ . 
10 mm ..................................................................................... . 

Balancer holder lock bolt •............................................................ 
Cam chain tensioner ..................................................................... . 
Primary drive pinion nut ............................................................ : .. 
Clutch centre nut .......................................................................... . 
Alternator rotor bolt ...................................................................... . 
Cylinder head cover bolts: 

6 mm (plain) ..................................... : ..................................... . 
7 mm (plain) .................................... : ........................... : .......... . 
6 mm (with sealing washer) ................ : .............................. . 

Cylinder head bolts - 8 mm ........................................................ . 
Cylinder head cap nut .. : ........................................ : ...................... . 
Cylinder 6 mm bolt ........................................... : ........................... . 
Cylinder 8 mm nut ............................................................. : .......... . 
Cam sprocket bolt ................................ :::::-.................................... . 
Valve adjuster locknut .................................................................. . 
Alternator stator bolt .................................................................... . 
Alternator stator base ................................................................. :. 
Valve adjuster inspection cover ................................................. . 
Carburettor mounting clip ................................... : ....................... . 
Decompressor cable locknut ...................................................... . 
Selector drum stopper plate ....................................................... . 
Selector cam bolt .......................................................................... . 
Gearbox sprocket .......................................................................... . 
Engine oil drain plug .................................................................... . 
Spark plug .................................................................................... : .. 

Specifications relating to Chapter 1 XR, models 

Engine 
Compression ratio - XR250 R ................ : .................................. . 
Power output: 

XR250 R .................................................................................. . 
XR500 Fi .................................................................................. . 

Maximum torque: 
XR250 R .................................................................................. . 
XR500 R ............................. , .................................................... . 

Camshaft and rockers 
Cam lift- XR500 R: 

Inlet ...................................... : ..................................................... · 
Service limit ............................................................................. . 
Exhaust .................................................................................... . 
Service limit .......................................... , ................................. . 

Balancer assembly 
·Type- XR250 R ............................................................................ . 

Gearbox 
Type - XR250 R ............... : .......................... : ................................. . 
Ratios - XR250 R: 

~~~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
3rd ............................................................................................ . 
4th .............................................................. : ............................. . 
5th ........... : .................................................................. : ............. . 

6Jh ···············································································•············· 

1-2 mm (;Ji in) 
5 - 8 mm (f,; - ;'!; in) 

XL250 R 1982 XLSOO R 1982 
kgf m lbf ft 
N/Av N/Av 
N/Av N/Av 
0.9- 1.3 7-9 

1.0- 1.4 7- 10 
2.0-2.6 14- 19 

1.0 - 1.4 7- 10 
2.2- 2.8' 16-20 
N/App N/App 
N/App N/App 
2.0-2.6 14- 19 
0.8- 1.2 ' 6-9 
4.5- 6.0 33-43 
4.5 - 6.0 33-43 
10.0- 12.0 72-87 

1.0- 1.4 7- 10 
1.0- 1.4 7 10 
1.0- 1.2 7-9 
3.5-4.0 25-29 
N/App N/App 
0.8- 1.2 6-9 
2.2-2.8 16-20 
1.7-2.3 12- 17 
0.8- 1.2 6-9 
0.8 -·1.2 6-9 
0.9- 1.3 7-9 
0.8- 1.2 6-9 
0.3- 0.5 2-4 
N/App N/App 
1.0- 1.4 7- 10 
1.0- 1.4 7- 10 
0.8 ;_ 1.2 6-9 
2.0 - 3.0 14-22 
1.5- 2.0 11-14 

10.0:1 

24.0 bhp ® 8500 rpm 
35.0 bhp ® 6500 rpm 

kgf m 
1.8- 2.5 
2.2-3.0 
0.9- 1.3 

1.0 - 1.4 
2.2-2.8 

1.0- 1.4 
· N/App 
2.7-3.3 
3.2-3.8 
2.2-2.8 
1.0- 1.4 
4.5- 6.0 
4.5- 6.0. 
10.0- 12.0 

1.0- 1.4 
1.3- 1.7 
N/App 
N/App 
2.2-2.8 
1.0- 1.4 

.2.2- 2.8 
1.7-2.3 
1.5- 1.8 
N/App 
N/App 
1.0 - 1.4 
0.3-0.5 
0.5-0.7 
N/App 
N/App 
N/App 
3.0-4.0 
1.5-2.0 

2.1 0 kg/cm ( 1 5.2 ft I b) ® 6500 rpm 
4.30 kg/cm (13.1 ft lb) ® 4000 rpm 

36.431 mm (1.4342 in) 
36.23 mm (1.426 in) 
36.466 mm (1.4357 in) 
36.27 .mm (1.428 in) 

Single ,_gear-driven front balancer ~haft 

Six-speed constant mesh 

3.000:1 (42/14T) 
2.111 :1 (38/18T) 
1.591:1 (35/22T) 
1.280:1 (32/25T) 
1.074:1 (29/27T) 
0.867:1 (26/30T) 

lbf ft 
13- 18 
16-22 
7-9 

7- 10 
16-20 

7- 10 
N/App 
20-24 
23-27 
16-20 
7- 10 
33-43 
33-43 
72-87 

7- 10 
9- 12 
N/App 
N/App 
16-20 
7- 10 
16-20 
12.- 17 
11 - 13 
N/App 
N/App 
7 -: 10 
2-4 
4-5 
N/App 
N/App 
N/App 
22-29 
11-14 
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Gear pinion internal diameters- XR250 R: 
Output shaft 1st, 3rd, 4th and input shaft 5th, 6th ...... . 
Service limit ............ , ............................... : ............................... . 

Gear pinion b~sh dimensions: . · 
Internal d1ameter ................................................................... . 
Outside diameter ................ ~ ......................... : ........................ . 

Gear to bushing clearance - XR250 R ................................... .. 
Input shaft OD ............................................................................... . 
Gear to shaft clearance - XR250 R ........................................ .. 
Output shaft OD: 

At splined area ....................................................................... . 
At plain area ........................... : ............................................... . 

Selector fork ID - XR250 R: 
Centre ....................................................................................... . 
Service limit ............................................................................ . 
Right and left ......................................................................... .. 
Service limit ............................................................................ . 

Selector fork claw thickness: , 
XR250 R : ................................... : ............................................ .. 
Seniice limit ........................................................................... :. 

Selector shaft OD: 
Centr~ ....................................................................................... . 
Service limit ............................................................................ . 
Right and left ................. : ................. , ..................................... .. 
Service limit .................... ~ ....................................................... . 

Selector drum OD: 
XR250 R ............................................................................... : ... 
Service limit ............................................................................ . 

Selector drum bore ID: 
XR250 R ................................................................................. .. 
Service limit ............................................................................ . 

Kickstart pinion ID: · 
XR250 R .................................................... : ............................. . 
Service limit ............................................................................ . 

Kickstart shaft OD:· 
XR250 R .................................................................................. . 
Service limit .......................................................... :.: ............... . 

Torque settings 
Component 

Kickstart stopper plate ................................................................ .. 
Kickstart anchor pin ........................................................ : ............ . 
Selector drum retainer ................................................................ .. 
Cylinder head cover bolt .............................................................. . 
Cylinder head bolt ......................................................................... . 
Cylinder head nut .......................................................................... . 
Cam sprocket bolt ................................................................... : ..... . 
Cam chain tensioner bolts .......................................................... . 
Cylinder bolts ........................... .-...................................... .' .............. . 
Cylinder nuts .................................................................................. . 
Crankcase cover bolt ............................................................ .' ...... .. 
Primary drive pinion nut .......................................................... ~ ... . 
Automatic timing. unit bolt ............................................ ,, ............ . 
Clutch centre nut .......................................................................... . 
Alternator stator bolt ................................................................... .. 
Alternator rotor bolt .... : .......................................................... : ..... .. 
Balancer adjuster lock bolt ........................................................ .. 

Specifications relating to Chapter 2 

Fuel tank 
Overall capacity - XR models .................................................... . 
Reserve capacitY - XR models ................................................. .. 

Carburettor 
Make ............................................................................................... .. 
Venturi size ... .-................................................................................. . 
ID number ................................................................................ : ...... . 
Float level ....................................................................................... . 
Pilot screw (turns out) ................................................................. . 

25.020 - 25.041 mm (0.9850 - 0.9859 in) 
25.10 mm (0.988 in) 

20.020- 20.041 mm (0.7866- 0.7890 in) . 
25.005 - 25.016 mm (0.9844- 0.9849 in) 
0.004- 0.036 mm (0.0002- 0.0014 in) 
24.959 - 24.980 mm (0.9826 - 0.9849 in) 
0.020 - 0.054 mm (0.0008 - 0.0021 in) 

24.959 - 24.980 mm (0.9826- 0.9835 in) 
19.987- 20.000 mm (0.7869- 0.7874 in) 

12.000- 12.018 min (0.4724- 0.4732 in) 
12.05 mm (0.474 in) 
15.000 - 15.021 mm (0.5906 - 0.5914 in) 
15.05 mm (0.593 in) 

4.93 - 5.00 mm 10:194 - 0.197 in) 
4.5 mm (0.18 in) 

11.966- 11.984 mm (0.4711- 0.4718 in) 
11.91 mm (0.496 in) 
14.966 - 14.984 mm (0.5892 - 0.5899 in) 
14.91 mm (0.587 in) 

11.966- 11.984 mm (0.4711- 0.4718 in) 
11.91 mm (0.469 in) 

12.000- 12.027 mm (0.4724- 0.4735 in) 
12.10 mm (0.476 in) ' 

22.000- 2i.021 mm (0.8661 -0.8670 in) 
22.10 nim (0.870 in) 

21.959 - 21.980 mm (0.8645 - 0.8654 in) 
21.91. mm (0.863 in) 

XR250 R 
kgf m lbf ft 
N/App N/App 
N/App N/App 
N/App· N/App 
1.0 - 1.4 7- 10 
3.5-4.0 25-29 
N/App N/App 
1.7- 2.3 12- 17 
1.0- 1.4 7- 10 
1.0 - 1.4 7- 10 
N/App N/App 
0.8- 1.2 6-9 
4.5- 6.0 33-43 
N/App N/App 
4.5- 6.0 33-43 
0.8- 1.2 6-9 
9.5- 10.5 69-76 
2.2-2.8 16-20 

9.0 litre (2.4/1.9 US/Imp gall 
3.0 litre (0.8/0.6 US/Imp gall 

XR500 R 
kgf m 
1.8- 2.5 
2.2- 3.0 
0.9- 1.3 
1.0- 1.4 
N/App 
2.2-2.8 
1.7-2.3 
1.0- 1.4 
1.0- 1.4 
2.2-2.8 
N/App 
N/App 
4.5- 6.0 
4.5 - 6.0 
N/App 
10.0- 12.0 
2.2-2.8 

XL500 R-C (UK) 

lbf ft 
13- 18· 
16 --: 22 
7-9 
7- 10 
N/App 
16 20 
12- 17 
7- 10 
7- 10 
16-20 
N/App 
N/App 
33-43 
33-43 
N/App 
72-87 
16-20 

Xl250 R-C (UK) 
Xl250 R (US) 
Keihin Keihin Keihin 

2-8 mm (1.10 in) 
PD74A . . 
14.0·mm (0.55 in) 
p. 

4 

32 mm (1.26 in) 
PD78A 
18.0 mm (0.71 in) 
2t 

32 mm (1.26 
PD77A 
18.0 mm (0.7 
2t 
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Carburettor (continued) 

~ ~ .ns~=:~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::.'::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 
T~t1o~al high altitude main jet .................................................. . 
p· 1 ro~ e valve diameter ................................................................ . 

r.~~!~.'~i~:~~ : : :: : : : :: : ::::::: 
A?celerator pump delivery per stroke ................ : ..................... .. 

1r cut-off valve opE;!rating pressure ......................................... .. 

Carburettor 

e;:i~~;~~~;;~,~~ : :~ _:_ ~ ~: -~ .·~ ".: ~:. .· . ~. 
1 ~ 1 ot screw (turns out) ........................................................... : .... .. 

~ ~ ;~=:~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 
Tt1o~al high altitude main jet ................................................. .. 

~:Jf: ;~:~~:;?::·:: :: : ::::::::::::: : ::: :: 
1r cutoff valve operating pressure .......................................... .. 

Specifications relating to Chapter 3 

Ignition system - U K XL250/500. R-C, 
US XL250/500 R . 

Type ................................................................. ~ ............................... . 

Spark plug - U K XL250/500 R-C, US XL250/500 R 
Make ..................................................................... : .......................... . 
Type: 

Standard .................................................................................. . 
gold climate (below 5°C, 41 °F) ........................................ . 

El ontinuous high-speed riding ............................................. . 
ectrode gap , ................................................................................ . 

Ignition timing - U K and US XL models 
~~t;~:l .. ~d~~~~·~ ............................................................................... . 

......................... : ..................................................... . 

Ignition system - XR models 
Type ................................................................................................. . 

Spark plug - XR models· 
~~~e ~·xR.25a·i .......................................................................... ; .. 

~t~~da~d ................................................................................. .. 
Co .climate below 5°C (419F) .......................... : ............. .. 

T 
onxtmuous high-speed riding ............................................ .. 

ype- R500 R: 

Elec;~~~d~:~·::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::: 
Ignition timing - XR models 

Initial .......................................................... . At full advance: ..................................... . 

XR250 R ................................................................................. .. 
Xf'l500 R .................................................................................. . 

Specifi~ations relating to Chapter 4 

Frame 
Type .... : ............... , ........................... : .. : ................. : .......................... .. 

Xl250 R-C (UK) Xl500 R-C (UK) XL500 R (US) 
Xl250 R (US) 
1200 ± 100 rpm 1200 ± 100 rpm 1200 ± 100 rpm 

128 or 135 110 130 . 
N/App N/App 130 
28 mm (1.10 in)· 34 mm (1.34 in) 34 mm (1.34 in) 

52 38 55 
2 - 6 mm (-/i - t in) 2 - 6 mm (.1 
2000 - 2500 rpm N/Av · 

8 t in) 2 - 6 mm (-/i - t in) 
N/Av . 

0.1 0.25 cc 0.1 - 0.25 cc 0.1 - 0.25 cc 
350 - 430 mm Hg 350 - 430 mm Hg 
(13.8- 16.9 in Hg) (13.8- 16.9 in Hg) 

350 - 430 mm Hg 
(13.8- 16.9 in Hg) 

XR250 R. 
Keihin 
PD71A 
3rd groove · 
12.5 mm (0.49 in) 
2t 
1300 ± 100 rpm 
130 
See text 
30.5 mm (1.10 in) 
40 . 

2 - 6 mm (-/i - t in) 
360 mm Hg (14.2 in Hg) 

XR500 R 
Keihin 
PD11 B 
3rd groove 
14.5 mm (0.57 in) 
2t. 
1200 ± 100 rpm 
152 
See text 
N/Av. 
55 
2 - 6 mm lt- t in) 
390 mm Hg (15.3 in Hg) 

Capacitor discharge ·(CD I). electronic ignition advance 

NGK ND 

DR8ES-l X24ESR-U 
DR7ES X22ESR-U 
DR8ES X27ESR-U 
0.6- 0.7 mm (0.024- 0.028 in) 

Xl250 R,R-C Xl500 R, R-C 
12° BTDC ® 1200 rpm 
37° BTDC ® 4000 rpm 

10° BTDC ® 1200 rpm 
35° BTDC ® 3500 rpm 

Capacitor discharge (CDI). mechanical ignition advance 

u-s spec models 
NGK ND 

D8EA 
D7ES 
D9EA 

X24ES-U 
· X22ES-U 
X27ES-U 

Canadian spec mod~ls 
NGK ND 

DR8ES-l 
DR7ES 
DR8ES 

.X24ESR-U 
X22ESR-U 
X27ESR-U 

D8EA X24ES-U DR8EScL X24ESR-U 
0.6 - 0.7 mm (0.024- 0.028 in) 

12° BTDC ® 2250 ± 250 rpm 

37° ± 2° BTDC ® 2900 rpm 
36° ± 2° BTDC ® 3500 rpm 

Xl250 S-B U K model 
Welded tubular steel 
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Front forks 
Type ... , ............................................................................................. . 
Travel ............................................................................................... . 
Oil capacity per leg ...................... .-................. , ..................•..... : ..... . 
Oil grade ......................................................................................... . 
Fork spring free length ................................................................ .. 
Service limit························::·························································· 
Lower leg ID .................................................................................. . 
Fork stanchion bend limit ........................................................... .. 

Rear suspension 
Type ................................................................................................. . 
Travel ............................................................................................... . 
Suspension unit spring free length ......................•..................... 
Service limit ................................................................................... . 
Swinging arm ·bush clearance .................................................... . 

Frame 
Type .......................................................•....... ; .... : ...•......................... 

Front forks 
Type ...........................................................................................•...... 
Travel ............................................................................................... . 
Oil capacity per leg: 

XL250 R/R-C .......................................................................... . 
XL500 R/R-C .......................................................................... . 

Oil level: · 
XL250 R/R-C ....... : .................................................................. . 
XL500 R/R-C .......................................................... : ............... . 

Oil grade ......................................................................................... . 
Fork air pressure ........................................................................... . 
Fork spring free length: 

XL250 R/R-C .......................................................................... . 
XL500 R/R-.C ............................... : .......................................... . 

Service limit: 
XL250 R/R-C .......................................................................... . 
XL500 R/R-C .......................................................................... . 

Fork stanchion bend limit ....... ~ ................................................... .. 

Rear suspension 
Type .............................. , ........ : ......................................................... . 

Travel ............................................................................................... . 
Suspension unit spring free length: 

XL250 R/R-C .......................................................................... . 
XL500 R/R-C .......................................................................... . 

Service limit: 
XL250 R/R-C .............................................. : ............... : ........... . 
XL500 R/R-C .......................................................................... . 

Damper unit compression pressure (without spring) ............ . 
Service limit ................................................................................... . 
Swinging arm pivot centre collar OD ....................................... . 
Service limit ................................................................................... . 

Frame 
Type ................................................................................................. . 

Front forks 
Type ................................................................................................. . 
Travet ............................................................................................... . 
Oil capacity per leg: 

Standard 1981 ....................................................................... . 

Standard 1982 ........................................................ · ............... . 

Oil·level: 
Standard - 1 981 model ..................................................... .. 
Standard - 1982 model ...................................................... . 
Maximum- 1981 model ..................................................... . 
Maximum - 1982 model ..................................................... . 
Minimum - 1981 model ............•.................................. , ..... . 
Minimum - 1982 model ..... : ...................................... : ....... .. 

XL250 S-8 UK model 
Oil damped telescopic 
204.0 mm (8.0 in) 
190 cc (6.7/6.4 Imp/US fl oz) 
ATF (automatic transmission fluid) 
562.4 mm (22.1 in) 
551.0 mm (21.7 in) 
44.2 mm (1.74 in) 
0.2 mm (0.008 in) 

Swinging arrn with twin oil damped suspension units 
178 mm (7.0 in) 
326.9 mm (12.87 in) 
320.5 mm (12.61 in) 
0.2- 0.3 mm (0.008- 0.012 iri) 

XL250/500 R-C UK, XL250/500 R US 
Welded tubular steel 

Oil damped telescopic, air assisted 
21 5.0 mm (8.5 in) 

300 cc ( 10.6/1 0.1 Imp/US fl oz) 
378.5 cc (13.3/12.8 lmp/l;JS fl oz) 

173 mm (6.81 in) 
163 mm (6.42 in) 
ATF (automatic transmission fluid) 
0 - 0.2 kg/cm2 (0 - 2.8 psi) 

579.9 mm (22.83 in) 
580.4 ·mm (22.85 in) 

568.3 mm (22.37 in) 
568.8 mm (22.39 in) 
0.2 mm (0.008 in) 

Rising rate (Honda Pro-link) with single gas-filled sw;pensuJn. 
unit 
190 mm (7.5 in) 

246.5 mm (9.70 in) 
251.0 mm (9.88 in) 

244.0 mm (9.56 in) 
248.5 mm (9.78 in) 
28 - 38 kg (62 - 84 lb) 
28 kg (62 lb) 
19.987- 20.000 mm (0.7869- 0.7874 in) 
19.915 mm (0.07840 in) 

XR250 R XR500 R 
Welded tubular steel 

Oil damped telescopic, air assisted 
255.0 nim ( 1 0.0 in) 255.0 mm ( 1 0.0 in) 

368 cc (13.0/12.4 
Imp/US fl oz) 
395 cc (13.9/13.4 
Imp/US fl oz) 

1 52 mm (6.00 in) 
156 mm (6.14 in) 
132 mm (5.20 in) 
146 mm (5.75 in) 
172 mm (6.77 in) 
186 mm (7.32 in) 

345-350 cc (12.1- 1 
11.6 - 11.8 Imp/US fl· oz) 
395 cc ( 13.9/13.4 
Imp/US n·oz), 

181 mm (7.10 in) 
156 mm (6.14 in) 
161 mm (6.30 in) 
146 mm (5.75 in) 
20.1 mm (8.00 in) 
186 mm (7.32 in) 
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Front forks (continued) 
Oil grade ................. : .................................•.........•...............•..........•. 

Fork air pressure: • 
Standard - 1981 model ..................•.....................•.............. 
Standard - 1982 model ...... .-............................................... . 
Maximum .......................•......•..•................................................ 

Fork spring free length ................................................................. . 
Service limit ................................................................................... . 
Fork stanchion bend limit ............................................................ . 

Rear suspension 
Type: 

XR250 R ... , ........................................................................•...... 

XR500 R .................................................................................. . 

Travel .................................................•......•.................. , ................... . 
Sus~ensi_on_ unit spring free length .......................................... .. 
Serv1ce l1m1t ..................................................................•...........•..... 

· Damper _un!t compression pressure (without spring) ............ . 
Serv1ce l1m1t ................................................................................... . 

. Torque settings · 
Component 

Engine mounting bolts: 
8 mm .......................................................................... : ............. . 
1 0 mm - 250 cc···········'························································ 
1 0 mm - 500 cc ................................................................... . 
12 mm ................... : .................................................•.•..•........... 

Steering stem nut ......................................................................... . 
Steering stem adjuster ................................•.................................. 
Handlebar upper holder bolt ...................................................... .. 
Steering stem pinch bolt ............................................................ .. 
Fork yoke pinch bolt: 

Upper ................................................................................ : ....... ~ 
Lower····························'··························································· 

Front wheel spindle ........................................................•.............. 
Front wheel spindle holder nut·······································'············ 
Rear wheel spindle ............... ; ................................................. : ..... . 
Swinging arm pivot·····································'································· 
Susp\lnsion unit mounting: 

Upper ....................... : ................................................................ . 
Lower:·························-·······································'····················· 

Suspension linkage pivots: 
Swinging arm to suspension unit arm .............................. . 
Suspension unit arm to link ................................................ . 

Lif1k to frame ·········:·································'······························· 
Footrest bracket .................................. : ......................................•... 
Kickstart lever .......................................................... : ..•................... 
Gearchange pedal .................................................................•........ 
Exhaust retainer .....................................•..•..................................... 
Silencer mounting ......................................................................... . 
Side stand pivot ................................................................. : .......... . 

Torque settings 
Component 

Fuel tank ......................................................................................... . 
Exhaust pipe flange .......................................................•............... 
Exhaust heat s,hield ....................................................................... . 
Handlebar holder ................... : ....................................................... . 
Steering stem .....................................................................•........... : 
Fork yoke pinch bolt: 

Upper ...........................................................................•............. 
Lower ....................... , .......... ,. .................................................... . 

·.Front wheel spindle ................................................ , ............ : ........ . 
Front wheel spindle holder ................ : ........ : .............................. .. 
Damper rod Alien bolt ......................................... : ........ , .............. . 
Rear suspension unit mountings: 

Upper ........................................................................................ . 
Lovyer ................................................................................ : ...... . 

XR250 R 
ATF (automatic 
transmission fluid) 

0.4 kg/cm2 (5.7 psi) 
0 kg/cm2 (0 psi) 
1.0 kg/cm2 

( 14.2 psi) 
562.4 mm (22.1 0 in) 
551.0 mm (21.70 in) 
0.2 mm (0.008 in) 

XR250 and 500 R 

XR500 R 
ATF. 

0.3 kg/cm2 (4.3 psi) 
0 kg/cm2 (0 psi) 
1.0 kg/cm2 

( 14.2 psi) 
617.5 mm (23.31 in) 
605.1 mm (24.00 in) 
0.2 mm (0.008 in) 

Rising rate (Honda Pro-link) with single gas-filled suspension 
unit · 
Rising rate (Honda Pro-link) with single remote reservoir 
suspension unit 
255 mm (1 0.0 in) 
222.6 mm (8.76 in) 
219.0 mm (8.62 in) 
28 - 38 kg (62·- 84 I b)" 
23 kg (5] lb) 

U K XL250/500 R-C. US XL250/500 R 
kgf m lbf ft 

3.0- 3.7 22-27 
5.0 6.5 36-47 
5.5- 6.5 40-47 . 
9.0- 10.0 65-72 
8.0- 12.0 58-87 
0.1 -0.2 0.7- 1.4. 
1.8-3.0 13-22 
4.0- 5.0 29-36 

1.8- 2.3 13- 17 
. 3.0-3.5 22-25 
5.0-8.0 36 58 
1.0- 1.4 7- 10 
8.0- 11.0 58-80 
7.0- 10.0 51 -72 

6.0- 7.5 43-54 
3.8-4.8 28-35 

9.0- 12.0 65-87 
6.0- 7.5 43-54 
6.0- 7.5 43-54 
7.0- 10.0 51 - 72 
2.0 - 3.5 15-25 
0.8- 1.2 6-9 
1.5-2.5 11 - 18 
2.0-3.0 15-22 
3.5-4.5 25-33 

XR250 R XR500 R 
kgf m lbf ft kgf m 
N/Av N/Av 1.5- 2.4 
N/Av N/Av 0.8- 1.2 
N/Av N/Av 0.8- 1.2 
1.8- 3.0 13-22 1.8 :_ 3.0 
7.0- 10.0 51- 72 8.8- 12.0 

1.8-3.0 13:.. 22 1.8-2.5 
1.8-3.0 13-22 1.8-3.0 
5.o·- 8.0 36-58 5.0- 8.0 
1.0- 1.2 7-9 1.0- 1.4 
1.5-2.5 11 - 18 0.8- 1.2 

6.0- 7.5 43-54 7.0- 10.0 
3.8-4.8 27-35 3.8-4.8 

lbf ft 
11 - 17 
6-9 
6-9 
13-22 
58-87 

13- 18 
13 22 
36-58 
7- 10 
6-9 

51-72 
27-35 
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TorqJe settings (~ontinued) 
Component 

Suspension linkage: . 
Tension arm ............................................................................ . 
Tension rod ................... , ... , ...................................................... . 

Swinging arm pivot ...................................................................... . 
Rear wheel spindle ....................................................................... . 
Engine mountings: 

8 mm ............................................ : ........................................... . 
10 mm upper ......................................................................... . 

' 10 mm front ................................. : .......................... , .............. . 
10 mm rear ............................................................................. . 
1 0 mm - XR500 R ....... ; ................ : ...................................... . 
12 mm - XR500 R ............................................................... . 

Gearchange pedal ......................................................................... . 
Kickstart lever ................................................................................ . 
Side stand ....................................................................................... . 

Specifications relating to Chapter 5 

Brakes 
Swept area - rear ......................................................................... . 

Tyres 
Size: 

Front ................................................. : ....................................... . 
Rear .......................................................................................... . 

Pressures: 
Front ......................................................................................... . 
Rear (UK): 

XL250 R-C ....................................................................... . 
XL500 R-C ....................................................................... . 

Rear (US) ................................................................................. . 

Brakes 
Type: 

Front:· 
XL250R/R-C ...................................................................... . 
XL500/R-C ....................................................................... . 

Rear .......................................................................................... . 
Swept area: 

Front ......................................................................................... . 
Rear: 

Tyres 
Size: 

XL250 R/R-C ............................................................... . 
XL500 R/R-C ............................................. ~: .................. . 

Front ...... : ........................................................ : ......................... . 
Rear· .......................................................................................... . 

Pressures: 
Front ............... : ......................................................................... . 
Rear .......................................................................................... . 

Brakes 
Type: 

Front ......................................................................................... . 
Rear .......................................................................................... . 

Swept area: 
Front ......................................... :. .............................................. . 
Rear: 

XR250 R .......................................................................... . 
XR500 R ., ........................................................................ . 

Torque settings 
Component · 

Front wheel spindle ................................. , .......................... : ......... . 
Front wheel spindle holder .......................................................... . 
Rear wheel spindle ....................................................................... . 
Rear wheel sprocket· ................................................. : ................... . 

XR250 R XR5.00 R 
kgf m lbf ft kgf m 

9.0- 12.0 65-87 9.0.- 12.0 
6.0- 7.5 43-54 6.0- 7.5 
7.0- 10.0 51-72 7.0- 10.0 
7.0- 11.0 51-80 8.0- 11.0 

2.5 - 3.5 14-25 4.5 - 6.0 
4.5- 6.0 33-43 N/App 
3.0- 5.0 22-37 N/App 
8.0- 9.5 58- 69 N/App 
N/App N/App 3.0- 5.0 
N/App N/App 10.0- 13.0 
0.8- 1.2 6.-9 0.8- 1.2 
2.0- 3.5 14-25 2.0- 3.5 
3.5-4.5 22-33 3.5-4.5 

XL250 S-B (UK) XL250 S 1981 (US) 
122.5 cm2 

( 19.0 in2
) 

XL250/500 R-C UK, XL250/500 R US 

3.00-21-4PR 
4.60-17-4PR 

21 psi (1.5 kg cm2
) 

21-24 psi (1.5 -1.75 kg/cm2
) 

21 psi ( 1.5 kg/cm2
) 

21 psi u:5 kg cm2
) 

Single· leading shoe (sls) .drum brake 
Twin leading shoe (tls) drum. brake 
Single leading shoe (sls) drum brake 

104 cm2 (16.1 in2
) 

122 cm2 
( 1 9.0 in2

) 

XR250/500 R 

3.00-21-6PR 
5.10-17-6PR 

14 psi ( 1.0 kg cm2
) 

11 psi (0.8 kg cm2
) 

Twin leading shoe (tls) drum brake 
Single leading shoe (sls) drum brake 

1 02 cm2 
( 1 5.9 in2

) 

1 04 cm2 
( 1 6.1 in2

) 

122 cm2 
( 19.0 in2

) 

XL250/500 R-C (UK) 
XL250/500 R (US) 
XR500 R 
kgf m 
5.0- 8.0 
1.0- 1.4 
8.0- 11.0 
·2.8- 3.4 

lbf ft 
36-58 
7- 10 
58-80 
20-25 

XR250 R 
kgf m 
5.0-8.0 
1.0- 1.2 
7.0 ..., 11.0 
2.7-3.3 

lbf ft 

65-87 
43-54 
51 - 72 
58-80 

33-43 
N/App 
N/App 
N/App 
22-36 
72-94 
6-9 
14-25 
22-33 

lbf ft 
36-58 
7-9 
51 .:... 80 
20-24 
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specifications relating to Chapter 6 

Generator 
Type ..................................•............. : ................................................ : 
Rating ................................................... : .......................................... . 
Charging commences ................................................................... . 
Charging output (uwegulated): 

Minimum ........•............................................. , .......................... . 
Maximum ..............•....................................... , .... : ..................... . 

Lighting output (unregulated): 
Minimum (250) ................................................. _. .................... . 
Minimum (500) ................................•.................................. ; .. . 
Maximum (250) ..................................................................... . 
Maximum (500) .... : ................................................................ . 

Battery 
Capacity ................................................... ~ .......... : ..................... , ...... : 

Fuse 
Rating .................................................................................. : ........... . 

Regulator/rectifier 
Type ................................................ , ................................................ . 
Battery charge rate ....................................................................... . 

Bulb wattages 
Headlamp ........................................................................................ . 
Stop/tail ........................................................................................... . 
Turn signal : ..................................................................................... . 
Speedometer .................................................................................. . 
Tachometer ............ · ......................................................................... . 
Neutral indicator ............................................................................ . 
Turn signal warning ...................................................................... . 

~a~~~n~e~:rn;.~.~~~~.~.::::::::::·.::·.::·.:::::::::·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Generator 

Type ................................................................................................ .. 
Rating ............................................................................................... · 

Bulb wattages 
Headlamp ........................................................................................ . 
Tail .................................................................................................... . 

Introduction 

This update chapter covers the Honda XL and XR 250 and 
500 models produced between 1981 and 1-984, other than 
those described in the original text. lt should be noted that 
model references applied to the early machines and quoted in 
the main part of thfs manual may have changed retrospectively. 
For examP.Ie, the orginal UK XL250 was known as the XL250 S. 
lt has subsequently been referred to as the XL250 S-Z to 
distinguish it from the later XL250 S-A. To avoid confusion,·a 
summary of the various models, together with introduction and 
discontinuation dates is shown below. 

In many cases, models continued to be sold well after they 
were officially discontinued. lt follows that the only certain way 
of making sure that correct replacement parts are supplied is to 
specify the engine and frame numbers when ordering. This 
point is especially true where 'model runs are long and 
numerous modific!3tions have been made to the range. 

UK models 

Model Introduced 
XL250 s~z May 1978 
XL250 S-A Jan 1980 
XL250 S-B May 1981 . 
XL250 R-C .Mar 1982 

Discontinued Coverage 
April 1980 Chapters 1 .to 6 
May 1981 Chapters 1 to 6 
Sept 1982 Chapter 7 
Oct 1984 Chapter 7 

U K XL250/500 R-C 
Alternator 
12V 0.196kW ® 5000 rprn 
1200 rpm or less 

US XL250/500 R 
Altern·atcir 
N/Av 
1 000 rpm or less 

16.8V, 2. 7 A ® 2500 rpm 
18.4V, 5.5A ® 8000 rpm 

16.8V, 2.7A ® 2500 rpm 
18.4V, 5.5A ® 8000 rpm 

14.5V ® 2500 rpm 
13.0V ® 2500 rpm 
1 6.0V ® 8000 rpm 
23.0V ® 8000 rpm 

14.5V ® 2500 rpm 
14.5V ® 2500 rpm 
23.0V ® 8000 rpm 
23.0V ® 8000 rpm 

U K XL250/500 R-C, US XL250/500 R 
12V. 3Ah 

10A 

Transistorised 
0.3A max 

U K XL250/500 R-C 
35/35W 
5/21W 
21W 
1.7W 
3.4W 
3.4W 
3.4W 
,1.7W 
4.0W 

XR250/500 R 
Alternator 
6V 50W ® 5000 rpm 

6V 25W 
6V 3W 

XR250Z 
XR250A 
XL500 S-Z 
XL500 S-A 
XL500 R-C 
XR500Z 

Mar 1979 
See note 1 
Mar 1979 
End 1981 
Feb 1982 
Mar 1979 

US XL250/500 R 
35/36.5W 
8/27W 
23W 
1.7W 
N/Av. 
3.4W 
3.4W 
1.7W 
N/App 

N/Av Chapters 1 to 6 
below Chapter 7 

End 1981 Chapters 1 to 6 
Feb 1982 Chapters 1 to 6 
Oct 1984 Chapter 7 
N/Av Chapters 1 to 6· 

XR500A See note 2 below Chapter 7 

US models 

Model Introduced Discontinued Coverage 
XL250 S April 1978 1980 Chapters 1 tO 6 
XL250 S 1981 1981 Chapter 7 
XL250 R Feb 1982 1983 Chapter 7 
XR250 Sept 1978 1980 Ch'apters 1 to 6 
XR250 R Sept 1981 1982 Chapter 7 
XL500 S Feb 1979 1980 Chapters 1 to 6 
XL500 S 1981 1981 Chapter 7 
XL500 R . July 1981 1982 Chapter 7 
XR500 Jan 1979 1980 Chapters 1 to 6 
XR500 R Aug 1981 1982 Chapter 7 

Note 1: The XR250 A model sold in the UK was imported 
from C!lnada by Honda UK, and thus conforms to Canadian· 
specifications. lt is covered as far as is practicable by this 
update. 

l 
I 
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Note 2: The XR500 models were imported from Canada by 
specialist dealers in the U K, and is thus a Canadian specification 
model. H is suggested than when attempting to order spare 
parts this should be done via the dealer who supplied the 
machine; there may be difficulty in attempting to obtain parts 
from normal Honda stockists. 

Notes: This manual does not cover any of the RFVC engine 
models. These were produced from 1983 onwards (though 
most models were introduced during 1984) so there is some 
overlap between these and the earlier machines covered here. 

2 Balancer shaft modifications: ~;~eneral 

A revised balancer arrangement is fitted to all models 
equipped with a six-speed gearbox; namely the UK XL250 R-C 
and the US XL250 R and XR250 R models. The chain-driven 
twin balancer arrangement used on the other models of the 
range is replaced by a single gear-driven balancer at the front of 
the crankcase, the gear drive being taken from the left-hand end 
of the crankshaft. The space occupied by the rear balancer 
weight is then utilised to allow the fitting of a sixth gear. 

3 Balancer shaft: removal and refitting - 6-speed models 

1 After separating the crankcase halves as described in 
Chapter 1, release the circlip which retains the balancer weight 
to the right-hand end of the balancer shaft assembly. The 
weight can now be slid off its splines and the shaft displaced 
from the holder. Slide the holder out of the crankcase bore. If 

~FWD 7 

necessary, the holder flange can be removed after releasing the 
circlip which retains it. · 
2 The needle roller bearings are located on the balancer 
by circlips and may be removed once the clips have been slid. 
off. When refitting the bearings and clips, an.d also the holder 
flange, note that the circlips have a rounded edge and a sharp 
edge; the sharp edge must face outwards. · 
3 Fit the holder into the crankcase bore and slide the balancer 
shaft into place. Fit the balancer weight to the shaft, ensuring 
that the punch marks on the shaft end and the weight 
then fit the circlip which retains it. 
4 When joining the crankcase halves, check that the driven 
gear is positioned so that the alignment mark on its outer face 
coincides with the punch mark on the driving gear. Before 
proceeding further, turn the crankshaft to TDC and check that 
the flat edge of the balancer weight aligns with the crankcase 
alignment mark. If this is not the case, go through the assembly 
sequence again, checking all alignment marks. · 

4 Balancer shaft: backlash adjustment- 6-speed models 

The eccentric balancer shaft holder allows the backlash 
(free play) between the drive and driven gears to be set and 
adjusted as required. Adjustment should not be required fre~ 
quently, but it should be checked during engine reassembly and 
Vl,lhenever the balancer system appears unusually noisy in 
operation. Start by slackening the balancer holder flange lock 
bolt. Turn the holder flange until the gear teeth contact lightly, 
then set the holder flange 1.5 - 2.0 graduations to the left in 
relation to the crankcase mark. Once the backlash has been 
correctly, tighten the lock bolt to 2.0 - 2.6 kgf m ( 14- 19 lbf 
ft). 

Fig. 7.1 Balancer assembly- UK XL250 R-C and US XL/XR250 R models 

7 
2 
3 
4 

Balancer shaft 
Thrust washer- 2 off 
Needle roller bearing 
Washer- 2 off 

5 Circlip - 2 off 
6 · Needle roller bearing 
7 Holder 

8 Holder flange 
9 Bolt 
1d Special.washer 

7 7 Circlip 
72 Balancer weight 
73 Circlip 
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Thrust washer Driven gear Orive gear 

~ 

\_ 
Balance weight Punch marks Alignment mark Punch mark 

Balancer weight alignment marks Balancer drive/driven gear alignment marks 

Fig. 7.2 Balancer weight and drive gear installation- UK XL250 R-C and US XL/XR250 R models 

Crankcase alignment mark 

Balance 
weight 

Holder 
flange 

~~~~~------_llock 
bolt 

Crankcase mark 

Fig. 7.3 Balancer gear· backlash adjustment 

5 Gearbox modifications: general - UK XL250 R-C and 
US XL250 .R/XR250 R models 

The above-mentioned models are fitted with a 6-speed 
gearbox in place of the 5-speed assembly used in the rest of the 
;ange. The additional pair of gears necessitated utilising space 
In the crankcase normally occupied by the rear balancer weight, 
?nd thus the balancer arrangement was changed as describe·d 
1n the preceding sections. 

2 The change to the new gear clusters has not materially 
affected the approach to dismantling and reassembly, and the 
general remarks in Chapter 1 can be applied. Note,· however, 
that the order of the gear pinions on the shafts is changed, and 
thus the assembly sequence outlined in section 29 of Chapter 
1 cannot be applied literally. An exploded view of the two gear 
clusters together with the various washers and circlips accom" 
panies this Section; use this as a guide during dismantling and 
reassembly. 
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6 Automatic cam chain tensioner: general.- all U K R-C 
and US R-models · 

1 A revised cam chain tensioner arrangement is fitted to all 
models from 1982 onwards. This applies to the UK XL250 R-C 
and XL500 R-C and to the US XL/XR 250 and 500 R ma'dels. 
In addition., any late model XR machine imported into the U K 
from Canada will feature this arrangement. 
2 In the case of the earlier models, the cam chain ten~ion was 
s·et after assembly, when the ·engine was first run. The 
tensioner, having moved to the correct position, was then 
locked. Over a period of time the cam·chain would wear and 
stretch slightly, necessitating readjustment. 
3 . On ~ater models the tension er was modified to operate 
automattcally, taking up. additional chain free play as it 
developed. A system of wedges locks the tensioner in its new 

Tensioner wedge Stopper wedge 

position _to prevent it from backing off again. The arrangement 
is shown in section in the accompanying illustration. 
4 Although no maintenance is required, there are occasions 
when it is necessary to manually back off the tensioner, either 
to facilitate camshaft removal or simply ·to check the operation 
of the mechanism; it is not unknown for the mechanism to jam 
in one position. This can be accomplished with the cylinder 
head cover removed. . 
5 Grasp the top of the tensioner wedge with a pair .of pliers 
and pull it upwards against spring pressure. At the same time 
push down on the stopper wedge to free off the tensioner. To 
lock the tensioner in its off position, insert a pin into the hole in 
the tensioner wedge to hold it ·up: To reset the tensioner, 
remove the pin from the tensioner wedge and push down on the 
stopper wedge to allow the mechanism :to assume normal 
operation. The mechanism and the locking method are shown in 
the accompanying line drawing. . · 

Fig. 7.5 Automatic Cfim chain tensioner operation 

Pin 

~~ Stopper Wedge 

Fig.'7.6 Method of locking the cam chain tensioner in the 'off' 
position (viewed with cylinder head cover removed) -

UK XL250/500 R-C and US 'R' models 

l 
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7 Clutch modifications: general- U K XL250 S-B, R-C and 
US XL250 S ('81 ),- XL250 R models 

1 The clutch arrangement used on the above models differs . 
slightly from that fitted to the earlier machines, and this can be 
seen· by comparing the accompanying illustration with that · 
shown in Fig. 1.4. The design of the clutch outer drulll is 
modified, the slots being deeper to accommodate the extra 
clutch plates. . . 
2 The new type clutch uses five friction and four plain plates. 
A large thrust washer is fitted between the clutch pressure plate 
and the outer drum. The clutch centre is fitted with an anti
judder spring and seat similar to· that used on the earlier XL500 
models. The clutch release mechanism remains unchanged 
apart from the pushrod; this no longer has a spigot extending 
through the release bearing, but presents a flat mushroom head 
to the bearing inner race. 

8 Clutch modifications: general- UK XL500 R-C and US 
XL500 R models 

The clutch used on the later XL500 models is largely 
unchanged from earlier versions, and in fact it is this clutch 
which forms the basis for the arrangement used on all of the 

later models. The only significant change is to the clutch 

Pushrod which. like that of the 250 models, has lost . . \ 
extended spigot used . previously. For details refer to 
illustration ·af the XL250 R/R-C clutch. 

9 Clutch modifications: general- XR250/500 R models 

In the case of the later XR models, the 250cc ve~sion uses 
a clutch derived from the original XL500, and this is identical to 
the XL250 R/R-C clutch described above. In the case of the 
XR500 R the clutch is unchanged from earlier versions and 
reference should be made to Chapter 1 and Fig. 1.5. . 

10 Ignition pickup modifications:.general- US/UK 
XL250/500 R and R-C models 

Whilst the XR models retain the centrifugal 
advance arrangement of their predecessors, this system 
changed in the case of the XL250 and XL500 R/R-C m"r.hin"• 

The automatic timing unit (see photograph 38.4a in 
and photograph 8.1 b in Chapter 3) is omitted, ignition 
being carried out electronically. The new type rotor is 
in the same way to the end of the crankshaft, this 
otherwise unchanged. 

Fig. 7.7 Clutch- UK XL250 S-B, R-C and US 1981 XL250 S and XL250 R models 

1 Pushrod 7 Spring - 4 off 13 Pressure plate 

2 Bolt- 4 off 8 Clutch centre 14 Thrust washer 

3 Release bearing 9 Friction plate - 5 off 15 Outer drum 

4 Spider 10 Spring seat 16 Sleeve 

5 Nut 11 Anti-judder spring 17 Thrust washer 

6 Washer 12 Plain plate - 4 off 
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Inner friction plate 

Clutch 
centre 

Spring seat Spring 

Fig. 7.8 Correc~ installation of clutch anti-judder 
spring 

Carburettor modifications: general 

The machines covered in this update Chapter all feature 
some changes to the carburettor, these mostly· relating to 
changes in jet size and adjustment settings. Information relating 
to this will be found in the Specifications at the beginning of the 
Chapter, and this should be referred to when working on the 
instruments concerned. In some instances, more significant 
alterations have been made, and these are discussed in more 
·detail in the sections which follow. 

12 Carburettor: settings and adjustments 

UK XL250 R-C model 
1 The UK XL250 R-C features the accelerator pump 
assembly which had been used on XL250 modefs in other 
countries for some time. Unfortunately, full details of this 
assembly were. not available at the time ·of writing, so for the 
purposes of this section it has been assumed that the arrange
ment is as specified for the US models. 
~ .An exploded ~iew of the carburettor is shown in Chapter 2 
tn Frg. 2.2, and thrs can be used as reference when dealing with 
the carburettor on the R-C model. Note, however, that the 
components marked ·u.s. type orilY" are now applicable to the 
PK m.achine. Dismantling and reassembly of the carburettor, 
rncludrng the accelerator pump components is discussed in 
Section 6 of Chapter 2. The only significant change is to the 
~low, or pilot jet. On all previous machines this was a press-fit 
rn the carburettor body and thus could not be-removed. In the 
case of the R-C model the jet is screwed into place and has. a 
.slotted head to permit removal for cleaning purposes. 

XL250 R 1982 model 
The 1982 XL250 R model carburettor differs from earlier 

in detail only (see specifications). The exception to 
optional main jet settings for high altitude .operation. 
advise that if the machine is to be used continuously at 

altitude of 6500 feet (2000 metres) or more, toe standard 
0 main jet should be removed and a 1 05 main jet fitted in its 

Failure to do so will affect the running of the machine, 

1 -

6 
Fig. 7.9 Modifie~ ignition pickup assembly

UK XL250/500 R-C a_nd US XL250/500 R models 

1 Primaiy drive pinion 5 Spring 
2 Rotor 6 Oil feed quill 
3 ·Washer 7 Pin 
4 Nut 

possibly causing overheating, and will also increase exhaust 
emissions. After the new jet has been fitted, check the idle 
speed and reset, if required, to 1200 ± 1 00 rpm. Where local 
leglislation requires it, it may be necessary to fit a Vehicle 
Emission Control Update label, in which case a Hohda dealer 
should be consulted before any change is made. 

U K XL500 R-C model 
4 Like the 250cc model, the XL500 R-C saw the introduction 
of an accelerator pump and a removable pilot (slow) jet to the 
UK version. The remarks in paragraphs 1 and 2 above can thus 
be applied to the 500cc model. In addition there is information 
relating to. the adjustment of the accelerator pump, pilot screw 
and fast idle speed, which should be carried out as follows, 
5 To check the accelerator pump adjustment, slacken off the 
throttle stop screw so that the throttle valve closes fully. lt is a 
good idea to count the number of turns and part turns so that 
the original setting can be approximated. Using feeler gauges, 
measure the clearance between the. end of the pump rod and 
tarigon·the arm with which it engages. There should be a gap 
of 0.0 0.5 mm (0.000 - 0.002 in). 
6 If necessarv. adjust this setting by carefully bending the 
tang with pliers. Note that the engine idle speed setting will 
have been lost when the throttle stop screw was slackened, and 
this should be reset when the engine is at normal operating 
temperature to 1200 ± 100 ·rpm. In the absence of a 
tachometer, set the idle speed to the slowest reliable setting .. 
7 Honda recommend the following procedure for setting the 
pilot screw after overhaul. They point out that the screw is set 
correctly during assembly and should not normally be disturbed, 
but should the setting have been. lost, proceed as follows. First 
set the screw to the initial position of 2f turns out. When doing 
this take care not to screw the pilot screw hard into its seating 
or damage will be caused. · 
8 Ride the machine normally for 1 0- 15 minutes to allow the 
engine to reach full working temperature, then stop. it and 
connect a test tachometer. Start the engine and set the idle 
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speed to the recommended 1200 ± 1 00 rpm. With the engine 
idling, turn the screw clockwise in t turn increments until the 
engine stalls .. Back off the screw by 2 complete turns. This will 
be the correct screw setting. Re-start ·the -engine and if· 
necessary reset the idle speed using the. throttle stop screw. 
9 The fast idle speed is set with the engine warm and the 
choke knob at the intermediate detent position. ·If the resulting 
engine speed is outside the range 2000- 2500 rpm, adjust it 
using the spring-loaded adjuster bolt, having first slackened off 
the locknut. 

US Xl500 R 1982 model 
1 0 The. 1982 XL500 R model. carburettor differs frol"(l ·earlier 
machines in detail only (see specifications). The exception .to 
this is optional main jet settings for high altitude operation.· 
Honda advise that if the machine is to be used continuously at 
an altitude of 6500 feet (2000. nietres) or more, the standard 
135 main jet should be removed and a 130 mainjet fitted in its 
place. Failure to do so will affect the running of the machine, 
possibly causing overheating, and will also .increase exhaust 
emissions.· After the new jet has been fitted, clieck the idle. 
speed and reset if required to 1200 ± 1 00 rpm. Where local 
legislation requires it, it may be necessary to fit a Vehicle 
Emission Control Update label, in which case a Honda dealer 
should· :be consulted before . any change is made. Note: 
Machines with frame number through JH2PD0200CM006317 
were manufactured with a 128 main jet. ' 

XR250 R model 
11 The information relating to the XR250 R applies primarily 
to the US model, but can also be applied to any Canadian 
specification ·machines imported into the UK. lri general, 
changes are confined to jet sizes and settings and these are 
covered in the' specifications at; the beginning of this Chapter. 
12 To obtain optimum performance and reliability under com
petition conditions, the carburation must be. corrected for local 
temperature and altitude variations as follows. Start·by de
termining the ambient .temperature and altitude, and then use 
the accompanying chart to establish . the required CC!rrection 
factor (C). If C is 0.95 or below. it is necessary to make 
alterations to the jet needle position and pilot screw setting; 
lower the jet needle by one·groove and turn the pilot screw O!Jt 
by a. t. turn from the stanaard setting of 2t turns out. If C is 
above 0.95 these alterations are not required. 
13 To determine the required jet size, multiply .the standard jet . 
size (130) by the correction factor C. The resulting figure gives 
an optimum jet ·size; choose ~tl'je nearest actual jet from the. 
optional range (see below). 
14 As an example of the above process, at a temperature of 
30°C (86°F) and at an altitude of 3000m (9840ft) a correction 
factor (C) of 0 .. 92 is indicated. The adjustment would be as 
follows: · 
Main jet: 130 (std)· x 0.92 = '119.6. (120 being the nearest 
actual jet size) · · 
Jet ne.edle position: 3rd groove -! = 2nd groove 
Pilot screw settings: 2t - t = 2 tiJrns out 

15 The following optional' main jets can be obtained from 
Honda dealers. lh the case.of UK models these are unlikely to 
be available from normal Hondadealers, in which case consult' 
the dealer .who first supplied the machine, or a specialist in 
·Honda c;ompetition machines. Optional main jets: 

Size Part Nurpber ' 
115 9910F357-115 
118 99101-357-118 
120 99101-357-120 
122 99101-357-122 
125 99101-357-125 
128 99101-35T-128 
132 99101-357-132 
135 ·99101~357..:135 

·. 

XR500 R model 
16 The information relating to the ~R500 R applies primarily 
to the US model, but can also be applied to any Canadian 
specification machines imported into the UK. In general, 
changes are confined to· jet sizes and settings· and these are 
.covered in the specifications at the .beginning of this Chapter. 
17 The information covering the altitude and 
compensation given forthe XR250 R can also be applied to 
XR500 R model. Note that the standard settings and jet sizes 
are as shown below and that the range of optional jets is · 
smaller (see table). The method of calculating .the compensation • 
factor ·c· and its application is iden!ical. 

Standard settings: 
Identification number .......... .. 
Main jet (standard) ............... . 
Jet needle setting ................. . 
Pilot screw setting ................ . 

Optional main jets: 
Size· Part Number 

.138 99101-357-138 
140 99101-357-140 
142 99101~357-142 
145 99101-357-145 

PD11B 
152 
3r.d groove 
2f turns out 

13 Air filter: modifications - all models 

1 The XL250/500 R and R~C models are fitted with a 
filter .element which is retained· in.the filter casing, .bellind 
left-hand side panel, .by a single central wingnut. This "rr.""''"~ 
ment replaced the earlier type shown in Chapter 2 where the 
element was held in place by a plastic spring retainer. · · 
2 11'1 the case of the later XR250/500 R machines, 
element is housed behind the right-hand side panel 
retained by a short bracket. The bracket is slotted to allow 

· element•to be pushed securely up against the casing, and 
assembly is retained by a hose clip at the inlet side and. by 
single wing nut at the. bra<:ket. . . . 
3 With either type of element the cleaning method remams 
described in Chapter 2, Section 1 0. When refitting 
make sure that it seats fully and that no air can bypass it. 
is particularly important when riding off-road; any dust ente 
the engine will cause rapid. wear. 

.14 Fuel tank and tap: .modifications- ~11 models 

1 The various models covered in this upaate Chapter 
. been the subject of detail cosmetic and stv.ling changes 

years .. Whilst.this is normally confi.ned to a change of nl'lintvvnri 
or redesigned graphics, some modifications 
tangible· effect on the machine;. In the case of 
and R-C machines, the tank is changed in shape, 
method of mounting, two rubber buffers at the front and 
single rear retaining bolt, remain unaltered. 
2; On the XR250/500 R models, however, the new tank 
also brought a cliange in the mounting l"(letho~; the 
bolt is replaced by two tank-mounted hooks onto 
rubber strap with a security cable is attached. The 
mounting system allovys the tan~ to be removed qu 
without using tools. 
3 The XL models also featured a revised fuel tap. This 
attached and operates in the same way as the previous 
but has a removable sediment bowl. and filter on the 
of the tap.:This feature allows any fine dirt or water 

. be drained from the fuel system before they are drawn into 
carburettor. 

Ignition system: modifications,.. Xl250/500 R and R-C· 
models 

The COl ignition system used on previous XL models used 
a centrifugal automatic. timing unit as a means of advancing the 
ignition as engine sp_eed rises. This arrangement works' well 
enough, and is retained on the XR models: but it does allow the 
possibility of wear in the mechanical timing unit, upsetting _the 
accuracy of the _system. The,Xl250/500 R and R-C moClels 
pvoid this by dispensing with 'the mechanical advance arrange
ment. 
2 . The ignition pickup rotor assembly; unlike that of earlier 
models, in which the mechanical timing unit was integral, 
consists of the rotor. only, and this is fixed in relation 'to the 
crankshaft. The ignition is advanced electronically by additional 
circuits in the CDI-unit which sense engine speed by reading the 
waveform characteristics from the pickup, or pulser, coil. This 
information is used to control - ignition advance up to a 
predetermined maxil:num advance point; The rest of the ignition 
systel"(l functions in the same way as earlier versions. · 

16 Testing the ignition source coil. resistances: 
_XL250/500 R and R-C models 

Trace the . alternator output leads back to the connector 
beneath the fuel tank. Separate the connector, and co'nnect the. 
positive(+) probe of a multimeterto the Black/red lead and the 
negative (-) probe to a sound earth (ground) point. Set the 
meter to the ohms scale and -note the reading. · 

SPARK 
PLUG 

1.59 

2 · Thespecifiedx~~ista'n·c~ i~~d---~goohllls~ If a reading of 
zero .ohms is shoJNI'l !f'indi~ates .a short .circuit between the 
~o~rce coi.l and ea.rt(J, ·. ~hilsi: ,{reading •of il}finite resistance 
Indicates a break in theVvinding:5? Either condition indicates the· 
need for renewal of the _s()'urce~c()ik~Ince this is an integral part 
of the alternator·s~a~or;a~se111 ~1y;the entire .unit will have to be 
renew?d u~I?:Ss a loc.al elegtrical.specialist is. able tq undertake. 
a repair. Failing. this, try theJocal motorcycle breaker who may 
be able to supply a good used statdr, 

17 Testing th~ CDJ unit resist~nl:~s; Xl250/500 R a~d 
R-C models ·· ; ~>. . ... .. ·.·· · 

1 Note: Honda maintain tllat the:corre~t resistance readings 
can, ooly be obtained using the specified test'equipment and 
ranges. These are as shovvn below:' 

Sanwa electric tester (partnurl1bef0730Sc0020000)xK ohms· 
range ·• . .. ·.· ... ·· , .. · .· .•. ·. 
Kowa electric tester (TH-:5H) x 1 OCJO ohms range 

If using meters of other 111a!<esorrrlodel~. ~onHa advise that 
fats~ readings may be. obtained. If the corrE!ct equipment is not 
available, it may prove easier to take .the CDI unifto a Honda 
dealer for testing, or to check By substituting anew unit. 
·2 Disconnect and remove the COl unit from the frame, then 
check ;the resistances, using. the connections shown· in the 
accomp~nying table. · 

ENGINE STOP SWITCH 

-. 

CDI 
UNIT 

-·-
IGNITION ALTERNATOR 

COIL 

Fig. 7.10 Ignition system circuit diagram Xl250/500 Rand R-C models 
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IGN E2 

/ 

lll'i95B 

p,c E1 

TEST RANGE: SANWA:xkO 
KOWA:x100Q. 

~ SW EXT PeC E1eE2 IGN 
E 

SW ~ 00 00 CO CO 

EXT ~ * * 
0.1-20 CO CO CO 

PeC 30-300 10-200 ~- 1-100 00 

E1eE2 1-50 0.1-20 1 -100 ~ 00 

IGN CO 00 00 CO ~ 
Fig. 7.11 COl unit test- UK XL250/500 R-C and US XL250/500 R models 

• Needle will swing and return to oo 

18 Testing the pickup coil resistance: XL250/500 Rand 
R-C models 

Trace the ignition pickup wmng back to the connector 
beneath the fuel tank and separate it: Measure the r('lsistance 
between the Blue/Yellow lead and the Green/White lead. The 
correct resistance figure is 510 - 570 ohms. If the reading 
obtained is significantly different to this the pickup coil should 
be renewed. 

19 Front fork modifications: general 

XL250 S-8 U K model 
1 In the case of the UK XL250 S-B model, the fork design is 
changed to that shown for the XR models iri Fig. 4.2. it follows 
that the fork specifications were altered accordingly, and these 
·are shown at the start of this Chapter. When working on the 
forks refer to Chapter 4, Section 7, bearing in mind the new 
clearances and capacities. 

XL250/500 R-C U K and XL250/500 R US models 
2 The above-mentioned models employ another new 
assembly, again similar to the XR type. The twin 
arrangement used on the early models is replaced by 
springs, with a plain washer and spacer fitted above. On 
models, the fork springs are supplemente.d by air 
allowing pressurised air to be introduced at the top 
Damping oil quantity varies according. to the model 
production year, and these, together with the main fork 
fications, will be found at ttie beginning of this 
Dismantling and reassembly procedures are similar 
given in Chapter 4, but note the revised specifications; 
of the fork construction can be found in the accompanying 
drawing. 

XR250/500 R models 
3 The XR250 R and XR500 R models feature revised 
with renewable bushes and air assistance. These are 
in more detail in Section 20 of this Chapter and 
specifications at the beginning of the Chapter. 
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_.Fig. 7.12 Front forks- UK XL250/500 R-C and US XL250/500 R models 

Cap 
Air valve 
0-ring 
Top bolt 
0-ring 
Spacer 
Washer 

8 Spring 75 
9 Damper piston ring 16 
10 Rebound spring 17 
11 Damperrod 18 
12 Stanchion 19 
13 Damperrod seat 20 
14 Gaiter 21 

Gaiter clamp 
Screw 
Dust seal 
Circ!ip 
Oil seal 
Backing ring 
Lower leg 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 

Alien bolt 
Sealing washer 
Drain bolt 
Sealing washer 
Stud-4 off· 
Spindle clamp 
Nut- 4 off 

19.2b Do not omit to fit washer and spacer before fitting top 
bolt (XL250 and 500 R/R-C models) · -
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19.2c Schrader-type air valve screws into top bolt. Note 
0-ring seal 

12 

15 _, 

t6~ 
17-o 
1_8~ 19--e 

20--@J 
21-(§) 29 

20 Front forks: removal and refitting - XR250 and 500 
models 

1 The fork removal procedure is straightforward on the XR • •. 
models and is much as described in Chapter 4. To summarise: ·. 
remove the front wheel after disconnecting the speedometer. 
and brake cables. Slacken the fork gaiter (boot) retaining clip' 
immediately below the lower yoke. Slacken the upper and lower' 
pinch bolts. The f.ork legs can now be pulled and twisted 
downwards until they come free of the yokes. 
2 The fork oil should normally be changed whenever the f~rk 
legs are removed from the machine. Release the fork air'. 
pr~ssure by depressing the air valve insert, then remove the 'top' 
bolt from each leg. Invert the leg to drain it, pumping the fork 

• to speed up the process. When adding oil to the fork legs, note 
the prescribed quantity and level figures given in the specifica~ 
tions. The fork oil level can be varied to give different 
suspen·sion characteristics, and the exact level is largely a 
matter of personal preference. . 
.3 Check the fork oil level by compressing the fork fully (spring 
removed). The oil level is the distance between the top edge of 
the stanchion and the surface of the oil with the fork leg 

·vertically. As a guide, the minimum level will give slightly stiffer 

1 Cap 
2 Air valve 
3 0-ring 
4 Top bolt 
5 0-ring 
6 Spring 
7 Damper piston ring 
8 Damper rod 
9 · . Rebound spring 
10 Stanchion · 
11 Damper rod seat 
12 Gaiter 
13 Gaiter clamp 
14 Screw 
15 Dust seal· 
16 Circlip 
17 Washer 
18 Oil seal 
19 Backing ring 
20 Top bush 
21 Bottom bush 
22 Loll'{er leg 
23 Alien bolt 
24 Sealing washer 
25 Drain bolt 
26 Sealing washer 
27 Stud - 4 off 
28 Spindle clamp 
29 Nut-4 off 

Fig. 7.13 Front forks- XR250/500 R models 
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springing due to the reduced air volume, whilst the maximum 
level will give the opposite effect. Check that the level is the 
same in each leg, and wipe the fork spring dry before refitting 
it. 
4 When refitting the fork legs into the yokes, note the 
engraved line about 1 in down from, the top of the stanchion. 
This should be aligned with the top surface of the upper yoke. 
Check that the fork top bolt and the pinch bolts are tightened to 
the specified torque figure. 
5 Refer to Section 22 and set the fork air pressure to the 
recommended setting. 

21 Front forks: dismantling and reassembly- XR250 and 
500 R models 

1 The procedure for dismantling the XR250/500 R type forks 
is broadly similar to that described in Chapter 4, Section 7, 
apart from the following differences. When separating the 
stanchion and lower leg, note that the forks are bushed. This 
means that the lower bush will not pass through the top bush, 
but this also provides a method for removing the latter from the 
lower leg. Make sure that the damper rod bolt is removed and 
that the circlip which retains the oil seal is released. 
2 Pull the stanchion sharply outwards until the bushes 
contact, repeating this action until the top bush, backup ring 
and the oil seal are displaced. The stanchion assembly can then 
be withdrawn. . 
3 Before the forks are rebuilt, examine the sliding surfaces of 
both bushes. If either show a copper colou·r over more than 2 of 
the width of the bush, renew them as a pair to main;ain 
accurate fork action. The lower bush is split and can be worked 
past the shoulder on the stanchion. When fitting a new lower 
bush, avoid spreading it any more than is necessary to ease it 
into place. The stanchion assembly can now be lubricated and 
fitted into the lower leg and the damper rod bolt fitted. 
4 ·To fit the top bush it is necessary to devise a method of 
driving it home squarely. Honda dealers can supply a tool for 
this purpose which consists of a tubular sliding weight. A similflr 
home-made device is easily made up from scrap tubing with an 
internal· diameter slightly greater than the stanchion. If making 
up a· tool, remove all burrs carefully and wrap the stanchion with 
PVC tape to prevent scoring. 
5 Lubricate the bush and slide it down over the stanchion, 
then'fit the backup ring. Using the driver, tap the bush home 
until it seats fully and squarely. Check regularly that the bush is 
entering the bore squa're; if necessary remove it and start again. 
The driver tool can be used to press the lubricated oil seal into 
position. Do not omit to fit the circlip and the dust seal. 

22 Frontforks: setting the air pressure 

1 The XUXR250 and 500 R models (see Specifications) are 
fitted wih air valves in the stanchion top caps. This is to permit 
the adjustment of the air pressure inside the fork leg to alter the 
fork's effective spring rate; the higher the air pressure; the stiffer 
will be the fork springing. 
2 Two tools are essential for setting fork air pressure; a gauge 

of reading the low pressures involved, and ·a low
,,~:ssllrR pump. The gauge must be finely calibrated to ensure 
that both legs can be set to the same pressure, and must cause 
Drily a minimal drop in pressure whenever a reading is taken; as 

total air volume is so small, an ordinary gauge, such as a 
pressure gauge, will cause a large drop in pressure because 

the amount of air required to operate it. Gau.ges for use on 
on components are now supplied by several companies 

should be available through any good motorcycle' dealer. 
pump must be of the hand- or foot-operated type, a bicycle 

being ideal; aftermarket pumps are available for use on 
sus;o"''";,,n systems and are very useful, but expensive. Never. 

a compressor-powered air line; it .is all too easy. to. exce~d 

the maximum recommended pressure which may cause 
damage to the fork oil seals and may even result in personal 
injury. Add air very carefully, and in small amounts at a time. 
3 The air pressue must be set when the forks are cold, and 
with the machine securely supported so that its front wheel is 
clear of the ground, thus ensuring that the air pressure is not. 
artificially increased. 
4 Set the pressure to the required amount within the 
specified range, then be careful to ensure that each ieg is at · 
exactly the same pressure. This is essential as any imbalance in 
pressures will impair fork performance and may render the 
machine unsafe to ride. Note that good quality aftermarket kits 
are now available to link separate air caps; the use of one of 
these, when correctly installed, will ensure that the pr!lssures in 
the legs are equal at all times and will aid the task of setting the 
pressure in the future . 

23 Steering head bearings: adjustment and overhaul 
XL/XR250 and 500 R/R-C models 

The later models feature taper roller steering head b~arings 
in place of the cup.:and-cone type used on the earlier machines. 
The new arrangement is considerably more ·robust than the 
earlier type and can be expected to last well, given regular 
adjustment and greasing. · 
2 Adjustment is carried out in the normal way, but note that 
the bearing adjuster nut must be tightened to a specified torque 
setting to apply the correct preload to· the bearings. This is 
achieved using a special socket on the slotted adjuste·r nut, but 
most owners will be able to approximate the setting using a C
spanner. To set the correct torque figure, measure one foot 
along the handle of the C-spanner (extend it if required), from 
the centre of the C. Drill a hole at this point and use the hole to 
attach a simple spring balance. Tighten the nut by pulling on the 
spring balance until the prescribed pressure is obtained. 

Fig. 7.14 Steering head- UK XL250/500 R-C and US 
XL/XR250 and 500 R models 

1 Dust cover 6 Lower bearing race 
2 Adjuster ring 7 Dust seal 
3 Upper bearing race 8 Pinch bolt 
4 Upper bearing shell 9 Lower yoke 
5 Lower bearing shell 10 Steering stem 
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3 The steering head assembly can be dismantled for examina
tion in the· same way as described in Section 4 of Chapter 4. 
Under normal circumstances it ll)lill be necessary only to clean 
and regrease the bearings prior to reassembly, but if corrosion 
or wear necessitate the renewal of the bearings it should be 
noted that a press will be required to remove and fit the lower 
bearing. Owners having suitable facilities can carry out the work 
at home, otherwise have the job done by a Honda dealer. 

24 Pro-link rear suspension: general 

1 All of the R and R-C models covered in this update Chapter 
feature a rising-rate rear suspension system known as Honda 
Pro-Link. A conventional box-section swinging arm supported 
on needle roller bearings pivots from the frame in the usual 
manner, but is not connected directly to the single rear 
suspension unit. A linkage arrangement conveys movement 
from the swinging arm to the bottom of. the suspension unit in 
such a way that the damping and springing effect is applied in 
a progressive manner in relation to swinging arm movement. 
Sintered metal bushes are used at the pivot points, these being 
sealed by renewable dust seals to prevent wear caused by the 
ingress of dirt. 
2 If a small surface irregularity is encountered, the swinging 
arm and wheel are deflected by a small amount in response. 
During its initial travel, the swinging arm can move quite easily, 
with little compression of the suspension unit. As the amount of 
deflection at the wheel increases, so too does the rate at which 
the suspension unit is compressed. This has the effect of 
producing ~efy soft and compliant initial movement, but this 
becomes progressively firmer as the amount of wheel deflection 
increases. 
3 The result is that the wheel is able to track more accurately 
over various surf~ces than would a conventional twin. 
suspension unit arrangement with linear spring and damping 
rates. lt is recommended that "you ask someone to bounce up 
and down on the machine so that the action of the suspension 
linkage can be observed and understood more easily; it is far 
ea-sier to grasp the rising rate effect by watching it in operation, 
than from a written description! 
4 All models use a single central suspension unit comprising 
a damper unit containing oil and under nitrogen pressure, and a· 
coil spring fitted around this. In the case of the XR models there 
is also an external reservoir connected .to the damper unit, 
designed to prevent the damper unit from fading under com
petition conditions by allowing accumulated heat to be more 
readily dispersed. The XL models do not. have the remote 
reservoir of the competition machines. 

25 Rear suspension unit and linkage: removal and 
renovation - XL250/500 Pro-Link models 

1 Support the machine securely so that the rear wheel is 
raised clear of the ground. This can be done by using a jack or 
stand beneath the engine, but make sure that the arrangement 
is stable to avoid any risk of the machine falling over. Remove 
both side panels, the seat and the rear mudguard to obtain 
access to the unit. Clean the swinging arm, linkage and 
suspension unit to remove any accumulated dirt before com
mencing dismantling work. 
2 Working from below the swinging arm, remove the pivot 
bolt which secures the forked shock link to the frame. On the 
upper face of the swinging arm, loosen the shock arm pivot bolt 
and the suspension unit lower mounting bolt. Support the rear 
wheel with ·a jack or a wooden block, then remove both bolts to 

free the lower end of the unit together with the linkage. Slacken 
the suspension unit upper mounting bolt, then supporting the 
unit with one hand, remove the bolt to free it from the frame. 
The suspension unit and the linkage can now be manoeuvred 
clear of the frame and placed to one side to await examination. 
3 lt should be noted at this stage that it is not possible to 
dismantle the damper unit, although the spring can be removed. 
To release the spring, clamp the unit upside down in a vice 
using a rag or soft jaws to prevent dam.age. Using C-spanners, 
slacken the locknut and adjuster nut to release spring tension. 
Run the slotted nuts off the damper unit then lift the spring 
away. If required, hold the lower _.mounting in the vice ancJ. 
slacken the locknut. The lower mounting can now be unscrewed· 
and the dust seal, spring guide, spring seat and _spring seat 
stopper removed. · 
4 Clean the damper ·body, noting any signs of oil leakage. If 
the damper is faulty it must be renewed; it is not possible to 
dismantle or repair it. If the unit is leaking it is likely that it will 
have lost gas pressure, and this can be checked by noting the 
pressure required to compress the damper unit (less spring). 
Place one end of the unit on some bathroom scales and note 
the reading shown when the damper is depressed. If less than. 
the specified minimum figure, the unit is leaking and should be 
renewed. Renewal will also be required if th.e damper rod is 
scored, corroded or bent. Before reassembling the unit, check 
that the spring free length is within limits. If less than the 
minimum figure, fit a new spring. 

Fig. 7.15 Method of testing suspension unit damper'-' 
Pro-link models 

5 Check the various linkage pivots for signs 
damage, and renew the bushes as required . .The bushes can 
removed and fitted using a vice and sockets as a simple 
as shown in the accompanying photographs. If wear 
discovered it. is probably a result of inadequate lubrication 
failed seals. it is a good idea to renew the seals as a 
course to ensure that dirt cannot enter the pivots in· 
When assembling the pivots, lubricate them with mciiVtiOenw. 
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disulphide paste. Honda recommend Molykote G-n P~ste, Local 
Paste or a suitable equivalent. If in doubt, consult a Honda 
dealer who should be able to recommend an alternative 
product. Reassemble the linkage components, tightening the 
pivot bolts to the specified torque settings. 
6 Before reassembly of the rear suspension unit commences, 
check that all parts are clean. Fit the dust seal, spring guide, 
sp~ing sea.t and ~p~ing seat stopper. Fit the lower mounting, 

. usmg Loctt~e or stmtlar on the threads and ensuring that the pin 
on the spnng seat stopper aligns with the notch in the lower 
mouming. Tighten the locknut to 6.0- 7.5 kgf m (45,... 54 lbf. 
ft). Fit the spring and adjuster nut a11d set the spring free length 
to 241 mm (9.49 in) in the case of the 500 model and 246.5 
mm (9.7 in) in the case of the 250 to give the correct preload. 
Secure the locknut to hold this setting. 
7 Lubricate the suspension unit pivots with molybdenum 
disulphide paste (see above) and then install the unit by 
reversing the dismantling sequence. Tighten all pivots to the 
prescribed torque figure, and check that the suspension 
operates normally before refitting the mudguard, seat and side 
panels. 

165 
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25.5d Do not forget the suspension unit bushes 

26 Rear suspension unit and linkage: removal and 
renovation - XR250/500 Pre-Link models 

Support the machine securely so that the rear' wheel is 
raised clear of the ground. This can be done oy using a jack or 
stand beneath the engine, but make sure that the arrangement 
is stable to avoid any risk of the machine falling over. Remove 

. both side panels, the seat, the exhaust system and the air filter 
casing, plugging the carburettor inlet with rag to exclude dirt. 
Clean the swinging arm, linkage and suspension unit to remove 
any accumulated dirt before commencing dismantling work. 
2 . Release the clamp which holds the suspension unit reser
voir in position on the frame. Remove the suspension unit upper 
mounting bolt, and slacken, but do not remove, the suspension 
unit lower mounting bolt. Moving to the underside of the 
swinging arm, remove the bolt securing the shock link to the 
frame. Do not remove the shock link to shock arm bolt. Tip the 
suspension unit back until it is vertical, then raise the rear wheel 
so that the suspension unit lower mounting bolt is clear of the 
swinging arm. Support the wheel in this position by placing a 
block beneath it. The lower mounting bolt can. now be removed 
and the unit and reservoir lifted away, leaving the linkage in 
place. · 
3 lt should be noted at this stage that it is not possible to 
dismantle the damper unit, ttiough the spring can he removed 
and the oil can be drained and changed. To releas·e the spring, 
clamp the unit upside down iQ a vice using a rag or soft jaws to 
prevent damage. Using C-spanners, slacken the locknut and 
adjuster nut to release spring tension. 
4 In the case of the XR models the reservoir hose prevents 
the spring being removed from the top so provision is made to 
allow its removal over the lower mounting. Press the spring seat 
in against the spring and disengage the C-shaped retainer. The 
spring seat and the spring can now be. lifted away. Although it 
is theoretically possible to drain and change the damping oil it 
should be noted that the unit must be depressurised-before the 
reservoir is removed and that during reassembly it is necessary 
to add nitrogen to a pressure of 20 kg/cm2 (285 ps'i). lt ·is 
unlikely that the average owner will have access to the 
necessary equipment, and it is strongly recommended that such 
work is entrusted to a Honda dealer: 
5 Clean the damper body, noting any signs of oil leakage. If 
the damper is faulty, it must be renewed; it is not possible to 
dismantle or repair it. If the unit is leaking it is likely that it will 
have. lost gas pressure, and this can be checked by noting the 

Fig • .7.16 Spring free length measurement- Pro-link 
. mod~ · · 

1 Adjuster nut 3 Free length 
2 Locknut 

pressure required to compress the damper unit (less 
Place one end of the unit on some bathroom scales and 
the reading shown when the damper is depressed. If less 
the specified minimum figure, the unit-is leaking and should 
renewed. Renewal will also be required if the damper rod 
scored, corroded or bent. Before reassembling the unit, 
that the spring free length is within limits. If less than 
minimum figure, .fit a new spring. 
6 Check that all parts are clean before· 
commences. Fit the spring, spring seat and the 
retainer. Fit the spring and adjuster nut and set. the spring 
length to 212.6 mm (8.4 in) to give the correct .preload. 
spring preload can be varied to suit personal nre>f"r"n'r.e D 

altering the effective length of the spring. Note that 
account must it vary from the standard setting by more 
mm !t in) or damage may result. Each turn of the 
will alter the effective spring length by 1.5 mm. 
adjustment has been completed, fit and secure the 
7 lt is a good idea to check the linkage pivots 
suspension unit is removed. Look for signs of wear or 
and renew the bushes as required. The bushes can be 
and. fitted using a vice and sockets as a simple press 
in the· photographs which accompany the previous 
wear is discovered if is probably a result of 
lubrication or failed seals. lt is good practice to renew 
as a matter of course to ensure that dirt cannot enter the. 
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i(l the future. When assembling the pivots, lubricate them with 
, molybdenum di~ulphide paste. Honda recommend Molykote 

G.-n Paste, Loco! Paste or a suitable equivalent. If in doubt, 
consult .a Honda dealer who should be able to recommend an 
~lterna~1ve pro~uct. Reassemble the linkage components, 
t1ghtenmg the p1vot bolts to th~·specified torque settings. 

//~ 6 

~ ·~~ 

a. Lu~ricate the suspension unit pivots with molybdenum . · 
dJsulp~Jde past~ (see above) and then install the unit by 
revers~ng the dismantling sequence. Tighten all pivots to the 
pr~scnbed. torque ·figure, and check that the suspension 
operates normally before refitting the exhaust, air filter, 
mudguard, seat and side panels. 
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. Fig. 7.17 Rear suspension unit- XL250/500.Pro-link models 

5 Sealing cap - 2 off 
6 Bolt 
7 · Locknut 
8 Adjuster nut 

9 Spring 
10 Dust seal 
11 Spring seat 
12 Spring guid.e · 

13 Pipe joint 
14 Spring seat s(opper 
15 Lower mounting 
16 Drain pipe 
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Fig. 7.19 Suspension linkage- Pro-link 
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Forked shock link 
Pivot bolt 
End cap - 2 off 
Bush 
Inner sleeve 
Grease nipple 
Shock arm 
Pivot bolt- 2 off 
End cap - 4 off 

.Bush..,. 2 off 
Inner sleeve- 2 off 
Washer- 2 off 
Nut-2 off 
Grease nipple - 2 off 
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Fig. 7.18 Rear suspension unit
XR250/500 Pro-link models 
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Fig. 7.20 Swinging arm·..,. Xl250/500 Pro-link models 

1 Pivot bolt 8 Grease nipple 
2 Centre sleeve 9 Chain guide 
3 Dust cap - 2 off 10 Screw-3 off 
4 Headed thrust bush 11 Spacer- 2 off 
5 Bearing - 2 off 12 Bolt 
6 Washer 13 Spacer 
7 Nut 14 Chain guide 

27 Swinging arm: removal and renovation - Xl250/500 
Pro-link models 

Support the machine securely so that the rear wheel is 
raised clea~ of the ground. This can be done by using a jack or 
stand beneath the engine, but make sure that the arrangement 
is stable to avoid any risk of the machine falling over. RE)move 
both side panels, the seat, and the. rear mudguard. Clean the 
swinging arm, linkage and suspension unit to remove any 
accumulated dirt before commencing dismantling work. 
2 Remove the rear wheel, the chainguard and the rear· brake 
return spring: Free the lower end of the rear suspension unit by 
removing the pivot bolt which retains it. Slacken the 12 mm 
engine mounting bolt located just above the swinging arm 
pivot, then remove the pivot nut. Support the swinging arm and 
displace and rel)love the pivot bolt to allow it to be lifted clear 
of the frame. Remove as necessary the suspension linkage, the 
rubber chain guide, the passenger footrests and the foot guard. 
3 Clean and dismantle the suspension linkage, checking the 
pivot bushes as described in section 25. The swinging arm pivot 
bearings must not be removed other than to renew them; they 
will be damaged during removal. To extract the bearings ~ 
proprietary bearing removal tool will be necessary {see photo
graph). Few oWners will own such a tool, but it may be possible 
to hire this equipment locally. Failing this, it is probably best to 
entrust the job to a Honda dealer. 
4 The new bearings can be fitted using a double-diameter 
drift to. prevent distortion. Grease the new bearing thoroughly 
and tap it into place together with its headed thrust bush. lt 

15 Nut· . 22 Foot guard 
16 Chainguard 23 Bolt 
17 Bolt- 3 off -24 Spacer 
18 Spacer- 3 off 25 Nut 
19 Mudguard 26 Foot guard 
20 Bolt 27 Spacer 
21 Mudguard 28 Bolt 

should be noted that the marked face of the bearing must face. 
outwards. Refit the swinging arm by reversing the removal 
$equence, tightening all fasteners to the .Prescribed torque 
setting. 

27.2b ... and withdraw the spindle to free the swinging arm 
assembly · · 

27.3a Remove seals from ends of the swinging arm ... 

27.3c ... to gain access to needle roller pivot bearings 

27.2c chain roller assembly shciuld be cleaned and its pivots 
lubricated · · · 

27.3b .. ; and displace the inner pivot sleeve ... 

2J:.3d Bearings should be removed using a proprietary 
extractor 
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27.4 Remember to grease the linkage as shown after 
reassembly 

28 Swinging arm: removal and renovation-- XR250/500 
Pro-Link models 

1 Support the machine securely so that the ·rear wheel is 
raised clear of the ground. This can be 'done by using a jack or 
stand beneath the engine, but make_ sure that the arrangement 

~FWD 

is stable to avoid any risk of the machine falling oVer. Remove 
the seat, the air filter casing and the exhaust system. Clean ·the 
swinging arm, linkage and suspension unit to remove any 
accumulated dirt before commencing dismantling work. 
2 Remove the rear wheel, and the rear brake cable. Free the 
lower end of the rear suspension unit by removi'ng the pivot bolt 
which retains it. Remove the bolt which retains the shock link to 
the frame. Slacken and remove the swinging arm pivot nut. 
Support the swinging arm and displace and remove the pivot 
bolt to allow it to be lifted clear of the frame. . 
3 it ·is also possible to remove the swinging arm together with 
the rear suspension unit, in which case the air filter casing and 
exhaust system need not be disturbed. If this approach is· 
chosen; follow the s~quence shown below. 

a) Remove the seat 
b) Remove the rear wheel 
c) Remove the suspension 'unit upper mounting bolt and 

reservoir 
d) Remove the shock link to frame bolt 
e) Remove the swinging arm pivot bolt 
f) Lower the swinging arm, linkage and suspension unit 

clear of the frame. 

4 Clean and dismantle the suspension linkage, checking the 
pivot bushes as described in Section 26 above. The swinging 
arm. pivot bearings must not be removed other than to renew 
them; they will be damaged during removal. To extract the 
bearings a proprietary bearing removal tool will be necessary 
(see photograph). Few owners will own such a tool, but it may 
be· possible ~o hire this equipment locally. Failing this, it is 
probably best to entrust the job to a Honda dealer. 
5 The new bearings can be fitted using a double-diameter 
drift to prevent distortion. Grease the new bearing thoroughly 

15 

18 

19 

Fig. 7.21 Swinging arm- XR250/500 Pro-link models 

1 Pivot bolt 6 Grease nipple 11 Chain tensioner 16 Bolt- 2 off 
2 Centre sleeve 7 Washer 12 Tensioner rubber 17 Spacer- 2 off 
3 Dust cap - 2 off 8 Nut 13 Spacer 18 Chain guide brackets 
4 Headed thrust bush - 9 Screw 14 Bolt 19 Chain guide 

2 off 10 Chain guide 15 Chainguard 20 Bolt- 2 off 
5 Bearing- 2 off 
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Fig. 7.22 Recommended method of swinging arm bearing removal 

Swinging arm 2 Bearing 3 Headed thrust bush 

and tap it into place together with its headed thrust bush. lt 
should be noted that the marked face of the bearing must face 
ou~wards. Check the condition of the rubber chain guide arid the 
nylon guide roller. Refit the swinging arm by reversing the 
removal sequence, tightening all fasteners to the prescribed 
torque setting .. 

29 Front brake: general- XL500 R, R-C and XR250/500 R 
models 

With the exception of the XL250 R and R-C models, all 'R' 
versions covered by this update Chapter were equipped with a 
twin leading shoe (tls) front brake. In this tYpe of brake·there are 
two operating arms and brake cams, linked by a short 
adjustable rod. This allows both shoes to "lead"; that is, the 
moving or ~am end of each shoe is brought into contact with 
the oncoming drum surface. This creates a self-servo effect 

. which increases braking effort; the rotating drum surface tends 
to drag the brake shoe into firmer contact with the drum than 
lever pressure alone would suggest. In a single leading shoe 
(sls) drum brake, one shoe is always trailing and is thus only 
fully effective if the machine is moving backwards. 
2 Whilst the tls brake allows more braking effort from a given 
size of. brake drum it is not without its own disadvantages. 
Firstly, it is more complex and requires· careful setting up to 
ensure that it is operating to full efficiency, particularly when 
new brake shoes have been fitted. Secondly, there is the 

.aforementioned lack of braking power when the wheel is 
turning backwards. Whilst this is normally of little significance 
on the road~ it should be remembered that extra lever pressure 
may be needed when checking the machine from rolling back 
down a slope when riding off-road. 

30 Twin leading shoe front brake: examination and 
renovation - XL500 R, R-C and XR250/500 R models 

With the front wheel removed from the machine the brake 
backplate assembly can be lifted away for examination. Before 
dismantling commences, mark the brake shoes with a spirit
based felt marker·so that they can be refitted in their original 
positions. This i$ important if the old shoes are to be reused, but 

if they are to be renewed this precaution can be ignored. 
Remove the shoes by pulling them away from thei~ pivots and 
cams and folding them inwards until return spring pressure is 
released and they can be lifted away. Note that in the case of 
the XR models the shoe ends are located by plates secured by 
split pins; these must be removed before the shoes can be 
released. 
2 Remove the pinch bolt which secures each brake arm "to its 
spline. Do not disturb· the connecting rod or synchronisation 
will be lost. Lift-away the brake arm and connecting rod as an 
assembly. Displace the brake cams from the brake backplate. 
Clean and degrease the brake components (including the drum) 
using a solvent. Never use compressed air and take great care 
to avoid breathing brake dust; it contains asbestos and is toxic. 
Use a non-greasy solvent such as methylated spirit or petrol, 
but take adequate fire precautions and work outside, or in a well 
ventilated area, away from any fire risk. 
3 · The nominal thickness of the brake linings is 4.0 mm (0.16 
in) and they should be .renewed as· a pair if worn to 2.0 mm · 
(0.08 in) at any point. Never renew the shoes single. Each shoe 
will show most w·ear at the cam end, but wear should be similar 
on each; if there is a significant difference it indicates poor . 
synchronisation between the brake arms and this should be 
checked during reassembly. Check the brake drum for scoring or 
damage. Light scoring can be removed using abrasive paper. 
Deeper scores may be corrected by skimming in a lathe, unless 
this means that the maximum diameter of the drum is 
exceeded. The drum maximum diameter on.the 500 models is 
"131.0 mm (5.16 in) whilst in the case of the XR250 R it is 
141.0 mm (5.55 in). If badly worri or distorted, have the wheel 
rim built onto a new hub and drum unit. 
4 During assembly take care to keep grease away from the 
lining and drum surfaces. To this end, cover the lining surfaces 
with masking tape until just before the brake backplate is fitted 
into the drum, but do remember to remove it! Fit the seat 
washers and inner seals (XL only) over the brake cams, grease 
the cam spindles and insert them in the brake backplate. Refit 
the outer seals. Note that the lower cam carries the longer 

. brake arm and should be fitted with a dust seal, plain washer · 
and return spring (XR only), whilst the remaining cam should be 
fitted with a dust seal, return spring (XL only) and wear 
indicator. Fit the brake shoes by -reversing the removal 
procedure, having first greased the shoe ends sparingly. On XR 
models, refit the retainer plates and secure using new split pins. 
5 Offer up the brake arms and connecting rod as an assembly, 
again taking care not to disturb the rod position. Check that, the 
arms are fitted so that the alignment marks coincide with those 
on the ends of the cam spindles. Tighten the upper (short) arm 
pinch bolt to 0.8 - 1.2 kgf m (6 - 9 lbf ft) and the lower arm 
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UPPER ARM 

LOWER ARM 

Fig. 7.24 Front brake cam synchronisation- XL500 R/R-C and XR250/500 R models 

pinch bolt to 1.0 - 1.4 kgf m (7 - 1 0 lbf · ft). If the arm 
synchronisation was not disturbed and is known to be accurate, 
the brake can now be refitted, otherwise proceed as described 
below. · 
6 Ttie synchronisation betWeen the brake arms and cams 
should be checked if the connecting rod or a cam have ·been 
renewed or where there is any doubt as to its. accuracy .. Poor 
synchronisation can have a profound effect on braking per
formance. and should not be ignored. Start by slackening the 
connecting rod locknut. ·Grasp the shoes in one hand 11nd 
squeeze them together to remove any play between the shoe 
ends and the cams. Turn the connecting rod until free play can 
be felt in the linkage, then gradually turn the rod in the direction 
indicated by the arrow (A) in the accompanying line drawing 
until the free play is just removed Do not· move the rod any 
further than this. The purpose of the adjustment is to remove all 
free play, but without forcing the cams out of parallel. Secure 
the locknut and check that the cams lie parallel and that bc;>th 
start to move as soon as the main brake arm is operated. Once 
adjustment is checked, the brake assembly and wheel can be 
refitted. · 

31 Rear wheel modifications: general- XL250/500 R, R-C 
and XR250/500 R models · 

There are a number of detail changes to the rear wheel and 
brake of the Pro-Link models. These mostly relate to the change 
in the suspension system and will be self explanatory during 
examination. The most significant alteration is to the chain 

. tension adjuster which is of the snail cam type. To adjust chain 
tension, slacken the rear wheel spindle and turn both cams by 
an equal amount to alter the tension. Check that the alignment 
marks on each side are the same to ensure wheel alignment. 
The drive chain free play figures are as follows: 

XL models: 30 - 40 mm ( 1 t- 1 ~ in) measured at the centre of 
the lower run with the machine on its side stand 
XR models: 35- 45 mm (1f -1 tin) measured at the centre 
of the upper run with the rear wheel supported clear of the 
ground 

31.1 Numbers. on snaii cam adjusters allow wheel alignment 
to be maintained 

32 Electrical system modifications: general
Xl250/500 R, R-C and XR250/5c.i0 R models 

The electrical systems· of the later models received varying 
degrees of attention and modification; In the case of the XR 
machines, with only a rudimentary system for lighting, this is 
confined to a change in the alternator wattage from 47W to 
50W. Where the XL models are concerned things are rather 
different, with a complete new 12 volt electrical system in place 
of the previous 6 volt arrangement; Other changes wen~ the 
result of cosmetic alterations to the machines and are mostly 

• self explanatory. The sections which follow relate to the more 
significant alterations to the XL250/500 R and RcC machines. 
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VOLTAGE 
REGULATOR/ 
RECTIFIER 

TAILLIGHT METER 
LIGHTS. 

Fig. 7.25 Charging system circuit diagram- XL500 R and R-C models 

33 Checking the charging output: XL250/500 R and R-C 
models 

This test can be made using a voltmeter (or multimeter set 
on the appropriate voltage range) and an ammeter. Before 
commencing the test make sure that the engine is at its normal 
operating temperature and that the battery is fully charged. 
Trace the wiring from the regulator/rectifier unit and disconnect 
the black lead orily. Connect the ammeter and voltmeter as 
shown in the accompanying illustration. 
2 Start the engine· and gradually increase the erigine speed, 
noting the readings showri on the two meters. Compare these 
with . those shown . for the model being tested in the 
specifications· at the beginning of this Chapter. · 
3 If no charging output is shown, check that all connection's 
and wiring are in good condition. If this fails to resolve the 
problem, check the alternator windings as described below. 

34 Alternator winding resistance checks: XL250/500 Rand 
R-C models 

The condition of the alternator stator windings can be· 
checked with the alternator in position using a multimeter set 
on the ohms x 1 scale. Trace the altern.ator output w·iring back 
to the block connector and separate it. To check the charging 
coil, test the resistance between the Pink and Yellow leads. To 
check the lighting coil, measure the resistance between the 
White/Yellow lead and earth (ground). 
2 In each case a reading of 0.2 - 1.0 .ohms should be 
il)dicated. If infinite resistance is shown an internal break in the 
stator windings is indicated, necessitating the renewal of the 
stator. 

35 Voltage regulator/rectifier unit resistance test: 
XL250/500 R and R-C models 

To test the regulator/rectifier unit it is necessary to make 
resistance tests using one of two test meters specified by 
Honda. In the absence of the correct meter, accurate readings· 

cannot be guaranteed, and the testing is besf entrusted to a 
Honda dealer. The specified meters are the Sanwa electrical 
tester, part number 07308-0020000 or the Kowa electrical 
tester (TH-5H). In the case of the Sanwa tester, set the meter 
to the x K ohms scale, and on the Kowa tester select the ohms 
x 100 scale. In either case, ensure that the meter has good 
batteries and is correctly zeroed for the ran·ge selected. 
2 Trace and disconnect the regulator/rectifier leads at the 
block connector. With the meter set on the appropriate range, 
check the resistances according to the accompanying table. If 
one or. more resistance readings is other than specified, the unit 
must be renewed; it is not possible to repair it. 

Voltmeter 

Fig. 7.26 Charging output test- XL250/500 R and R-C 
models 
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RANGE: SA NW A: kO 
KOWA=x1000 

~ YELLOW -

YELLOW ~ 
PINK CO 

GREEN 1-20 

RED CO 

BLACK 1-50 

PINK 

CO 

~· 
1-20 

CO 

1-:-50 

Fig. 7.27 Regulator/rectifier unit test table
XL250/500 R and R-C .models 

36 AC regulator test: XL250/500 R and R-C models 

Remove the headlamp unit and connect a voltmeter (or 
multimeter set to the appropriate range) as shown in the 
accompanying illustration. Switch on the lights and select main 
(Hi) beam on the dipswitch. With the engine running, note the 
reading at 5000 rpm. If this is outside the range 13.5 - 14.5 
volts. check the AC regulator resistances as described below.· 
2 Note that the Honda specified meters and settings men
tioned in Section 35 must'be used for this test. Trace th~ AC · 
regulator leads back to their bullet connectors and separate 
them. Connect the multimeter probes to the White and the 
Green leads and note the reading. Now reverse the probes and 
again note the reading. In each case a reading of 10 - 900 
ohms should be shown. If outsid.e this range the unit is defective 
and must be renewed. In the absence of the prescribed test 
meters, check by substitution, or have the test carried. out by a 
Honda dealer. 

34.2b ... to support bracket inside the outer cover 

GREEN RED BLACK· 

CO 1-20 CO 

CO 1-20 CO 

~ 3-100 0.2-20 ' 

CO ~ CO 

0.2-10 3-100 ~-
11.1591:.9 

Fig. 7.28 AC regulator test- XL250/500 R and R-C 
models· 

~ 
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Voltage regulator/ 

rectifier 

/ 

Pick up 
rotor 

Ignition coil Battery 

Fig. 7.29 ,Ignition and electrical cam • ponent locat· Ions- XL250 R and R-C models 

CD! unit 

. Alternator 

Voltage 
regulator/ 
rectifier 

Battery 

Fig. 7.30 Ignition and I . . e e.:;tncal cam . ponent locations XL500. R and R C · - models 
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186 Conv·ersion factors. 
c.. 

~~ Length (distance) <{<( 
Inches (in) X 25.4 Millimetres (mm) X 0.0394 Inches (in) i-....1 
Feet (ft) X 0.305 Metres (m) X 3.281 Feet (ft) . 
Miles X 1.609 Kilometres (km) X 0.621 Miles -
Volume (capacity) 
Cubic inches (cu in; in3 ) X 16.387 Cubic centimetres (cc; cm3 ) X 0.061 Cubic inches (cu in; in3 ) a:: Imperial pints {Imp pt) X 0.568 Litres (I) X 1.76 Imperial pints (Imp pt) 0 Imperial quarts (Imp qt) X 1.137 Litres (I) X 0.88 Imperial quarts (Imp qt) > t-Q) 

<{ Imperial quarts (Imp qt) X 1.201 US quarts (US qt) X 0.833 Imperial quarts (Imp qt) "" m 
US quarts (US qt) ... z ·x 0.946 Litres (I) X 1.057 US quarts (US qt) 6 -" c: c: "'~ a: 0:: Imperial gallons (Imp gal) X 4.546 Litres (I) X 0.22 Imperial gallons (Imp gal) 0 Cl) us CIJ".-:::_2 - w Imperial gallons (Imp gal) X 1.201 US gallons (US gal) X 0.833 Imperial gallons (Imp gal) 

o:JcaOQ.:I ....c:.- :.:: Q)Ci'itticiicE£:1:~ III ~ US gallons (US gal) x· 3.785 Litres (I) X 0.264 US gallons (US gal) 
... 
~coiilcii<!la:!l:>- <{ 

Mass (weight) 
Ounces (oz) X 28.35 Grams (g) X 0.035 Ounces (oz) 
Pounds (Jb) X 0.454 Kilograms (kg) X 2.205 Pounds (Jb) 

~[JL Force 
> u- Ounces-force (ozf; oz) X 0.278 Newtons (N) X 3.6 Ounces-force (ozf; oz) iii _Q Pounds-force. (lbf; Jb) X 4.448 Newtons (N) X 0.225 Pounds-force (lbf; lb) ' c..u Newtons (N) X 0.1 Kilograms-force (kgf; kg) X 9.81 Newtons (N) 

Pressure 
(/) 

Pounds-force per sq1,1are inch X 0.070 Kilograms-force per square X 14.2~3 Pounds-force per square inch Qi 
"0 (psi; lbf/in2

; lb/in2
) centimetre (kgf/cm2

; kg/cm 2 ) (psi; lbf/in2
; lb/in2 ) 0 

E Pounds-force per square inch X 0.068 Atmospheres (atm) X 14.696 Pounds-force per square inch 
a: (psi; lbf/in2

; lb/in2
) (psi; lbf/in2

; lb/in2
) ,. 0 Pounds-force per square inch X 0.069 Bars X 14.5 Pounds-force per square inch 0 

(psi; lbf/in2
; lb/in2

) (psi; lbf/in2;_1b/in2 ) 
LO. 

W::z:: -- Pounds-force per square inch X 6.895 Kilopascals (kPa) X 0.145 Pounds-force per square inch 0 
Ln 

(psi; lbf/in2
; lb/in2

) (psi; lbf/in2
; lb/in2 ) 

~ ..... N 
.. <{ a:: 41~\!) a: Kilopascals (kPa) X 0.01 Kilograms-force per square X 98.1 KiloP.ascals (kPa) X a::< I centimetre (kgf/cm2

; kg/cm2 ) LLW 
E Millibar (mbar) X 100 Pascals (Pa) X 0.01 Millibar (mbar) 
<tl Millibar (mbar) X 0.0145 Pounds-force ·per square inch X 68.947 Millibar (mbar) '" Cl 

(psi; lbf/in2
; lb/in2

) .!!! 
"0 Millibar (mbar) X 0.75 Millimetres of mercury (mmHg) X 1.333 Millibar (mbar) 
Cl Millibar (mbar) X 0.401 Inches of water (in H

2
0) X 2.491 Millibar (mbar) t- c: 

Millimetres of mercury (mmHg) X 0.535 Inches of water (in H
2
0) X 1.868 Millimetres of mercur\t (mmHg) - ·;: 

z ~ Inches of water (inH
2
0) X 0.036 Pounds-force per square inch X 27.68 Inches of water (in H

2
0) ::::> (psi; Jbf/in2

; lb/in2
) 

Cl Torque (moment of force) u I Pounds-force inches X 1.152 Kilograms-force centimetre X 0.868 Pounds-force inches 
(lbf in; lb in) (kgf cm; kg cm) (lbf in; Jb in) 
Pounds-force inches X 0.113 Newton metres (Nm) X 8.85 Pounds-force inches 

•· (lbf in; lb in) (Jbf in; Jb in) 
Pounds-force inches X 0.083 Pounds-force feet (lbf ft; lb ft) X 12 Pounds-force inches 
(Jbf in; lb in) (Jbf in; lb in) 

~ Pounds-force feet (lbf ft; lb ft) X 0.138 Kilograms-force metres X 7.233 Pounds-force feet (Jbf ft; Jb ft) - c.. (kgf m; kg m) . :.:: 
~ Pounds-force feet (lbf ft; lb ft) X 1.356 Newton metres (Nm) X 0.738 Pounds-force feet (Jbf ft; lb ft) III 

lf) Newton metres (Nm) X 0.102 Kilogral\ls-force metres X 9.804 Newton metres (Nm) 
\!) 

w::z:: (kgf m; kg m) 

Vi 
zu 

Power w -i-w :::l ~- ~orsepower (hp) X 745.7 Watts (W) X 0.0013 Horsepower (hp) a: a. z~ 1.L. Wlfl 
Velocity (speed) 

III t:J 3: Miles per hour (miles/hr; m ph)· X 1.609 Kilometres per hour (km/hr; kph) X 0.62J Miles per hour (miles/hr; mph) 
c.. 

Fuel consumption* ~ 
Miles per gallon, Imperial (mpg) X 0.354 Kilometres per litre (km/1) X 2.825 Miles per gallon, Imperial (mpg) <{ 
Miles per gallon, US (mpg) X 0.425 Kilometres per litre (km/1) X 2.352 Miles per gallon, US (mpg) · ....1 

Cl 
Temperature <( 

' LLJ Degrees Fahrenheit = ("~ X 1.8) + 32 Degrees Celsius (Degrees Centigrade; "C) = ("F - 32) X 0.56 ::z:: 
•Jt is common practice to convert from miles per gallon (mpg) to litres/100 kilometres (l/100km), 
where mpg (Imperial) x 1/100 km = 282 and rilpg (US) x f/100 km = 235 



English/ American terminology 

. Because this book has been written in England, British English component names, phrases and spellings have been used 
throughout. American English usage is quite often different and whereas normally no confusion should occur, a list of equivalent. 
terminology is given below. · · 

English American English American 

Air filter Air cleaner Number plate License plate 

Alignment (headlamp) Aim Output or layshaft Countershaft 

.Alien screw/key Socket screw/wrench Panniers Side cases 

Anticlockwise Counterclockwise Paraffin Kerosene 

Bottom/top gear Low/high gear Petrol Gasoline 

Bottom/top yoke Bottom/top triple clamp Petrol/fuel tank · Gas tank 

Bush Bushing Pinkfng Pinging 

Carburettor Carburetor Rear suspension· unit Rear shock absorber 

Catch Latch Rocker cover Valve cover 

Circlip Snap ring ·Selector Shifter 

Clutch drum Clutch housing Self-locking pliers · Vise-grips 

Dip switch Dimmer switch Side or parking lamp Parking or auxiliary light 

Disulphide Disulfide Side or prop stand Kick stand 

Dynamo DC generator Silencer Muffler 

Earth Ground Spanner Wrench 

End float End play Split pin Cotter pin 
Engineer's blue Machinist's ·dye Stanchion Tube 
Exhaust pipe Header Sulphuric Sulfuric 
Fault diagnosis Trouble shooting Sump Oil'pan 
Float chamber Float bowl Swinging arm Swingarm 
Footrest Footpeg Tab washer Lock washer 
Fuel/petrol tap Petcock Top box Trunk 
Gaiter Boot Torch Flashlight 
Gearbox Transmission Two/four stroke Two/four cycle 
Gearchange Shift Tyre Tire 
Gudgeon pin Wrist/piston pin Valve collar Valve retainer 
Indicator Turn signal Valve collets ·valve cotters 
Inlet Intake Vice Vi se 
Input shaft or mainshaft Mainshaft Wheel spindle Axle 
Kickstart Kickstarter White spirit Stoddard solvent 
Lower leg Slider · Windscreen Windshield 
Mudguard Fender 

Index 

A 

AC regulator 177 
Adjustments:-

ba.lancer ·chain 16, 61, 1 52 
brakes 14 
cam chain 14, 73 
carburettor 82, 83, 1 57 
clutch 15, 71 
decompressor cable 13, · 71 
final drive chain 11, 175 
spark plug 16, 98 
steering head bearings 15, 163 
valve clearances 12 

Air filter:
cleaning 15 
general description and maintenance 83 
modification 158 

Alternator:
refitting 65 
removal 33 
source coil 96, 159 
testing 132, 176 

Automatic timing unit 97 

8 

Balancer- engine:-
five-speed models: 

adjustment 16, 61 
examination and renovation 40 
refitting 58 
removal 37 
timing 58 

six-speed .models 152 
Balancing -wheel 126 
Battery:-

charging procedure 133 
check 14 · 
specifications 129, ·151 

Bearings:
engine 40 
steering head 15, 163 
wheel: 

front 118 
rear 121 

Brakes:-
adjustment and check 14, 124 

examination and renovation: 
front 117, 173 
rear 121 

f~ult 'diagnosis 128 
pedal - rear 113 
specifications 115, 150 
stop lamp switch 136 

Bulbs:-. 

c 

headlamp 134 
indicators 136 
specifications 129, 151 
speedometer head 1 36 
tail lamp 136 

Cables:-
brake 14, 1 24 
check 10 
choke 70 
clutch 71 
decompressor 13 
lubrication 11 
speedometer 13, 114 
thr.ottle 15 

Chain:- · 
balancer 61 
cam chain 14, 73 
final drive 11, 125 

Cam chain:
adjustment 14, 73 
examination and renovation 45 
refitting 61 
removal 37 
tensioner: 

automatic 155 
manual 45, 61 

Camshaft:-
examination and renovation 45 
refitting 68 
removal 27 

Carburettor:-
adjustment 82, 157 
dismantling and reassembly 77 
examination and renovation 82 
float height 83 
modification 157 
removal 77 
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settings 82, 157 
· specifications 75, .146 

CDI:-
system 93-95 
unit 95, 159 

Cleaning:
air filter 15 
final drive chain 11 
oil filter screen 16 
the machine 114 

Clutch:-
adjustment and check 15, 71 
drag 46, 74 . 
examination and renovation 46 
fault diagnosis 74 
modification 156 
refitting 61 
removal 33 
slip 46,.74 
specifications 22, 143 

Coil:-
charging 130, 176 
HT 95 
pickup 96, 160 
source 96, 159 

Crankcases:-
examination and renovation 39 
joining 59 
separating 37 

Crankshaft:-
examination and renovation 40 
refitting 56 
removal 37 

Cush drive rear wheel 121 
Cylinder barrel:- · • 

examination and renovation 41 
refitting 65 
removal 29 

Cylinder head:-
examination and renovation 42 
refitting 65 
removal 27 

Cylinder head cover:
refitti ng 68 
removal 27 

D 

Decompressor 13, 71 
Dimensions - model 6 
Dust caps - tyre valves 126 

E 

Electrical system:-
AC regulator 177 
alternator 33, 132,.176 
battery 14, 133 
brake stop lamp switch 136 
charging output check 130, 176 
check - general 130 
fault diagnosis 140 · 
fuse 139 
headlamp 134 
·horn 138 
indicators 136 
modifications 175 
regulator/rectifier 132, 176 
specifications 129, 151 
switches 138 
tail lamp :136 

Index 

wiring diagrams 179-186 
Engine:-

balancer 16, 37, 40, 58, 61 
bearings 40 
cam chain 14, 37, 45, 61, 73, 155 
camshaft 27, 45, 65 
connecting rod 40 
crankcases 33, 37, 39, 59, 65 
crankshaft 37, 40, 56 
cylinder barrel 29, 41, 65 
cylinder head 27, 42, 65 
cylinder bead cover 27, 68 
decompressor 13, 71 
dismantling - general 27 
examination and renovation - general 39 ·· 
fault diagnosis 73 · 
oil: 

change 16 
filter screen 16, 88 
level check 1 0 
pump 33, 61, 88 

piston 29, 41, 65 
primary drive pinion 33, 61 
reassembly- general 47 
refitting into frame 70 
removal from frame 24 
rocker arms and spindles 45 
specifications 20, 142, 143, 145 
starting and running 73 
valves 12, 42, 68 

Exhaust system 86 

F 

Fault diagnosis:
electrical system 140 
engine 73 
clutch 74 
frame and forks 114 
fuel system and lubrication 92 
gearbox 74 
ignition system 93, 98 
wheels, brakes and tyres 128 

' Filters:-
air 15, 83, 158 
oil16, 88 

Final drive chain:- . 
adjustment cleaning and lubrication 11, 175 
examination and lubricatiop 125 · 

Frame and forks:
fault diagnosis 114 · 
footrests 113 
fork yokes 1 02 
frame 109 
front forks 1 01' 1 oi, 1 05, 1 07' 160-163 
Pro-link 164 
prop stand 111 · 
rear brake pedal 113 
rear suspension linkage 164, 166 
rear suspension unit 109, 164, 166 
specifications 1 00, 147-149 
steering head 1 01, 163 
swinging arm 1.11, 170, 172 

Front brake:" · 
adjustment and check 14, 173 
dismantling, examination and renovation 117, 173 
fault diagnosis 128 
spedfications 115, 130 
stop lamp switches 136 

Front forks:-
air pressure 163 
dismantling 1 02, 163 

examination and renovation 1 05 
modification 161 
.reassembly 1 07, 163 
refitting 1 07,.162 
removal 1 01, 162 

Front wheel:
bearings 118 
examination and renovation 115 
removal and refitting 116 

.Fuel system:-
carburettor 77, 82, 83, 157 
fault diagnosis 92 
pipes 77 
tank 76, 158 
tap 77, 158 
specifications 75, 146, 14 7 

Fuse 139 

G 

Gearbox:-
examination and renovation 46 
fault diagnosis 74 
modification (6-speed) 153 
oil: · 

change 16 
level check 1 0 

shafts: 
rebuilding 48 
refitting 56 
removal 37 

specifications 22, 143, 144, 145 
Gear selector:-

refitting 54 
removal 37 . 

Generator..,. alternator 33, 65, 96, 132, 176 
Gudgeon pin 40 

H 

Headlamp 134 
Horn 138 
HT coil 95 

Ignition pickup:
refitting 61 
removal 33 
modification 156 

Ignition system:
automatic timing unit 97 
CDI unit95 
fault diagnosis 93, 98 
HT coil95 
modification 159 
pickup coil 96, 160 
source coil 96, 159 
specifications 93, 14 7 
switches 94 
timing 97 
wiring check 94 

Indicators 136 

K 

Kickstart:-
examination and renovation 46 

Index 

L 

refitting 51 
removal 39 

Lamps:-
headlamp 134 
indicators 136 
specifications 129, 151 
speedometer head 136 
tail lamp 136 

Lubrication:
cables 11 
engine/gearbox: 

oil change 16 
oil filter screen 16, 88 
oil level check 1 0 
oil pump 33, 61, 88 

final drive chain 11, 125 
pivots 11 
specifications 75 

M 

Main bearings 40 
Maintenance:

competition checks 1 0 
routine 9-16 

0 

Oil change 16 
Oil filter screen 16, 88 
Oil level check 1 0 
Oil pump:-

examination and reassembly !38 
refitt;ing 61 
removal33 

Ordering spare parts 7 

p 

Pedal - rear brake 113 
Petrol:-

pipes 77 
tank 76, 158 
tap 77, 158 

Pickup coil:
modification 156 
refitting 61 
removal 33 
testing 96, 160 

Piston:-
examination and renovation 41 
refitting 65 
removal 29 
rings 41 

Primary drive pinion:
refitting 61 
removal 33 

Prop stand 111 

R 

Rear brake:-
. adjustment and check 14, 124 

examination afld renovation 121, 124 

191 
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. fault diagnosis 128 
pedal 113 
specifications 115, 150 
stop lamp switch 136 

·Rear chain 11, 125,175 
flear suspension- Pro-link 164-167 
Rear suspension units 109, 164, 166 
Rear wheel:-

bearings 121 
cush drive 121 
examination 118 
modification 175 
removal and refitting 118 
sprocket 124 

Regulator/rectifier 132, 176 
Rings- piston 41 ' 
Rocker arms and spindles 45 
Routine maintenance 9 

s 
Safety First! 8 
Source coil 96, 159 
Spark plug:-

adjustnient and cleaning 16, 96 . 

renewal16 
Speedometer:

bulb renewal 136 
drive 114 

. drive cable 113 
head 113 

Specifications:
brakes 115, 150 
electrical system 129, 151 
engine 20, 142, 144, 145 
clutch 22, 143 
frame and forks 100, 147, 148,'149 
fuel system 75, 146 
gearbox 22, 143, 144, 145 · 
ignition system 93, 147 
lubrication system 17, 75 

· tyres 115, 150 
Steering head:~ 

bearings 15, 1 02, 163 
. dismantling 1 01 

reassembly 1 06 
Suspension:-

front 1 01 -1 07, 161 -163 
rear 1 09, 164, 166 

Swinging arm 111, 170, 172 

Index 

Switches:- · 

T 

brake stop lamp 136 
ignition 94 
kill94 
maintenance 138 
neutral 37 

Tail lamp 136 
Timing - ignition 97. 
Tools 18 

· Torque settings 19, 23, 143, 145, 146, 149, 150 
Tyres:- · 

V 

pressures 1 0, 115, 150 
removal and refitting 125 
specifications 115, 150 
valves 126 

Valve- tyre 126 
Valves engine:

clearances ·12 
examination and renovation 42 
grinding 43 
specifications 21 
timing 68 

Voltage regulator 132, 176 

w 
Weights - models 6 
Wheels:-

bafance 126 
front: 

bearings 118 . 
examination and renovation 115 
removal and refitting 116 

rear: 
bearings 121 
cush drive 121 
examination 118 
modification 175 
removal and refitting 118 
sprocket 1 24 

Wiring:
check 94 
diagrams 179-186 
layout 138 



Models covered by this manual· 
Honda XL250 S. 248cc. UK May 1978 to September 1982. US April 1978 to 1981 
Honda XL250 R. 248cc. UK March 1982 to October 1984. US February 1982 to 1983 
Hooda XR250. 248cc. UK March 1979 to 1980, US September 1978 to 1980 
Honda XR250 R;.248cc. US only September 1981 to 1982 
Honda XL500 s: 498cc. UK March 1979 to February 1982. US February 1979 to 1981 
Honda XL500 R. 498cc. UK February 1982 to October 1984, US July 1981 to 1982 
Honda XR500. 498cc. UK March 1979 to 1980. US January 1979 to 1980 
Honda XR500 R. 498cc. US only August 1981 to 1982 

your ·motorcycle 
a little tter 

The clear, step-by-step illustrated instructions cover the dismantling, 
inspection. repair and refitting of the engine, clutch and gearbox, cooling 
system (where fitted). fuel and lubrication systems. ignition and exhaust" 

systems, frame and forks. wheels, brakes and tyres·. and the electrical 
system. Routine maintenance. complete specification's and detailed fault 
diagnosis procedures are also .included. Only Haynes confpletely strip and 

rebuild the motorcycle on which each manual is based. 

Saving you money from 
start to finish 

Whether you just want to change your oil. replace your plugs. carry out a 
top end overhaul or rebuild your gearbox. the Haynes manual will show 

you how and can help save substantial amounts 
on servicing and repair bills. 

Helping you make things 
a little further 

A Haynes manual can help you stretch your motorcycling budget that little 
bit further in other ways too. Regular maintenance and servicing will 

mean that your motorcycle is safer to ride whilst giving you more of thos.e 
precious mpg. What's more. a motorcycle that is well looked after will 

hold its price better and last a lot longer. 

AB 

ISBN 1 85010 268 6 

hat the 
press say 
· ... with help from these 
manuals published by 
Haynes you can. by 
following step-by-step 
intructions. perform just 
about every maintenance 
task you'll ever need to 
keep your bike running for 
years. We heartily 
recommend them.' 
Cycle World (USAJ 

· ... Haynes manuals 
assume that ttie owner 
will not have factory tools. 
and alternatives are either 
shown or discussed .. : 
Cycle fUSAJ 

· ... a well illustrated 
manual written in 
everyday language.' 
Motor Cycle News (UKJ 

'They show simple to 
follow step-by-step 
overhauls and are well 
illustrated.' 
Motorcycle Mechanics 
(UKJ 




